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PREFACE

The plan and limitations of this book have been explained so fully in the Introduction that little more need be said by way of preface. The room for difference of opinion on many of the subjects treated is so great that I cannot expect my views on controverted points to meet with universal acceptance; and the complexity of my undertaking forbids me to hope that positive errors, justly open to censure, have been avoided altogether; but I trust that critics will be prepared to concede the amount of indulgence which may be granted legitimately to the work of a pioneer.

The devotion of a disproportionately large space to the memorable invasion of Alexander the Great is due to the exceptional interest of the subject, which, so far as I know, has not been treated adequately in any modern book. The extreme brevity of the fourteenth and fifteenth chapters, dealing with the mediaeval kingdoms of the north and the Deccan, which may be open to adverse criticism, is attributable to the limited interest of merely local histories. In the final chapter an attempt has been made to give an intelligible outline of the history of the South, so far as it has been ascertained. The story of the Dravidian nations seems to me deserving of more attention than it generally receives.

The presentation of cumbrous and unfamiliar
Oriental names must always be a difficulty for a writer on Indian history. I have endeavoured to secure reasonable uniformity of spelling without pedantry. The system of transliteration followed in the notes and appendices is substantially that used in the *Indian Antiquary*; while in the text long vowels only are marked where necessary, and all other diacritical signs are discarded.

Vowels have values as in Italian; except the short a, which is pronounced like u in but, when with stress, and like A in America, when without stress. The consonants are to be pronounced as in English; and ch, consequently, is represented in French by tch, and in German by tsch; similarly, j is equivalent to the French dj and the German dsch. The international symbol c for the English ch, as in church, which has been adopted by the Asiatic Societies, may have some advantages in purely technical publications; but its use results in such *monstra horrenda* as Cae for Chach, and is unsuitable in a work intended primarily for English and Indian readers.

I have much pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of help of various kinds from the following gentlemen:—M. Édouard Chavannes, Professeur au Collège de France; Mr. J. S. Cotton, editor of the *Indian Imperial Gazetteer*; Mr. William Crooke; Professor Rhys Davids; Dr. J. F. Fleet, C.I.E.; Dr. Rudolf Hoernle, C.I.E.; Mr. James Kennedy; M. Sylvain Lévi; Professor E. J. Rapson; and Mr. R. Sewell.
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CHAPTER I

I. INTRODUCTION

The illustrious Elphinstone, writing in 1839, observed that in Indian history, no date of a public event can be fixed before the invasion of Alexander; and no connected relation of the national transactions can be attempted until after the Mahometan conquest. Professor Cowell, when commenting upon this dictum, twenty-seven years later, begged his readers to bear it in mind during the whole of the Hindu period; assigning as his reason for this caution the fact that "it is only at those points where other nations came into contact with the Hindus, that we are able to settle any details accurately."1

Although the first clause of Elphinstone's proposition, if strictly interpreted, still remains true—no date in Indian history prior to Alexander's invasion being determinable with absolute precision—modern research has much weakened the force of the observation, and has enabled scholars to fix a considerable number of dates in the pre-Alexandrine history of India with approximate accuracy, sufficient for most purposes.

But when the statement that a connected narrative of events prior to the Muhammadan conquest cannot be prepared is examined in the light of present knowledge, the immense progress in the recovery of the lost history of India made during the last forty years becomes apparent. The researches of a multitude of scholars working in various fields have disclosed an unexpected wealth of materials for the reconstruction of ancient Indian history; and the necessary preliminary studies of a technical kind have been carried so far that the moment seems to have arrived for taking stock of the accumulated stores of knowledge. It now appears

1 Elphinstone, History of India, ed. Cowell, 5th ed., p. 11.
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to be practicable to exhibit the results of antiquarian studies in the shape of a 'connected relation'; not less intelligible to the ordinary educated reader than Elphinstone's narrative of the transactions of the Muhammadan period.

The first attempt to present such a narrative of the leading events in Indian political history for eighteen centuries is made in this book, which is designedly confined almost exclusively to the relation of political vicissitudes. A sound framework of dynastic annals must be provided before the story of Indian literature and art can be told aright. Although literary and artistic problems are touched on very lightly in this volume, the references made will suffice, perhaps, to convince the reader that the key is often to be found in the accurate chronological presentation of dynastic facts.

European students, whose attention has been directed almost exclusively to the Graeco-Roman foundation of modern civilization, may be disposed to agree with the German philosopher in the belief that 'Chinese, Indian, and Egyptian antiquities are never more than curiosities'; but, however well founded that opinion may have been in Goethe's day, it can no longer command assent. The researches of orientalists during the last hundred years have established many points of contact between the ancient East and the modern West; and no Hellenist can now afford to profess complete ignorance of the Babylonian and Egyptian culture which forms the bed-rock of European institutions. Even China has been brought into touch with Europe; while the languages, literature, art, and philosophy of the West have been proved to be connected by innumerable bonds with those of India. Although the names of even the greatest monarchs of ancient India are at present unfamiliar to the general reader, and awaken few echoes in the minds of any save specialists, it is not unreasonable to hope that an orderly presentation of the ascertained facts of ancient Indian history may be of interest to a larger circle than that

1 The Maxims and Reflections of Goethe, No. 325, in Bailey Saunders's translation.
of professed orientalists, and that, as the subject becomes more familiar to the reading public, it will be found no less worthy of attention than more familiar departments of historical study. A recent Indian author justly observes that 'India suffers to-day in the estimation of the world more through that world's ignorance of the achievements of the heroes of Indian history than through the absence or insignificance of such achievements.' The following pages may serve to prove that the men of old time in India did deeds worthy of remembrance, and deserving of rescue from the oblivion in which they have been buried for so many centuries.

The section of this work which deals with the invasion of Alexander the Great may claim to make a special appeal to the interest of readers trained in the ordinary course of classical studies; and the subject has been treated accordingly with much fullness of detail. The existing English accounts of Alexander's marvellous campaign, among which that of Thirlwall may claim, perhaps, the highest place, treat the story rather as an appendix to the history of Greece than as part of that of India, and fail to make full use of the results of the labours of modern geographers and archaeologists. In this volume the campaign is discussed as a memorable episode in the history of India, and an endeavour has been made to collect all the rays of light from recent investigation and to focus them upon the narratives of ancient authors.

The author's aim is to present the story of ancient India, so far as practicable, in the form of a connected narrative, based upon the most authentic evidence available; to relate facts, however established, with impartiality; and to discuss the problems of history in a judicial spirit. He has striven to realize, however imperfectly, the ideal expressed in the words of Goethe:

'The historian's duty is to separate the true from the false, the certain from the uncertain, and the doubtful from

1 C. N. K. Aiyar, Sri Sankaracharya, his Life and Times, p. iv.
that which cannot be accepted. . . . Every investigator must before all things look upon himself as one who is summoned to serve on a jury. He has only to consider how far the statement of the case is complete and clearly set forth by the evidence. Then he draws his conclusion and gives his vote, whether it be that his opinion coincides with that of the foreman or not.

The application of these principles necessarily involves the wholesale rejection of mere legend as distinguished from tradition, and the omission of many picturesque anecdotes, mostly folk-lore, which have clustered round the names of the mighty men of old in India.

The historian of the remote past of any nation must be content to rely much upon tradition as embodied in literature, and to acknowledge that the results of his researches, when based upon traditionary materials, are inferior in certainty to those obtainable for periods of which the facts are attested by contemporary evidence. In India, with very few exceptions, contemporary evidence of any kind is not available before the time of Alexander; but critical examination of records dated much later than the events referred to can extract from them testimony which may be regarded with a high degree of probability as traditionally transmitted from the sixth or, perhaps, the seventh century B.C.

Even contemporary evidence, when it is available for later periods, cannot be accepted without criticism. The flattery of courtiers, the vanity of kings, and many other clouds which obscure the absolute truth, must be recognized and allowed for. Nor is it possible for the writer of a history, however great may be his respect for the objective fact, to eliminate altogether his own personality. Every kind of evidence, even the most direct, must reach the reader, when in narrative form, as a reflection from the mirror of the writer's mind, with the liability to unconscious distortion. In the following pages the author has endeavoured to exclude the subjective element so far as possible, to make no state-

1 The Maxims and Reflections of Goethe, Nos. 453, 543.
ment of fact without authority, and to give the authority, that is to say, the evidence, for every fact alleged.

But no obligation to follow authority in the other sense of the word has been recognized, and the narrative often assumes a form which appears to be justified by the evidence, although opposed to the views stated in well-known books by authors of repute. Indian history has been too much the sport of credulity and hypothesis, inadequately checked by critical judgement of evidence or verification of fact; and 'the opinion of the foreman,' to use Goethe’s phrase, cannot be implicitly followed.

Although this work purports to relate the Early History of India, the title must be understood with certain limitations. India, encircled as she is by seas and mountains, is indisputably a geographical unit, and, as such, is rightly designated by one name. Her type of civilization, too, has many features which differentiate it from that of all other regions of the world, while they are common to the whole country, or rather continent, in a degree sufficient to justify its treatment as a unit in the history of human, social, and intellectual development.

But the complete political unity of India under the control of a paramount power, wielding unquestioned authority, is a thing of yesterday, barely a century old. The most notable of her rulers in the olden time cherished the ambition of universal Indian dominion, and severally attained it in a greater or less degree. But not one of them attained it completely, and this failure implies a lack of unity in political history which renders the task of the historian difficult.

The same difficulty besets the historian of Greece still more pressingly; but, in that case, with the attainment of unity, the interest of the history vanishes. In the case of India the converse proposition holds good, and the reader’s interest varies directly with the degree of unity attained; the details of Indian annals being insufferably wearisome except when generalized by the application of a bond of political union.
A history of India, if it is to be read, must necessarily be the story of the predominant dynasties, and either ignore, or relegate to a very subordinate position, the annals of the minor states. Elphinstone acted upon this principle in his classic work, and practically confined his narrative to the transactions of the Sultans of Delhi and their Moghal successors. The same principle has been applied in this book, and attention has been concentrated upon the dominant dynasties which, from time to time, have attained or aspired to paramount power.

Twice, in the long series of centuries dealt with in this history, the political unity of all India was nearly attained; first, in the third century B.C., when Asoka's empire extended to the latitude of Madras; and again, in the fourth century A.D., when Samudragupta carried his victorious arms from the Ganges to the extremity of the Peninsula. Other princes, although their conquests were less extensive, yet succeeded in establishing, and for a time maintaining, empires which might fairly claim to rank as paramount powers. With the history of such princes the following narrative is chiefly concerned, and the affairs of the minor states are either slightly noticed, or altogether ignored.

The paramount power in early times, when it existed, invariably had its seat in Northern India—the region of the Gangetic plain lying to the north of the great barrier of jungle-clad hills which shut off the Deccan from Hindustan. That barrier may be defined conveniently as consisting of the Vindhyan ranges; or may be identified, still more copiously, with the river Narmadā, or Nerbudda, which falls into the Gulf of Cambay.

The ancient kingdoms of the south, although rich and populous, inhabited by Dravidian nations not inferior in culture to their Aryan rivals in the north, were ordinarily so secluded from the rest of the civilized world, including Northern India, that their affairs remained hidden from the eyes of other nations; and, native annalists being lacking, their history, previous to the year 1000 of the Christian era, has almost wholly perished. Except on the rare occasions
when an unusually enterprising sovereign of the north either penetrated or turned the forest barrier, and for a moment lifted the veil of secrecy in which the southern potentates lived enwrapped, very little is known concerning political events in the south during the long period extending from 600 B.C. to 1000 A.D. To use the words of Elphinstone, no 'connected relation of the national transactions' of Southern India in early times can be written; and an early history of India must, perforce, be concerned mainly with the north.

Strictly speaking, this work is in substance an attempt to present in narrative form the history of the ancient dominant dynasties of Northern India; while it passes lightly over the annals of the great southern kingdoms, and those of the minor states in every part of the country. But, in the fourteenth chapter, the reader will find a summary account of the more salient events in the story of the mediaeval kingdoms of the north; and the two succeeding chapters are devoted to a brief narrative of the fortunes of the kingdoms of the Deccan tableland and the Peninsula, so far as they are known, from the earliest times to the Muhammadan invasion at the beginning of the fourteenth century.

The time dealt with is that extending from the beginning of the historical period in 600 B.C. to the Muhammadan conquest, which may be dated in round numbers as having occurred in 1200 A.D. in the north, and a century later in the south. The earliest political event in India to which an approximately correct date can be assigned is the establishment of the Saisunāga dynasty of Magadha about 600 B.C.

II. SOURCES OF INDIAN HISTORY

The sources of, or original authorities for, the early history of India may be arranged in four classes. The first of these is tradition, chiefly as recorded in native literature; the second consists of those writings of foreign travellers and historians, which contain observations on Indian subjects; the third is the evidence of archaeology, which may be
subdivided into the monumental, the epigraphic, and the numismatic; and the fourth comprises the few works of native contemporary literature, which deal expressly with historical subjects.

For the period anterior to Alexander the Great, extending from 600 B.C. to 326 B.C., dependence must be placed almost wholly upon literary tradition, communicated through works composed in many different ages, and frequently recorded in scattered, incidental notices. The purely Indian traditions are supplemented by the notes of the Greek authors, Ktesias, Herodotus, the historians of Alexander, and Megasthenes.

The Kashmir chronicle, composed in the twelfth century, which is in form the nearest approach to a work of regular history in extant Sanskrit literature, contains a large body of confused ancient traditions, which can be used only with much caution. It is also of high value as a trustworthy record of local events for the period contemporary with, or slightly preceding, the author's lifetime.

The great Sanskrit epics, the Mahabharata and Ramayana, while of value as traditional pictures of social life in the heroic age, do not seem to contain matter illustrating the political relations of states during the historical period.

Sanskrit specialists have extracted from the works of grammarians and other authors many incidental references to ancient tradition, which collectively amount to a considerable addition to historical knowledge. These passages from Sanskrit literature, so far as they have come to my notice, have been utilized in this work; but some references may have escaped attention.

The sacred books of the Jain sect, which are still very imperfectly known, also contain numerous historical statements and allusions of considerable value.

1 Kalhana's Rajatarangini, a Chronicle of the Kings of Kashmir, translated with an Introduction, Commentary, and Appendices, by M. A. Stein (2 vols., Constable, 1900). This monumental work is as creditable to the enterprise of the publishers as it is to the industry and learning of the translator, who has also produced a critical edition of the text.

2 Some of the leading Jain texts have been translated by Prof. Hermann Jacobi (S. B. E., vols. xxii, xlv).
The Jātaka, or Birth, stories and other books of the Jātaka stories. Buddhist canon, include many incidental references to the political condition of India in the fifth and sixth centuries B.C., which although not exactly contemporary with the events alluded to, certainly transmit genuine historical tradition

The chronicles of Ceylon in the Pāli language, of which Pāli the Dipavaṃsa, dating probably from the fourth century A.D., and the Mahāvaṃsa are the best known, offer several discrepant versions of early Indian traditions, chiefly concerning the Maurya dynasty. These Sinhalese stories, the value of which has been sometimes overestimated, demand cautious criticism at least as much as do other records of popular and ecclesiastical tradition.

The most systematic record of Indian historical tradition is that preserved in the dynastic lists of the Purānas. Five out of the eighteen works of this class, namely, the Vāyu, Matsya, Vishnu, Brahmāṇḍa, and Bhāgavata contain such lists. The Brahmāṇḍa and Bhāgavata Purānas being comparatively late works, the lists in them are corrupt, imperfect, and of slight value. But those in the oldest documents, the Vāyu, Matsya, and Vishnu, are full, and evidently based upon good authorities. The latest of these three works, the Vishnu, is the best known, having been completely translated into English; but in some cases its evidence is not so good as that of the Vāyu and Matsya. It was composed, probably, in the fifth or sixth century A.D., and corresponds most closely with the theoretical definition that a Purāṇa should

1 A complete translation of the Jātakas by Mr. W. H. D. Rouse and other scholars is in course of publication, and four volumes have appeared (Cambridge University Press). For the date of the book see Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, pp. 189–208.

2 For a favourable view of the Ceylon chronicles see Rhys Davids, Buddhist India; and, on the other side, Foulkes, ‘The Vicissitudes of the Buddhist Literature of Ceylon’ (Ind. Ant. xvii, 100); ‘Buddhaghosa’ (ibid. xix, 105); Taw Sein Ko, Kalyāṇi Inscriptions (ibid. xxii, 14); V. A. Smith, Asoka, the Buddhist Emperor of India. The Mahāvaṃsa exists in more recensions than one; but that ordinarily quoted is the one translated by Turnour, whose version has been revised by Wijesimha.

3 By H. H. Wilson, subsequently edited and improved by F. Hall. The lists will be found in Duff, Chronology of India (Constable, 1899).
Sources of Indian History

Dealing with the five topics of primary creation, secondary creation, genealogies of gods and patriarchs, reigns of various Manus, and the histories of the old dynasties of kings. The Vayu seems to go back to the middle of the fourth century A.D., and the Matsya is probably intermediate in date between it and the Vishnu.

Modern European writers have been inclined to disparage unduly the authority of the Puranic lists, but closer study finds in them much genuine and valuable historical tradition. For instance, the Vishnu Purana gives the outline of the history of the Maurya dynasty with a near approach to accuracy, and the Radcliffe manuscript of the Matsya is equally trustworthy for Andhra history. Proof of the surprising extent to which coins and inscriptions confirm the Matsya list of the Andhra kings has recently been published.

The earliest foreign notice of India is that in the inscriptions of the Persian king, Darius, son of Hystaspes, at Persepolis, and Naksh-i-Rustam, the latter of which may be referred to the year 486 B.C. Herodotus, who wrote late in the fifth century, contributes valuable information concerning the relation between India and the Persian empire, which supplements the less detailed statements of the inscriptions. The fragments of the works of Ktesias of Knidos, who was physician to Artaxerxes Memnon in 401 B.C., and amused himself by collecting travellers' tales about the wonders of the East, are of very slight value.

Officers of Europe was practically ignorant of India until the veil was lifted by Alexander's operations and the reports of his officers. Some twenty years after his death the Greek ambassadors sent by the kings of Syria and Egypt to the court of the Maurya emperors recorded careful observations.

1 Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 301.
2 V. A. Smith, 'Andhra History and Coinage' (Z. D. M. G., 1902, 1903).
3 Rawlinson, Herodotus, vol. ii, p. 403; iv, 207.
4 Translated by McCrindle in Ind. Ant. x, 296; the translation was also published separately at Calcutta in 1882.
on the country to which they were accredited, which have been partially preserved in the works of many Greek and Roman authors. The fragments of Megasthenes are especially valuable.

Arrian, a Graeco-Roman official of the second century A.D., wrote a capital description of India, as well as an admirable critical history of Alexander’s invasion. Both these works being based upon the reports of Ptolemy son of Lagos, and other officers of Alexander, and the writings of the Greek ambassadors, are entitled to a large extent to the credit of contemporary documents, so far as the Indian history of the fourth century B.C. is concerned. The works of Quintus Curtius and other authors, who essayed to tell the story of Alexander’s Indian campaign, are far inferior in value; but each has merits of its own.

The Chinese ‘Father of history,’ Ssu-ma-ch’ien, who completed his work about 100 B.C., is the first of a long series of Chinese historians, whose writings throw much light upon the early annals of India. The accurate chronology of the Chinese authors gives their statements peculiar value.

The long series of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who continued for several centuries to visit India, which they regarded as their Holy Land, begins with Fa-hsien (Fa-hsien); who started on his travels in 399 A.D., and returned to China fifteen years later. The book in which he recorded his journeys has been preserved complete, and translated once into French, and four times into English. It includes a very interesting and valuable description of the government and social condition of the Gangetic provinces during the reign of Chandra-gupta II, Vikramāditya. Several other pilgrims

1 Edited by Schwanbeck, Bonn, 1846; translated by McCrindle.
2 The Greek and Roman notices of India have been collected, translated, and discussed by Mr. McCrindle in six useful books, published between 1882 and 1901, and dealing with (1) Ktēsias, (2) Indika of Megasthenes and Arrian, (3) Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, (4) Ptolemy’s Geography, (5) Alexander’s Invasion, and (6) Ancient India, as described by other classical writers.
3 M. Chavannes has published a translation of Ssu-ma-ch’ien. The French sinologists have been especially active in exploring the Chinese sources of Indian history, and several of their publications will be cited in later chapters.
left behind them works which contribute something to the elucidation of Indian history, and their testimony will be cited in due course.

But the prince of pilgrims, the illustrious Hiuen Tsang, whose fame as Master of the Law still resounds through all Buddhist lands, deserves more particular notice. His travels, described in a work entitled *Records of the Western World*, which has been translated into French, English, and German, extended from 629 A.D. to 645 or 646, and covered an enormous area, including almost every part of India, except the extreme south. His book is a treasure-house of accurate information, indispensable to every student of Indian antiquity, and has done more than any archaeological discovery to render possible the remarkable resuscitation of lost Indian history which has recently been effected. Although the chief historical value of Hiuen Tsang’s work consists in its contemporary description of political and social institutions, the pilgrim has increased the debt of gratitude due to his memory by recording a considerable mass of ancient tradition, which would have been lost but for his care to preserve it. The *Life of Hiuen Tsang*, composed by his friend Hwui-li, contributes many details supplemental to the narrative in the Travels.

Alberuni. The learned mathematician and astronomer, Alberuni, almost the only Muhammadan scholar who has ever taken the trouble to learn Sanskrit, essentially a language of idolatrous unbelievers, when regarded from a Muslim point of view, entered India in the train of Mahmud of Ghazni. His work, descriptive of the country, entitled ‘An Enquiry into India’ (*Tahkik-i-Hind*), which was finished in 1031 A.D., is of high value as an account of Hindu manners, science, and literature; but contributes little information which can be utilized for the purposes of political history.

1 See Appendix B, *The Chinese Pilgrims*, at the end of this chapter.

2 Edited and translated by Sachau. Major Raverty points out that the title of Alberuni’s work is *Tahkik*, not *Tariikh-i-Hind* (*J. A. S. B.*, 1873, part 1, p. 106 note).
The visit of the Venetian traveller, Marco Polo, to Southern India in 1294–5 A.D. just comes within the limits of this volume.

The Muhammadan historians of India are valuable authorities for the history of the conquest by the armies of Islam.

The monumental class of archaeological evidence, considered by itself and apart from the inscriptions on the walls of buildings, offers little direct contribution to the materials for political history, but is of high illustrative value, and greatly helps the student in realizing the power and magnificence of some of the ancient dynasties.

Unquestionably the most copious and important source of inscriptions in early Indian history is the epigraphic; and the accurate knowledge of many periods of the long-forgotten past which has now been attained is derived mainly from the patient study of inscriptions during the last seventy years. Inscriptions are of many kinds. Asoka's edicts, or sermons on stone, form a class by themselves; no other sovereign having imitated his practice of engraving ethical exhortations on the rocks. Equally peculiar is the record of two Sanskrit plays on tables of stone at Ajmir. But the great majority of inscriptions are commemorative, dedicatory, or donative. The former two classes comprise a vast variety of records, extending from the mere signature of a pilgrim's name to an elaborate panegyric poem in the most artificial style of Sanskrit verse; and for the most part are incised on stone. The donative inscriptions—or grants—on the other hand, are mostly engraved on plates of copper, the favourite material used for permanent record of conveyances.

The south of India is peculiarly rich in inscriptions of Southern almost all kinds, both on stone and copper, some of which attain extraordinary length. The known southern inscrip-

1 M. Cordier has recently brought out a new edition of Yule's version.
2 They are most conveniently consulted in Elliot's History of India as told by its own Historians; a valuable work, although not free from errors, many of which have been corrected by Major Raverty in various publications.
3 Kielhorn, Bruchstücks indischer Schauinschriften zu Ajmern (Berlin, 1901).
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tions are believed to number several thousands, and many must remain for future discovery. But these records, notwithstanding their abundance, are inferior in interest to the rarer northern documents, by reason of their comparatively recent date. No southern inscription earlier than the Christian era is known, except the Mysore edition of Asoka's Minor Rock Edicts and the brief dedications of the Bhattiprolu caskets; and the records prior to the seventh century A.D. are very few.

The oldest northern document is probably the Sākya dedication of the relics of Buddha at Piprāwā, which may date back to about 450 B.C.; and the number of inscriptions anterior to the Christian era is considerable. Records of the second and third centuries A.D. are rare.

Although much excellent work has been done, infinitely more remains to be done before the study of Indian inscriptions is exhausted; and the small body of unselfish workers at the subject is in urgent need of recruits, content to find their reward in the interest of the work itself, the pleasure of discovery, and the satisfaction of adding to the world's knowledge.

The numismatic evidence is more accessible as a whole than the epigraphic. Many classes of Indian coins have been discussed in special treatises, and compelled to yield their contributions to history; while a general survey completed by Mr. Rapson enables the student to judge how far the muse of history has been helped by her numismatic handmaid.

From the time of Alexander's invasion coins afford invaluable aid to the researches of the historian in every period; and for the Bactrian, Indo-Greek, and Indo-Parthian dynasties they constitute almost the sole evidence.

1 Ep. Ind. ii, 323.
3 See Dr. Fleet's article in Ind. Ant., 1901, p. 1. It is impossible to give a complete list of the publications in which Indian inscriptions appear. The properly edited records will be found mostly in the Indian Antiquary, Epigraphia Indica, South Indian Inscriptions, and Dr. Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions; but documents, more or less satisfactorily edited, will be met with in almost all the voluminous publications on Indian archaeology.
4 Some of the principal modern works on ancient Indian numis-
PIPRĀWA INSCRIBED VASE CONTAINING RELICS OF BUDDHA

(न्याय सलिला निधाने बुद्धसा भगवाते)}
The fourth class of materials for, or sources of, early Indian history, namely, contemporary native literature of an historical kind, is of very limited extent, comprising only two works in Sanskrit, and a few poems in Tamil. None of these works is pure history; they are all of a romantic character, and present the facts with much embellishment.

The best known composition of this class is that entitled the 'Deeds of Harsha' (Harsha-Charita), written by Bana, about 620 A.D., in praise of his master and patron, King Harsha of Thanesar and Kanauj, which is of high value, both as a depository of ancient tradition, and a record of contemporary history, in spite of obvious faults. A similar work called 'The Deeds of Vikramānka,' by Bihana, a poet of the twelfth century, is devoted to the eulogy of a powerful king who ruled a large territory in the south and west between 1076 and 1126 A.D. The earliest of the Tamil poems alluded to is believed to date from the sixth or seventh century A.D. These compositions, which are panegyrics on famous kings of the south, appear to contain a good deal of historical matter.

The obstacles which have hitherto prevented the construction of a continuous narrative of Early Indian History are due, not so much to the deficiency of material, as to the lack of definite chronology referred to by Elphinstone and Cowell. The rough material is not so scanty as has been supposed. The data for the reconstruction of the early history of all nations are very meagre, largely consisting of bare lists of chronologies are:—Rapson, Indian Coins (Strassburg, 1896); Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India (1891); Coins of Mediæval India (1894); Von Sallet, Die Nachfolger Alexanders des Grossen in Baktien und Indien (Berlin, 1879); P. Gardner, The Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings of Bactria and India in the British Museum (1886); V. A. Smith, three treatises on 'The Gupta Coinage' (J. A. S. B., vol. lii, part 1, 1884; ibid., vol. liii, part 1, 1894; J. R. A. S., Jan., 1889); 'Andhra History and Coinage' (Z. D. M. G., 1902, 1903).

Minor publications are too numerous to specify. The early essays by James Prinsep, H. H. Wilson, and other eminent scholars, are now mostly obsolete.

1 Translated by Cowell and Thomas (Or. Transl. Fund, N. S., published by R. As. Society, 1897).


3 Analyzed by Mr. V. Kanakasabhai Pillai (ibid., xviii, 259; xix, 339; xxi, 141).
names, supplemented by vague and often contradictory traditions which pass insensibly into popular mythology. The historian of ancient India is fairly well provided with a supply of such lists, traditions, and mythology; which, of course, require to be treated on the strict critical principles applied by modern students to the early histories of both western and eastern nations. The application of those principles is not more difficult in the case of India than it is in Babylonia, Egypt, Greece, or Rome. The real difficulty is the determination of fixed chronological points. A body of history must be supported upon a skeleton of chronology, and without chronology history is impossible.

The Indian nations, in so far as they maintained a record of political events, kept it by methods of their own, which are difficult to understand, and until recently were not at all understood. The eras used to date events not only differ from those used by other nations, but are very numerous and obscure in their origin and application. Cunningham's Book of Indian Eras enumerates more than a score of systems which have been employed at different times and places in India for the computation of dates; and his list might be considerably extended. The successful efforts of several generations of scholars to recover the forgotten history of ancient India have been largely devoted to a study of the local modes of chronological computation, and have resulted in the attainment of accurate knowledge concerning most of the eras used in inscriptions and other documents. Armed with these results, it is now possible for a writer on Indian history to compile a narrative arranged in orderly chronological sequence, which could not have been thought of forty years ago.

At that time the only approximately certain date in the early history of India was that of the accession of Chandra-gupta Maurya, as determined by his identification with Sandrakottos, the contemporary of Seleukos Nikator, according to Greek authors. The synchronism of Chandra-gupta's grandson, Aśoka, with Antiochos Theos, grandson of Seleukos, and four other Hellenistic princes, having been
established subsequently; the chronology of the Maurya dynasty was placed upon a firm basis, and is no longer open to doubt in its main outlines.

With the exception of these two synchronisms, and certain dates in the seventh century A.D., determined by the testimony of the Chinese pilgrim, Huen Tsang, the whole scheme of Indian chronology remained indeterminate and exposed to the caprice of every rash guesser.

A great step in advance was gained by Dr. Fleet's determination of the Gupta era, which had been the subject of much wild conjecture. His demonstration that the year 1 of that era is 319-20 A.D. fixed the chronological position of a most important dynasty, and reduced chaos to order. Fa-hien's account of the civil administration of the Gangetic provinces at the beginning of the fourth century thus became an important historical document illustrating the reign of Chandra-gupta II, Vikramâditya, one of the greatest of Indian kings. Most of the difficulties which continued to embarrass the chronology of the Gupta period, even after the announcement of Dr. Fleet's discovery in 1887, have been removed by M. Sylvain Lévi's publication of the synchronism of Samudragupta with king Meghavarna of Ceylon (304 to 332 A.D.).

A connected history of the Andhra dynasty has been rendered possible by the establishment of synchronisms between the Andhra kings and the Western satraps.

In short, the labours of many scholars have succeeded in tracing in firm lines the outline of the history of Northern India from the beginning of the historical period to the Muhammadan conquest, with one important exception, that of the Kushân or Indo-Scythian period, the date of which is still open to discussion. The system of Kushân chronology adopted in this volume has much to recommend it, and is sufficiently supported to serve as a good working hypothesis. If it should ultimately commend itself to general acceptance, the whole scheme of North Indian chronology may be considered as settled, although many details will remain to be filled in.
Much progress has been made in the determination of the chronology of the Southern dynasties, and the dates of the Pallavas, a dynasty, the very existence of which was unknown until 1840, have been worked out with special success.

The foregoing review will, I trust, satisfy my readers that the attempt to write "a connected relation of the national transactions" of India prior to the Muhammadan conquest is now justified by an adequate supply of material facts and sufficient determination of essential chronological data.

APPENDIX A

The Age of the Purānas

H. H. Wilson, misunderstanding certain passages in the Purānas as referring to the Muhammadans, enunciated the opinion that the Viṣṇu Purāṇa was composed in or about 1045 A.D. This error was excusable in Wilson's time; but unfortunately it continues to be repeated frequently, although refuted by patent facts many years ago. For instance, it has gained fresh currency by its reappearance in the late Sir William Hunter's popular book, A Brief History of the Indian People (22nd edition, 1897, p. 103), which requires revision in the pages dealing with ancient history. The persistent repetition of Wilson's mistake renders it desirable to bring together a few easily intelligible and decisive proofs that the Purānas are very much older than he supposed.

Albērūnī, who wrote his scientific account of India in 1080 A.D., gives a list of the eighteen Purānas 'composed by the so-called Rishis,' and had actually seen three of them. He also gives a variant list of the eighteen works, as named in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa. It is, therefore, certain that in 1030 A.D. the Purānas were, as now, eighteen in number, and were regarded as coming down from immemorial antiquity, when the mythical Rishis lived.

Bāṇa, the author of the Harsha-Charita, or panegyric on King Harsha, who wrote about 620 A.D., carries the proof of the antiquity of the Purānas four centuries further back. When he went home to his village on the Sōn river, in the country now known as the Shāhabād District, he listened to Sudrishti, who read "with a chant" the Vāyu Purāṇa (pavanaprokta). Dr. Führer be-

1 Sachau's translation, pp. 130, 3 Cowell and Thomas, transl., 131, 261.

p. 72.
lieved that he could prove the use by Bana of the Agni, Bhagavata, and Markandeya Puranas, as well as the Vayu.

Independent proof of the existence of the Skanda Purana at Ancient the same period is afforded by a Bengal manuscript of that work, written in Gupta hand, to which as early a date as the middle of the seventh century can be assigned on palaeographical grounds.

The Puranas in some form were well known to the author of the 'Questions of Milinda' (Milindapanha) as ancient sacred writings grouped with the Vedas and epic poems. Book I of that work, in which the first reference occurs, is undoubtedly part of the original composition, and was almost certainly composed earlier than 300 A.D.

Many other early quotations from, or references to, the Gupta Puranas have been collected by Buhler, who points out that the dynasty account of the future kings in the Vayupurana, Vishnupurana, Matsyapurana, and Brahmhandapurana seems to stop with the imperial Guptas and their contemporaries.

This observation indicates that the date of the redaction of the four works named cannot be very far removed from 500 A.D., the imperial Gupta dynasty having ended about 480 A.D. Buhler speaks of 'future kings,' because all the historical statements of the Puranas are given in the form of prophecy, in order to maintain the appearance of great antiquity in the books, which in their oldest forms were undoubtedly very ancient.

The Vayu Purana in its present shape seems to be referred to the fourth century A.D. by the well-known passage describing the extent of the Gupta dominions, which is applicable only to the reign of Chandra-gupta I in 320-6 A.D.

The principal Puranas seem to have been edited in their Brahmanical form during the Gupta period, when a great extension and revival of Sanskrit Brahmanical literature took place. This phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter XII post.

APPENDIX B

The Chinese Pilgrims

The transliteration of Chinese names presents such difficulties, Chinese owing to many reasons, that much variation exists in practice. Names:

6 Bhandarkar, Early History of the Dekkan.
The name of the first pilgrim is variously spelled as Fa-Hien (Legge); Fa-hian (Laidlay, Beal); and Fa-Hsien (Giles). In this volume Legge's spelling has been adopted, omitting the long vowel mark, which is not used by the other scholars named.

Fa-hien's work, entitled Fo-kwö-kî (or "Record of Buddhistie Kingdoms"), covers the period from 399 to 414 A.D.¹

The early French version by Messrs. Remusat, Klaproth, and Landresse (1836) was translated into English by J. W. Laidlay, and published anonymously at Calcutta in 1848, with additional notes and illustrations, which still deserve to be consulted.

Mr. Beal issued an independent version in a small volume, entitled Buddhist Pilgrims, published in 1869, which was disfigured by many errors. His amended and much improved rendering appeared in the first volume of Buddhist Records of the Western World (Trübner's Oriental Series, Boston, 1885); but the notes to the earlier version were not reprinted in full.

The translation by Mr. Giles, which appeared at London and Shanghai in 1877, is intermediate in date between Mr. Beal's two versions; and the notes, which are largely devoted to incisive criticisms on the early work of Mr. Beal, contain little to help the reader who desires to study the pilgrim's observations from an Indian point of view. But Mr. Giles's little volume is of value as an independent rendering of the difficult Chinese text by a highly qualified scholar.

The latest translation, that of Dr. Legge (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1886), is on the whole the most serviceable; the author having had the advantage of using his predecessors' labours. But the notes leave much to be desired. The final translation of Fa-hien's Travels, equipped with an up-to-date commentary adequately fulfilling the requirements of both Chinese and Indian scholarship, has not yet appeared; and the production of such a work by a single writer is almost impossible.

The proper spelling of Hiuen Tsang's name has been the subject of considerable discussion; and the variation in practice has been very great ².

The question may be considered as settled, so far as such matters can be settled, by the ruling of Professor Chavannes that 'deux orthographes sont admissibles: ou bien l'orthographe scientifique Hiuen-Tsang, ou bien l'orthographe conforme à la prononciation pékinoise Hiuen-ťchuang [==-tchuan in English].'

¹ M. Chavannes (Song Yun, p. 53) agrees with Legge that Fa-hien began his travels in 399 A.D.
² Hiuen Thsang (Julien and Wade), Huan Chwang (Mayers), Yuèn Chwang (Wylie), Hiuen Tsiang (Beal), Hsüan Chwang (Legge), Hhiien Kwan (Nanjio), Yuan Chwang (Rhys Davids). This list (J. R. A. S., 1892, p. 377) might be extended.
It must, of course, be remembered that to a French reader the initial H is in practice silent. Professor de Lacouperie also held that Hiuen Tsang was the best mode of spelling the name, and I have therefore adopted it. Mr. Beal's spelling, Hiuen Tsiang, which his books have made more or less familiar to English readers, is very nearly the same.

M. Stanislas Julien's great work, which included a French version of both the Life and Travels of Hiuen Tsang (3 vols., Paris, 1853-8), has never been superseded; but is now very scarce and difficult to obtain. Mr. Beal's English version of the Travels appeared in 1885 in the volumes already cited; and was followed in 1888 by a translation of the Life. The notes were supplied to a large extent by Dr. Burgess. The student of Indian history finds himself compelled sometimes to consult both the French and English versions. The commentary in both is now out of date; but the deficiencies will probably be supplied in considerable measure by a work compiled by the late Mr. Watters, which is now in the press. An adequate annotated translation of the Life and Travels of Hiuen Tsang would require the cooperation of a syndicate of scholars.

The small work descriptive of the mission of Song-yun and Song-yun Hwei-Sang, early in the sixth century, has been translated by Mr. Beal in the first volume of Records. A revised critical translation in French, fully annotated, has recently been published by M. Chavannes.

The itinerary of U-k'ong (Ou-k'ong), who travelled in the eighth century A.D., has been translated by Messrs. Sylvain Lévi and Chavannes.

The latter scholar has published (Paris, 1894) an admirably edited version of a work by I-tsing (Yi-tsing), entitled pilgrims in Les Religieux Éminents qui allèrent chercher la loi dans les pays d'occident, which gives an account of no less than sixty Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who visited India in the latter half of the seventh century A.D.

I-tsing, who died in 713 A.D., at the age of seventy-nine, was I-tsing, himself a pilgrim of no small distinction. His interesting work, A Record of the Buddhist Religion as practised in India and the Malay Archipelago (671-95 A.D.), has been skilfully translated by Dr. J. Takakusu (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1896). This book, while invaluable for the history of Buddhism and Sanskrit literature, contributes little to the materials for political history.

1 Voyage de Song Yun dans l'Udénâ et le Gandhâra (518-22, p. C.), in Bull. de l'École Fr. d'Extrême-Orient (Hansi, 1903). This excellent work contains notices of many other early pilgrims, including Che-mong (Tche-mong), who quitted China in 404 A.D., only five years later than Fa-hien (p. 53); and Fa-yong, who started in 490 A.D.

2 Journal Asiatique, 1895.
CHAPTER II

THE DYNASTIES BEFORE ALEXANDER

600 B.C. TO 326 B.C.

The political history of India begins for an orthodox Hindu more than three thousand years before the Christian era with the famous war waged on the banks of the Jumna, between the sons of Kuru and the sons of Pāndu, as related in the vast epic known as the Mahābhārata. But the modern critic fails to find sober history in bardic tales, and is constrained to travel down the stream of time much farther before he comes to an anchorage of solid fact. In order to be available for the purposes of history, events must be susceptible of arrangement in definite chronological order, and capable of being dated approximately, if not exactly. Facts to which dates cannot be assigned, although they may be invaluable for the purposes of ethnology, philology, and other sciences, are of no use to the historian. Modern research has brought to light innumerable facts of the highest scientific value concerning prehistoric India, but the impossibility of assigning dates to the phenomena discovered excludes them from the domain of the historian, whose vision cannot pass the line which separates the dated from the undated.

That line, in the case of India, may be drawn through the middle of the seventh century B.C.; a period of progress, marked by the development of maritime commerce, and the diffusion of a knowledge of the art of writing. Up to about that time the inhabitants of India, even the most intellectual races, seem to have been generally ignorant of the art of

1 The epoch of the Kāliyuga, 3102 B.C., is usually identified with the era of Yudhīsthira, and the date of the Mahābhārata war. But certain astronomers date the war more than six centuries later (Cunningham, Indian Eras, pp. 6-13).
writing, and to have been obliged to trust to highly trained
memory for the transmission of knowledge.

In those days vast territories were still covered by forest, the home of countless wild beasts and scanty tribes of savage men; but regions of great extent in Northern India had been occupied for untold centuries by more or less civilized communities of the higher races who, from time to time, during the unrecorded past, had pierced the mountain barriers of the north-western frontier. Practically nothing is known concerning the early history of the possibly equally advanced Dravidian races who entered India, perhaps from the valley of the lower Indus, spread over the plateau of the Deccan, and penetrated to the extremity of the Peninsula. Our slender stock of knowledge is limited to the fortunes of the vigorous races, speaking an Aryan tongue, who poured down from the mountains of the Hindū Kush and Pāmirs, filling the plains of the Panjāb and the upper basin of the Ganges with a sturdy and quick-witted population, unquestionably superior to the aboriginal races. The settled country between the Himalaya mountains and the Narbāḍā river was divided into a multitude of independent states, some monarchies, and some tribal republics, owning no allegiance to any paramount power, secluded from the outer world, and free to fight among themselves. The most ancient literary traditions, compiled probably in the fourth or fifth century B.C., but looking back to an older time, enumerate sixteen of such states or powers, extending from Gandhāra, on the extreme north-west of the Panjāb, the modern districts of Peshāwar and Rawalpindi, to Avanti or Mālwa, with its capital Ujjain, which still retains its ancient name unchanged.

1 J. Kennedy, "The Early Commerce of India with Babylon; 700-300 B.C." (J. R. A. S., 1898, pp. 241-88); Bühler, "Indische Palaeographie" (Grundrißs Indo-Ar. Phil. und Alt., Strassburg, 1898); "On the Origin of the Brahmi and Kharoshthi Alphabets" (two papers, in Sitzb. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1893; Hoernle, "An Epigraphical Note on Palm-leaf, Paper, and Birch-bark" (J. A. S. B., vol. lxxix, part 1, 1900). The art of writing was probably introduced by merchants on the south-western coast as early as the eighth century B.C. The knowledge of the art seems to have gradually spread to the north, where it became generally known during the seventh century.

2 The list will be found in full in Rhys Davids's Buddhist India, p.23.
The works of ancient Indian writers from which our historical data are extracted do not profess to be histories, and are mostly religious treatises of various kinds. In such compositions the religious element necessarily takes the foremost place, and the secular affairs of the world occupy a very subordinate position. The particulars of political history incidentally recorded refer in consequence chiefly to the countries most prominent in the development of Indian religion.

The systems which we call Jainism and Buddhism had their roots in the forgotten philosophies of the prehistoric past; but, as we know them, were founded respectively by Vardhamāna Mahāvīra and Gautama Buddha. Both these philosophers, who were for many years contemporary, were born, lived, and died in or near the kingdom of Magadha, the modern Bihār. Mahāvīra, the son of a nobleman of Vaisālī, the famous city north of the Ganges, was nearly related to the royal family of Magadha, and died at Pāwā, in the modern district of Patna, within the territory of that kingdom.1

Gautama Buddha, although born farther north, in the Sākya territory at the foot of the Nepāl hills2, underwent his most memorable spiritual experiences at Bōdh Gayā in Magadha, and spent many years of his ministry within the limits of that state. The Buddhist and Jain books, therefore, tell us much about the Vrijjian confederacy, of which Vaisālī was the capital3, and about Magadha, with its subordinate kingdom of Anga.

The first two chapters of that work furnish full references to the Pāli texts which give information about the clans and states in the fifth and sixth centuries. Professor Rhys Davids is inclined to attribute higher antiquity to the Pāli Buddhist scriptures than some other scholars can admit.

1 The best summary in English of the early history of Jainism is that given by Dr. Hoernle in pp. 3–17 of his presidential address to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, delivered on February 2, 1896 (Proc. A. S. B., 1896, pp. 39–53). The tract entitled The Indian Sect of the Jainas, by Bühler, translated and edited by Burgess (London, Luzac & Co.), may also be consulted; it gives many references.

2 The Śākya territory, to the north of the modern Basti and Gorakhpur Districts, was probably a dependency of Kosala. The Blessed One also is of Kosala (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 114).

3 Basār (N. lat. 25° 56' 50", E. long. 83° 11' 30''), and the neigh-
The neighbouring realm of Kosala, the modern kingdom of Oudh, was closely connected with Magadha by many ties; and its capital Srāvastī (Savatthi), situated on the upper course of the Rāpti at the foot of the hills, was the reputed scene of many of Buddha’s most striking discourses.

In the sixth century B.C. Kosala appears to have occupied the rank afterwards attained by Magadha, and to have enjoyed precedence as the premier state of Upper India. It is therefore as often mentioned as the rival power. At the beginning of the historical period, the smaller kingdom of Kāsi, or Benares, had lost its independence, and had been annexed by Kosala, with which its fortunes were indissolubly bound up. This little kingdom owes its fame in the ancient books not only to its connexion with its powerful neighbour, but also to its being one of the most sacred spots in Buddhist church history, the scene of Buddha’s earliest public preaching, where he first ‘turned the wheel of the Law.’

The reputation for special sanctity enjoyed by both Benares and Gayā in Magadha among orthodox Brahmanical Hindus adds little to the detailed information available, which is mainly derived from the writings of Jains and Buddhists, who were esteemed as heretics by the worshippers of the old gods. But the Brahmanical Purāṇas, compiled centuries later in honour of the orthodox deities, happily include lists of the kings of Magadha, which had become, before the time of their compilation, the recognized centre both religious and political of India; and so it happens that the Jain, Buddhist, and Brahmanical books combined tell us much about the history of Magadha, Anga, Kosala, Kāsi, and

bouring village of Bakhirā, in the District of Muzaffarpur, situated about twenty-seven miles a little west of north from Patna, represent the ancient Vaisali (V. A. Smith, ‘Vaisali,’ J. R. A. S., 1902, pp. 267–88). I cannot agree with Prof. Rhys Davids (Buddhist India, p. 40) that its exact site is unknown.

¹ The exact site of Srāvastī, being buried in the jungles of Nepal, is not known, but its approximate position to the north-east of Nepālganj or Bānki, in about N. lat. 28° 8', and E. long. 81° 50', has been determined (V. A. Smith, ‘Kausāmbi and Srāvastī,’ J. R. A. S., 1896, pp. 503–31, with map; ‘Srāvastī,’ ibid., 1900, pp. 1–24).

² The oldest of the Purāṇas, the Vāyu, probably dates from the fourth century A.D., in its present form.
Vaisāli, while they leave us in the dark concerning the fortunes of most other parts of India.

In the Puranic lists the earliest dynasty which can claim historical reality is that known as the Saisunāga, from the name of its founder Sisunāga.

He was, apparently, the king, or Rāja, of a petty state, corresponding roughly with the present Patna and Gayā Districts; his capital being Rājagriha (Rājgir), among the hills near Gayā. Nothing is known about his history; and the second, third, and fourth kings are likewise mere names.

The first monarch about whom anything substantial is known is Bimbisāra, or Śrenika, the fifth of his line. He is credited with the building of New Rājagriha, the lower town at the base of the hill crowned by the ancient fort; and with the annexation of Anga, the small kingdom to the east, corresponding with the modern District of Bhāgalpur, and probably including Monghyr (Mūngir). The annexation of Anga was the first step taken by the kingdom of Magadhā in its advance to greatness and the position of supremacy which it attained in the following century; and Bimbisāra may be regarded as the real founder of the Magadhan imperial power. He strengthened his position by matrimonial alliances with the more powerful of the neighbouring states, taking one consort from the royal family of Kosala, and another from the influential Lichchhavi clan at Vaisāli. The latter lady was the mother of Ajātasatru, also called Kūnika, or Kūniya, the son who was selected as heir-apparent and crown prince. If tradition may be believed, the reign of Bimbisāra lasted for twenty-eight years; and it is said that, towards its close, he resigned the royal power into the

1 Jacobi, Introduct., vol. xxii, S. B. E. Rājgir is situated in N. lat. 25° 0' 45'' E. long. 85° 28', about N. E. from Gayā, and SSE. from Patna. The very ancient town on the hill is believed to have been founded by the mythical king, Jarāsandha. For the antiquities, see Cunningham, Reports, vols. i, iii, viii, and Caddy, Proc. A. S. B., 1895, p. 160. These accounts are far from satisfactory, and Rājgir, like most of the really ancient sites in India, still awaits accurate survey and scientific exploration.

1 The Lichchhavis occupy a very prominent place in the Buddhist ecclesiastical legends. The Jains spell the name as Lechchhaki (Pārākrit, Lechchhai) (Jacobi, S. B. E., xxii, 266).
hands of this favourite son, and retired into private life. But the young prince was impatient, and could not bear to await the slow process of nature. Well-attested tradition brands him as a parricide, and accuses him of having done his father to death by the agonies of starvation.

Orthodox Buddhist tradition affirms that this hideous crime was instigated by Devadatta, Buddha's cousin, who figures in the legends as a malignant plotter and wicked schismatic; but ecclesiastical rancour may be suspected of the responsibility for this accusation. Devadatta certainly refused to accept the teaching of Gautama, and, preferring that of 'the former Buddhas,' became the founder and head of a rival sect, which still survived in the seventh century A.D.

Schism has always been esteemed by the orthodox a deadly sin, and in all ages the unsuccessful heretic has been branded as a villain by the winning sect. Such, probably, is the origin of the numerous tales concerning the villanies of Devadatta, including the supposed incitement of his princely patron to commit the crime of parricide.

There seems to be no doubt that both Vardhamāna Mahā-vira, the founder of the system known as Jainism, and Gautama, the last Buddha, the founder of Buddhism as known to later ages, were preaching in Magadha during the reign of Bimbisāra.

The Jain saint, who was a near relative of Bimbisāra's

2 These heretics were seen by Fa-hien at Śrāvasti in or about 405 A.D. 

*Details concerning Devadatta will be found in Rockhill's *Life of the Buddha* (see Index), and the disciplinary rules of his order on p. 87 of that work. The fact that Asoka twice repaired the stūpa of Kanakamuni, one of 'the previous Buddhas,' proves that reverence for those saints was not incompatible with devotion to the teaching of their successor, Gautama (Nigliva Pillar inscription, in *Asoka, the Buddhist Emperor of India*, p. 146). But very little is known about the teaching of 'the previous Buddhas.' Three of them seem to have been real persons, namely, Krakuchanda, Kanakamuni and Kāśyapa.*
queen, the mother of Ajātasatru, probably passed away very soon after the close of Bimbisāra’s reign, and early in that of Ajātasatru; while the death of Gautama Buddha occurred not much later. There is reason to believe that the latter event took place in or about the year 487 B.C.1

Gautama Buddha was certainly an old man when Ajātasatru, or Kūnika, as the Jains call him, came to the throne about 495 or 490 B.C.; and he had at least one interview with that king.

One of the earliest Buddhist documents narrates in detail the story of a visit paid to Buddha by Ajātasatru, who is alleged to have expressed remorse for his crime, and to have professed his faith in Buddha, who accepted his confession of sin. The concluding passage of the tale may be quoted as an illustration of an ancient Buddhist view of the relations between Church and State.

‘And when he had thus spoken, Ajātasatru the king said to the Blessed One: “Most excellent, Lord, most excellent! Just as if a man were to set up that which has been thrown down, or were to reveal that which is hidden away, or were to point out the right road to him who has gone astray, or were to bring a lamp into the darkness so that those who have eyes could see external forms—just even so, Lord, has the truth been made known to me, in many a figure, by the Blessed One. And now I betake myself, Lord, to the Blessed One as my refuge, to the Truth, and to the Order. May the Blessed One accept me as a disciple, as one who, from this day forth, as long as life endures, has taken his refuge in them. Sin has overcome me, Lord, weak and foolish and wrong that I am, in that for the sake of sovranity, I put to death my father, that righteous man, that righteous king! May the Blessed One accept it of me, Lord, that I do so acknowledge it as a sin, to the end that in future I may restrain myself.”

“Verily, O king, it was sin that overcame you in acting thus. But inasmuch as you look upon it as sin, and confess it according to what is right, we accept your confession as to that.

1 For the chronology, see Appendix C at the end of this chapter.
“For that, O king, is custom in the discipline of the noble ones, that whosoever looks upon his fault as a fault, and rightfully confesses it, shall attain to self-restraint in future.”

‘When he had thus spoken, Ajātasatru the king said to the Blessed One, “Now, Lord, we would fain go. We are busy, and there is much to do.”

‘“Do, O king, whatever seemeth to thee fit.”

‘Then Ajātasatru the king, pleased and delighted with the words of the Blessed One, arose from his seat, and bowed to the Blessed One, and keeping him on the right hand as he passed him, departed thence.

‘Now the Blessed One, not long after Ajātasatru the king had gone, addressed the brethren, and said: “This king, brethren, was deeply affected, he was touched in heart. If, brethren, the king had not put his father to death, that righteous man, and righteous king, then would the clear and spotless eye for the truth have arisen in him, even as he sat here.”

‘Thus spake the Blessed One. The brethren were pleased and delighted at his words.'

It is difficult to sympathize with the pleasure and delight of the brethren. The stern and fearless reprobation of a deed of exceptional atrocity which we should expect from a great moral teacher is wholly wanting in Buddha’s words, and is poorly compensated for by the politeness of a courtier. Whatever be the reader’s judgement concerning the sincerity of the royal penitent, or the moral courage of his father confessor, it is clear from the unanimity of tradition that the crime on which the story is based really occurred, and that Ajātasatru slew his father to gain a throne. But when the Ceylonese chronicler asks us to believe that he was followed in due course by four other parricide kings, of whom the last was dethroned by his minister, with the approval of a justly

1 Translated from the Śīmaṇṇaphala Sūtra, by Prof. Rhys Davids in Dialogues of the Buddha, 1899. I have used the ordinary spelling Ajātasatru instead of Agata.sattu, as in the Dialogues. Throughout this work the Sanskrit forms are generally employed for the sake of uniformity. The Tibetan version of the Sūtra is translated by Rockhill (Life, p. 93, fols.). The visit is depicted in a bas-relief from the stūpa of Barhut (Bharhut, Bharaut), executed probably about 200 B.C. (Cunningham, Stūpa of Bharhut, pl. xvi; Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 14, fig. 2).
indignant people, too great a demand is made upon the reader's credulity 1.

The crime by which he gained the throne naturally involved Ajatasatru in war with the aged king of Kosala, whose sister, the queen of the murdered Bimbisāra, is alleged to have died from grief. Fortune in the contest inclined, now to one side, and now to another; and on one occasion, it is said, Ajatasatru was carried away as a prisoner in chains to his opponent's capital. Ultimately peace was concluded, and a princess of Kosala was given in marriage to the king of Magadha. The facts of the struggle are obscure, being wrapped up in legendary matter from which it is impossible to disentangle them; but the probability is that Ajatasatru won for Magadha a decided preponderance over its neighbour of Kosala. It is certain that the latter kingdom is not again mentioned as an independent power, and that in the fourth century B.C. it formed an integral part of the Magadhan empire.

The ambition of Ajatasatru, not satisfied with the humiliation of Kosala, next induced him to undertake the conquest of the country to the north of the Ganges, now known as Tirhut, in which the Lichchhavi clan, famous in Buddhist legend, then occupied a prominent position. The invasion was successful; the Lichchhavi capital, Vaisali, was occupied, and Ajatasatru became master of his maternal grandfather's territory 2. It is probable that the invader carried his victorious arms to their natural limit, the foot of the mountains, and that from this time the whole region between the Ganges and the Himalaya became subject, more or less directly, to the suzerainty of Magadha.

The victor erected a fortress at the village of Pātali on the bank of the Ganges to curb his Lichchhavi opponents. The foundations of a city nestling under the shelter of the fortress

---

1 Mahārānasā, ch. iv.
2 According to the Jains, the mother of Ajatasatru was Chellana, daughter of Chetaka, Rāja of Vaisali (Jacobi, Introd. S. B. E., vol. xxii). According to the Tibetan Dulva, she was named Vāsavi, and was the niece of Gopāla (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 63).
were laid by his grandson Udaya. The city so founded was known variously as Kusumapura, Pushpapura, or Pātaliputra, and rapidly developed in size and magnificence; until, under the Maurya dynasty, it became the capital, not only of Magadha, but of India.  

Buddha, as has been mentioned above, died early in the reign of Ajātasatru. Shortly before his death, Kapilavastu, the place of his birth, was captured by Virūdhaka, king of Kosala, who is alleged to have perpetrated a ferocious massacre of the Sākyas to which Buddha belonged. The story is so thickly encrusted with miraculous legend that the details of the event cannot be ascertained, but the coating of miracle was probably deposited upon a basis of fact, and we may believe that the Sākyas suffered much at the hands of Virūdhaka.

If the chronology adopted in this chapter be even approximately correct, Bimbisāra and Ajātasatru must be regarded as the contemporaries of Darius, the son of Hystaspes, autocrat of the Persian Empire from 521 to 485 B.C. Darius, who was a very capable ruler, employed his officers in the exploration of a great part of Asia by means of various expeditions.

One of these expeditions was dispatched at some date later than 516 B.C. to prove the feasibility of a passage by sea from the mouth of the Indus to Persia. The commander, Skylax of Karyanda in Karia, managed somehow to equip a squadron on the waters of the Panjāb rivers in the Gandhāra country, to make his way down to the ocean, and

1 The names Kusumapura and Pushpapura are synonymous, both meaning ‘Flower-town’; pātalī means ‘trumpet-flower,’ Bignonia. The story of the fortress is told in the Buddhist ‘Book of the Great Decease’ (Mahā pari-nibbāna Sutta), of which the Tibetan version is summarized by Rockhill, op. cit., p. 127. The building of the city by Udaya is attested by the Vāyu Purāṇa. Asoka made Pātaliputra the permanent capital (Hiuen Tsang, in Beal, Records, ii, 85), but it was already the royal residence in the time of his grandfather, Chandragupta, when Megasthenes visited it.

2 The story is in all the books about Buddhism. Rhys Davids (Buddhist India, p. 11) gives references to the Pāli authorities. For the site and remains of Kapilavastu, see Mukherji and V. A. Smith, Antiquities in the Tarāi, Nepal (Calcutta, 1901, being vol. xxvi, part 1, of Archaeol. Survey Rep., Imp. Series).
ultimately to reach the Red Sea. The particulars of his adventurous voyage have been lost, but we know that the information collected was of such value that, by utilizing it, Darius was enabled to annex the Indus valley, and to send his fleets into the Indian Ocean. The archers from India formed a valuable element in the army of Xerxes, and shared the defeat of Mardonius at Platea.

The conquered provinces were formed into a separate satrapy, the twentieth, which was considered the richest and most populous province of the empire. It paid the enormous tribute of 360 Euboic talents of gold-dust, or 185 hundredweights, worth fully a million sterling, and constituting about one-third of the total bullion revenue of the Asiatic provinces. Although the exact limits of the Indian satrapy cannot be determined, we know that it was distinct from Aria (Herät), Arachosia (Kandahär), and Gandaria (North-western Panjáb). It must have comprised, therefore, the course of the Indus from Kálabág to the sea, including the whole of Sind, and perhaps included a considerable portion of the Panjáb east of the Indus. But when Alexander invaded the country, nearly two centuries later, the Indus was the boundary between the Persian empire and India, and both the Panjáb and Sind were governed by numerous native princes. In ancient times the courses of the rivers were

1 Voyage of Skylax (Herod. iv, 44). The city of Kasparyos in the Paktyan land (Πακτιάνη γῆ), from which Skylax began his voyage, is called Kaspapyros, a city of the Gandhariones, by Hekataios. The site cannot be identified, and it is impossible to say which form of the name is correct. Gandhāra was the modern Peshāwar District and some adjacent territory. Kasparyos, or Kaspapyros, has nothing to do with Kashmir, as many writers have supposed (Stein, Rājatarājyini, transl. ii, 333). Satrapies (Herod. iii, 88-106, esp. 94). The Euboic talent weighed 57·6 lb. avoirdupois; 360 talents = 20,736 lb., which, assuming silver to be worth five shillings (quarter of a sovereign) an ounce, or £4 per lb., and the ratio of silver to gold to be as 13 to 1, would be worth £1,078,272. If the Euboic talent be taken as equivalent to 78, not 70, minae, the figures given by Herodotus will tally. 360 gold talents = 4,640 talents of silver; the total bullion revenue for the Asiatic provinces (including a small part of Libya in Africa) was 14,560 silver talents (Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, pp. 12, 14, 26, 30). India is not included in the list of provinces in the Behistun inscription of 516 B.C., but is included in the lists in the Persepolis and Naksh-i-Rustam inscriptions. The last-named record, inscribed on the sepulchre of Darius, is the fullest
quite different from what they now are, and vast tracts in Sind and the Panjāb, now desolate, were then rich and prosperous. This fact largely explains the surprising value of the tribute paid by the twentieth satrapy.

When Ajātasatru's blood-stained life ended (cir. 459 n.c.), he was succeeded, according to the Purāṇas, by a son named Darsaka or Harshaka, who was in turn succeeded by his son Udaya. The Buddhist books omit the intermediate name, and represent Udaya as the son and immediate successor of Ajātasatru. It is difficult to decide which version is correct, but on the whole the authority of the Purāṇas seems to be preferable in this case. If Darsaka or Harshaka was a reality nothing is known about him.

The reign of Udaya may be assumed to have begun about 434 n.c. The tradition that he built Pātaliputra is all that is known about him.

His successors, Nandivardhana and Mahānandin, according to the Purāṇic lists, are still more shadowy, mere nominis umbrae. Mahānandin, the last of the dynasty, is said to have had by a Sūdra, or low-caste, woman a son named Mahāpadma Nanda, who usurped the throne, and so established the Nanda family or dynasty. This event may be dated in or about 361 n.c.

At this point all our authorities become unintelligible and incredible. The Purāṇas treat the Nanda dynasty as consisting of two generations only, Mahāpadma and his eight sons, of whom one was named Sumālya. These two generations are supposed to have reigned for a century, which

(Rawlinson, Heroicus, vol. ii, p. 403, note iv, 177, 207).

For the Indian contingent in Xerxes' army, clad in cotton garments, and armed with cane bows and iron-tipped cane arrows, see Herod. vii. 63; viii. 13; ix. 91. The fact that the Indian troops used iron in 480 n.c. is worth noting.


2 The name Udaya has variant forms, Udayana, Udayāśva, &c., in the Purāṇas. The Buddhists call him Udayi Bhadda (Udayibhadra), and represent him as the son of Ajātasatru, whose grandson he was, according to the Purāṇas (Mahāvamsa, ch. iv.; Dutra, in Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 91; Rhys Davids, Dialogues, p. 68). The building of the city of Pātaliputra by Udaya is asserted by the Vāyu Purāṇa.
THE DYNASTIES BEFORE ALEXANDER

cannot possibly be true. The Jains, doing still greater violence to reason, extend the duration of the dynasty to 155 years, while the Buddhist Mahāvamsa, Dipavamsa, and Asokāvadāna deepen the confusion by hopelessly muddled and contradictory stories not worth repeating. Some powerful motive must have existed for the distortion of the history of the so-called ‘Nine Nandas’ in all forms of the tradition, but it is not easy to make even a plausible guess at the nature of that motive.

The Greek and Roman historians, who derived their information either from Megasthenes or the companions of Alexander, and thus rank as contemporary witnesses reported at second hand, throw a little light on the real history. When Alexander was stopped in his advance at the Hyphasis in 326 B.C., he was informed by a native chiefstain named Bhagala or Bhagēla, whose statements were confirmed by Poros, that the king of the Gangaridae and Prasii nations on the banks of the Ganges was named, as nearly as the Greeks could catch the unfamiliar sounds, Xandrames or Agrammes. This monarch was said to command a force of 20,000 horse, 200,000 foot, 2,000 chariots, and 3,000 or 4,000 elephants. Inasmuch as the capital of the Prasii nation was undoubtedly Pātaliputra, the reports made to Alexander can have referred only to the king of Magadha, who must have been one of the Nandas mentioned in native tradition. The reigning king was alleged to be extremely unpopular, owing to his wickedness and base origin. He was, it is said, the son of a barber, who having become the paramour of the queen of the last legitimate sovereign, contrived the king’s death, and, under pretence of acting as guardian to his sons, got them into his power, and exterminated the royal family. After their extermination he begot the son who was reigning at the time of Alexander's

1 Curtius, bk. ix, ch. 2; Diodorus, bk. xvii, ch. 93. The interpretation of the name Phelogas in the text of Curtius as Bhagala is due to M. Sylvain Lévi (Journal As., 1890, p. 239). The name Bhagēla is still often heard in Northern India. The names of the Gangaridae and Prasii are corrupted in some texts (McCrindle, Alexander, notes C e and D d).
THE NANDAS

campaign, and who, 'more worthy of his father's condition than his own, was odious and contemptible to his subjects'?

This story confirms the statements of the Purānas that the Nanda dynasty was of ambiguous origin and comprised only two generations. The Vishnu Purāṇa brands the first Nanda, Mahāpadma, as an avaricious person, whose reign marked the end of the Kshattriya, or high born, princes, and the beginning of the rule of those of low degree, ranking as Śūdras. The Mahāvamsa, when it dubs the last Nanda by the name of Dhana or 'Riches,' seems to hint at the imputation of avariciousness made against the first Nanda by the Purānic writer; and the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang also refers to the Nanda Rāja as the reputed possessor of great wealth.

By putting all the hints together we may conclude with Summary. tolerable certainty that the Nanda family was really of base origin, that it acquired power by the assassination of the legitimate king, and retained possession of the throne for two generations only. The great military power of the usurpers, as attested by Greek testimony, was the result of the conquests effected by Bimbisāra and Ajātasatru, and presumably continued by their successors; but the limits of the Nanda dominions cannot be defined, nor can the dates of the dynasty be determined with accuracy. It is quite certain that the two generations did not last for a hundred and fifty-five, or even for a hundred, years; but it is impossible to determine the actual duration; and the period of forty years has been assumed as reasonable, and probably not far from the truth.

1 Agrāmmes (Curtius, bk. ix, ch. 2), Xandrames (Diodorus, bk. xvii, ch. 93). All the Hindu and Greek versions of the story are collected in H. H. Wilson's Preface to the Mudrā-Rākshasa (Theatre of the Hindus, ii, pp. 129–50). The tales in the Vṛkal-Kathā and Macenzie MSS. are mere folk-lore.

2 The five stūpas near Pātaliputra ascribed to Asoka were attributed by another tradition to Nanda Rāja, and supposed to be his treasures (Beal, ii, 94).

3 Nanda Rāja is twice mentioned by Khālavela, king of Kalinga, in the long, but unfortunately mutilated, history of his reign which he inscribed on the Hāthigumpha Cave at Udayagiri, in the year 153 current, 164 expired, of the Maurya Era. If that era ran from 321, the date of the inscription would be 157 n.c. If the Maurya Era was
However mysterious the Nine Nandas may be—if, indeed, they really were nine—there is no doubt that the last of them was deposed and slain by Chandragupta Maurya, who seems to have been an illegitimate scion of the family. There is no difficulty in believing the tradition that the revolution involved the extermination of all related to the fallen monarch, for revolutions in the East are not effected without much shedding of blood. Nor is there any reason to discredit the statements that the usurper was attacked by a confederacy of the northern powers, including Kashmir, and that the attack failed owing to the Machiavellian intrigues of Chandragupta’s Brahman adviser, who is variously named Chânakya, Kautilya, and Vishnugupta. But it would not be safe to rely on the details given in our only authority, a play written centuries after the events referred to; nor would there be any use in recounting the wondrous tales, mostly belonging to the world’s common stock of folk-lore, which have been recorded in various books, and relate the miracles attendant upon the birth and youth of Chandragupta, the first universal monarch of India.

His accession to the throne of Magadha may be dated with practical certainty in 321 B.C. The dominions of the Magadha crown were then extensive, certainly including the territories of the nations called Prasii and Gangaridae by the Greeks, and probably comprising at least the kingdoms of Kossla and Benares, as well as Anga and Magadha proper. Four years before the revolution at Pātaliputra, Alexander had swept like a hurricane through the Panjāb and Sind, and it is said that Chandragupta, then a youth, met the mighty Macedonian. Whether that anecdote be true or synchronous with the Seleukidan, the date would be 168 B.C. In the fifth year of his reign (probably 165 B.C.) Kharavēla repaired a pond (sattra) formerly constructed by Nanda Rāja. In his twelfth year he defeated the king of Magadha, either Pushyamitra or Agnimitra Sunga, and in his account of his proceedings again mentions Nanda Rāja. Unluckily the passage is nearly all illegible (Bhagwān Lāl Indrāji, Actes du Sixième Congrès Orient., tome iii, pp. 174–7).

The Mudrā-Rākshasa play gives a very interesting and detailed account of the revolution, but, unfortunately, the date of this work is quite uncertain.

1 Plutarch, Life of Alexander, ch. lxii.
not, it is certain that the troubles consequent upon the death of Alexander in the summer of 323 B.C. gave young Chandragupta his opportunity. He assumed the command of the native revolt against the foreigner, and destroyed most of the Macedonian garrisons. He had thus become the master of north-western India before he attempted the revolution in Magadha; and when that enterprise was accomplished, he was undoubtedly the paramount power in India. But before the story of the deeds of Chandragupta Maurya and the descendants who succeeded him on the throne of Magadha can be told, we must pause to unfold the wondrous tale of the Indian adventure of 'Philip's warlike son.'
Although the discrepant traditionary materials available do not permit the determination with accuracy of the chronology of the Śāśunāga and Nanda dynasties, it is, I venture to think, possible to attain a close approximation to the truth, and to reconcile many of the traditions. The fixed point from which to reckon backwards is the year 321 B.C., the date for the accession of Chandragupta Maurya, which is certainly correct, with a possible error not exceeding two years. The second principal datum is the list of ten kings of the Śāśunāga dynasty as given in the oldest of the Purāṇas, the Vāyu, the general correctness of which is confirmed by several lines of evidence; and the third is the probable date of the death of Buddha.

Although the fact that the Śāśunāga dynasty consisted of ten kings may be admitted, the duration assigned by the Purāṇas to the dynasty as a whole, and to some of the reigns, cannot be accepted. Experience proves that in a long series an average of twenty-five years to a generation is rarely attained, and that this average is still more rarely exceeded in a series of reigns as distinguished from generations.

The English series of ten reigns from Charles II to Victoria inclusive (reckoning the accession of Charles II from the death of his father in 1649 A.D.) occupied 252 years, and included the two exceptionally long reigns of George III and Victoria, aggregating 124 years. The resultant average, 25·2 years per reign, may be taken as the maximum possible, and consequently 252 years are the maximum allowable for the ten Śāśunāga reigns. The Purānic figures of 362 (Pitamāhu) and 332 (Vāyu) years may be rejected without hesitation as being incredible.

As stated in the text, the traditional periods assigned to the Nanda dynasty of 100 or 155 years for two generations are absolutely incredible. A reasonable period of forty years may be provisionally assumed. We thus get 292 (252 + 40) as the maximum period for the Śāśunāga and Nanda dynasties combined; and, reckoning backwards from the fixed point, 321 B.C., the year 613 B.C. is found to be the earliest possible date for Śāśunāga, the first king. But of course the true date may be, and probably is, somewhat later, because it is unlikely that twelve reigns (ten Śāśunāga and two Nanda) attained an average of 24·83 years.

1 It is quite possible that the coronation or abhisheka of Chandragupta took place some years later, and the "Maurya Era," which Khāravēla of Kalinga dates his inscription, may be identical with the Seleukidan Era beginning in October, 312 B.C.
The reigns of the fifth and sixth kings, Bimbisāra or Śrēniśka, Probable and Ajātaśatru or Kūnika, were well remembered owing to the wars and events in religious history which marked them. We may therefore assume that the lengths of these reigns were known more or less accurately, and are justified in accepting the concurrent testimony of the Vāyu and Matsya Purāṇas, that Bimbisāra reigned for twenty-eight years.

Ajātaśatru is assigned twenty-four, twenty-five, or twenty-seven years by various Purāṇas, and thirty-two years by Tibetan and Ceylonese Buddhist tradition. Considering the extensive conquests attributed to this king, it is not unreasonable to accept the longer period of thirty-two years as a near approximation to the truth. Udaya, who is mentioned in the Buddhist books, and was memorable as the builder of Pātaliputra, is assigned a reign of thirty-three years by the Vāyu and Matsya Purāṇas, which is credible, and may pass as true. The existence of his predecessor Dārsaka (Harshaka), which rests only on the authority of the Purāṇas, and is denied by older Buddhist writers, is admitted on the principle of accepting the Puranic list of kings. If he existed, the reign of twenty-five years allotted to him may be accepted.

The Vāyu and Matsya Purāṇas respectively assign eighty-five and eighty-three years to the reigns of kings numbers nine and ten together. These figures are improbably high, and it is unlikely that the two reigns actually occupied more than forty or fifty years.

The evidence as far as it goes, and at best it does not amount to much, indicates that the average length of the later reigns was in excess of the normal figure. We may assume, therefore, that the first four reigns, about which nothing is known, were short, and did not exceed some eighty years collectively. An assumption that these reigns were longer would unduly prolong the total duration of the dynasty, the beginning of which must be dated about 600 B.C.

The existence of a great body of detailed traditions, which are not mere mythological legends, establishes the facts that both Mahāvīra, the Jain leader, and Gautama Buddha were contemporary to a considerable extent with one another and with the kings Bimbisāra and Ajātaśatru.\(^1\)

There is also no apparent reason to doubt that Mahāvīra predeceased Buddha by a few years, and that both holy men died early in the reign of Ajātaśatru. The deaths of these saints form dates of Mahāvīra and Gautama.

\(^1\) Jacobi, Introd., S. B. E., vols. xxii, xlv; the visit of Kūniya (Ajātaśatru) is alluded to in § 1, p. 9, of the Jain Uvācagā Dāsīo (Bibl. Ind., ed. and transl. Hoernle), and in the Buddhist Dālca (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 104). Dr. Hoernle has kindly supplied these references.
well-marked epochs in the history of Indian religion, and are
constantly referred to by ecclesiastical writers for chronological
purposes. It might therefore be expected that the traditional
dates of these two events would supply at once the desired clue
to the dynastic chronology. But close examination of the con-
flicting traditions raises difficulties. The year 527 B.C., the
most commonly quoted date for the death of Mahāvīra, is merely
one of several traditionary dates, while the variety of dates
assigned for the death of Buddha is almost past counting. The
Ceylonese date, 543 B.C., is no better attested than the others,
and is now generally admitted to be erroneous.

If, as is almost certain, Bühler and Dr. Fleet are right in
interpreting the figure 256 at the end of Asoka’s Minor Rock
Edicts as intended to express the number of years elapsed since
the date of the death of Gautama Buddha; and if, as seems
probable, Dr. Fleet is right in his reading and translation of
those edicts, then the accepted date for the death of Buddha
in Asoka’s time must have been B.C. 487 approximately. That
date may be confidently accepted as a very close approximation
to the absolute truth, for it is very unlikely that, only two
centuries and a half after the event, Asoka was ignorant of the
true date.

So much being taken as established, the necessary inference
follows that Ajatasatru had begun to reign before 487 B.C., and
a definite chronological datum for the Śāsunaṅga dynasty is thus
obtained.

From all the foregoing arguments the opposite chronological
table may be constructed:

1 Burgess, Ind. Ant. ii, 139. Hoernle (ibid. xx, 360) discusses
the contradictory Jain dates, and observes that although the Digam-
bara and Śvetāmbara sects agree in placing the death of Mahāvīra
470 years before Vikrama, whose era begins in 57 B.C., the Digam-
baras reckon back from the birth, and the Śvetāmbaras from the
accession of Vikrama. The books indicate that 551, or 543, or 527 B.C.
may be regarded as the traditional
date. See also ibid. ii, 363; ix, 158; xi, 243; xiii, 279; xvi, 57;
and xxiii, 169, for further discussion
of Jain chronology. Note especially
the statements that Sthulabhadrā,
ninth successor of Mahāvīra, who
was mantrin of the ninth Nanda,
died either 215 or 219 years after
the death of Mahāvīra, the same
year in which Nanda was slain by
Chandragupta (ibid. xi, 246). Meru-
tunga dates Pushyamitra, who
came to the throne cir. 184 B.C.,
in the period 323-53 after Mahā-
vīra (Weber. Sacred Lit. of the
Jains, p. 193).

2 The variant dates for the death
of Buddha given by the Chinese
and other authorities are too nume-
rours and well known to need
citation. "Erst doch sogar die tra-
ditionelle Datierung des Todes des
Buddha auf 543 v. Chr. ohne
Zweifel falsch" (Geiger, Diparotva
und Mahāvīravā, p. 2; Erlangen
und Leipzig, 1901).

3 J. R. A. S., 1903, p. 629; 1904,
pp. 1-25, 335.
# CHRONOLOGY (APPROXIMATE) OF ŚAIŚUNĀGA AND NANDA DYNASTIES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>King (Vāyu Purāṇa)</th>
<th>Length of Reign.</th>
<th>Probable date of Accession</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vāyu P.</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Śaiśunāga</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Śākavarna</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Built New Rājagriha; annexed Angra; contemporary with Mahāvira and Gautama Buddha; voyage of Skylax, cir. 500.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kshemadharman</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>Parricide; death of Mahāvira, cir. 490; death of Buddha, 481; built fort of Pātaliputra; wars with Kosala and Vaisāli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kshattraujas</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>Built city of Pātaliputra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bimbisāra</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Nothing known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ajātaśatru</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Darśaka</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Udaya</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nandivardhana</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mahānandin</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mahāpadma, &amp;c.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9; 2 generations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Chandragupta</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>Tibetan tradition reckons 10 reigns from No. 6, Ajātaśatru, to No. 15, Asoka, inclusive; and places Asoka's accession in 234 B.C. (Rockhill, <em>Life of the Buddha</em>, pp. 33, 233). He is said to have visited Khotan in 250 and 254 B.C. (J.A.S.B. 1886, part 1, pp. 195, 197).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bindusāra</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Asoka</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER III
ALEXANDER’S INDIAN CAMPAIGN: THE ADVANCE

April, 327 B.C.

Passage of Hindu Kush.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT, having completed the subjugation of Bactria, resolved to execute his cherished purpose of emulating and surpassing the mythical exploits of Dionysos, Herakles, and Semiramis by effecting the conquest of India. Towards the close of spring in the year 327 B.C., when the sun had sufficiently melted the snows, he led his army, including perhaps fifty or sixty thousand Europeans, across the lofty Khâwak and Kaoshân passes of the Hindu Kush, or Indian Caucasus, and after ten days' toil amidst the mountains emerged in the rich valley now known as the Koh-i-Dâman.

Here, two years earlier, before the Bactrian campaign, he had founded a town, named as usual, Alexandria, as a strategic outpost to secure his intended advance. The governor of this town, whose administration had been a failure, was replaced by Nikanor, son of Parmenion, the king's intimate friend; the population was recruited by fresh settlers from the surrounding districts; and the garrison was strengthened by a reinforcement of veterans discharged from the ranks of the expeditionary force as being unequal to the arduous labours of the coming campaign.

1 Ἐθνακτος ἱππο τοῦ Ἑρών (Arrian); i.e. late in April, or early in May. For identification of the passes see Holdich, Report of the Pamir Boundary Commission, pp. 29, 30. The height of the Khâwak Pass, as marked on the India Office map of India, is 13,200 feet. The strength of the force that crossed the Hindu Kush is not known. The statement of Plutarch (Alexander, ch. lxvi) that his hero entered India with 128,000 foot and 15,000 horse may or may not be correct, and is open to much variety of interpretation.

2 Alexandria 'under the Caucasus,' or 'in the Paropamisadae,' to distinguish it from the numerous other towns of the same name. The exact position cannot be determined, but its site may be marked by the extensive ruins at Opian or Houpian, near Chârikar, some thirty miles northward from Kâbul. The old identification with Bâmiân is certainly erroneous (McCrindle,
The important position of Alexandria, which commanded the roads over three passes, having been thus secured, in accordance with Alexander's customary caution, the civil administration of the country between the passes and the Kophén, or Kábul, river was provided for by the appointment of Tyriaspes as satrap. Alexander, when assured that his communications were safe, advanced with his army to a city named Nikaia, situated to the west of the modern Jalálábád, on the road from Kábul to India.

Here the king divided his forces. Generals Hephaistion and Perdikkas were ordered to proceed in advance with three brigades of infantry, half of the horse guards, and the whole of the mercenary cavalry by the direct road to India through the valley of the Kábul river, and to occupy Peukelaôtis, now the Yusufzi country, up to the Indus. Their instructions were couched in the spirit of the Roman maxim—"Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos."

Most of the tribal chiefs preferred the alternative of submission, but one named Hasti (Astês) ventured to resist. His stronghold, which held out for thirty days, was taken and destroyed. During this march eastward, Hephaistion and Perdikkas were accompanied by the king of Taxila, a great city beyond the Indus, who had lost no time in obeying Alexander's summons, and in placing his services at the disposal of the invader. Other chiefs on the western side of the Indus adopted the same course, and, with the help of these native potentates, the Macedonian generals were enabled to make satisfactory progress in the task of bridging the Indus, which had been committed to them by their sovereign.


1 The rival opinions concerning the site of Nikaia are collected by McCrindle (op. cit. note B). I follow General Abbott, who was clearly right, as Jalálábád marks the spot where the division of the army would naturally take place. Certain local chiefs, the Sultans of Pích, claim descent from Alexander (Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 48-51).

2 The ancient road did not pass through the Khaibar (Khyber) Pass (Holdich, The Indian Borderland, 1901, p. 39); Foucher, Notes sur la géographie ancienne du Gandhâra (Hanoi, 1902, in Bull. de l'École Fr. d'Extrême Orient).
of his best troops a pleasant holiday, he paid a visit to
the mountain, now known as the Koh-i-Mór, accompanied by
an adequate escort of the companion cavalry and foot guards.
The chants and dances of the natives, the ancestors of the
Kafsirs of the present day, bore sufficient resemblance to the
Bacchanalian rites of Hellas to justify the claims made by
the Nysaeans, and to encourage the soldiers in their belief
that, although far from home, they had at last found a
people who shared their religion and might be regarded as
kinsmen. Alexander humoured the convenient delusion and
allowed his troops to enjoy with the help of their native
friends a ten days' revel in the jungles. The Nysaeans, on
their part, showed their gratitude for the clemency which
they had experienced by contributing a contingent of three
hundred horsemen, who remained with Alexander throughout
the whole period of his advance, and were not sent home
until October, 326 B.C., when he was about to start on his
voyage down the rivers to the sea.

Alexander now undertook in person the reduction of the
formidable nation called the Assakênoi, who were reported to

The Assakênoi and Massaga.

1 Arrian, Anab. v. 1, vi. 2; Curtius, viii, 10; Justin, xii, 7;
Plutarch, Alex., ch. lviii; Strabo, xv, 7-9. The conjectures concerning
the identity of Nysa collected in McCrindle's Note G are
unsatisfactory. Sir H. T. Holdich,
whose knowledge of the frontier is
unsurpassed, has been more success­ful, and has established the
position of Nysa with tolerable cer­
tainty. Elsewhere,' he writes
( Geogr. J. for Jan., 1876), 'I have
stated my reasons for believing that the
Kamdest Kafirs who sent hosta­
tages to the camp of Ghulam
Haidar are descendants of those
very Nysaeans who greeted Alex­
ander as a co-religionist and com­
patriot, and were kindly treated by
him in consequence. They had
been there, in the Suwat country
bordering the slopes of the Koh-i-
Mor ('Meros' of the Classics), from
such ancient periods that the Makedonians could give no account of
their advent; and they remained
in the Suwat country till compara­
tively recent Buddhist times ... .
The lower spurs and valleys of the
Koh-i-Mor where the ancient city
of Nysa (or Nuson) once stood.
Apparently it exists no longer
above ground, though it may be
found in the maps of thirty years
ago, figuring as rather an important
place under its old name ... .
Bacchanalian processions ... chanting hymns, as indeed they
are chanted to this day by certain
of the Kafsirs' (Holdich, The Indian
Borderland, Methuen, 1901, pp.
270, 342). Properly speaking,
Méros was the name of a single
peak of the triple-peaked mountain
(γρανίφυν ἄροι). The other sum­
mits were named Korasibê and
Kondasbê respectively (Polyaino,
I, 1; p. 7 in ed. Melbar). The
three peaks are visible from Peshû­
war.
await him with an army of 20,000 cavalry, more than 30,000 infantry, and thirty elephants. Quitting the Bajaur territory, Alexander crossed the Gouraios (Panjkora) river, with a body of picked regiments, including, as usual, a large proportion of mounted troops, and entered the Assakenian territory, in order to attack Massaga, the greatest city of those parts and the seat of the sovereign power. This formidable fortress, probably to be identified with Minglaur or Manglawar, the ancient capital of Suwāt, was strongly fortified both by nature and art. On the east, an impetuous mountain stream, the Suwāt river, flowing between steep banks, barred access; while, on the south and west, gigantic rocks, deep chasms, and treacherous morasses impeded the approach of an assailing force. Where nature failed to give adequate protection, art had stepped in, and had girdled the city with a mighty rampart, built of brick, stone, and timber, about four miles (35 stadia) in circumference, and guarded by a deep moat (Q. Curtius, viii, 10). While reconnoitring these formidable defences, and considering his plan of attack, Alexander was again wounded by an arrow. The wound was not very serious, and did not prevent him from continuing the active supervision of the siege operations, which were designed and controlled throughout by his master mind.

Commanded by such a general the meanest soldier becomes a hero. The troops laboured with such zeal that within nine days they had raised a mole level with the ground sufficient to bridge the moat, and to allow the movable towers and other engines to approach the walls. The garrison was disheartened by the death of their chief, who was killed by a blow from a missile discharged by an engine, and the

1 Arrian, Anab. iv, 26; Indika, 1; Stein, Archaeol. Tour in Buner, p. 53 (Lahore, 1898); Deane, 'Note on Udyana and Gandhāra' (J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 655); Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, p. 234. Minglaur, which has not been closely examined by any European visitor since the days of Alexander, was still a strong fortress in the sixteenth century, when it baffled Bābar. It is situated on the Suwāt river, in approximately N. lat. 34° 48', E. long. 72° 49', and is said to possess extensive ancient ruins. The Greek and Roman writers spell the name variously, as Massaga, Massaka, Mazaga, and Masoga.
place was taken by storm. Kleophis, the consort of the slain chieftain, and her infant son were captured, and it is said that she subsequently bore a son to Alexander 1.

The garrison of Massaga had included a body of 7,000 mercenary troops from the plains of India. Alexander, by a special agreement, had granted these men their lives on condition that they should change sides and take service in his ranks. In pursuance of this agreement, they were allowed to retire and encamp on a small hill facing, and about nine miles (80 stadia) distant from, the Macedonian camp. The mercenaries being unwilling to aid the foreigner in the subjugation of their countrymen, desired to evade the unwelcome obligation which they had incurred, and proposed to slip away by night and return to their homes. Alexander, having received information of their design, suddenly attacked the Indians while they reposed in fancied security and inflicted severe loss upon them. Recovering from their surprise, the mercenaries formed themselves into a hollow circle, with the women and children in the centre, and offered a desperate resistance, in which the women took an active part. At last, the gallant defenders were overpowered by superior numbers, and, in the words of an ancient historian, 'met a glorious death which they would have disdained to exchange for a life with dishonour.' The unarmed camp followers and the women were spared 2.

Comment. This incident, which has been severely condemned by various writers, ancient and modern, as a disgraceful breach of faith by Alexander, does not seem to have been, as supposed by Diodorus, the outcome of implacable enmity felt by the king against the mercenaries. The slaughter of

1 Arrian (iv, 27) speaks of 'the mother and daughter of Assakēnos.' Q. Curtius (viii, 10) states that 'Assacamus, its previous sovereign, had lately died, and his mother Cleophis now ruled the city and the realm.' He adds that 'the queen herself, having placed her son, still a child, at Alexander's knees, obtained not only pardon . . . at all events she afterwards gave birth to a son who received the name of Alexander, whoever his father may have been.' Apparently, Kleophis must have been the widow of the chief who was killed in the siege, according to Arrian.

2 Arrian, Anab. iv, 27; Diodorus, xvii, 84; Curtius, viii, 10.
the contingent was rather, as represented by Arrian, the tremendous penalty for a meditated breach of faith on the part of the Indians, and, if this explanation be true, the penalty cannot be regarded as altogether undeserved. While the accession of seven thousand brave and disciplined troops would have been a welcome addition to Alexander's small army, the addition of such a force to the enemy in the plains would have been a serious impediment to his advance; and he was, I think, justified in protecting himself against such a formidable increase of the enemy's strength.

Alexander next captured a town called Ora or Nora, and occupied an important place named Bazira, the inhabitants of which, with those of other towns, had retired to the stronghold of Aornos near the Indus, the great mountain now known as Mahāban. The desire of Alexander to capture this position, believed to be impregnable, was based upon military exigencies, and fired by a legend that the demi-god, Herakles, whom he claimed as an ancestor, had been baffled by the defences.

The mountain, which is at least twelve miles in circumference, and rises to a height of more than 7,000 feet above the sea, or 5,000 above the Indus, is washed on its southern face by that river, which at this point is of great depth, and enclosed by rugged and precipitous rocks, forbidding approach from that side. On the other sides, as at Massaga, ravines, cliffs, and swamps presented obstacles sufficient to daunt the bravest assailant. A single path gave access to the summit, which was well supplied with water, and comprised arable land requiring the labour of a thousand men for its cultivation. The summit was crowned by a steeply scarped mass of rock, which formed a natural citadel, and, doubtless, was further protected by art 1.

1 Arrian, Anab. iv. 36; Diodorus, xviii. 85; Curtius, viii. 11. Different people will necessarily form different notions of the circuit of a mountain mass, as they include or exclude subsidiary ranges; but the estimate of Diodorus that the circuit was 100 stadia, or 11¼ miles, is nearer the truth than Arrian's estimate of 800 stadia. On the other hand, Arrian guesses the minimum elevation as being 11 stadia, or nearly 6,700 feet, which is a more accurate figure than the 16 stadia.
Before undertaking the siege of this formidable stronghold, Alexander, with his habitual foresight, secured his rear by placing garrisons in the towns of Ora, Massaga, Bazira, and Orobatis, in the hills of Suwät and Bunër.

He further isolated the fortress by personally marching down into the plains, probably through the Shāhkōt pass, and receiving the submission of the important city of Peukelaōitis (Chārsadda), and the surrounding territory, now known as the Yusufzāi country. During this operation he was assisted by two local chiefs. He then made his way somehow to Embolima, the modern Amb, a small town on the Indus, at the foot of Aornos, and there established a dépôt under the command of Krateros. In case the assault should fail, and the siege be converted into a blockade, this dépôt was intended to serve as a base for protracted operations should such prove to be necessary.

Having thus deliberately made his dispositions for the siege, Alexander spent two days in careful personal reconnaissance of the position with the aid of a small force, chiefly consisting of light-armed troops. Assisted by local guides, whose services were secured by liberal reward, Ptolemy, the son of Lagos, secured a valuable foothold on the eastern spur of the mountain, where he entrenched his men. An attempt made by the king to support him having been frustrated, this failure led to a vigorous attack by the Indians on Ptolemy's entrenchments, which was repulsed after a hard fight.

A second effort made by Alexander to effect a junction with his lieutenant, although stoutly opposed by the besieged, was successful; and the Macedonians were now in secure possession of the vantage-ground from which an assault on the natural citadel could be delivered.

The ancient route, as followed by Hiuen Tsang, "est celle qui montait de Po-lou-cha au Svät par la passe de Shakhkote, l'Hathhi-lār, ou "défilé des éléphants" des indigènes actuels, et le col le plus important de ces montagnes, avait qu'en 1895 les Anglais n'eussent choisi le Malakand pour y faire passer leur route stratégique du Chitrāl" (Foucher, op. cit., p. 40).
The task before the assailants was a formidable one, for the crowning mass of rock did not, like most eminences, slope gradually to the summit, but rose abruptly in the form of a steep cone. Examination of the ground showed that a direct attack was impossible until some of the surrounding ravines should be filled up. Plenty of timber being available in the adjoining forests, Alexander resolved to use this material to form a pathway. He himself threw the first trunk into the ravine, and his act was greeted with a loud cheer signifying the keenness of the troops, who could not shrink from any labour, however severe, to which their king was the first to put his hand.

Within the brief space of four days Alexander succeeded in gaining possession of a small hill on a level with the rock, and in thus securing a dominant position. The success of this operation convinced the garrison that the capture of the citadel was merely a question of time, and negotiations for capitulation on terms were begun.

The besieged, being more anxious to gain time for escape than to conclude a treaty, evacuated the rock during the night, and attempted to slip away unobserved in the darkness. But the unsleeping vigilance of Alexander detected the movement, and partially defeated their plans. Placing himself at the head of seven hundred picked men, he clambered up the cliff the moment the garrison began to retire and slew many.

In this way the virgin fortress, which even Herakles had failed to win, became the prize of Alexander. The king, justly proud of his success, offered sacrifice and worship to the gods, dedicated altars to Athéné and Nikē, and built a fort for the accommodation of the garrison which he quartered on the mountain. The command of this important post was entrusted to Sisikottos (Sasigupta), a Hindu, who long before had deserted from the Indian contingent attached to the army of Bessus, the rebel satrap of Bactria, and had since proved himself a faithful officer in the Macedonian service.

Alexander then proceeded to complete the subjugation of Advance to Indus.
the Assakenians by another raid into their country, and occupied a town named Dyrta, which probably lay to the north of Aornos. This town and the surrounding district were abandoned by the inhabitants, who had crossed the Indus, and taken refuge in the Abhisāra country, in the hills between the Hydaspes (Jihlam) and Akēsines (Chināb) rivers. He then slowly forced his way through the forests down to the bridge-head at Ohind. Although the direct distance is not great, the work of clearing a road passable for an army was so arduous that fifteen or sixteen marches were required to reach Hephaestion's camp.

Opinions have differed concerning the location of the bridge over the Indus, and most writers have been inclined to place it at Attock (Atak), where the river is narrowest. But the recent investigations of M. Foucher have clearly established the fact that the bridge, probably constructed of boats, must have been at Ohind or Und, sixteen miles above Attock. Having arrived at the bridge-head, Alexander sacrificed to the gods on a magnificent scale, and gave his army thirty days of much needed rest, amusing them with games and gymnastic contests.

1 Various attempts to identify Dyrta have been made without success. The position of Abhisāra, or 'the kingdom of Abisares,' has been correctly defined for the first time by Dr. Stein, who writes that 'Darvābhisāra [i.e. Dārva and Abhisāra] comprised the whole tract of the lower and middle hills lying between the Vitastā (Jihlam or Hydaspes) and the Candrabhāgā (Chināb or Akēsines) . . . The hill-state of Rājapuri (Rajauri) was included in Dārva-bhisāra . . . One passage would restrict the application of the term to the lower hills.' The small chieftainship of Rajauri and Bhimbhar, the ancient Abhisāra, is now included within the limits of the Kashmir State, as defined in recent times. Abhisāra used to be erroneously identified with the Hazāra District, which really corresponds with Urašā, or the kingdom of Arsakes (Stein, Rājatarangini, transl., Bk. i, 180; v, 217; and McCrindle, op. cit., p. 375). The line of march from Aornos (Mahāban) is not known.

2 Curtius (viii, 19) is the authority for the fifteen or sixteen marches. His words are: 'Having left this pass [?Ambelā], he arrived after the sixteenth encampment at the river Indus.'

3 Arrian, v, 3; Diodorus, xvii, 86. The ancient road to India from the Kābul river valley followed a circuitous route through Purushapura (Peshavār), Pushkala-vāti (Peukelāotis), Hōti Mārdān, and Shāh-bāzgarhī (Po-lu-sha of the Chinese), to Und or Ohind. The direct route to Attock has been made practicable only in modern times. Und is the pronunciation of the inhabitants of the town which is called Ohind by the people of
At Ohind Alexander was met by an embassy from Ambhi Embassy (Omphis), who had recently succeeded to the throne of Taxila, the great city three marches beyond the Indus. The lately deceased king had met the invader in the previous year at Nikaia and tendered the submission of his kingdom. This tender was now renewed on behalf of his son by the embassy, and was supported by a contingent of 700 horse and the gift of valuable supplies comprising 30 elephants, 3,000 fat oxen, more than 10,000 sheep, and 200 talents of silver.

The ready submission of the rulers of Taxila is explained by the fact that they desired Alexander's help against their enemies in the neighbouring states. Taxila was then at war both with the hill kingdom of Abhiserā, and with the more powerful state governed by the king whom the Greeks called Poros, which corresponded with the modern districts of Jihlam, Gujarāt, and Shāhpur.

Spring had now begun, and the omens being favourable, the refreshed army began the passage of the river one morning at daybreak; and, with the help of the Taxilan king, safely effected entrance on the soil of India, which no European traveller or invader had ever before trodden.

A curious incident marked the last day's march to Taxila. When four or five miles from the city Alexander was startled to see a complete army in order of battle advancing to meet

Peshāwar and Mardān; the Sanskrit name was Udabhāndapura (Cunningham, Ancient Geography, p. 52; Stein, Rājat, transl. ii. 336; Foucher, op. cit., p. 49, with maps). Major Raverty considers Uhand to be the correct spelling, and this form is the nearest to the Sanskrit.

1 The restoration of the name Āmbhi is due to M. Sylvain Lévi (Journal Asiatique for 1890, p. 234).
2 Curtius, viii, 12. The country of Poros lay between the Hydaspes (Jihlam) and the Akēsines (Chināb), and contained 300 towns (Strabo, xv, 29).
3 The chronology is determined by Strabo, xv, 17, who states, on the authority of Aristoboulos, the companion and historian of Alexander, that 'they remained in the mountainous country belonging to the Aspasiai and to Assakanos during the winter. In the beginning of spring they descended to the plains and the great city of Taxila, whence they went on to the Hydaspes and the land of Poros. During the winter they saw no rain, but only snow. Rain fell for the first time while they were at Taxila.' The passage of the Indus must therefore be dated in March, 326 B.C. The rain at Taxila must have been due to a passing storm, because the regular rainy season does not begin before June.
him. He supposed that treacherous opposition was about to be offered, and had begun to make arrangements to attack the Indians, when Ambhi galloped forward with a few attendants and explained that the display of force was intended as an honour, and that his entire army was at Alexander's disposal. When the misunderstanding had been removed the Macedonian force continued its advance and was entertained at the city with royal magnificence.

Taxila, now represented by miles of ruins to the north-west of Rawalpindi, and the south-east of Hasan Abdal, was then one of the greatest cities of the East, and was especially famous as the principal seat of Hindu learning in Northern India, to which scholars of all classes flocked for instruction.

Ambhi recognized Alexander as his lord, and received from him investiture as lawful successor of his deceased father the king of Taxila. In return for the favour shown to him by the invader, he provided the Macedonian army with liberal supplies, and presented Alexander with eighty talents of coined silver and golden crowns for himself and all his friends. Alexander, not to be outdone in generosity, returned the presents, and bestowed on the donor a thousand Liaka. The Jātaka stories are full of references to the fame of Taxila as a university town, e.g. vol. ii (Rouse's transl.), 2, 32, 59, &c. The Susima Jātaka places it in the kingdom of Gandhāra, i.e. of Peukelaotis and Peshawar. Most of the Jātakas are probably anterior to Alexander's time.

1 The name is given as Taxila (Tācila) by the Greek and Roman authors, which is a close transcription of the Pāli or Prākrit Taksāsila. The Sanskrit form is Takshaśila. The ruins at Shāhdehri, eight miles south-east of Hasan Abdal, and in the surrounding villages, have been roughly surveyed and described by Cunningham (Reports, ii, 111–51), but deserve more systematic and detailed examination. So far as known, the remains seem to be Buddhist, but the vestiges of many pre-Buddhist edifices probably still remain. The Buddhist establishments were in a state of decay when the Chinese traveller, Huen Tsang, visited them in the seventh century A.D. (Beal, ii, 136–43), and the kingdom was then tributary to Kashmir. The city was still an important place about 100 B.C., when it was the capital of a satrap named Liaka. The Jātaka stories are full of references to the fame of Taxila as a university town, e.g. vol. ii (Rouse's transl.), 2, 32, 59, &c. The Susima Jātaka places it in the kingdom of Gandhāra, i.e. of Peukelaotis and Peshawar. Most of the Jātakas are probably anterior to Alexander's time.

2 This 'coined' or 'stamped' silver (signatum argentum) probably consisted of the little flat ingots known to numismatists as 'punch-marked' pieces, because they are not struck with a die, but are marked irregularly by small punches of various patterns applied at different times. For accounts of this curious coinage, see Rapson, Indian Coins, §§ 4–6; Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, pp. 54–60, pl. I and II, 1, 2. The early copper coinage of Taxila is described in pp. 61–6 of the latter work.
talents from the spoils of war, along with many banqueting vessels of gold and silver, a vast quantity of Persian drapery, and thirty chargers caparisoned as when ridden by himself. This lavish generosity, although displeasing to Alexander's Macedonian officers, was probably prompted more by policy than by sentiment. It purchased a contingent of 5,000 men, and secured the fidelity of a most useful ally (Q. Curtius, viii, 12; Diodorus, xvii, 86; Arrian, v, 8).

While Alexander was at Taxila, the hill chieftain of Abhisāra, who really intended to join Pōros in repelling the invader (Diodorus, xvii, 87), sent envoys who professed to surrender to Alexander all that their master possessed. This mission was favourably received, and Alexander hoped that Pōros would display complaisance equal to that of his ally. But a summons sent requiring him to do homage and pay tribute was met with the proud answer that he would indeed come to his frontier to meet the invader, but at the head of an army ready for battle.

Having stayed in his comfortable quarters at Taxila for sufficient time to rest his army (Diodorus, xvii, 87), Alexander led his forces, now strengthened by the Taxilan contingent and a small number of elephants, eastward to meet Pōros, who was known to be awaiting him on the further bank of the Hydaspes (Jihlam) river. The march from Taxila to Jihlam on the Hydaspes, in a south-easterly direction, a distance of about a hundred or a hundred and ten miles, according to the route followed, brought the army over difficult ground and probably occupied a fortnight. The hot season was at its height, but to Alexander all seasons were equally fit for campaigning, and he led his soldiers on and on from conquest to conquest, regardless of the snows of the mountains and the scorching heat of the plains. He arrived at Jihlam early in May, and found the river already flooded by the melting of the snow in the hills. The boats which had served for the passage of the Indus, having been cut into sections and transported on wagons to be rebuilt on the bank of the Hydaspes, were again utilized for the crossing of that river (Arrian, v, 8).
In spite of the most elaborate preparations, the problem of the passage of the Hydaspes in the face of a superior force could not be solved without minute local knowledge; and Alexander was compelled to defer his decision as to the best feasible solution until he should have acquired the necessary acquaintance with all the local conditions. On his arrival, he found the army of Pøros, fifty thousand strong, drawn up on the opposite bank. It was obvious that the horses of the cavalry, the arm upon which the Macedonian commander placed his reliance, could not be induced to clamber up the bank of a flooded river in the face of a host of elephants, and that some device for evading this difficulty must be sought.

Alexander, therefore, resolved, in the words of Arrian, to 'steal a passage.' The easiest plan would have been for the invader to wait patiently in his lines until October or November when the waters would subside and the river might become fordable. Although such dilatory tactics did not commend themselves to the impetuous spirit of Alexander, he endeavoured to lull the vigilance of the enemy by the public announcement that he intended to await the change of season, and gave a colour of truth to the declaration by employing his troops in foraging expeditions and the collection of a great store of provisions. At the same time his flotilla of boats continually moved up and down the river, and frequent reconnaissances were made in search of a ford. 'All this,' as Arrian observes, 'prevented Pøros from resting and concentrating his preparations at any one point selected in preference to any other as the best for defending the passage' (v, 9). Rafts, galleys, and smaller boats were secretly prepared and hidden away among the woods and islands in the upper reaches of the river where it escapes from the mountains. These preliminaries occupied six or seven weeks, during which time the rains had broken, and the violence of the flood had increased. Careful study of the ground had convinced Alexander that the best chance of crossing in safety was to be found near a sharp bend in the river about sixteen miles marching distance above his camp, at a point where his embarkation would be concealed.
by a bluff and an island covered with forest. Having arrived at this decision, Alexander acted upon it, not only, as Arrian justly remarks, with 'marvellous audacity,' but with consummate prudence and precaution.

He left Krateros with a considerable force, including the Taxilan contingent of 5,000 men, to guard the camp near Jihlam, and supplied him with precise instructions as to the manner in which he should use this reserve force to support the main attack. Half-way between the standing camp and the chosen crossing-place three generals were stationed with the mercenary cavalry and infantry, and had orders to cross the river as soon as they should perceive the Indians to be fairly engaged in action. All sections of the army were kept in touch by a chain of sentries posted along the bank.

When all these precautionary arrangements had been completed, Alexander in person took command of a picked force of about 11,000 or 12,000 men, including the foot guards, hypaspist infantry, mounted archers, and 5,000 cavalry of various kinds, with which to effect the passage. In order to escape observation, he marched by night at some distance from the bank, and his movements were further concealed by a violent storm of rain and thunder which broke during the march. He arrived unperceived at the appointed place and found the fleet of galleys, boats, and rafts in readiness. The enemy had no suspicion of what was happening until the fleet appeared in the open river beyond the wooded island, and Alexander disembarked his force at daybreak without opposition. But when he had landed, he was disappointed to find that yet another deep channel lay in front, which must be crossed. With much difficulty a ford was found, and the infantry struggled through breast-deep in the stream, while the horses swam with only their heads above water. The sole practicable road from the camp of Póros involved a wide detour, which rendered prompt opposition impossible, and Alexander was able to deploy his dripping troops on the mainland before any attempt could be made to stop him.
Then, when it was too late, the son of the Indian king came hurrying up with 2,000 horse and 120 chariots. This inadequate force was speedily routed with the loss of 400 killed, and of all the chariots. Fugitives carried the disastrous news to the camp of Póros, who moved out with the bulk of his army to give battle, leaving a guard to protect his baggage against Krateros, who lay in wait on the opposite bank. The Indian army deployed on the only ground available, the plain now known as Karri, girdled on the north and east by low hills, and about five miles in width at its broadest part. The surface was a firm sandy soil well adapted for military movements even in the rainy season.

A stately force it was with which the Indian monarch moved forth to defend his country against the audacious invader from the west. Two hundred huge elephants, stationed at intervals of not less than a hundred feet from one another, and probably in eight ranks, formed the front in the centre. The chief reliance of Póros was on these monsters who would, it was calculated, terrify the foreign soldiers and render the dreaded cavalry unmanageable. Behind the elephants stood a compact force of 30,000 infantry with projections on the wings, and files of the infantry were pushed forward in the intervals between the elephants, so that the Indian army presented 'very much the appearance of a city—the elephants as they stood resembling its towers, and the men-at-arms placed between them resembling the lines of wall intervening between tower and tower' (Diodorus, xvii, 87). Both flanks were protected by cavalry with chariots in front. The cavalry numbered 4,000 and the chariots 300. Each chariot was drawn by four horses, and carried six men, of whom two were archers, stationed one on each side of the vehicle, two were shield-bearers, and two were charioteers, who in the stress of battle

1 See plan of the battle. The number of ranks is determined by the limitation of space. The plan shows exactly 200 elephants. I am indebted for it to my son, Lieut. A. A. Smith, 5th P. L., who has plotted the details to scale.
were wont to drop the reins and ply the enemy with darts (Q. Curtius, viii, 14).

The infantry were all armed with a broad and heavy two-handed sword, and a long buckler of undressed ox-hide. In addition to these arms each man carried either javelins or a bow. The bow is described as being

'made of equal length with the man who bears it. This they rest upon the ground, and pressing against it with their left foot thus discharge the arrow having drawn the string backwards: for the shaft they use is little short of being three yards long, and there is nothing which can resist an Indian archer's shot—neither shield nor breastplate, nor any stronger defence, if such there be' (Arrian, Indika, ch. xvi).

But great as was the power of the Indian bow, it was too cumbrous to meet the attack of the mobile Macedonian cavalry. The slippery state of the surface prevented the archers from resting the end of their weapons firmly on the ground, and Alexander's horse were able to deliver their charge before the bowmen had completed their adjustments (Q. Curtius, viii, 14). The Indian horsemen, each of whom carried two javelins and a buckler, were far inferior in personal strength and military discipline to Alexander's men (Arrian, Anab. v, 17).

With such force and such equipment Pòros awaited the attack of the greatest military genius whom the world has seen.

Alexander clearly perceived that his small force would have no chance of success in a direct attack upon the enemy's centre, and resolved to rely on the effect of a vigorous cavalry charge against the Indian left wing. The generals in command of the 6,000 infantry at his disposal were ordered to play a waiting game, and to take no part in the action until they should see the Indian foot and horse thrown into confusion by the charge of cavalry under Alexander's personal command.

He opened the action by sending his mounted archers, First stage of battle, a thousand strong, against the left wing of the Indian army, which must have extended close to the bank of the river.
The archers discharged a storm of arrows and made furious charges. They were quickly followed by the Guards led by Alexander himself. The Indian cavalry on the right wing hurried round by the rear to support their hard-pressed comrades on the left. But meantime two regiments of horse commanded by Koinos, which had been detached by Alexander for the purpose, swept past the front of the immobile host of Póros, galloped round its right wing, and threatened the rear of the Indian cavalry and chariots. While the Indian squadrons were endeavouring to effect a partial change of front to meet the impending onset from the rear, they necessarily fell into a certain amount of confusion. Alexander, seeing his opportunity, seized the very moment when the enemy's horse were changing front, and pressed home his attack. The Indian ranks on both wings broke and 'fled for shelter to the elephants as to a friendly wall.' Thus ended the first act in the drama.

The elephant drivers tried to retrieve the disaster by urging their mounts against the Macedonian horse, but the phalanx, which had now advanced, began to take its deferred share in the conflict. The Macedonian soldiers hurled showers of darts at the elephants and their riders. The maddened beasts charged and crushed through the closed ranks of the phalanx, impenetrable to merely human attack. The Indian horsemen seized the critical moment, and, seeking to revenge the defeat which they had suffered in the first stage of the action wheeled round and attacked Alexander's cavalry. But the Indians were not equal to the task which they attempted, and being repulsed, were again cooped up among the elephants. The second act of the drama was now finished.

The third and last began with a charge by the Macedonian massed cavalry which crashed into the broken Indian ranks and effected an awful carnage. The battle ended at the eighth hour of the day (Plutarch, Life, ch. 60) in a scene of murderous confusion, which is best described in the words of Arrian, whose account is based on that of men who shared in the fight.
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DEFEAT OF POROS

The elephants, he writes, 'being now cooped up within a narrow space, did no less damage to their friends than to their foes, trampling them under their feet as they wheeled and pushed about. There resulted in consequence a great slaughter of the cavalry, cooped up as it was within a narrow space around the elephants. Many of the elephant drivers, moreover, had been shot down, and of the elephants themselves some had been wounded, while others, both from exhaustion and the loss of their mahouts, no longer kept to their own side of the conflict, but, as if driven frantic by their sufferings, attacked friend and foe quite indiscriminately, pushed them, trampled them down, and killed them in all manner of ways. But the Macedonians, who had a wide and open field, and could therefore operate as they thought best, gave way when the elephants charged, and when they retreated followed at their heels and plied them with darts; whereas the Indians, who were in the midst of the animals, suffered far more from the effects of their rage.

When the elephants, however, became quite exhausted, and their attacks were no longer made with vigour, they fell back like ships backing water, and merely kept trumpeting as they retreated with their faces to the enemy. Then did Alexander surround with his cavalry the whole of the enemy's line, and signal that the infantry, with their shields linked together so as to give the utmost compactness to their ranks, should advance in phalanx. By this means the cavalry of the Indians was, with a few exceptions, cut to pieces in the action. Such also was the fate of the infantry, since the Macedonians were now pressing them from every side.

Upon this all turned to flight wherever a gap could be found in the cordon of Alexander's cavalry.'

Meanwhile, Krateros and the other officers left on the opposite bank of the river had crossed over, and with their fresh troops fell upon the fugitives, and wrought terrible slaughter. The Indian army was annihilated; all the elephants being either killed or captured, and the chariots destroyed. Three thousand horsemen, and not less than twelve thousand foot soldiers were killed, and nine thousand taken prisoners. The Macedonian loss, according to the highest estimate, did not exceed a thousand.

Poros himself, a magnificent giant, six and a half feet in
height, fought to the last, but at last succumbed to nine wounds, and was taken prisoner in a fainting condition.

Alexander had the magnanimity to respect his gallant adversary, and willingly responded to his proud request to be ‘treated as a king’. The victor not only confirmed the vanquished prince in the government of his ancestral territory, but added to it other lands of still greater extent; and by this politic generosity secured for the brief period of his stay in the country a grateful and faithful friend.

The victory was commemorated by the foundation of two towns; one named Nikaia, situated on the battlefield; and the other, named Boukephala, situated at the point whence Alexander had started to cross the Hydaspes. The latter was dedicated to the memory of Alexander’s famous charger, which had carried him safely through so many perils, and had now at last succumbed to weariness and old age. Boukephala, by reason of its position at a ferry on the high road from the west to the Indian interior, became a place of such fame and importance as to be reckoned by Plutarch among the greatest of Alexander’s foundations. It was practically identical with the modern town of Jihlam (Jhelum), and its position is more closely marked by the extensive elevated mound to the west of the existing town.

The position of Nikaia, which never attained fame, is less certain; but should probably be sought at the village of Sukhchainpur to the south of the Karri plain, the scene of the battle.

---

1 "Οὐτὶ βασιλεῖας μοι χρήσασθαι ἀλλ᾿ Ἀλέξανδρος.
2 For disputed questions concerning the passage of the river, and the date and site of the battle see App. E, F. Opinions differ concerning the exact nature of the movement of Koinos; but to me the texts seem sufficiently plain. A mobile cavalry force had no difficulty in riding across the front of an army like that of Poros; although, of course, such a feat would be impossible if that army had possessed rifles and guns. While Arrian’s lucid description of the battle has been followed in the main, some details have been taken from other writers.
3 Arrian (v, 20) gives the true account of the death of Boukephalos. The site of Boukephala was determined by Abbott (‘On the Sites of Nikaia and Boukephala,’ J. A. S. B., 1882, p. 231). The mound referred to is known locally as ‘Pindi,’ or ‘the town,’ and yields large ancient bricks and numerous Graeco-Bactrian coins. Boukephala is mentioned in the Peutingerian Tables, by Pliny.
Alexander, having performed with fitting splendour the obsequies of the slain, offered the customary sacrifices, and celebrated games, left Krateros behind with a portion of the army and orders to fortify posts, and maintain communications. The king himself, taking a force of picked troops, largely composed of cavalry, invaded the country of a nation called Glausai or Glaukanikoi, adjacent to the dominions of Poros. Thirty-seven considerable towns and a multitude of villages, having readily submitted, were added to the extensive territory administered by Poros. The king of the lower hills, who is called Abisares by the Greek writers, finding resistance hopeless, again tendered his submission. Another Poros, nephew of the defeated monarch, who ruled a tract called Gandaris, probably that between the Chinab and Ravī rivers now known as Gondal Bar, sent envoys promising allegiance to the invincible invader, and sundry independent tribes (τῶν αὐτονόμων Ἰνδῶν) followed the example of these princes.

Alexander, moving in a direction more easterly than before, crossed the Akēsines (Chināb) at a point not specified, but certainly near the foot of the hills. The passage of the river, although unopposed, was difficult by reason of the rapid current of the flooded stream, which was 3,000 yards (15 stadia) in width, and of the large and jagged rocks with which the channel was bestrewn, and on which many of the boats were wrecked. ¹

The king, having made adequate arrangements for supplies, reinforcements, and the maintenance of communications, continued his advance eastwards, probably passing close to the ancient fortress of Siālkoṭ. The Hydraōtes (Rāvī) river having been crossed without difficulty, Hephaestion was sent

(χι, 20), and the author of the Periplus (ch. 47), as well as by Plutarch (Fortunes of Alexander, Oration I, 9). Cunningham’s identifications of the two towns are necessarily wrong, being based upon the erroneous theory that the passage of the river was effected at Jalālpur. These particulars given by Arrian (v, 20) clearly prove that the Akēsines was crossed near the foot of the hills, some twenty-five or thirty miles above Wazirābād, where Mr. McCrindle places the crossing. The Chināb has changed its course very considerably, and lower down has wandered over a bed about thirty miles in breadth ( Haverty, op. cit., 343).
back in order to reduce to obedience the younger Póros, who had revolted owing to feelings of resentment at the excessive favour shown to his uncle and enemy.

Alexander selected as the adversaries worthy of his steel the more important confederacy of independent tribes which was headed by the Kathaioi, who dwelt upon the left or eastern side of the Hydraötes, and enjoyed the highest reputation for skill in the art of war. Their neighbours, the Oxydrakai, who occupied the basin of the Hyphasis, and the Malloi, who were settled along the lower course of the Hydraötes below Lahore, and were also famous as brave warriors, intended to join the tribal league, but had not actually done so at this time. The Kathaioi were now supported only by minor clans, their immediate neighbours, and the terrible fate which awaited the Malloi was postponed for a brief space.

On the second day after the passage of the Hydraötes, Alexander received the capitulation of a town named Pimprama, belonging to a clan called Adraístai by Arrian; and, after a day’s rest, proceeded to invest Sangala, which the Kathaioi and the allied tribes had selected as their main stronghold. The tribes protected their camp, lying under the shelter of a low hill, by a triple row of wagons, and offered a determined resistance.

Meantime, the elder Póros arrived with a reinforcement for the besiegers of five thousand troops, elephants, and a siege train; but before any breach in the city wall had been effected, the Macedonians stormed the place by escalade, and routed the allies, who lost many thousands killed. Alexander’s loss in killed was less than a hundred, but twelve hundred of his men were wounded—an unusually large proportion.

Sangala was razed to the ground, as a punishment for the stout resistance of its defenders.

1 For the correct location of the clans see the author’s paper entitled ‘The Position of the Autonomous Tribes of the Panjab conquered by Alexander the Great’ (J. R. A. S., Oct., 1903). See the map, reprinted from that paper, with a slight alteration of the suggested position of the altars.

2 Much nonsense has been written
Yet another river, the Hyphasis (Biās), lay in the path of the royal adventurer, who advanced to its bank, and prepared to cross, being determined to subdue the nations beyond. These were reputed to be clans of brave agriculturists, enjoying an admirable system of aristocratic government, and occupying a fertile territory well supplied with elephants of superior size and courage.

Alexander, having noticed that his troops no longer followed him with their wonted alacrity, and were indisposed to proceed to more distant adventures, sought to rouse their enthusiasm by an eloquent address, in which he recited the glories of their wondrous conquests from the Hellespont to the Hyphasis, and promised them the dominion and riches of all Asia. But his glowing words fell on unwilling ears, and were received with painful silence, which remained unbroken for a long time.

At last Koinos, the trusted cavalry general, who had led the charge in the battle with Poros, summoned up courage to reply, and argued the expediency of fixing some limit to the toils and dangers of the army. He urged his sovereign to remember that out of the Greeks and Macedonians who had crossed the Hellespont eight years earlier, some had been invalided home, some were unwilling exiles in newly founded cities, some were disabled by wounds, and others, the most numerous, had perished by the sword or disease.

Few indeed were those left to follow the standards; and they were weary wretches, shattered in health, ragged, ill-armed, and despondent. He concluded his oration by saying:—

‘Moderation in the midst of success, O king! is the about the site of Sangala (Σαγγαλα), which was quite distinct from the Sākala of Hindu writers and of Hiuen Tsang. The assumption that the two towns were identical led Cunningham to identify Alexander’s Sangala with a petty mound called ‘Sangala Tibba’ in the Jhang District. The late Mr. C. J. Rodgers conclusively proved this identification to be erroneous (Report on Sangala Tibba, News Press, Lahore, 1896; Proc. A. S. B., 1896, p. 81). The position of Sangala, which was razed to the ground, cannot be determined with precision, but it was in the Gurdaspur District. Sākala, the capital of Mihirakula, was probably either Chuniot or Shāhkot in the Jhang District.
noblest of virtues, for, although, being at the head of so brave an army, you have naught to dread from mortal foes, yet the visitations of the Deity cannot be foreseen or guarded against by man.

The words of Koinos were greeted with loud applause, which left no doubt about the temper of the men. Alexander, deeply mortified, and unwilling to yield, retired within his tent; but emerged on the third day, convinced that further advance was impracticable. The soothsayers judiciously discovered that the omens were unfavourable for the passage of the river, and Alexander, with a heavy heart, gave orders for retreat, in September, 326 B.C.

To mark the furthest point of his advance, he erected twelve huge altars, built of squared stone, and each fifty cubits in height, dedicated to the twelve great gods. Although the army had not passed the river, these massive memorials were erected on the farther bank, where they long remained to excite the wonder and veneration of both natives and foreigners. Traces of them may still exist, and should be looked for along the oldest bed of the Biās, near the hills, in one or other of the three districts—Gurdāspur, Hoshýarpur, or Kāngra—where nobody has yet sought them.

Alexander divided the army into brigades, which he ordered to prepare twelve altars equal in height to the loftiest military towers, while exceeding them in breadth; to serve both as thank-offerings to the gods who had led him so far on the path of conquest, and as a memorial of his achievements. When the altars had been constructed, he offered sacrifice upon them with the customary rites, and celebrated gymnastic and equestrian games.

The structures thus solemnly dedicated were well designed to serve their double purpose; and constituted a dignified

1 The address of Koinos, which is given in full by Arrian, seems to me to be in substance a genuine report of a real speech, and not merely an appropriate invention of the historian.

2 "Ad Hypasin . . . qui fuit Alexandri itinerum terminus, exsuperato tamen amne, arisque in adversa ripa dicatis" (Pliny, Hist. Nat., Bk. vi, ch. 17).
and worthy monument of the piety and labours of the world's greatest general. Their significance was fully appreciated by the Indian powers which had been compelled to bend before the Macedonian storm. We are told that Chandragupta Maurya, the first emperor of India, who succeeded to the lordship of Alexander's conquests, and his successors for centuries afterwards, continued to venerate the altars, and were in the habit of crossing the river to offer sacrifice upon them.

But, if Curtius and Diodorus are to be believed, the noble simplicity of the monumental altars was marred by a ridiculous addition designed to gratify the king's childish vanity. The tale is given in its fullest form by Diodorus, who gravely informs us that after the completion of the altars, Alexander caused an encampment to be made thrice the size of that actually occupied by his army, encircled by a trench fifty feet wide and forty feet deep, as well as by a rampart of extraordinary dimensions. 'He further, the story continues, ordered quarters to be constructed as for foot-soldiers, each containing two beds four cubits in length for each man; and besides this, two stalls of twice the ordinary size for each horseman. Whatever else was to be left behind was directed to be likewise proportionately increased in size.' We are asked to believe that these silly proceedings were intended to convince the country people that the invaders had been men of more than ordinary strength and stature.

It is incredible that Alexander could have been guilty of such senseless folly, and the legend may be rejected without

---

1 'Αλέξανδρος μὲν οὖν Ἡρακλῆ 
τιμῶν καὶ πάλιν Ἀλέξανδρον Ἀνδρόκκοτος, λατρεύεις εἰς τὸ πιστάθη προθύγων 
καὶ τῶν ὁμοίων. 'Thus Alexander, honouring Hercules, and Androkottos [scil. Chandragupta] again honouring Alexander, got themselves honoured on the same grounds' (Plutarch, ed. Teubner, and Shilleto's trans.).

2 Curtius, ix, 3.

The same author, in his Life of Alexander, ch. lxii, states that 'he also erected altars for the gods which the kings of the Praisians even to the present day hold in veneration, crossing the river to offer sacrifices upon them in the Hellenic fashion.'

3 Diodorus, xvii, 95; Curtius, ix, 3.
hesitation as probably based on distorted versions of tales told by travellers, who had seen the altars.

APPENDIX D

Aornos and Embolima

Three sites Three solutions have been proposed for the ‘much vexed question’ as to the site of Aornos. General Court and the Rev. Mr. Loewenthal suggested the castle or fort known as that of Raja Hodi, opposite Attock. But that suggestion is open to objections of all sorts, and has now no defenders. Cunningham preferred to identify the celebrated mountain with the fortress of Ranigat, sixteen miles north of Ohind, although he confessed that the identification was ‘incomplete,’ and that he was ‘not perfectly satisfied with it.’ Cunningham’s suggestion may be briefly dismissed with the remarks that the hill at Ranigat is much too small and low to answer to the descriptions of the ancient writers, and that it is distant from the Indus.

Mahabran. The third site proposed, the Mahaban mountain, situated about seventy miles ENE. from Peshawar in approximately N. lat. 34° 20’, was vigorously advocated by General Abbott, whose conclusions have been so strongly supported by recent researches that the ‘much vexed question’ may now be regarded as definitely settled. In order to prevent the recurrence of doubts upon the subject, the evidence establishing the identification may be briefly set forth.

The fanaticism of the tribes inhabiting the mountain and its neighbourhood is so great that the locality has never been completely surveyed—in fact, so far as can be ascertained, no European has ascended the mountain since the days of Alexander. Our information consequently lacks precision, but nevertheless enough is known to establish the fact of the identity of Mahaban with Aornos beyond reasonable doubt. The fullest description is that given by Abbott, as follows:—

The long-sought rock, Aornos, towers high above all the neighbouring mountains, its foot washed by the broad flood of the Indus... its inexhaustible pastures... its forests and fastnesses, the refuge of all the outlaws for hundreds of miles around; its summit, furrowed by a hundred ploughs; its skirts, by perhaps eight hundred more; a mountain almost without parallel in the world, and too faithfully described to be mistaken. There was formerly a fort upon the crest of the mountain, but its very name is lost, although traces of the wall remain, agreeing exactly, if my informant correctly describes them, with the site of Aornos. ... Upon

1 Cunningham, Reports, ii, 95-110.
the east of Maha Bunn (a name embracing a whole district comprised by
the trunk and ramifications of this mountain, and harbouring some ten
thousand matchlock men) Nadir Shah, the Alexander of Persia, encamped
his army, as the only means of reducing to order the lawless Affacini. The
mountain is a long isolated ridge, not less, I think, in length at
summit than five miles. The height is upwards of 7,000 feet (7,320 in
India Office map) above the sea's level, or 5,000 above that of the Indus.
The length at base must be upwards of twelve miles. At the very summit
is a small square Tumulus, apparently from 50 to 100 feet high, and
scarped with precipices. . . . The Maha Bunn agrees to the minutest
particular with the description of Aornos, standing on the right bank of
the Indus, feathered with forests, watered by perennial springs. Its
summit, a plateau capable of holding the camp of a Persian army, and of
employing a hundred ploughs; its forests and fastnesses the refuge of the
Affacini of the plains and of fugitives from Abisara and Taxila; its
height, gigantic and pre-eminent; its position sufficiently near to annoy
Alexander's columns; its inhabitants to this day unconquered, paying
neither allegiance nor tribute to any man.'

The observations of Colonel Deane, whose official position has Observa-
afforded exceptional opportunities for the collection of accurate information, supplement the description of General Abbott, and prove that the remains of a fort still exist on the mountain. The identification of Ptolemy's Asigramma with the modern Asgram seems to be certain.

'The line of the Indus through the Peshawar District has never been thoroughly examined. Beginning at Asgram, there are extensive ruins a little way above where the Indus leaves the hills; there are more on a low hill on the bank of the Indus near Gullai, known as Ituran; many more buried near Jalbai; and again, others near Jehangira and Alladher. None of these have ever been systematically explored.

The following brief note has reference to Aornos, which was situated either in Udyana or Gandhara.

On Mahaban, at the point known as Shahkot, are the very distinct remains of a large fort, the foundations of which, 360 yards by 180 yards, with twelve bastions on the north and south faces, five bastions on the east face (outside which was a ditch some thirty feet wide), and four bastions on the west face, can still be traced. The road to the fort winds up the southern face of the hill, and below it on the south is a plateau about a mile long by 600 yards wide. On the north face is a second gate, with a steep path leading to springs a little way below. Below the south-west corner is a large tank protected by three towers. Inside are remains of two temples and a tank about sixty paces in circumference. The fort is situated on a vast rock, and is reported as exceedingly difficult of access.

Close to Panjtar, at the foot of Mahaban, is a group of several old towns, from which 1 have obtained many inscriptions. Further down, towards where the Indus debouches into the plain, are extensive ruins, to which my attention was first directed by obtaining an inscription from

1 This name is used only by Abbott.
2 Abbott, 'The Battle Field of Alexander and Porus,' J. A. S. B., 1848, pp. 627, 628. The same author's 'valuable and elaborate article,' as Grote justly calls it, entitled 'Gradus ad Aornon,' in J. A. S. B., 1854, p. 309, may also be consulted with advantage.
them. These ruins are known as Asgram, already mentioned. The Pathans give this as the name of the ruins, stating that tradition holds them to be of the same period as Begram and Naugram (Ranigat). Taking Ptolemy's map and McCrindle as a guide, we find a hitherto unidentified place, Asgramma, close to the bank of the river, bearing the same relative position to Aornos and Pentagramma, as shown on the map, as Asgram bears to Mahaban and Panjtar. Aornos was above Asgramma; and if the identification of Asgram with Asgramma be accepted, the claims of both Hodi Raja and Ranigat are disposed of, and there does not remain much, if any, doubt as to Aornos having been on Mahaban as described above. Another very strong position on Mahaban is a spur running to the Indus known as Mount Banj. A fort also exists here, and is very difficult of access.

Dr. Stein's notes. The accuracy of the information supplied to Colonel Deane is vouched for by Dr. Stein, who approached the mountain in 1898, and made inquiries. His informant, a Malik or headman, was well acquainted with the ruins of Shâhköt which he described as situated on a rocky spur near the highest point of Mahaban, and to the north-east of it. The Malik’s description of the fort agreed closely with that given by Colonel Deane’s informant. The ruins appear to be now overgrown with dense jungle. The slopes of the mountain below Shâhköt were described as being steep and rocky on all sides, but particularly so towards the Indus, where the ascent is by a narrow path. Dr. Stein is convinced of the identity of Mahaban with Aornos, and shows that Cunningham’s objections are based on erroneous premisses.

The ruined fort of Amb, about sixty miles above Attock, is situated opposite the town of Darband on the Indus, which is there crossed by a ferry. It is described by Abbott as ‘a celebrated castle.’ To the west of Amb and on the same spur of the Mahaban mountain there is a fort named Balimah, and it is clear that the Greek name Embolima is a transcription of Amb-Balimah, that is to say, ‘Amb near Balimah.’ The map of the Panjâb shows a second Amb in the Hoshyârpur district, and

---

1 Ptolemy (bk. vii, ch. 57) gives a list of towns on the Indus, of which the first three are:—
   Embolima . long. 124° lat. 31°
   Pentagramma .. 124° 30°20' north.
   Asgramma . .. 123° 29°30' north.
(Ptolemy’s Geography, translation, McCrindle, with map, in Ind. Ant., xiii, 356. The translation was also published separately in Calcutta, 1885).


4 Abbott, ‘The Battle Field of Alexander and Porus,’ J.A.S.B., 1848, pp. 627-8, 633; and ‘Gradus ad Aornon,’ ibid., 1854, p. 344. The name of the Ambelâ Pass may be connected with that of Amb. The Greek name Aornos is probably a transcription of the word aranai, a common name for hill ridges in those parts (Bellew, An Inquiry into the Ethnography of Afghanistan, p. 68, Woking, 1891).
a third in the Salt Range about fifty miles to the south-east of Kalabagh. It was therefore necessary to distinguish the Amb on the Indus as ‘Amb near Balimah.’ Similarly, Akbar’s famous capital Fatehpur is distinguished from the other immoral places of the same name as Fatehpur-Sikri, or Fatehpur near Sikri. Such double-barrelled names are very common in India. Curtius erroneously gives the name of Alexander’s dépôt as Ecbolima.

Grote, although satisfied that Abbott had made out ‘a strong Conclu-case’ for his thesis of the identity of Mahāban with Aornos, still felt doubts concerning the applicability of some details in the lively description of the mountain recorded by Curtius. That author states that the Indus ‘washes its roots,’ and relates how, in the first attack, some of the assailants ‘fell from the shelving crags, and were engulfed in the river which flowed underneath.’ But these details need not inspire any doubts. The Indus does actually ‘wash the roots’ of the mountain, the spurs of which descend to the river, and there is no difficulty in believing that, in the early stages of the siege, while these spurs were in dispute, some of the attacking force were unlucky enough to tumble into the stream. The statement of Curtius that the rock on the summit rises up straight till it terminates in a sharp pinnacle, like the turning-post (meta) of a Roman circus, may possibly be to some extent a rhetorical exaggeration, but is probably substantially true. We know that the rocky summit is still very difficult of access. Its inaccessibility so impressed the ancient writers that they habitually speak of Aornos as a petra, or ‘rock,’ even when describing its vast extent.

APPENDIX E

Alexander’s Camp; the Passage of the Hydaspes; and the Site of the Battle with Pōros

The solution of the problems concerning the sites of Alexander’s Problems camp on the bank of the Hydaspes, the passage of that river, and the battle-field may be attained, I believe, with sufficient accuracy by careful and impartial examination of the statements made by the ancient historians and of the actual topography.

The Hydaspes (Vitasta, Bihat, or Jihlam, commonly called Hydaspes river.

1 Cunningham, Reports, xiv, p. 33, pl. I.
2 Strabo (xv, 8) also states that the foot of the mountain or rock of Aornos is washed by the Indus near its source. Of course, the ancients knew nothing about the Indus in the upper reaches of the river, and thought that its source was in the outer Himalayas.
Jhelum) river has changed its course in a less degree than any of the other rivers of the Panjâb, and in the portion of its stream above Jalâlpur, with which alone the present discussion is concerned, no material change has occurred. The solution of the three problems in question is consequently not complicated to any serious extent by doubts as to the ancient course of the river.¹

Nor is there any doubt as to the position of Taxila, the great city from which Alexander started on his march to the Hydaspes. Although Cunningham's description of the remains of the city is in many respects inadequate, his identification of the ruins at and near Shâhâdârâ with the site of Taxila is certainly correct. The ruins, which are mere mounds scattered through the fields, are situated to the north-west of Rawalpindi, and about nine miles to the south-east of Hasan Abdâl village².

The distance from the site of Taxila to the town of Jihlam (Jhelum) in a direct line, as measured on the map, is about ninety miles, and the direct distance from Taxila to Jalâlpur, thirty miles lower down the river, is a few miles more. The northern or upper road from Shâhâdârâ (Taxila) to the town of Jihlam via Rohtâs is ninety-four English miles. Roads or paths leading from Shâhâdârâ to Jalâlpur via Dudhial vary in length from 109 to 114 miles³.

Every one is agreed that Alexander must have reached the bank of the Hydaspes either at Jihlam or Jalâlpur; no other place can be thought of. Both towns are situated on ancient lines of road commanding ancient ferries.

The invader's obvious goal would unquestionably have been Jihlam, which is appreciably nearer to Taxila, and has a ferry 'infinitely more convenient, and only one-third the width of the Jalâlpur ferry.'⁴ The road to either crossing-place is rugged and difficult, but a large force marching to Jalâlpur would be entangled in the intricate ravines of the Salt Range, and would encounter more formidable obstacles than those met with on the

¹ Greek, 'Toūdas or Buṭas (Ptolemy); Sanskrit, Pitâstâ; Prâkrit, Pitastô; Kashmiri, Pâth; Panjâbi, Bihat or Wihat. Muhammadan writers refer to the river as 'the river of Jihlam,' that is to say, the river flowing past the town of Jihlam, where the royal ferry (shâh qasâr) was situated. Modern usage has abbreviated the Muhammadan designation into 'the Jihlam,' or, as it is commonly written, Jhelum. Little deviation has occurred in the course of the stream, except near its junction with the Akâsines or Chinâb, which has been moved 'often and considerably' (Raverty, 'The Mihran of Sind and its Tributaries,' J. A. S. B., part i, 1882, pp. 318, 329, 332; Stein, transl. Râjat, ii, 411). N. lat. 33° 48' 56''; E. long. 72° 44' 41''.
road to Jihlam. The presumption, therefore, is that Alexander would have adopted the shorter and easier route and formed his camp near the town of Jihlam. The opinion that he followed this natural and obvious course of action has been advocated by Burnes, Court, and Abbott, who were all well qualified to express an authoritative opinion in virtue of their military experience and exact local knowledge.

The rival theory that Alexander's camp was formed at Jalalpur Jalalpur, and that the passage of the river was effected a few miles above that town has been maintained by authorities of equal personal weight—Elphinstone, Cunningham, and Chesney—and these writers, being better known in Europe than their opponents, have succeeded in winning general assent to the Jalalpur theory, in spite of its inherent improbability.

This theory has been defended at length by Cunningham, whose arguments would have gained additional force if they had been propounded after impartial examination of the site, which Abbott, after careful survey, determined to be that of the battle-field. If the battle took place in the Karri plain, as maintained by Abbott, Alexander's camp must have been at or close to Jihlam, and the passage of the river must have been effected above that town. But, unfortunately, Cunningham never attempted to meet Abbott's reasoning, nor did he examine the course of the river above Jihlam. Having formed in 1846 the opinion that Alexander's camp was at Jalalpur, Cunningham was content in 1863 to examine the Jalalpur position with a determination to make the topography fit in with his preconceived decision. He merely alludes to General Abbott's paper as 'an elaborate disquisition,' and there is nothing to show that he ever studied it carefully.

Cunningham relies on three arguments in favour of the Jalalpur site for Alexander's camp. The third of these is that, according to Arrian (Anab. vi. 2, 4), the fleet when descending the Hydaspes from Nikaia, the town on the battle-field, reached the capital of Sophytes, king of the Salt Range, on the third day. The capital of Sophytes, according to Cunningham, was at Ahmadabad, 'which is just three days' distance for a laden boat from Jalalpur, but is six days from Jhelum,' and, consequently, Jalalpur suits the conditions better than Jhelum. This argument, on which Cunningham himself laid little stress, obviously depends on the correct identification of the capital of Sophytes. Inasmuch as the 'identification' proposed by

1 Reports, ii, 174.
2 Ibid., ii, 37, 38, 180. On p. 38 Cunningham makes out that Bhera was the capital of Sophytes, while on p. 37 he makes the same assertion concerning Ahmadabad on the opposite bank.
Argument from Strabo.

Cunningham is a bare guess, quite unsupported by evidence, the argument based upon it does not demand further consideration.

The second and more important argument is based upon a passage of Strabo (xv. 32), which states that Alexander's 'route as far as the Hydaspes was for the most part towards the south, and thenceforward was more easterly as far as the Hypanis [= Hyphasis]; but throughout it kept closer to the foot of the mountains than to the plains.'

Inasmuch as Jalalpur is nearly due south, while Jihlam is approximately south-east from Taxila, the Jalalpur position for the camp seems at first sight to suit the first clause of Strabo's statement better than the Jihlam position.

Refuted. But in reality either position suits the text equally well. We do not know the points at which Alexander crossed the succeeding rivers, the Akêsines and the Hydraotes, nor the point at which he reached the Hyphasis [= Hyphasis]. The assumption commonly made that Alexander crossed the Akêsines (Chinâb) at Wazirâbâd does not rest on any evidence. Cunningham and the other authors who maintain the Jalalpur position forget the last clause of Strabo's statement to the effect that the whole route kept as close as possible to the foot of the hills. In another passage (xv. 26) Strabo explains that Alexander adopted this line of march because the rivers which traversed it could be crossed with greater facility near their sources than lower down.

Mr. McCrindle, forgetting this most important general statement, which covers the whole route from Taxila to the Hyphasis, has constructed a map which represents Alexander as keeping away from the hills, and marching through the plains of the Panjâb past Jalalpur, Wazirâbâd, Lahore, and Amritsar. The real line of march must have lain much farther to the north. The Hydaspes must have been crossed close to the spot where it emerges from the hills above Jihlam, and the army must subsequently have passed close to Siîlkót and Gurdâspur, keeping near the present frontier of the Kashmir state.

The assumption that Alexander followed this line of march agrees accurately with every part of Strabo's statement. A line drawn from Jihlam to Siîlkót, or to the north of that place, is considerably more easterly in direction than a line drawn from Taxila to Jihlam.

Cunningham's second argument in favour of the Jalalpur position therefore fails, like the third.

---

1 Η μὴν οὖν μίχρα τοῦ Ἰδâπουν Ἰάκυμος χαίρας δὲ τῆς ὑπερεις μᾶλλον ἄδος τὸ πλοῦν ἐν ἑπὶ μεγαλήν ἢ τῶν νεών ἱχομένη.

2 ᾧ οὐδὲν πρὸς ἦν μᾶλλον μίχρα τοῦ
The argument which Cunningham places first, and on which he lays most stress, is based on Pliny’s figures for the distance from Peukolaitis (Charsadda), via Taxila, to the Hydaspes (vi, 21). Pliny gives the distances as (1) from Peukolaitis to Taxila 60 Roman = 55 English miles, and (2) from Taxila to the Hydaspes 120 Roman, or 110 English miles; and Cunningham argues that these figures suit Jalaipur better than they suit Jihlam. But it is notorious that the figures in Pliny’s text are often erroneous. For example, the very passage referred to gives the distance from the Hydaspes to the Hyphasis as 390 Roman miles, which is wildly wrong. It is rash, therefore, to rely on the figures in Pliny’s text as we possess it. Cunningham himself was satisfied that the actual distance from Peukolaitis to Taxila, via Uchand, where Alexander crossed the Indus, is greater than that stated by Pliny, and proposed to correct the text (Reports, ii, 112).

But, even if the figure of 120 Roman miles from Taxila to the Refuted Hydaspes be accepted as correct, it does not exclude the theory that Alexander’s camp was at Jihlam. According to Cunningham (Reports, ii, 179) the distance by an old road is 94 miles. Pliny’s distance is 110 English miles, and the difference is only 16 miles, which is insignificant, considering that we have no information concerning the route taken by Alexander in very difficult country, and no knowledge of the changes which have occurred in twenty-two centuries. The argument based on Pliny’s figures is, consequently, worthless, whether the figures be right or wrong.

I have thus shown that all Cunningham’s arguments for the Jalaipur theory fail, and that the Jihlam theory, so far from being opposed to Strabo’s evidence, is actually supported by it.

The theory of Elphinstone and Cunningham is still more Topography strongly opposed by the evidence of topographical facts than by that of Strabo.

The statements of Arrian, a critical writer, who had access to the best contemporary authorities and carefully weighed their testimony, are extremely clear.

The spot higher up the river to which Alexander marched by night in order to ‘steal a passage’ was situated at ‘a remarkable bend’ in the stream, which helped to conceal his movements. There is no such bend at the spot above Jalaipur, between the villages of Mandiala and Kothera, where Cunningham locates the passage (Reports, ii, pl. LXVI). But there is such a bend at Bhūnā above Jihlam, where Abbott rightly locates it. Arrian’s excellent and vivid account (v, 11) clearly implies Night that Alexander made his night march parallel to the river. march.
Having described the wooded bluff and island near the remarkable bend of the river, he goes on to say:—

'Now the bluff and the island were 150 stadia [= about seventeen English miles] distant from the great camp. But along the whole of the bank he had posted running sentries at a proper distance for keeping each other in sight, and readily transmitting along the line any orders that might be received from any quarter.'

Half-way between the camp and the crossing-place Meleager and other officers were stationed with a considerable force, under orders to cross over in detachments as soon as they should see the Indians fairly engaged in action. The historian then goes on to state that Alexander marched 'at a considerable distance from the bank so that he might not be seen.' These statements prove that Alexander, when making his night march, kept an approximately straight course, parallel to the river bank, but sufficiently far from it to escape the enemy's observation.

They are absolutely inconsistent with the theory of Cunningham, as expressed in his map (Reports, ii, pl. LXVI), which represents Alexander as going round three sides of a rectangle among the ravines of the Salt Range, marching inland from Jalalpur nearly due north for seven miles, then eastward, and finally back to the river. The local facts at Jalalpur cannot be reconciled with the account of the night march as given by Arrian, and Cunningham's map is a desperate attempt to reconcile the irreconcilable, and to bolster up a preconceived theory based on fallacious premisses.

The descriptions of the river itself at the time when Alexander crossed it, as given by the ancient historians, are equally inconsistent with the Jalalpur theory. All authorities agree that the river was then in high flood owing to the melting of the snows in the mountains and the incessant rain. But the width of the stream was only four stadia or 809 yards, whereas at Jalalpur at the same season, the end of June or the beginning of July, the river would have been more than double that width. The current was interrupted by numerous islands and sunken rocks. At Jalalpur there are neither rocks nor islands.

During the operations preceding the battle the soldiers of the opposing armies used to swim out to the islands and engage in combat. The river, confined by high banks, rushed in a seething torrent over sunken rocks (Curtius, viii, 13). The army during its progress to the Hyphasis was exposed for seventy days to violent storms of rain (Diodorus, xviii, 94; Strabo, xv, 27 οὐδεν ὄνειχος). In July Elphinstone found the river at Jalalpur to be one mile, one furlong, and thirty-five perches wide, and from nine to fourteen feet deep (Thornton, Gazetteer, s.v. 'Jhelum'). The ferry at Jihlam is only one-third of the width of that at Jalalpur, and there are 'no islands' at the latter place (Abbott, J. A. S. B., 1853, p. 219).
THE BATTLE-FIELD

If the fanciful Jalālpur theory be given up, and Alexander's true camp be located at or near Jihlam, all topographical difficulties disappear. Alexander's march by night is then seen to have taken place at a moderate distance from the west bank of the river, in a direction nearly parallel to the stream, and to have been directed to a point situated at a 'remarkable bend' of the river, distant from the supposed position of his camp about thirteen or fourteen miles in a direct line, which distance might well be estimated as seventeen miles for marching purposes, if the route actually taken were slightly circuitous. It is, of course, impossible to define either the exact site of Alexander's camp or the precise spot where the army embarked on its perilous passage, and it is quite possible that two or three miles should be added to the approximate distance indicated by General Abbott's map.

By marching to the vicinity of Bhūnā near the 'remarkable bend' south-east of Mangla, Alexander gained the advantage of moving along an interior chord line, while his opponent on the opposite side of the river was compelled to go round the outside of a curve. If the quicksands were in the same position in Alexander's time as they now are, the forces of Póros must necessarily have covered a long circuit before they could approach the Macedonian landing-place. In any case, the distance which the Indians had to traverse was considerably longer than the chord traversed by Alexander.

When the Macedonian army of about 11,000 men, after surmounting all the difficulties of the passage, ultimately found itself on the mainland, it entered a considerable plain of firm soil known as 'Karri,' girdled by low hills on the north and east. This plain at its widest part is about five miles broad, and afforded a sufficient, though not excessive, space for the battle. The river at the crossing-place runs over quartz boulders, and a still existing island, 'larger than the rest,' corresponds closely with that described by the Greek historians as the place on which Alexander first landed, and may have continued in existence since his time.

The channel marked 'Alexander's channel,' now considerably silted up, seems to be that which the Macedonian army forded, and if not precisely identical, is certainly very close to the position of the channel crossed by Alexander. General Abbott is quite justified by his map in saying that 'the river is at this moment [1848] so exactly as described by Alexander's historian that the map might seem to be an ancient rather than a modern production.' General Abbott's 'elaborate disquisition' is based on a careful survey effected by two days' hard work from sunrise to evening each day, and his observations have never been
contradicted or impugned. Cunningham simply took no notice of them.

Grote, the historian of Greece, is the only author of repute who has shown due appreciation of Abbott's labours, and he has acknowledged that the general's memoir supplies 'highly plausible reasons in support of the hypothesis that the crossing took place near Jelum.' Mr. Grote's opinion would doubtless have become that of the learned world if General Abbott's essay had been published in an easily accessible form. Buried as it is in an old volume of the Asiatic Society's Journal, few people have read it; whereas the official publications of Sir Alexander Cunningham are widely known, and his opinions have been too often accepted without criticism.

I have not the slightest doubt that Alexander marched to the Hydaspes by the shortest and easiest route open to him; that he struck the river at or near Jihlam, where he pitched his camp; that he crossed the stream where it was rocky and narrow, a little below the point where it emerges from the hills; and that the battle with Pòros was fought in the Karri plain. The line of march between the Hydaspes and the Hyphasis cannot be precisely delineated, but it was certainly as close as possible to the foot of the hills, and must have passed near Sjálkót.

APPENDIX F

The Date of the Battle of the Hydaspes

The evidence of the ancient historians concerning the flooded state of the river, and the continued wet weather before, during, and after the battle, which has been cited in Appendix E, establishes beyond doubt that the battle was fought towards the end of June, or early in July. But certain positive statements which profess to define the date with greater precision have also been made, and must be briefly examined. Arrian makes two such statements, and a third is added by Diodorus.

Arrian's first statement (Anab. v, 9) that the battle was fought after the summer solstice, that is to say later than June 21, is undoubtedly correct, being in accordance with the evidence as to the state of the river and with the remark of Diodorus that when the army reached the Hyphasis it had endured violent showers of rain for seventy days. The MSS. all read μετὰ τροπάς, and the suggestion made by some editors to substitute κατὰ for μετὰ is unjustifiable.

But the second statement of Arrian (Anab. v, 19) that the battle was fought 'in the month of Mounychion of the year
when Hégémôn was Archon in Athens' seems to be partially inaccurate. The assertion of Diodorus (xvii, 87) that the entry into Taxila, in the spring preceding the battle, occurred during the year 'in which Chremès was archon at Athens, and in which the Romans appointed Publius Cornelius and Aulus Postumius consuls,' is apparently altogether erroneous. Neither the consuls nor the archon named can be accepted as correct.

The original authorities, the Macedonian officers of Alexander's army, probably expressed the date in terms of the Macedonian calendar, and the divergent statements made by the historians may be due to errors in the conversion of Macedonian into Attic and Roman dates. As Mr. Hogarth has observed, it is impossible for a modern scholar to check such conversions, because our knowledge of the details of the Macedonian calendar is very imperfect, and little is known of the methods used for converting Macedonian dates into those expressed in terms of other calendars.

The battle was certainly fought in the year 326 B.C., and the corresponding Attic year (= Ol. 113, 2) is supposed to have begun on June 25, 327, and ended on June 15, 326 B.C. The close of Mounychion, the tenth month, even if the aid of an intercalary month be called in, cannot be brought down later than June 13. If there were no intercalary month, Mounychion should have ended on or about May 14. But, as we have seen, the battle occurred later than June 21, and it seems clear, therefore, that Arrian has wrongly named the Attic month. A rash proposal to substitute 'Metageitnion' for 'Mounychion,' the reading of the MSS. is, as Grote observes, mere conjecture, and is, moreover, inconsistent with the statement that Hégémôn was archon.

Chremès certainly succeeded Hégémôn as archon; and if Thearchons.

Unger is right in assigning the end of the Attic year 327-6 B.C. to June 15, Diodorus, although wrong in ascribing the entry into Taxila to the archonship of Chremès, would be right if he meant his readers to understand that the battle occurred after Chremès had become archon. If, as other authorities suppose, the archonship of Chremès did not begin until July 18, then Arrian will be right in stating that the battle was fought while Hégémôn was still archon.

Arrian's error in naming the month Mounychion may be explained by the results of the inquiry appears error. the exactness of

1 Hogarth, Philip and Alexander of Macedon (Murray, 1897), Appendix.
2 Unger, 'Zeitreibung der Griechen und Römer,' in Grundriss der klass. Alterth., pp. 742-4, 752, 755. But the exactness of
plausibly explained by the supposition that Alexander reached the river bank in that month, and that by a slight carelessness the date of his arrival in camp was taken as the date of the great battle. The king's elaborate secret preparations for crossing the river must have occupied a long time, at least six or seven weeks, and if the camp was formed during Mounychion, early in May, the battle must have been fought at the very end of June, or, more probably, early in July.

Exact certitude is not attainable, and it is not possible to go much beyond the remark of Grote, that 'as far as an opinion can be formed, it would seem that the battle was fought about the end of June, or beginning of July 326 B.C., after the rainy season had commenced; towards the close of the archonship of Hēgēmōn, and the beginning of that of Chremēs.' I accept the archonship of Hēgēmōn on the authority of Arrian, and believe that the battle took place early in July 326 B.C., in the last month, Skeirophorion, of the Attic year, a few days before Chremēs became archon.

1 *History of Greece*, vol. xii, 51, note, ed. 1869.
CHAPTER IV

ALEXANDER'S INDIAN CAMPAIGN:

THE RETREAT

The retreating army retraced its steps, and arrived again without further adventure on the bank of the Akēsines (Chināb), where Hephaestion had completed the building of a fortified town. Voluntary settlers from the neighbouring country and such of the mercenary troops as seemed unfit for active service were left to occupy and garrison this post, and Alexander began to prepare for his voyage down the rivers to the Great Sea.

Envoys bearing tribute from the kings of the lower hills, now known as the chieftainships of Rajauri and Bhimbhar and the British district of Hazāra, were received at this time. Alexander, who regarded his Indian conquests as permanent additions to the empire, and evidently cherished hopes of a return to the country, having accepted the tenders of submission, solemnly appointed the king of Abhisāra (Bhimbhar and Rajauri) to the office of satrap, and invested him with authority over the king of Urasā (Hazāra), who is called Arsakes by Arrian.

About the same time a welcome reinforcement of 5,000 cavalry from Thrace, and 7,000 infantry, sent by the king's cousin, Harpalos, satrap of Babylon, arrived, bringing no less than 25,000 suits of armour inlaid with gold and silver. The new accoutrements were at once distributed to the ragged troops, and the old suits were burned.

Alexander then advanced to the Hydaspes (Jihlam), and encamped on the bank, probably on the site of the camp, which must have required an enormous transport train. Diodorus adds that 100 talents of medicines were received at the same time.
formerly occupied by Pōros. Several weeks were now devoted to the final preparations for the voyage down the rivers. All available country boats plying on the river were impressed for the service, and deficiencies were supplied by the construction of new vessels, for which the forests at the base of the hills afforded ample facilities. Crews were provided from the contingents of seafaring nations, Phoenicians, Cypriots, Karians, and Egyptians, who accompanied the army, and by the end of October, 326 B.C., all was ready. The fleet, which included eighty galleys of thirty oars each, and a multitude of horse transports and small craft of all kinds, probably numbered nearly two thousand vessels ¹.

Before the voyage began Alexander convoked an assembly of his officers and the ambassadors of the Indian powers, and in their presence appointed Pōros to be king of all the conquered territories lying between the Hydaspes and the Hyphasis. These territories are said to have been occupied by seven nations, the Glausai, Kathaios, and others, and to have comprised no less than two thousand towns. The opportunity was seized to effect a reconciliation between Pōros and his old enemy the king of Taxila, and the friendship between the two monarchs was cemented by a matrimonial alliance. The king of Taxila, who had vied with his rival in zealous service to the invader, was formally confirmed in his sovereignty of the country between the Indus and the Hydaspes.

Alexander, who never neglected to make provision for the protection of his flank and rear, and for the uninterrupted maintenance of communications with his distant base in Europe, instructed Generals Hephaestion and Krateros to

¹ Arrian (Anab. vi, 2), on the excellent authority of Ptolemy, son of Lagos, who became king of Egypt. The same author in Indika, ch. xix, probably on the authority of Nearchos, gives the total strength as 800 only (νησι τι διαφόρομένυ δύναμις δέοι 
αύτος μακράς και δεκα 
στρατιάς πλοίω, και ἄλλα πολεμικά, 
καὶ σαλμα δέοι τῇ 
στρατιᾷ ἄγουσι). Curtius and Diodorus estimate the number of vessels as 1,000. Considering that 8,000 troops, several thousand horses, and vast quantities of supplies were carried, the higher estimate of Ptolemy must be admitted to be correct. Some editors arbitrarily change the "eight hundred" of the Indika into "1800," but the reading is "eight hundred."
march with all possible speed to secure the capital of King Saubhūti (Sophytes, or Sopheithēs), lord of the fastnesses of the Salt Range stretching from Jihlam to the Indus, who submitted without resistance.

The fleet was to be protected by an army of 120,000 men marching along the banks, under the generals above named: Krateros having the command on the right or western bank of the river, while the larger portion of the army, accompanied by two hundred elephants, was led by Hephaestion along the left or eastern bank. Philippos, satrap of the countries west of the Indus, had orders to follow three days later with the rear-guard.

Thus escorted the vast fleet began its memorable voyage. At daybreak one morning towards the end of October, Alexander, having offered libations from a golden bowl to the river gods, his ancestor Herakles, Ammon, and any other god whom he was accustomed to reverence, gave the signal for starting by sound of trumpet. In stately procession, without confusion or disorder, the ships quitted their anchorage, and moved down stream to the astonishment of the crowds of natives lining the banks, who had never before seen horses on board ship. The plash of thousands of oars, the words of command, and the chants of the rowers wakened the echoes, which reverberated from bank to bank, and enhanced the amazement of the gaping throngs of spectators. On the third day the fleet reached the place, perhaps Bhira, where Hephaestion and Krateros had been ordered to pitch their camps facing each other on opposite sides of the river. Here a halt was made for two days to allow the rear-guard under the command of

---

1 The position of the kingdom of Sophytes is fixed by the remark of Strabo (xv, 30) that it included a mountain composed of fossil salt sufficient for the whole of India. Curtius (ix, 1) misplaces Sophytes on the west of the Hyphasis, and is followed by Mr. McCrindle, whose map shows the kingdom as lying north of Amritsar, an impossible position. Cunningham (Anc. Geogr., p. 155) may or may not be right in placing the capital of Sophytes at Old Bhira (properly Bahrah), on the west side of the Jihlam. For the coins of Sophytes of Greek type see Rapson, Indian Coins, § 9, 11. The restoration of the name Saubhūti is due to M. Sylvain Lévi (J. A., ser. viii, vol. xv, pp. 237-9).
Philippos to come up, and that general, on his arrival, was directed to convert his force into an advance-guard and proceed along the bank of the river.

On the fifth day after leaving the halting-place, the fleet arrived at the first river confluence, where the Hydaspes met the greater stream of the Akesines. The channel where the waters of the two rivers then met was so very narrow that dangerous whirlpools were formed, and much disorder was occasioned in the fleet. Two of the warships were sunk with the greater part of their crews, and the vessel which carried Alexander was in imminent danger of sharing the same fate. By dint of great exertion on the part of the king and all concerned the bulk of the fleet was ultimately brought to a safe anchorage under the shelter of a headland, and the necessary steps were taken to repair the damage suffered.

It is impossible to determine the spot where these exciting incidents occurred. The confluence of the two rivers at Timmū (N. lat. 31° 10') now takes place quietly, and presents none of the peculiarities to which Arrian and Curtius devote so much vivid description. All that can be said is that in Alexander's time the confluence must have been situated much farther to the north.

Our exact knowledge of the courses of the rivers in the Panjāb and Sind begins only from the date of the Arab invasion in 712 A.D., more than a thousand years subsequent to the expedition of Alexander. Concerning the changes which happened during that millennium absolutely nothing is known. But during the twelve hundred years that have elapsed since the Arab conquests changes on a stupendous scale are known to have occurred, and it is certain that similar effects must have been produced by the ever operating causes during the thousand years which intervened between Alexander and Muhammad bin Kāsim. During the known period, earthquakes, floods, changes of level, denudation,

1 Muhammad was the son of Kāsim. Elphinstone's blunder, 'Muhammad Kāsim,' is repeated in most books on Indian history.
accretion, and alterations of climate have all contributed to transform the face of the country. The delta of the Indus has advanced more than fifty miles, and has thus lengthened the courses of the rivers, while diminishing their gradients and velocity. One huge river, the Hakra or Wahindah, which formerly gave life and wealth to the desert wastes of Bikanir, Bahawalpur, and Sind has ceased to exist; the Biäs (Hyphasis) has forsaken its ancient independent bed, and become a tributary of the Sutlaj; while the other rivers, the Indus, Jihlam (Hydaspes), Chinab (Akesines), and Ravi (Hydraotes) have all repeatedly changed their courses and points of junction.

These facts, although indisputably true, have been ignored generally in practice by the historians of Alexander, who have pretended to trace the line of his river voyage on modern maps, and to 'identify' town after town on the banks of the several rivers. All such identifications are vain. No man can tell in which of the ancient beds the Chinab or any of the other rivers named flowed in the time of Alexander, and, when the positions of the rivers are not ascertainable, it is clear that we cannot reasonably expect to identify places on their banks. The most that is possible is to give general indications of the course of the voyage and of the location of the principal nations encountered by Alexander. The sites of the towns and the precise positions of the confluences and crossing-places mentioned by the ancient historians cannot be precisely determined. Inasmuch as the courses of all the rivers were then much shorter than they now are, all the confluences must have been situated considerably farther north than at present, and this a priori inference appears to be fully supported by observation of the most ancient beds of the streams. The confluence of the Akesines and Hydaspes, the first of the four confluences described by Arrian, was probably situated not very far

---

1 Major Raverty gives as various correct spellings, Sutlaj, Sutlaj, and Shutlaj. This river, which was called Satadru in Sanskrit, is rarely mentioned by the Greek or Roman authors under the name of Hesidrus. The Hypanis of Strabo is a variant for Hyphasis.
from the modern town of Jhang, and approximately in N. lat. 31°.

Alexander here landed his troops in order to subjugate the adjoining tribes called Siboi and Agalassoi by Curtius, and to prevent them from joining the powerful nation of the Malloi (Sanskrit Mālavā or Malaya), who dwelt lower down the river, and were known to be preparing for strenuous resistance. The Siboi, who are described as rude folk clad in the skins of wild beasts and armed with clubs, submitted, and were allowed to retain their freedom. Their neighbours, the Agalassoi, who were able to muster a force estimated at 40,000 foot and 3,000 horse, ventured to resist, and met with a terrible fate. Multitudes were put to the sword, and multitudes sold into slavery. Alexander advanced some thirty miles into their country, and captured their principal town. At a second town he met with an obstinate defence, which cost the lives of many Macedonians. The inhabitants, said to number 20,000, despairing of ultimate success, set fire to the town and cast themselves with their wives and children into the flames. The citadel escaped the fire, and was garrisoned by a detachment left behind for the purpose. The lives of 8,000 of its gallant defenders were spared.

1 The text is mainly based on Major Raverty's valuable work. The Miharān of Sind and its Tributaries: a Geographical and Historical Study, in J. A. S. B., 1882, Part I, with numerous maps, which has not attracted the attention that it deserves. The defects of form in this treatise, which is overloaded with 590 discursive notes, make it very difficult reading. The observations on Alexander's Indian campaign are scattered through the text and notes, and mixed up with remarks on the most diverse topics. For general comments on the futility of current identifications, see pp. 155, 226, 250, 489, note 339, &c.; the Hydaspes (Jihlam), pp. 336-52; Akēsines (Chināb), pp. 338-52; Hydāratēs (Rāvi), pp. 353-71; Hyphasis (Biās or Biāh), pp. 371-90; Sutlaj, pp. 391-418; Hakra, pp. 418-22, 454-66; general results, pp. 469-508; earthquakes and floods, pp. 392, 468, 470, &c.; changes of level, pp. 300, 470; alterations of climate, pp. 282, 354, 417; extension of coast-line, p. 272 (note 235); pp. 317, 469, 501, &c. The whole work is deserving of the most careful study. The author gives full references, so that his statements can be readily tested.

2 Arrian, Anah. vi, 5; Curtius, ix, 4; Diodorus, xvii, 96. The Agalassoi are distinguished by Diodorus only, who says that Alexander fired the town. The account in the text follows Curtius in respect of the voluntary immolation of the townspeople, an incident quite in keeping with Hindu character, and often repeated in later
These events probably took place to the north-east of Jhang, the operations having been undertaken in accordance with Alexander's invariable practice, in order to secure his flank and rear.

Information having been received that a confederacy of the Malloi, Oxydrakai, and other independent tribes occupying the river valleys was being formed with the intention of offering strenuous resistance to the invasion, Alexander hastened the movements of his fleet and army with the object of attacking the confederates severally in detail, before they could mature their plans and combine their forces. The fleet and the bulk of the army received orders to assemble at the next confluence, that of the Hydraōtes (Rāvi) with the Akēsines (Chināb, including the Hydaspes or Jihlam).

Alexander in person landed with a picked force, largely composed, as usual, of mounted troops, to operate against the Malloi, the most formidable of the allied tribes, who occupied the fertile valley of the Hydraōtes, on both banks of the river. Their neighbours, the Oxydrakai, who dwelt on the banks of the upper course of the Hyphasis, although ordinarily at war with the Malloi, had resolved to forget old enmities and to make common cause against the invader. The rival nations cemented the alliance by wholesale inter-marriage, each giving and taking ten thousand young women for wives. But personal jealousies, such as in all ages have reduced to futility political combinations in India, prevented the alliance from taking effect. While the allies were discussing the claims of rival generals to command, Alexander acted, and with masterly strategy sweeping down upon the Malloi, extinguished their military power before the Oxydrakai could come to their aid. The forces at the command of the confederacy should have sufficed, if properly handled, to annihilate the small flying column at Alexander's disposal; for they are said to have comprised 80,000 or times. The Siboi were probably the ancestors of some of the half-wild tribes of pastoral Jāts, who now inhabit the same region. For discussion of the topography, see my paper, 'The Position of the Autonomous Tribes of the Panjāb conquered by Alexander the Great,' in J. R. A. S., Oct., 1903.

1 Diodorus, xvii, 98.
90,000 fully equipped infantry, 10,000 cavalry, and from 700 to 900 chariots.

The exact strength of the Macedonian field force is not stated, but it must have been very small, not exceeding a few thousands. But what it lacked in numbers was compensated for by its perfect mobility and the genius of its general. The Macedonians were alarmed at the magnitude of the opposing forces, and a repetition of the mutiny of the Hyphasis was with difficulty prevented by a stirring address delivered by the king. By two forced marches across the waterless uplands, now known as the Bär, which separate the valleys of the Akēsines and Hydraētes, Alexander completely surprised the Malloi, most of whom were working unarmed in the fields. Many of the helpless wretches were ruthlessly cut down, ‘without their even turning to offer resistance,’ and those who escaped the sword were shut up in the fortified towns.

One of these towns, with a citadel situated on a commanding height, was stormed under Alexander’s personal direction, and 2,000 of the garrison were slain. Another town, against which Perdikkas had been sent, was found to be deserted. The inhabitants fled to the marshes in the river valley, but, even among the reeds and rushes, they could not escape the weapons of the Macedonian cavalry. Alexander then pushed on to the Hydæotes, and caught up the retreating Malloi at the ford, inflicting severe loss upon them. He pursued them to the east of the river into the country now known as the Montgomery District, and took by mining and escalade a town inhabited by Brahmans. The king, with his customary disregard of danger, was the first man to scale the wall. The place was gallantly defended, but in vain; ‘about 5,000 in all were killed, and as they were men of spirit, very few were taken prisoners.’

The Malloi, being hard pressed, recrossed the Hydraētes.

1 It consisted of the hypaspist infantry, the foot-archers, the Agridian or Thracian light-horse, the foot-guards under Peithón, all the mounted archers, and half of the companion cavalry, or horse-guards. The force can hardly have exceeded 7,000 men in number.
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ALEXANDER WOUNDED

the passage of which they attempted to defend with 50,000 men; but they were no match for the Europeans, and fled ‘with headlong speed’ to the strongest fortified town in the neighbourhood. This small town, which cannot be identified precisely, and was situated somewhere near the boundary of the Jhang and Montgomery Districts, eighty or ninety miles to the north-east of Multān, was the scene of one of the most memorable incidents in Alexander’s adventurous career, admirably described by Arrian from materials supplied by Ptolemy.

The Macedonians, already masters of the town, were endeavouring to scale the walls of the citadel, when Alexander, thinking that the men bearing the ladders loitered too long, snatched one from the man carrying it, and mounted the wall, followed by only three companions, Peukestas, Leonnātos, and Abreas. Standing on the wall in his gleaming armour, the king was a mark for every missile, and, feeling that he could effect nothing where he was without support, boldly leaped down into the citadel followed by his three comrades. Abreas soon fell dead. Alexander, standing with his back to a tree that grew near the wall, slew the Indian governor and defended himself against all comers until his breast was pierced by an arrow, and he fell. Peukestas bestrode him as he lay, covering him with the sacred shield brought from Ilion, while Leonnātos, although severely wounded like his surviving comrade, protected him from side attacks. The ladders having broken, the maddened Macedonians were for a time powerless to help their king, but at last a few managed to scramble up the earthen wall, while others broke in a gate, and so saved Alexander, who had faint ed.

The town was a small one (Strabo, xv, 33). The current assertion that it should be identified with Multān (= Mūlasthanapura, see Beal’s Hsia-Tsang, ii, 374) is absolutely baseless. The name Multān has no etymological connexion with the name Malloi, and Multān is much too far south. The campaign against the Malloi was fought in the valley of the Hydaspes, where they occupied the fertile lowlands, corresponding to the Montgomery District and parts of Jhang. See Raverty, op. cit., p. 364, and my article in J. R. A. S., Oct., 1903. Ptolemy himself did not take part in Alexander’s defence, as some authors say that he did.
The barbed arrow was withdrawn by a bold operation which involved much bleeding and threatened immediate death, but gradually Alexander's strong constitution triumphed, and the dangerous wound was healed. The infuriated troops fell upon the unfortunate inhabitants, and slew them all—sparing neither man, woman, nor child.

When convalescent, Alexander was carried to the Hydraotes, and conveyed by boat to the junction with the Akësines, where he met his fleet and army, under the command respectively of Nearchos and Hephaestion.

The survivors of the Malloi, whose nation had felt the full weight of Alexander's hand, now tendered their humble submission, and the Oxydrakai, whom fortunate procrastination had saved, feeling that resistance would be hopeless, purchased the conqueror's clemency by offers of tribute and the delivery of valuable gifts. Alexander, stern and even cruel to those who opposed him, but always courteous and generous to the submissive, readily accepted the proposals, presents, and excuses of the tribal envoys. The presents are said to have included 1,030 four-horsed chariots, 1,000 bucklers of native manufacture, 100 talents of steel, great store of cotton goods, a quantity of tortoise-shells, the skins of large lizards, with tame lions and tigers, in addition to a contingent of 300 horsemen.

Philippus was then appointed satrap of the conquered nations; and the fleet, passing the third confluence, where the Hyphasis contributed its waters to the stream, continued its voyage to the fourth confluence, that of the Akësines (Chináb), including the Hydaspes (Jihlam), Hydraotes (Rávi),

1 These details are taken from Curtius, ix. 8. Arrian (vi, 14) mentions only 300 chariots, but Curtius probably had good authority for his statement. The ancient writers describe Indian cotton as ‘linen,’ which has never been made in India. Steel of peculiarly excellent quality has been produced in India from remote times. Curtius calls it ferrum candidum. Tortoise-shell (χελώνη) was still an article of Indian trade in the first century A.D. (Periplus, in Ind. Ant. vii, 111). The statement of Curtius (ix, 7) that Alexander imposed upon the Malloi and Oxydrakai the tribute which the two paid in instalments to the Arachosians is unintelligible; and the name ‘Arachosians’ must be corrupt. Arachosia, the Kandahar country, cannot possibly have levied tribute from tribes in the Eastern Panjáb.
and Hyphasis (Bias), with the river which the ancient writers call the Indus. But it is probable that the ‘lost river of Sind,’ the Hakrā or Wahindah, then existed, and that all the Panjāb rivers, including the Indus, joined it, and formed one great stream, afterwards known as the Mihrān of Sind.

It is absolutely impossible to determine the position of any of the confluences in Alexander’s time; but, long afterwards, in the days of the early Arab writers, all the rivers met at a place called Dosh-i-āb, or ‘the Meeting of the Waters’ in territory now belonging to the Bahāwalpur State. Our complete uncertainty as to the courses of the rivers, which have ranged, as the old channels indicate, over a space a hundred and ten miles wide in the region of the final confluence, deprives the remainder of Alexander’s river voyage of much of its interest. His course in Upper Sind cannot be indicated even approximately, and it is impossible to fix accurately the position of either the towns or the nations mentioned by the historians.

The confluence of the combined Panjāb rivers with the ‘Indus,’ wherever it may have been situated, was appointed to be the southern boundary of the satrapy of Philippos, to whom all the Thracians were made over along with an adequate force of infantry to form the garrison of his province. At about the same time the Bactrian nobleman, Oxyartes, father of Alexander’s wife, Roxana, was deputed to the Paropanisadae, or the Kābul province, as satrap in succession to Tyriaspes, whose administration had been unsatisfactory. A city was founded at the confluence of the rivers with the ‘Indus,’ which Alexander hoped to become prosperous and famous. Dockyards also were constructed. Certain independent tribes, whom Arrian calls Abastanoi, Xathroi or Oxathroi, and Ossadioi, submitted or were subjugated, and it is noted that galleys of thirty oars and

---

1 Raverty, op. cit., p. 473. The ‘Meeting of the Waters’ was near Bhagia or Baghlah, which is marked on the India Office map of thirty-two miles to the inch, in approximately N. lat. 28° 20’, E. long. 70° 30’. The four confluences are correctly enumerated by Arrian in Anab. vi. 14. The contradictory and unintelligible passage in the same author’s Indika, ch. 4, is hopelessly corrupt.
transport vessels were built and supplied by the Xathroi. Although it is impossible to determine accurately either the correct names or the true positions of the tribes in Northern Sind mentioned by the various ancient authorities, the region occupied by the tribes referred to seems to be that lying to the north and south of N. lat. 28° and between E. long. 69° and 70° 30'. During this stage of the campaign, Krateros, who hitherto, from the beginning, had always marched on the right, or western, bank of each successive river, was transferred to the left, or eastern bank, which offered greater facilities for movement and was occupied by tribes less hostile than those on the other bank.

Alexander now hurried on in order to surprise the powerful monarch called Mousikanos by Arrian, who had proudly abstained from sending envoys or presents to the invader. The capital of this stiff-necked king may be probably, although not certainly, identified with Alor or Aror, the place mentioned by the various ancient Rutherford.

1 Arrian, *Anab. vi*, 15. According to Curtius (ix, 7), Alexander came to a second nation called Malii (whom Mr. McCrindle confounds with the Malloi of the Rāvi), and then to the Sabarcae, a powerful tribe with a democratic form of government and no king. Their army was said to comprise 60,000 foot, 6,000 cavalry, and 500 chariots, under the command of three renowned generals. This nation submitted. The name Xathroi (v. l. Oxathroi) looks like a transcription of the Sanskrit Kshatriya. The Sabarcae are called Sambastai by Diodorus, who agrees with Curtius in his account of the government and military force of the tribe. Diodorus (xvi, 102) adds that two other tribes, the Sodrai and Masisanoi, occupied both banks of the river, and that a city named Alexandria was founded within their borders, and occupied by a colony of 10,000 men. The attempts made by Mr. McCrindle and many other writers to localize these tribes are necessarily futile, inasmuch as we do not know where the river was. The mention in *Anab. vi*, 15 of Oxyartes as the colleague of Peithon, satrap of the Lower Indus, is evidently, as Chinnock rightly observes, due to corruption of the text. The Thracians made over to Philippos seem to have been infantry; for the Agrarian light cavalry, who were Thracians, took part in subsequent operations.

2 The words διὰ τὴν Ἀράχωτον καὶ Δαργγον γῆς in the passage (*Anab. vi*, 15) describing the transfer of Krateros from the right to the left bank were evidently a blundering marginal note which has crept into the text. Krateros was sent from a point above the head of the Delta into Karmania by the route through the Arachotoki and Zarangoi (*τὴν ἐκ τῆς Ἀράχωτον καὶ Ζαράγγων*), as stated in ch. 17. Mr. McCrindle's theory that Krateros was sent, as stated in ch. 15, and subsequently recalled, seems to me very unsatisfactory. I have already noted another corruption in the text of the same chapter, due probably to the same cause, the absorption into the text of an erroneous gloss.
ancient capital of Sind, now included in the Shikarpur District, and situated in N. lat. 27° 39', E. long. 68° 59'. The peculiarities of the people of this kingdom excited the surprise and admiration of the Macedonians. The inhabitants were believed to attain the age of a hundred and thirty years, their longevity being the result of good health secured by temperance in diet. Although their country possessed mines of both gold and silver, they refused to make use of either metal. Unlike the other Indians they kept no slaves, employing in their stead 'young men in the flower of their age, as the Cretans employ the Aphamiotai, and the Lacedaemonians the Helots.' They also resembled the Lacedaemonians in observing the custom of a public meal, at which the food served was the produce of the chase. They declined to study any science save that of medicine, and were reputed to have no system of civil law, the jurisdiction of the courts being confined to cases of murder and other violent crime.

King Mousikanos, like the Malloi, being completely surprised by the rapidity of the movements of Alexander, who had reached the frontier before his departure from his last camp had been reported, hastened to meet the conqueror, bringing with him all his elephants and the choicest presents which India could offer. Alexander, with his habitual readiness to accept submission, received the king courteously, expressed much admiration of his capital and realm, and continued him in his sovereignty. But Mousikanos, acting under the advice of Brahman counsellors, quickly repented of his ready submission, and revolted. Peithon, the son of Agenor, who had been appointed satrap of the country to the south of the territory entrusted to Philippos, was sent

1 Strabo, xv, 34, 54. Strabo, who writes on the authority of Onesikritos, points out that other authors do not seem to be justified in asserting that slavery was unknown everywhere in India. Megasthenes, as quoted by Arrian (Indika, ch. 10), boldly affirmed it to be a great thing (μέγα) in India that all the Indians were free, and that no Indian slave existed (οὐδὲν σκοπλον εἶναι Ἰνδίον). In reality, praedial and domestic slavery of a mild form seems to have been an institution in most parts of India from very remote times.
in pursuit of the rebel; while Alexander in person operated against the towns, some of which were destroyed, while others were occupied by garrisons. Mousikanos, having been captured by Peithón, was crucified along with the Brahmins who had instigated his defection.

Alexander next marched with a flying column against a chief named Oxykanos, who was taken prisoner. His two principal cities having been sacked, the other towns in the neighbourhood surrendered without attempting resistance; 'so much were the minds of all the Indians paralysed with abject terror by Alexander and the success of his arms.' Another chieftain, named Sambos, whose capital was Sindimana, and who had fled in terror, surrendered; and more Brahmins, who had instigated the revolt of an unnamed town, were executed. It is said that during this campaign on the Lower Indus 80,000 of the natives were killed, and multitudes sold as slaves.

After the execution of Mousikanos, the ruler of the Delta, which was known to the Greeks as Patalène, from its capital Patala, arrived in camp and proffered the submission of his kingdom, which was accepted. He was sent back to his country to prepare for the reception of the expedition.

About the same time Krateros, one of Alexander's most trusted lieutenants, was detached with orders to conduct a large portion of the army into Karmania by the route leading through the territories of Arachosia (Kandahār) and Drangiana (Sīstān). The troops entrusted to Krateros comprised the brigades (τάξεις) of Attalos, Meleager, and...
Antigenes, besides some of the archers, the 'companions' or guards, and other Macedonians unfit for further active service. The elephants also accompanied this force.

Alexander in person retained the command of the troops, serving as marines, while Hephaistion was given supreme command of the rest of the army, which advanced on the right bank of the river. Krateros, who had been transferred to the left bank in Upper Sind, had, of course, been obliged to recross the stream in order to begin his homeward march. His place on the left bank was now taken by Peithon, son of Agênôr, who was given a mounted force of lancers and Agrianians, with instructions to place colonists in certain fortified towns, to suppress attempts at insurrection, maintain order, and ultimately rejoin Alexander at Patala. The prince (σαρχος) and people of that city fled in terror, but were mostly reassured and induced to return to their homes (Arrian, Anab. vi, 17).

The position of the city of Patala has been much disputed; Patala, but the best opinion is that it was at or near the very ancient site of Bahmanâbâd, situated in approximately N. lat. 25° 50' and E. long. 68° 50', some six miles westward from the more modern city of Mansûriya. The apex of the Delta was probably near Kalari, about forty miles north of Bahmanâbâd, in approximately N. lat. 26° 40' and E. long. 68° 30'. For the discussion of Alexander's movements the identity of Patala and Bahmanâbâd may be assumed, although it cannot be fully proved. 1

1 Bahmanâbâd, Bahmannih, or Bahmannî, not Brahmanâbâd, as commonly and erroneously written. Under the name of Bahmanâbâd it was founded by Bahman, son of Isfandiyâr, 'in the time of Gush-tâsib, ruler of Iran-Zamin.' But the site is much more ancient, and includes extensive prehistoric remains (Progress Report, Arch. Surrey W. I. for 1896-7, par. 30-50). The site of Bahmanâbâd was discovered by Mr. Belasis in 1854 (Jo. Bo. Br. R. A. S., Jan., 1858). Mansûriya has been built from, and partly on, the ruins of the primitive city. Raverty's discursive note 105 (op. cit., pp. 196-205) gives much information. For the position of the apex of the Delta, and the city of Patala, see ibid. pp. 226, 461, 462. General Haig, who greatly underestimates the growth of the Delta, is certainly wrong in placing Patala below the latitude of Hyderabad (N. lat. 25° 23' 5", E. long. 68° 24' 51''). The same writer was not aware of the evidence which leads Major Raverty to place the most ancient known
Alexander, considering Patala to be a position of high strategical importance, caused Hephaiston to construct a citadel there and to dig wells in the adjoining region. He proposed to make a great naval station at the point where the river divided, and remained sufficiently long on the spot to see some progress made in the construction of a roadstead and dockyard. He then resolved to explore personally both arms of the river down to the sea, and first sailed down the western or right branch, which probably debouched near or below Dēbal, the ancient port of Sind, distant about fifteen miles from Thatha (Tatta). His sailors, accustomed to the tideless waters of the Mediterranean, were thrown into a state of great alarm and confusion by the ebb and flow of the tide, but ultimately Alexander succeeded in pushing on with some of the fastest vessels, and reaching the open sea. He sailed out a few miles into the deep, sacrificed bulls to Poseidon, and followed up the sacrifice by a libation, casting the golden vessels used in the ceremony into the ocean as a thank-offering.

He then returned to Patala, where he found the works of the new naval station well advanced, and proceeded to explore the eastern, or left, branch of the river. Near its mouth he passed through a large lake, apparently that now known as the Samarah lake to the west of Amarkot, and again reached the sea-shore in about latitude 25°.

The town has now utterly disappeared; but it must have stood very near to the shrine of Pir Patho, at the foot of the Makkah hills, and near the Bhagar branch of the Indus, which was in those days a very great stream (Raverty, op. cit., pp. 317-31, note 315). But Major Raverty (p. 321) makes a slip in saying that Herbert landed at 'Diu.' He landed at 'Swalley Road,' off Sūrat (Travels, ed. 1677, p. 42). Diu is mentioned by him on p. 80 as a port.

For an account of the Samarah lake, see Raverty, op. cit., pp. 465, 477. It is marked as Samaran on the India Office map.
ALEXANDER'S PLANS

Having spent three days in reconnoitring the coast and arranging for the construction of wells, he returned to Patala. Harbours and docks were built on the shores of the lake, and furnished with garrisons. Provisions to supply the forces for four months were collected, and all other necessary preparations were made for the two bold enterprises which he had planned; the voyage of the fleet along the coast to the Persian Gulf, and his own march with the army through Gedrosia in a direction, so far as might be practicable, parallel to the course of the fleet.

His plans were conceived upon a comprehensive scale. Alexander's plans. Nearchos, the admiral who had successfully commanded the flotilla during the ten months' voyage from Jihlam to the sea, was instructed to bring the fleet round the coast into the Persian Gulf as far as the mouth of the Euphrates, and to record careful observations of the strange lands and seas which he should visit. Alexander himself proposed to conduct the army back to Persia through the wilds of the country then called Gedrosia, and now known as Mukran, hitherto untrodden save by the legendary hosts of Semiramis and Cyrus. The king, who was independent of the winds, started on his march about the beginning of October, 325 B.C.

Nearchos, being obliged to watch for the change of the month's time the Ran (Runn) of Cutch (Kachchh) must have been an estuary of the sea, extending northward to about parallel 23°, where the eastern arm of the great river fell into it. The lake was only a short distance from the mouth of the river (Arrian, Anab. vi. 20). The coast-line has extended enormously. The spot called Mughalbin, where Akbar's officer, in Queen Elizabeth's time, stood to get a view of the ocean, is now quite fifty miles from the sea. Further west, at Sonmiyani, near the Purâli (Arabian) river, the coast has advanced at least twenty miles since Alexander's time. Most of the land to the south of Badin, which stands in about N. lat. 24° 40', has been formed since the reign of Akbar: the coast-line had a mean latitude of about 24° 30' in the eighth century when the Arab conquest took place. In Alexander's time, a thousand years earlier, the coast-line was, of course, considerably further north, but no man can delineate it with any approach to accuracy. The parallel of 23° may be taken as an approximate definition of the coast reconnoitred by Alexander. The land at the Kohrai mouth (vulgo 'Kori Creek') now extends to about 23° 30'. (See Raverty, op. cit., pp. 465, 469, 470, 477. &c.; and Haig, op. cit., pp. 136, 139.)
monsoon, did not leave his anchorage in the river until two or three weeks later.\(^1\)

Although Gedrosia has usually remained outside the Indian political system, the province, or part of it, has been included from time to time within the dominions of the sovereigns of Hind, and its history cannot be regarded as altogether foreign to the history of India. But the satrapy of Gedrosia undoubtedly lay beyond the limits of India proper, and a summary narrative of the adventures met with by Nearchos on its coasts and his sojourn in its deserts will be sufficient to complete the story of Alexander's Indian campaign.

Nearchos was detained for several days in the river, and, after much difficulty in making a passage for the ships round a bar, which obstructed the mouth of the western branch, ultimately got out to sea. Contrary winds detained him for twenty-four days in a secure harbour, to which he gave the name of Alexander's Haven. The coast-line has been changed so much by both accretion and denudation that attempts at detailed identifications of places near the mouth of the river are waste of time, but it is safe to affirm that the haven where Nearchos found shelter was not very far from the modern Karachi (Kurrachee). The admiral then crept cautiously along the inhospitable coast, his crews often suffering severely from lack of provisions and fresh water. After travelling a hundred miles or so (850 stadia), the fleet reached the mouth of the river Arabis (the Purali), which formed the boundary between the Arabioi, the last people of Indian descent settled in this direction, and the Oreitai.

\(^1\) Nearchos is said to have started from his anchorage in the river on the twentieth day of the Athenian month Boedromion (Sept.—Oct.), 325 B.C. This date seems to be correct. Alexander may have begun his march two or three weeks earlier. Aristoboulos (Strabo, xv. 17) is the authority for the descent of the rivers having lasted ten months. Patala was reached about the rising of the dog-star, July-August. The operations carried out at, or conducted from, Patala, must have occupied a considerable time.

\(^2\) 'Bar,' ἔρμα (Indika, 21). Some authors base 'identifications' on the illegitimate translation of ἔρμα by 'rock.' Arrian goes on to say that Nearchos dug a channel through the softer part of the bar, ἐνεπὶ μαλάκῳ ἀπὸ τοῦ ἔρματος.
who occupied an extensive territory to the west of the river.\(^1\)

Having traversed an estimated distance of 800 stadia more, the fleet reached a place called Kokala, where the wearied crews were allowed to disembark and enjoy much needed rest. While the sailors were reposing here in a fortified camp (Indika, 23), Nearchos came into touch with Leonnatos, whom Alexander had detached with a field force to subdue the Oreitai (Anab. vi, 22). News arrived that a great battle had been fought in which Leonnatos had defeated the natives with terrible slaughter. The Oreitai are said to have lost 6,000 men and all their leaders out of a total force of 8,000 foot and 500 horse\(^2\). The Macedonian loss, although numerically small, was noteworthy because it included the colleague of Leonnatos, Apollonophanes, who had recently been appointed Satrap of the country\(^3\). Communications between Leonnatos and Nearchos having been established, the fleet was repaired and victualled, and sailors who had proved inefficient at sea were drafted into the army, their places being taken by men selected from the troops under the command of Leonnatos.

Continuing their voyage westward, the ships passed along The savages.

\(^1\) The course of the Arabis, or Arabios, has changed considerably.

\(^2\) Curtius, ix, 9.

\(^3\) Arrian, Indika, 23. But the same author asserts in Anabasis, vi, 27, that Alexander, after his arrival at the Gedrosian capital, Pousa (mod. Bampur), deposed Apollonophanes from his satrapy, because he had utterly disregarded his instructions. Arrian then goes on to say that Thoas, who was appointed successor, soon died, and was succeeded by Sibyrtios. Curtius (ix, 10) asserts that the predecessor of Sibyrtios was Memon, who was cut off by some malady. I cannot reconcile these discrepancies.

\(^4\) Now the Hingol.
delayed for five days to effect repairs, and on the sixth day reached the rocky headland named Malana (now Rās Malin), the eastern boundary of the Oreitai, who were not savages, but were dressed and armed like the inhabitants of India, although differing from them in language and customs.  

When the Malana cape had been passed, the inland people were known as Gedrosioi, and no longer as Oreitai. The inhabitants of the coast continued to astonish the voyagers by their strange manners and customs. ‘These poor wretches,’ we are told, ‘had nothing but fish to live on,’ and so they were dubbed Ichthyophagoi, or ‘Fish-eaters,’ by the Greeks—what the real name of the race may have been is not known. Whales, which were numerous along this coast, although very alarming to the sailors of the fleet, were extremely useful to the natives on shore, and supplied the materials for the better houses, which were built of whales’ bones, the huge jaws serving as doorways.

The seamen on board the ships of Nearchos, being superstitious like the sailors of all ages and countries, were much frightened at the weird tales told about an uninhabited island, which Arrian calls Nosal (Indika, 31), and is now known as Astola or Astalu. It lies nearly midway between Urmera and Pasni headlands, and is to this day as much an object of dread to the Med fishermen as it was long ago to the Greek sailors.

1 Diodorus agrees that the Oreitai in most respects closely resembled the Indians, but adds that they were in the habit of stripping the dead and exposing the bodies in the jungles to be devoured by the wild beasts.

2 Arrian here uses the term Gedrosioi in a sense narrower than that of Strabo, who, when describing Ariana (xxv. ch. ii. 8, 9), seems to bring Gedrosia as far east as the Indus. No real discrepancy exists; the Satrapy of Gedrosia doubtless included the country of the Oreitai and Arabioi, as well as Gedrosia proper. The Oreitai are supposed to be now represented by the Lumri tribes of Las Bela, who claim Rajput descent. The Gadurs, one of the Lumri clans, may represent the Gedrosioi.

3 Holdich, The Indian Borderland (Methuen, 1901), p. 206. On the whole, according to this author, the coast-line of Mukráin is not greatly changed, and most of the ports and landing-places visited by Nearchos can be identified, although many islands have been destroyed by erosion. The name of the province, which is generally spelt Mukrán, is written Mukráin by Major Raverty, who may be depended upon for accuracy in such matters. Holdich’s lecture
Thus threading their way through all dangers, real or imaginary, the explorers made their way to a port called Badis, near Cape Jask at the entrance to the Straits of Ormuz, and so came into touch with the more civilized province of Karmania. Proceeding through the straits, the delighted mariners found themselves at Harmozeia (Ormuz), a charming place, producing everything that they wanted, except olives. Here the men came ashore and were gratefully enjoying their rest, when some of the more adventurous spirits strolled inland, and were astounded to meet a stranger wearing Greek clothes and speaking Greek. Tears came to their eyes as they heard the familiar sounds of home in that strange and distant land. Explanations having been exchanged, the stranger proved to be a straggler from Alexander's army, and gave the welcome information that the king was only five days' march distant.

Nearchos and Archias at once arranged to go inland to meet their sovereign, and, after many difficulties, made their way to his presence, but so ragged and unkempt were they, that Alexander at first could not recognize them. When at last he was convinced of his friends' identity, he assumed hastily that they must be the sole miserable survivors from his lost fleet, and was in despair at the imagined disaster. But he was soon reassured by Nearchos, who told him that the ships were safe and sound, hauled up at the mouth of the Anamis river for repairs.

The admiral, having volunteered to conduct the fleet up the Gulf to Susa, returned to the coast, to which he was obliged to fight his way, and thence sailed on, with little adventure, to the mouth of the Euphrates. He then heard of Alexander's approach to Susa, and turning back, entered the Tigris to meet him, and 'it was thus that the expedition which had started from the mouths of the Indus was brought in safety to Alexander' (Arrian, Indika, 42).

entitled 'A Retreat from India' modern authority for the details of (J. United Service Inst. India, 1894, the Gedrosian march, p. 112, with map) is the best
The difficulties encountered by the army under the command of Alexander were even greater than those met and overcome by the fleet under Nearchos. The king seems to have been ignorant of the existence of the Hala range of mountains, which terminates in Cape Malin. This great obstacle, which he was obliged to turn, deranged his plans, and compelled him to penetrate far into the interior, and for a time to lose touch with the fleet. The army suffered agonies from thirst, and the unfortunate followers perished by thousands. 'The blazing heat and want of water,' Arrian tells us, 'destroyed a great part of the army, and especially the beasts of burden, which perished from the great depth of the sand, and the heat which scorched like fire, while a great many died of thirst.' Ultimately, the remnant of the force worked its way back to the coast, emerging near the harbour of Pasni, almost on the line where the telegraph wire now runs, and its sufferings were at an end. But the soldiers had been obliged 'to burn the rich spoils taken from their enemies, for the sake of which they had marched to the utmost extremities of the East.' The success of the general was the ruin of the private.

While the army was still in Karmania, a report was received that Philippos, satrap of the Indian provinces north of the confluence of the Akēsines with the Indus, had been treacherously murdered by his mercenary troops. Although this disquieting communication was accompanied by the information that the murderers had been slain by the satrap's Macedonian body-guard, Alexander was not then in a position to make permanent arrangements, and was obliged to content himself with sending a dispatch to India directing Ambhi, king of Taxila, and Eudamos, commandant of a Thracian contingent on the Upper Indus (Curitius, x, 1, 11), to assume the administration of the province until a satrap could be appointed in due course. The death of Alexander at Babylon in the following year (June, 323 B.C.)¹ effectually

¹ The attempts of German scholars to fix the precise day of the month are based on insufficient data (Hogarth, Philip and Alexander of Macedon, Appendix).
prevented any attempt being made to retain control over the conquered countries east of the Indus.

When the second partition of the empire was effected at Triparadeisos in 321 B.C., Antipater practically recognized the independence of India by appointing the native kings Póros and Ambhi as a matter of form to the charge of the Indus valley and Panjáb. Peithón, whom Alexander had appointed Satrap of the Indus Delta, was transferred to the provinces 'which bordered on the Paropanisadai,' i.e. to Arachosia, &c. west of the Indus, and India was abandoned by the Macedonian government in reality, though not in name. Eudámos, alone of the Macedonian officers, retained some authority in the Indus valley until 317.

The Indian expedition of Alexander may be said to have lasted for three years, from May, 327 B.C., when he crossed the Hindu Kush, to May, 324 B.C., when he entered Súsa. Out of this period, about nineteen months were spent in India east of the Indus, from March, 326 B.C., when he crossed the bridge at Ohind, until September or October in the following year, when he entered the territory of the Araboi.

Looked at merely from the soldier's point of view, the achievements wrought in that brief space of time are marvellous and incomparable. The strategy, tactics, and organization of the operations give the reader of the story the impression that in all these matters perfection was attained. The professional military critic may justly blame Alexander, as his own officers blamed him, for excessive display of personal heroism, and needless exposure to danger of the precious life upon which the safety of the whole army depended; but criticism is silenced by admiration, and by

1 Diodorus, xviii, 39. 'Antipater then divided the satrapies anew... and gave India, which bordered on the Paropanisadai, to Peithón, the son of Agénór, and of the adjacent kingdoms he gave that which lay along the Indus to Póros, and that along the Hydaspes to Taxiles, for it was impossible to remove their kings without royal troops under the command of some distinguished general.' In this passage the names of Póros and Taxiles (i.e. Ambhi, king of Taxila) have evidently been transposed. The Indus valley would naturally fall to the share of the Taxilan king, rather than to Póros, whose dominions lay to the east of the Hydaspes.

3 Arrian (Anab. vi, 27) writes Ἐφιπνοι; Diodorus (xix, 14) writes Ἐδαμος.
the reflection that the example set by the king's reckless daring was of incalculable value as a stimulus and encouragement to troops often ready to despair of success.

The descent of the rivers to the ocean through the territories of civilized and well-armed nations, admittedly the best soldiers in the east, and the voyage of Nearchos from the Indus to the Tigris, may fairly be described as unqualified successes. The third great enterprise, the retirement of the army led by Alexander in person through Gedrosia\(^1\) would have been equally prosperous, but for the occurrence of physical difficulties, which could not be foreseen, owing to the imperfection of the information at the king's command. But even this operation was not a failure. Notwithstanding the terrible privations endured and the heavy losses suffered, the army emerged from the deserts as an organized and disciplined force, and its commander's purpose was attained.

On the whole, Alexander's Indian campaign was a success. It was not really marred by the mutiny at the Hyphasis. If his soldiers had permitted him to plunge more deeply into the interior, he would probably have been unable to maintain the communication with his European base on which his safety depended, and his small, isolated force might have been overwhelmed by the mere numbers of his adversaries. Koinos and his fellow remonstrants may be credited with having prevented the annihilation of the Macedonian army.

The triumphant progress of Alexander from the Himalaya to the sea demonstrated the inherent weakness of the greatest Asiatic armies when confronted with European skill and discipline. The dreaded elephants lost their terrors, and proved to be a poor defence against the Macedonian cavalry. The unopposed march of Krateros from Sind to Persia through Sistān opened up an alternative land route and solved the problem of easy overland communication with Europe. The circumnavigation of the coast by Nearchos gave Alexander a third line of communication by sea, and, if he had lived, there is no reason to suppose that he would have

---

\(^1\) Gedrosia (Strabo and Pliny); Gadrosia (Tabpnea, Arrian).
experienced serious difficulty in retaining his hold upon the
Panjāb and Sind.

All his proceedings prove conclusively that he intended the permanent annexation of those provinces to his empire, and the measures which he took for the purpose were apparently adequate to ensure success. But Alexander's premature death destroyed the fruits of his well-planned and successful enterprise. Within three years of his departure, his officers had been ousted, his garrisons destroyed, and all trace of his rule had disappeared. The colonies which he founded in India, unlike those established in the other Asiatic provinces, took no root. The campaign, although carefully designed to secure a permanent conquest, was in actual effect no more than a brilliantly successful raid on a gigantic scale, which left upon India no mark save the horrid scars of bloody war.

India remained unchanged. The wounds of battle were quickly healed; the ravaged fields smiled again as the patient oxen and no less patient husbandmen resumed their interrupted labours; and the places of the slain myriads were filled by the teeming swarms of a population, which knows no limits save those imposed by the cruelty of man, or the still more pitiless operations of nature. India was not hellenized. She continued to live her life of 'splendid isolation,' and soon forgot the passing of the Macedonian storm.

1 The astonishing paradox of Niese to the effect that the whole subsequent development of India was dependent upon Alexander's institutions is not supported by a single fact. His words are: 'Man kann daher mit Recht behaupten, dass von den Einrichtungen Alexanders die ganze weitere Entwickelung Indiens abhangig gewesen ist,' (Geschichte der griechischen und makedonischen Staaten seit der Schlacht bei Chaeronea, I. Teil, p. 508; Gotha, 1893). The often-quoted lines by Matthew Arnold (Obermann) are much more to the point:

'The East bowed low before the blast
In patient, deep disdain;
She let the legions thunder past,
And plunged in thought again.'
### CHRONOLOGY OF THE INDIAN CAMPAIGN OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT

**From May, 327, to May, 324 B.C.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE B.C.</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>The Advance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early in May</td>
<td>Passage of Hindu Kush mountains over the Khāwak and Kaoshān passes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>From Nikaia (Jalālabād), Alexander with picked force proceeds to the subjugation of the mountains; Hephaistion with rest of army advancing to the Indus through the valley of the Kābul river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>Capture of stronghold of Āstes (Hasti) by Hephaistion after thirty days' siege.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>Alexander subdivides his force, advancing in person against the Aspasiāns; he crosses the Gouraioi (Panjākora) river, captures Massaga of the Assake-nians (probably Manglaur on Suwāl river), and massacres 7,000 Indian mercenaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>Siege of Aornos (Mahāban).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>Capture of Aornos (Mahāban).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>Arrival of Alexander at bridge-head at Ohind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>Halt of army for thirty days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>Passage of Indus ‘in beginning of spring’; halt at Taxila.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Advance eastward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Arrival at the Hydaspes (Jihlam) river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning of July</td>
<td>Battle of the Hydaspes; defeat of Pēros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Foundation of Nikaia and Boukephala; passage of the Ake:sines (Chināb) river near the foot of the hills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>Passage of the Hydrestes (Rāvi) river, and conflict with the Khaecans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>Arrival at the Hyphasis (Biās) river; refusal of army to proceed further.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept.-October</td>
<td>Retirement to the Hydaspes (Jihlam) river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of October</td>
<td>Commencement of voyage down the rivers, and o march of army escorting the fleet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>The Retreat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>Collapse of the Mallian power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Till September</td>
<td>Voyage continued, fighting with the Sogdoi, Sambc Mousikanos, &amp;c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning of October</td>
<td>Departure of Alexander to march through Gedrosia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of October</td>
<td>Nearchos starts on voyage to the Persian Gulf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE B.C.</td>
<td>EVENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>Arrival of Alexander at Poura (Bāmpur), the Gedrosian capital, sixty days distant from Ora.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early in January</td>
<td>Halt of army at Poura.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January . .</td>
<td>March through Karmania, about 300 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February . .</td>
<td>Arrival at Sūsa in Persia, after about 500 miles of marching from western frontier of Karmania.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of April or beginning of May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>Death of Alexander at Babylon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June . . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.**—The time spent by Alexander in India proper, from his passage of the Indus in March, 326, until his departure for Gedrosia in September, 325, was about nineteen months. The voyage down the river occupied about ten months out of this period, and the march from India to Sūsa was effected in about seven months. The march from the Bactrian frontier, that is to say, the Hindu Kush to the Indus, and the subjugation of the mountain tribes on the north-western frontier of India were completed in ten months.

I. May, 327, to February, 326, inclusive: march from Hindu Kush to Indus, ten months.

II. March, 326, to September, 325, inclusive: in India proper, nearly nineteen months.

III. October, 325, to April, 324, inclusive: march to Sūsa, seven months.

**Total duration of expedition, three years.**
CHAPTER V

CHANDRAGUPTA MAURYA AND BINDUSARAN, FROM 321 B.C. TO 272 B.C.

Eudamos. When Alexander quitted the Panjáb he posted no Macedonian garrisons in that province, making over the care of his interests to king Póros, who must have been independent in practice. Æmbhi, king of Taxila, was also entrusted with authority as a colleague of Póros. After the assassination of Philippos, Alexander had sent orders from Karmania to Eudamos, commandant of a Thracian garrison on the Indus, to act as Resident pending the appointment of a satrap, and to supervise the native princes. But this officer had no adequate force at his command to enforce his authority, which must have been purely nominal. He managed, however, to remain in India, probably somewhere in the basin of the Indus, until about 317 B.C., when he departed to help Eumenes against Antigonos, taking with him a hundred and twenty elephants, and a small force of infantry and cavalry. He had obtained the elephants by treacherously slaying a native prince, perhaps Póros, with whom he had been associated as a colleague 1.

The province of Sind, on the Lower Indus, below the great confluence of the rivers, which had been entrusted by Alexander to Peithôn, son of Agénör, remained under Greek influence for a period still shorter. At the time of the second partition of the Macedonian empire in 321 B.C. at Triparadeisos, Antipater was avowedly unable to exercise any effective control over the Indian Rájas 2, and Peithôn

1 'Εκ δὲ τῆς Ἰνδικῆς Εὔδαμου παραγίνετο μεθ' ἑπτῶν μὲν πεντακοσίων [τ. Ι. τριακοσίων], γεζῶν δὲ τριακοσίων [τ. Ι. τριακοσίων], ἐλεφάντων δὲ ἑκάτων ἐλκος: τὰ δὲ θηρία ταῦτα παρέλειβε μετὰ τὴν Ἀλεξάνδρου γελοιώθην, ἀλο-

2 Ὡθ γὰρ ἦν τῶν τοῦ βασιλέως μετακινήσαι χωρὶς βασιλικῆς δυνάμεως καὶ ἡγεμονίας ἐπιφανείας (Diódoros, xvi, 39).
had been obliged already to retire to the west of the Indus. The Indian provinces to the east of the river were consequently ignored in the partition, and Peithôn was content to accept the government of the regions bordering on the Paropanisadai, or Kâbul country. That country probably continued to be administered by Roxana's father Oxyartes, whom Alexander had appointed satrap. Sibyrtios was confirmed in the government of Arachosia and Gedrosia; Stasandros, the Cyprian, was given Aria and Drangiana, and his countryman Stasanor was appointed governor of Bactria and Sogdiana. These arrangements clearly prove that in 321 B.C., within two years of Alexander's death, the Greek power, to the east of the Indus, had been extinguished, with the slight exception of the small territory, wherever it may have been, which Eudamós managed to hold for some four years longer.

The insecurity of the Macedonian authority in the newly annexed Indian provinces had been proved by the assassination of Philippos, the report of which was received while Alexander was in Karmania, and might be expected to return some day to the scene of his victories. His death in June, 323 B.C., dispelled all fears of his return, and the native princes undoubtedly took the earliest possible opportunity to assert their independence and exterminate the weak foreign garrisons. The news of Alexander's decease was known in India probably as early as August, but no serious fighting would have been undertaken by ordinary commanders until the beginning of the cold season in October; for Alexander's indifference to climatic conditions was not shared by Indian chiefs, who were accustomed to regulate their military movements strictly in accordance with precedent. We may feel assured that as soon as the news of the conqueror's death had been confirmed beyond doubt, and the season permitted the execution of military opera-

1 'Αρίαν δὲ καὶ Δραγγύνην Στασάνωρ τῷ Κορηλῷ τῆν δὲ Βακτριανὴν καὶ Σογδιανὴν Στασάνωρ τῷ Ζιλίῳ, ἀνὴρ τῆς αὐτῆς ὤντι τῆς Βακτρίας καὶ τῆς Σογδιανῆς κυβερνήτης (Diodorus, xviii, 9). Mr. McCrindle (Invasion of India by Alexander the Great, 2nd ed. p. 411) confounds these two officers.
Early life of Chandragupta.

Usurpation of throne of Magadha.

329 B.C.

The leader of the revolt against the foreigners was an able adventurer, Chandragupta by name, at that time a young man, probably not more than twenty-five years of age. Although he was on the father’s side a scion of the royal house of Magadha—the principal state in Northern India—his mother was of lowly origin, and, in accordance with Hindu law, he belonged to her caste, and had to bear the reproach of inferior social rank. The family name Maurya, assumed by the members of the dynasty founded by Chandragupta, is said to be a derivative from Mura, his mother’s name. In some way or other, young Chandragupta incurred the displeasure of his kinsman, Mahāpadma Nanda, the reigning king of Magadha, and was obliged to go into exile. During his banishment he had the good fortune to see Alexander, and is said to have expressed the opinion that the Macedonian king, if he had advanced, would have made an easy conquest of the great kingdom on the Ganges, by reason of the extreme unpopularity of the reigning monarch. Mahāpadma Nanda was reputed to be the son of a barber, who had secured the affections of the late queen. The guilty pair had then murdered the king, whose throne was seized by the barber-paramour. His son, the now reigning monarch, was avaricious and profligate, and naturally possessed few friends.

Chandragupta, having collected, during his exile, a formidable force of the warlike and predatory clans on the north-western frontier, attacked the Macedonian garrisons immediately after Alexander’s death, and conquered the...
Panjab. He then turned his victorious arms against his enemy, the king of Magadha; and taking advantage of that monarch's unpopularity, dethroned and slew him, utterly exterminating every member of his family. His adviser in this revolution was a subtle Brahman named Chânakya, by whose aid he succeeded in seizing the vacant throne. But the people did not gain much by the change of masters, because Chandragupta, 'after his victory, forfeited by his tyranny all title to the name of liberator, oppressing with servitude the very people whom he had emancipated from foreign thraldom.' He inherited from his Nanda predecessor a huge army, which he increased until it numbered 30,000 cavalry, 9,000 elephants, 600,000 infantry, and a multitude of chariots. With this irresistible force, all the Northern States, probably as far as the Narbada, or even farther, were overrun and subjugated; so that the dominions of Chandragupta, the first paramount sovereign or emperor in India, extended from the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea.

While Chandragupta was engaged in the consolidation of his empire, a rival was laying the foundations of his power in Western and Central Asia, and preparing to attempt the recovery of Alexander's Indian conquests. In the course of the internecine struggle between the generals of Alexander, two had emerged as competitors for supreme power in Asia—Antigonos and Seleukos, who afterwards became known as Nikátor, or the Conqueror. Fortune at first favoured Antigonos, and drove his antagonist into exile; but, in 312 B.C., Seleukos recovered possession of Babylon, and six years later felt himself justified in assuming the regal style and title. He is conventionally described as king of Syria, but was in reality the lord of Western and Central Asia. The eastern provinces of his realm extended to the borders of India; and he naturally desired to recover the Macedonian conquests in that country, which had been practically abandoned, although never formally relinquished. In pursuit

1 See Mr. Bevan's work, The House of Seleukos.
of this object Seleukos crossed the Indus in 305 B.C., and attempted to imitate the victorious march of Alexander. The details of the campaign are not known, and it is impossible to determine how far the invading army penetrated into the Gangetic valley, if at all, but the result of the war is certain.

When the shock of battle came, the hosts of Chandragupta were too strong for the invader, and Seleukos was obliged to retire and conclude a humiliating peace. Not only was he compelled to abandon all thought of conquest in India, but he was constrained to surrender a large part of Ariana to the west of the Indus. In exchange for the comparatively trifling equivalent of five hundred elephants, Chandragupta received the satrapies of the Paropanisadai, Aria, and Arachosia, the capitals of which were respectively the cities now known as Kabul, Herat, and Kandahar. The satrapy of Gedrosia, or at least the eastern portion of it, seems also to have been included in the cession, and the high contracting powers ratified the peace by a matrimonial alliance,' which phrase probably means that Seleukos gave a daughter to his Indian rival. This treaty may be dated in 303 B.C. As soon as it was concluded Seleukos started on his long march westward to confront Antigonos, whom he defeated and slew at Ipsos in Phrygia in 301 B.C. Ipsos being distant at least 2,500 miles from the Indus, the march to it must have occupied a year or more.

1 'Transitum deinde in India fecit,' &c. (Justin, xv, 4); καὶ τῶν ἰδίων περισσῶς ἐπολύμησεν Ανδροκόττῳ [Chandragupta], βασίλει τῶν περὶ αὐτὸν ἰδίων, μέχρι φιλίαν αὐτῷ καὶ ἐνδος συνήθεον (Appian, Syr. 53). Strabo (bk. ii, ch. ii, 9) substitutes for the last two words, συνήθως εἰσερχάντως.

2 Niese's whimsical notion that Chandragupta recognized the sovereignty of Seleukos (die Oberhöheit des Seleukos anerkannte) has no foundation, except the anecdote that Chandragupta paid honour to the altars set up by Alexander at the Hyphasis. The facts that Seleukos retired from India, giving up valuable provinces in exchange for only 500 elephants out of the 9,000 possessed by Chandragupta, that he entered into a matrimonial alliance, and sent an ambassador, clearly indicate the real nature of the relations between the sovereigns. Megasthenes exhibits the greatest respect for the Indian monarch, and never presumed to regard himself as the Resident at the court of a feudatory. Concerning the extent of the cession of Ariana see Appendix G.
MEGASTHENES

The range of the Hindu Kush mountains, known to the
Greeks as the Paropanisus or Indian Caucasus, in this way
became the frontier between Chandragupta's provinces of
Herat and Kabul on the south, and the Seleukidan province
of Bactria on the north. The first Indian emperor, more
than two thousand years ago, thus entered into possession
of that 'scientific frontier' sighed for in vain by his English
successors, and never held in its entirety even by the Moghal
monarchs of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

In the course of some eighteen years Chandragupta had
expelled the Macedonian garrisons from the Panjab and
Sind, repulsed and humbled Seleukos the Conqueror, and
established himself as undisputed supreme lord of at least
all Northern India and a large part of Ariana. These
achievements fairly entitle him to rank among the greatest
and most successful kings known to history. A realm so
vast and various as that of Chandragupta was not to be
governed by weakness. The strong hand which won the
domina was needed to keep it, and the government was
administered with stern severity. About six years after the
withdrawal of Seleukos, Chandragupta died (297 B.C.), and
handed on the imperial succession to his son Bindusara,
who is also known by the title of Amitraghata, 'Slayer of
foes.'

Soon after the conclusion of peace in 303 B.C., Seleukos had
sent as his envoy to the court of Chandragupta an officer
named Megasthenes, who had been employed under Sibyrtios,
satrap of Arachosia. The envoy resided for a considerable
time at Pataliputra (now Patna), the capital of the Indian
empire, and employed his leisure in compiling an excellent
account of the geography, products, and institutions of India,
which continued to be the principal authority on the subject.

1 Justin, x v, 4, and the details
given by Megasthenes. The pas-
sage in Justin's compilation is one
of the most important concerning
Chandragupta. The testimonies
of the various Greek and Roman
authors are collected in Mr. McCrin-
dle's books and in Wilson's preface
to his translation of the Mudra
Rakshasa. That play, of uncertain
date, undoubtedly embodies a genu-
ine historical tradition, of which I
have made cautious use.
until modern times. Although often misled by erroneous information received from others, Megasthenes is a veracious and trustworthy witness concerning matters which came under his personal observation, and his vivid account of Chandragupta's civil and military administration may be accepted without hesitation as true and accurate. That account, although preserved in a fragmentary form, is so full and detailed that the modern reader is more minutely informed in many respects concerning the institutions of Chandragupta than he is about those of any Indian sovereign until the days of Akbar, the contemporary of Queen Elizabeth.

Pataliputra, the imperial capital, which had been founded in the fifth century B.C., stood in the tongue of land formed by the confluence of the Son with the Ganges, on the northern bank of the former, and a few miles distant from the latter. The site is now occupied by the large native city of Patna and the English civil station of Bankipur, but the rivers changed their courses many centuries ago, and the confluence is at present near the cantonment of Dinapore, about twelve miles above Patna. The ancient city, which lies buried below its modern successor, was, like it, a long, narrow parallelogram, measuring about nine miles in length and a mile and a half in breadth. It was defended by a massive timber palisade, pierced by sixty-four gates, crowned by five hundred and seventy towers, and protected externally by a broad and deep moat, filled from the waters of the Son.

1 The fragments of Megasthenes have been collected and edited by Schwanbeck under the title of Megasthenes Indika (Bonn, 1846); and translated by McCrindle in Ancient India as described by Megasthenes and Arrian (Trübner, London, 1877). Arrian (Indika, 17) rightly brackets Nearchos and Megasthenes as trustworthy persons (iaimau χερός). Strabo, who was disgusted by some of the travellers' tales repeated by Megasthenes, unjustly stigmatizes him as a liar. The information collected by Megasthenes was supplemented by the works of other writers, of whose books fragments have been preserved by the authors to whom we are indebted for our knowledge of Megasthenes. For a list of these authors see Schwanbeck, op. cit., Index I. Mr McCrindle's books, six in number, give a nearly complete collection of the passages in Greek and Roman authors treating of ancient India.

2 See Lt.-Col. Waddell's treatise, Discovery of the Exact Site of Asoka's Classic Capital of Pataliputra (Calcutta, 1892), and revised edition, 1903. Some fragments of
The royal palace, although chiefly constructed of timber, was considered to excel in splendour and magnificence the palaces of Susa and Ekbatana, its gilded pillars being adorned with golden vines and silver birds. The buildings stood in an extensive park, studded with fish-ponds and furnished with a great variety of ornamental trees and shrubs.

Here the imperial court was maintained with barbaric and luxurious ostentation. Basins and goblets of gold, some measuring six feet in width, richly carved tables and chairs of state, vessels of Indian copper set with precious stones, and gorgeous embroidered robes were to be seen in profusion, and contributed to the brilliancy of the public ceremonies. When the king condescended to show himself in public on state occasions he was carried in a golden palanquin, adorned with tassels of pearls, and was clothed in fine muslin embroidered with purple and gold. When making short journeys he rode on horseback, but when travelling longer distances he was mounted, like a modern Raja, on an elephant with golden trappings. Combats of animals were a favourite diversion, as they still are at the courts of native princes, and the king took delight in witnessing the fights of bulls, rams, elephants, rhinoceroses, and other animals. Gladiatorial contests between men were also exhibited. A curious entertainment, which seems not to be known in the present age, was afforded by ox-races, which were made the subject of keen betting, and were watched by the king with the closest interest. The course was one of thirty stadia, or six thousand yards, and the race was run with cars, each of which was drawn by a mixed team of horses and oxen, the horses being in the centre with an ox on each side. Trotting oxen are still largely used for

the timber palisade have been found. The remains of the palace are buried under the houses and fields of the village of Kumrahar, on the south side of the railway between Bankipore and Patna. Cunningham was mistaken in believing that Pataliputra had been mostly cut away by the rivers. Patna is in N. lat. 25° 37', E. long. 85° 19'.

Curtius, viii. 9; Strabo, xv, 69. Aelian, Περί ζων ἰδιότητων, bk. xiii, ch. 19; bk. xv, ch. 15.
drawing travelling carriages in many parts of India, but the breed of racers seems to be extinct.

The principal royal amusement was the chase, which was conducted with great ceremony, the game in an enclosed preserve, being driven up to a platform occupied by the king, who shot the animals with arrows; but, if the hunt took place in the open country, he used to ride an elephant. When hunting he was closely attended by armed female guards, who were obtained by purchase from foreign countries, and formed an indispensable element in the courts of the ancient Indian monarchs. The road for the sovereign's procession was marked off with ropes, which it was death, even for a woman, to pass 1. The institution of the Royal Hunt was abolished by Chandragupta's grandson, Asoka, in 259 B.C.

As a rule, the king remained within the precincts of the inner palace, under the protection of his Amazonian bodyguard, and appeared in public only to hear causes, offer sacrifice, and to go on military or hunting expeditions. Probably he was expected to show himself to his subjects at least once a day, and then to receive petitions and decide disputes in person. Like the modern Indians, Chandragupta took pleasure in massage or friction of the limbs, and custom required that he should indulge in this luxury while giving public audience; four attendants used to massage him with ebony rollers during the time that he was engaged in disposing of cases 2. In accordance with Persian custom,

1 Megasthenes, *Fragm.* xxvii. The Greek is τὸ ἢ παρελθὼν ἡτός μὲν οὖν γυναικῶν δίκαιον, which Mr. McCrindle renders 'it is death for man and woman alike to pass the ropes.' Müller renders 'quodsi quis interius ad mulieres [scil. to the female guards] usque accedit, interficitur.' But this rendering would require the text to read τῶν γυναικῶν. The female guards' are mentioned in the Sanskrit plays. In the *Madra Rākahasa*, Act iii, Chandragupta is represented as attended by a girl named Sonottari. The girls were bought from their parents (*Strabo*, xv, 55); and good-looking maidens for the royal harem (παραβιον εἰδιδίς πρὸς ταλανίαι) were still regularly imported in the first century A.D. at Barygaza (Breach), on the western coast (*Periplus*, ch. 49; see also chs. 8, 9, 31, 36; transl. McCrindle in *Ind. Ant.* viii, 143).

2 Such an attendant (sarpaśhaka) is a minor character in the *Toy­
tart drama.*
which had much influence upon the Indian court and administration, the king ceremonially washed his hair on his birthday, which was celebrated by a splendid festival, at which the nobles were expected to make rich presents to their sovereign.

In the midst of all the gold and glitter, and in spite of plots, the most elaborate precautions, uneasy lay the head that wore the crown. The king's life was so constantly threatened by plots that he dared not incur the risk either of sleeping in the day-time, or occupying the same bedroom two nights in succession. The dramatist brings vividly before us the astuteness of the Brahman counsellor who detected the plots both of the poisoners, and of

\[
\text{The brave men who were concealed}
\text{In the subterranean avenue that led}
\text{To Chandragupta's sleeping chamber—thence}
\text{To steal by night, and kill him as he slept.}
\]

The army, to which Chandragupta owed his throne and empire, was maintained at enormous numerical strength, and so organized, equipped, and administered as to attain a high degree of efficiency, as measured by an Oriental standard. It was not a militia, but a standing army, drawing liberal and regular pay, and supplied by the government with horses, arms, equipment, and stores.

The force at the command of Mahāpadma Nanda is said to have numbered 80,000 horse, 200,000 foot, 8,000 chariots, and 6,000 fighting elephants. This huge force was greatly augmented by Chandragupta, who raised the numbers of the infantry to 600,000, and also

1 Strabo, xv, 69; Herodotus, ix., 110. The fact is mentioned by Herodotus in connexion with the horrible story of the wife of Masistes. As the Persian hair-washing festival was celebrated on the king's birthday, the Indian imitation was presumably celebrated on the same occasion. The shaven heads, now favoured by most Hindus, were not fashionable in ancient India. The Indians, we are told, 'frequently comb, but seldom cut, the hair of their head. The beard of the chin they never cut at all, but they shave off the hair from the rest of the face, so that it looks polished' (Curtius, viii, 9).

2 Strabo, xv, 55.

3 Mudra Rākshasa, Act ii (Wilson, Theatre, ii, 184).

4 Diodorus, ii, 41.
had 30,000 horse, and 9,000 elephants, besides chariots, all permanently enrolled in a regularly paid establishment 1.

Each horseman carried two lances, resembling the kind called saunia by the Greeks, and a buckler. All the infantry carried the broadsword as their principal weapon, and as additional arms, either javelins, or bow and arrows. The arrow was discharged with the aid of pressure from the left foot on the extremity of the bow resting upon the ground, and with such force that neither shield nor breastplate could withstand it 2.

Each chariot, which might be drawn by either four or two horses, accommodated two fighting-men besides the driver; and an elephant, in addition to the mahout, or driver, carried three archers 3. The 9,000 elephants therefore implied a force of 36,000 men, and the 8,000 chariots, supposing them to be no more numerous than those kept by Mahapadma Nanda, required 24,000 men to work them. The total number of soldiers in the army would thus have been 600,000 infantry, 30,000 horsemen, 36,000 men with the elephants, and 24,000 with the chariots, or 690,000 in all, excluding followers and attendants.

These high figures may seem incredible at first sight, but are justified by our knowledge of the unwieldy hosts used in war by Indian kings in later ages. For instance, Núñez, the Portuguese chronicler, who was contemporary with Krishna Deva, the Raja of Vijayanagar, in the sixteenth century (1509-30), affirms that that prince led against Raihur an army consisting of 703,000 foot, 32,600 horse, and 551 elephants, besides camp followers 4.

The formidable force at the disposal of Chandragupta, by

1 Pliny, vi, 19; Plutarch, Alex. ch. 62.
2 Arrian, Indika, ch. 16.
3 Strabo, xv, 32; Arrian, xiii, 10.
4 Sewell, A Forgotten Empire, p. 147. Many other proofs of the unwieldy size of Indian armies might be cited.
far the largest in India, was controlled and administered under the direction of a War Office organized on an elaborate system. A commission of thirty members was divided into six boards, each with five members, to which departments were severally assigned as follows:—Board No. I, in co-operation with the admiral—Admiralty; Board No. II—Transport, Commissariat, and Army Service, including the provision of drummers, grooms, mechanics, and grass-cutters; Board No. III—Infantry; Board No. IV—Cavalry; Board No. V—War-chariots; Board No. VI—Elephants.

All Indian armies had been regarded from time immemorial as normally comprising the four arms, cavalry, infantry, elephants, and chariots; and each of these arms would naturally fall under the control of a distinct authority; but the addition of coordinate supply and admiralty departments appears to be an innovation due to the genius of Chandragupta. His organization must have been as efficient in practice as it was systematic on paper, for it enabled him not only, in the words of Plutarch, to overrun and subdue all India, but also to expel the Macedonian garrisons, and to repel the invasion of Seleukos.

The details recorded concerning the civil administration of Chandragupta's empire, if not so copious as we might desire, are yet sufficient to enable us to realize the system of government; which, although, of course, based upon the personal autocracy of the sovereign, was something better than a merely arbitrary tyranny.

The administration of the capital city, Pataliputra, was regarded as a matter of the highest importance, and was provided for by the formation of a Municipal Commission, consisting of thirty members, divided, like the War Office Commission of equal numbers, into six Boards or Committees of five members each. These Boards may be regarded as an official development of the ordinary non-official panchāyat.
or committee of five members, by which every caste and trade in India has been accustomed to regulate its internal affairs from time immemorial.

The first Municipal Board, which was entrusted with the superintendence of everything relating to the industrial arts, was doubtless responsible for fixing the rates of wages, and must have been prepared to enforce the use of pure and sound materials, as well as the performance of a fair day's work for fair wages, as determined by the authorities. Artisans were regarded as being in a special manner devoted to the royal service, and capital punishment was inflicted on any person who impaired the efficiency of a craftsman by causing the loss of a hand or an eye.

The second Board devoted its energies to the case of foreign residents and visitors, and performed duties, which in modern Europe are entrusted to the consuls representing foreign powers. All foreigners were closely watched by officials, who provided suitable lodgings, escorts, and, in case of need, medical attendance. Deceased strangers were decently buried, and their estates were administered by the commissioners, who forwarded the assets to the persons entitled. The existence of these elaborate regulations is conclusive proof that the Maurya empire in the third century B.C. was in constant intercourse with foreign states, and that large numbers of strangers visited the capital on business.

The third Board was responsible for the systematic registration of births and deaths, and we are expressly informed that the system of registration was enforced for the information of the government, as well as for facility in levying the taxes. The taxation referred to was probably a poll-tax, at the rate of so much a head annually. Nothing in the legislation of Chandragupta is more astonishing to the observer familiar with the lax methods of ordinary Oriental

---

1 These officials corresponded exactly with the Greek ὑπήρχον, and it is possible that Chandragupta borrowed this institution from Greece. But his other arrangements show no trace of Greek influence. For a good account of ὑπηρέτια see Newton's Essays on Art and Archaeology, pp. 121-3.
INDIAN COINS
governments than this registration of births and deaths. The spontaneous adoption of such a measure by an Indian native state in modern times is unheard of, and it is impossible to imagine an old-fashioned Raja feeling anxious that births and deaths among both high and low might not be concealed. Even the Anglo-Indian administration with its complex organization and European notions of the value of statistical information, did not attempt the collection of vital statistics until very recent times, and has always experienced great difficulty in securing reasonable accuracy in the figures.

The important domain of trade and commerce was the trade province of the fourth Board, which regulated sales, and enforced the use of duly stamped weights and measures. Merchants paid a licence tax, and the trader who dealt in more than one class of commodity paid double.

The fifth Board was responsible for the supervision of manufactures on similar lines. A curious and not easily intelligible regulation prescribed the separation of new from old goods, and imposed a fine for violation of the rule:

The collection of a tithe of the value of the goods sold was the business of the sixth and last Board, and evasion of this tax was punishable with death. Similar taxation on sales has always been common in India, but rarely, if ever, has its collection been enforced by a penalty so formidable as that exacted by Chandragupta.

Our detailed information relates only to the municipal administration of Pataliputra, the capital, but it is reasonable to infer that Taxila, Ujjain, and the other great cities of the empire were governed on the same principles and by similar methods. The 'Provincials' Edict' of Asoka is addressed to the officers in charge of the city of Tosali in Kalinga.

In addition to the special departmental duties above detailed, the Municipal Commissioners in their collective

1 V. A. Smith, Asoka, p. 136.
Viceroy.

The administration of the distant provinces was entrusted to viceroyals, probably, as a rule, members of the royal family. Chandragupta's brother-in-law was, as we have seen, Governor of remote Kathiawar on the western coast. The information concerning the viceroyalties being more complete for Asoka's reign than for that of Chandragupta, the subject will be referred to again when Asoka's system of administration is discussed.

In accordance with the usual practice of Oriental monarchies, the court kept watch over the more remote functionaries by means of special agents, or 'news-writers,' the akhbar navis of modern times, who are called 'overseers' and 'inspectors' (έφορος, ἐπισκόπος) by the Greek authors, and are mentioned in the Asoka Edicts as the king's 'men' (pulisāni, Pillar Edict VI), or 'reporters' (pativedakā, Rock Edict VI). The duty of these officers was to superintend or oversee all that occurred in town or country and to make private reports to the government. Arrian notes that similar officers were employed by the authorities of the independent nations as well as by the monarchical governments of India. They did not disdain to utilize as coadjutors the courtesans of the camp and city, and must have transmitted at times to their masters strange packets of scandalous gossip. Arrian's informants assured him that the reports sent in were always true, and that no Indian could be accused of lying; but it is permissible to doubt the strict accuracy of this statement, although it is certainly the fact that the

1 (Fragment xxxiv in Schwanbeck, from Strabo, xv, 1, 31; translated by McRindle in Ancient India as described by Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 87, and again (revised in Ancient India as described in Classical Literature, p. 54. But I doubt the propriety of translating ἄνω συναχνυον twice) as 'by public notice.' It seems rather to mean 'with official stamp.' The harbours were those on the Sôn and Ganges rivers. The remains of the brick embankments along the old course of the Sôn can still be traced.

2 The statement that the courtesans were utilized as informers is in Strabo, xv, 48.
people of ancient India enjoyed a widespread and enviable reputation for straightforwardness and honesty.

The general honesty of the people and the efficient administration of the criminal law are both attested by the observation recorded by Megasthenes, that while he resided in Chandragupta's camp, containing 400,000 persons, the total of the thefts reported in any one day did not exceed two hundred drachmai, or about eight pounds sterling. When crime did occur it was repressed with terrible severity. Ordinary wounding by mutilation was punished by the corresponding mutilation of the offender, in addition to the amputation of his hand. If the injured person happened to be an artisan devoted to the royal service, the penalty was death. The crime of giving false evidence was visited with mutilation of the extremities; and, in certain unspecified cases, serious offences were punished by the shaving of the offender's hair, a penalty regarded as specially infamous. Injury to a sacred tree, evasion of the municipal tithe on goods sold, and intrusion on the royal procession going to the hunt were all alike capitaly punishable. These recorded instances of severity are sufficient to prove that the code of criminal law, as a whole, must have been characterized by uncompromising sternness and slight regard for human life.

The native law of India has always recognized agricultural land as being Crown property, and has admitted the undoubted right of the ruling power to levy a crown rent, or 'land revenue,' amounting to a considerable portion, either of the gross produce or of its cash value. Even the English laws, which, contrary to ancient custom, recognize private property in cultivable land, insist that the land revenue is the first charge on the soil, and permit the enforcement of the charge by sale of the land free of all incumbrances, in

---

1 The evidence is summarized by Max Müller in India, What can it Teach us? p. 54.

2 This was a Persian punishment.

3 Lighter crimes are punished by cutting off the nose, or perhaps only the hair. Sometimes one-half of the scalp is shaved, and a tablet affixed to the neck, so inflicting disgrace on the offender (Kingsmill, in Athenaeum, July 19, 1902, quoting a Chinese work of the sixth century, entitled Wei-Shu, with reference to the Sassanian period).

4 Curtius, viii, 9.
the event of default. The land revenue is still the mainstay of Indian finance. So it must have been in the days of Chandragupta. The details of his system of settlement, or valuation and assessment of the land, have not been preserved, and it is not known whether a fresh valuation was made annually, or at longer intervals. The normal share of the gross produce taken by the Crown is said to have been one-fourth; but in practice, no doubt, the proportion taken varied largely, as it does to this day, and all provinces could not be treated alike. Certain other unspecified due were also levied. The army being a professional force, recruited from the fighting castes, the agricultural population was exempt from military service; and Megasthenes noted with surprise and admiration that the husbandmen could pursue their calling in peace, while the professional soldiers of hostile kings engaged in battle.

Irrigation. The proper regulation of irrigation is a matter of prime importance in India; and it is much to the credit of Chandragupta that he maintained a special Irrigation Department charged with the duty of measuring the lands, and so regulating the sluices that every one should receive his fair share of the life-giving water. The allusion to the measurement of lands as part of the duty of the Irrigation Department seems to indicate that a water-rate was levied, and the reference to sluices implies a regular system of canals.

The inscription of the Satrap Rudradāman, engraved about the year 150 A.D. on the famous rock at Girnār in Kathiāwār, on which Asoka, four centuries earlier, had recorded a version of his immortal edicts, bears direct testimony to the care bestowed by the central government upon the question of irrigation, even in the most remote provinces. Although Girnār is situated close to the Arabian Sea, at a distance of at least a thousand miles from the

1 Strabo, xv, 40. In this passage the erroneous statement occurs that the cultivator received one-fourth of the produce. Diodorus correctly states that the land revenue was one-fourth of the gross produce.
Maurya capital, the needs of the local farmers did not escape the imperial notice. Chandragupta's brother-in-law Pushyagupta, who was viceroy of the western provinces, saw that by damming up a small stream a reservoir of great value for irrigation could be provided. He accordingly formed a lake called Sudarsana, 'the Beautiful,' between the citadel on the east side of the hill and the 'inscription rock' further to the east, but failed to complete the necessary supplemental channels. These were constructed in the reign of Chandragupta's grandson Asoka under the superintendence of his representative Tushāpa, the Persian, who was then governor. These beneficent works constructed under the patronage of the Maurya emperors endured for four hundred years, but in the year 150 A.D. a storm of exceptional violence destroyed the embankment, and with it the lake.

The embankment was rebuilt 'three times stronger' than before by order of the local Saka Satrap Rudradaman; who has recorded the history of the work in an inscription which is the only known epigraphic record containing the names of Chandragupta and Asoka Maurya. Notwithstanding the triple strength of Rudradaman's masonry, it too failed to withstand the fury of the elements, and the dam again burst at some time unknown. The lake thus finally disappeared, and its site, buried in deep jungle, was so utterly forgotten that modern local inquirers have experienced difficulty in ascertaining its exact position.

The fact that so much pains and expense were lavished upon this irrigation work in a remote dependency of the empire is conclusive evidence that the provision of water for the fields was recognized as an imperative duty by the great Maurya emperors, and is a striking illustration of the accuracy of Megasthenes' remark that imperial officers were wont to 'measure the land, as in Egypt, and inspect the sluices by which water is distributed into the branch canals, so that every one may enjoy his fair share of the benefit'.

1 Fragment xxxiv, in Strabo, xv, 1, 50. The antiquities of Girnar (Jūnāgār) are described by Bur- gess in Reports Archaeol. Survey W. I., vol. ii, and the position of the lake is defined by Mr. Cousens.
The central government, by means of local officers, exercised strict control and maintained close supervision over all classes and castes of the population. Even the Brahman astrologers, soothsayers, and sacrificial priests, whom Megasthenes erroneously described as forming a separate caste of ‘philosophers’ or ‘sophists’, received their share of official attention, and were rewarded or punished according as their predictions and observations proved correct or mistaken. Among the artisans, ship-builders and armour-makers were salaried public servants, and were not permitted, it is said, to work for any private person. The wood-cutters, carpenters, blacksmiths, and miners were subject to special supervision, of which the nature is not defined.

According to Strabo, no private person was permitted to keep either a horse or an elephant, the possession of either animal being a royal privilege. But this assertion is undoubtedly inaccurate, and is contradicted by the reasonable and detailed observations of Arrian (Indika, 17). That author tells us that the mounts used commonly were horses, camels, and asses, elephants being used only by the wealthy, and considered specially appropriate for the service of royalty. Except as regards asses, which are now looked upon with contempt, and restricted to the humblest services as beasts of burden for potters and washermen, the statement of Arrian applies accurately to modern India. To ride an elephant or camel, or in a four-horsed chariot was, he says, a mark of distinction, but anybody might ride or drive a single horse.

in the Progress Report of the same Survey for 1898-9, par. 49. For Rudradaman’s inscription see Ind. Ant. vii. 257.

Megasthenes was ill-informed about the castes, which he reckoned as seven: (1) the ‘philosophers’ (φιλόσοφοι); (2) agriculturists (γεωργοι); (3) herdsman, shepherds, and graziers (νομία, πομίντε, βου­κόλοι); (4) artisans and traders (τὰ ἐμπορικὰ ὁτὲ καὶ κατημονίκων γένος); (5) the military (πολεμισταί); (6) the overseers (ἐπίσκοποι); (7) the councillors (οἱ δὲ τῶν κοινῶν βου­λευτέρων ὁμοί τῷ βασιλεῖ, ἡ καθ’ ἐπίσκοποι δα κατημονίκων σὺν τριαν ἄρχει). Fragm. xxxiii of Schwabeck, from Arrian, Indika, 11, 12. Strabo calls No. 3, πολιτείων καὶ θρησκεύων; No. 4, τοὺς ἐργαζόμενους τὰς τέχνας καὶ τοὺς κατημονίκους καὶ ὅσι ἀπὸ τοῦ σάματος ἡ ἐργασία; No. 6, ἱεροῖς; and No. 7, οἱ σύμβολοι καὶ σύντροφοι τοῦ βασιλέα. His nomenclature for Nos. 1, 2 and 3 agrees with Arrian’s. The cross-divisions in this classification are obvious.
The roads were maintained in order by the officers of the Roads, proper department; and pillars, serving as milestones and sign-posts, were set up at intervals of ten stadia, equivalent to half a kós according to the Indian reckoning, or 2,022½ English yards. The provision of these useful marks was made more liberally than it was afterwards by the Moghal emperors, who were content with one pillar to each kós. A royal, or grand trunk, road, ten thousand stadia in length, connected the north-western frontier with the capital¹.

The foregoing review of the civil and military system of High government during the reign of Chandragupta proves clearly that Northern India in the time of Alexander the Great had attained to a high degree of civilization, which must have been the product of evolution continued through many centuries. Unfortunately no monuments have been discovered which can be referred with certainty to the period of Chandragupta and his son, and the archaeologist is unable to bring the tangible evidence afforded by excavation to support the statements of the Greek observers. The earliest known examples of Indian art and architecture, with very slight exceptions, still date from the reign of Asoka. But if the exploration of the sites of Pataliputra, Vaisali, Taxila, and other cities of high antiquity should ever be undertaken seriously and on an adequate scale, it is possible that remains of the early Maurya period, as well as those of previous ages, may reward the enterprise of the explorer. It is not likely that the ruins of many recognizable buildings will be found, because the larger edifices of ancient India were probably constructed of timber for the most part, brick being used merely for foundations and plinths. No trace of stone architecture prior to the age of Asoka has been detected. Writing was certainly in common use long before the days of Chandragupta; when, according to the Greek authors, the bark of trees and cotton cloth served as writing-material ², and it is surprising that no inscriptions of his

¹ Strabo, xv, 11. The Moghal kós, the interval between pillars still existing, averages 1,539 yards (Elliot, Suppl. Glossary, s.v. Kós). ² Nearchus is the original authority for the use of closely woven
time have yet been found. But some records either on stone or metal probably exist, and may be expected to come to light whenever the really ancient sites shall be examined.

Chandragupta ascended the throne at an early age, and, inasmuch as he reigned only twenty-four years, must have died before he was fifty years of age. In this brief space of life he did much. The expulsion of the Macedonian garrisons, the decisive repulse of Seleukos the Conqueror, the subjugation of all Northern India from sea to sea, the formation of a gigantic army, and the thorough organization of the civil government of a vast empire were no mean achievements. The power of Chandragupta was so firmly established that it passed peaceably into the hands of his son and grandson, and his alliance was courted by the potentates of the Hellenistic world. The Greek princes made no attempt to renew the aggressions of Alexander and Seleukos upon secluded India, and were content to maintain friendly diplomatic and commercial relations with her rulers for three generations.

The Maurya empire was not, as some recent writers fancy that it was, in any way the result of Alexander's splendid, but transitory raid. The nineteen months which he spent in India were consumed in devastating warfare, and his death rendered
fruitless all his grand constructive plans. Chandragupta did not need Alexander’s example to teach him what empire meant. He and his countrymen had had before their eyes for ages the stately fabric of the Persian monarchy, and it was that empire which impressed their imagination, and served as the model for their institutions, in so far as they were not indigenous. The little touches of foreign manners in the court and institutions of Chandragupta, which chance to have been noted by our fragmentary authorities, are Persian, not Greek; and the Persian title of satrap continued to be used by Indian provincial governors for centuries, down to the close of the fourth century A.D.¹

The military organization of Chandragupta shows no trace of Hellenic influence. It is based upon the ancient Indian model, and his vast host was merely a development of the considerable army maintained by the kingdom of Magadha. The Indian kings relied upon their elephants, chariots, and huge masses of infantry; the cavalry being few in comparison and inefficient. Alexander, on the contrary, made no use of elephants or chariots, and put his trust in small bodies of highly trained cavalry, handled with consummate skill and calculated audacity. In the art of war he had no successor. The Seleukidian kings were content to follow the Oriental system and put their trust in elephants ².

When Chandragupta died in the year 297 B.C. he was succeeded by his son Bindusāra. The Greek writers, however, do not know this name, and call the successor of Chandragupta by appellations which seem to be attempts to transcribe the Sanskrit epithet Amitrāghata, ‘Slayer of foes.’ The Indian satraps of Suraṣṭra, or Kāthiawār, in Western India were conquered by Chandra-gupta (II) Vikramādiṭya, of the Gupta dynasty, about 390 A.D.³


¹ For the Maurya chronology see Anokh, the Buddhist Emperor of India (Clarendon Press, 1901), pp. 58-65. The name Bindusāra is attested by the Hindū Vīṣṇu Purāṇa, the Jain Purāṅaḥ Purāṇa, and the Buddhist Mahāpaliṇa and Dīpaviṃśa. The variants in other Purāṇas seem to be simply clerical errors. Ἐνθύμόθεσαν µὲν γὰρ εἰς τὰ Παλαιβρέτα, δὲ µὲν Μεγαθάνης πρὸς Ἀνθρώποντος, ὃ δὲ Δημαγοὺς πρὸς Ἀμπροχάτην τῶν σκύεων ὑδα κατὰ πρεσβείαν (Strabo, ii, 1, 9). The more corrupt form Allitrochades occurs in some texts. Hegesandros, quoted by Athenaios (Müller, Frag. Hist. Graec., vol. iv, p. 421), writes Ἀμυροχάτην, which is an
friendly relations between India and the Hellenistic powers, which had been initiated by Chandragupta and Seleukos, continued unbroken throughout the reign of Bindusāra, at whose court Megasthenes was replaced by Deimachos, as ambassador. The new envoy followed his predecessor's example by recording notes on the country to which he was accredited, but unfortunately very few of his observations have been preserved. When the aged founder of the Seleukidan monarchy was assassinated in 280 B.C., his place was taken by his son and colleague Antiochos Soter, who continued to follow his father's policy in regard to India.

The anecdote concerning the correspondence between Antiochos and Bindusāra, although trivial in itself, is worth quoting as a tangible proof of the familiar intercourse between the sovereign of India and his ally in Western Asia. Nothing, we are told, being sweeter than figs, Bindusāra begged Antiochos to send him some figs and raisin wine, and added that he would like him also to buy and send a professor. Antiochos replied that he had much pleasure in forwarding the figs and raisin wine, but regretted that he could not oblige his correspondent with the last-named article, because it was not lawful for Greeks to sell a professor.

Embassy of Dionysios. Ptolemy Philadelphos, who ruled in Egypt from 285 to 247 B.C., also dispatched an envoy named Dionysios to the Indian court, who, like his colleagues, wrote an account of his experiences, which was still available to Pliny in the first century A.D. It is uncertain whether Dionysios presented his credentials to Bindusāra or to his successor, Asoka.

Conquest of the Deccan. Nothing is recorded concerning the internal policy of
Bindusāra, whose reign lasted for twenty-five years, nor is any monument or inscription of his time known. But it is probable that he continued his father's career of annexation and conquest within the borders of India. The limits of the empire ruled by Asoka, son and successor of Bindusāra, are known with sufficient accuracy, and it is certain that his dominions extended as far south as Madras. The country south of the Narbādā was not conquered by Asoka, whose only annexation was that of the kingdom of Kalinga, on the coast of the Bay of Bengal. The twenty-four years of the reign of Chandragupta seem to be fully occupied with the great events known to have been crowded into them. It is difficult to believe that he could have found time to do more than climb from obscurity to power, expel the Macedonian garrisons, repel the attack of Seleukos, effect a revolution and establish a dynasty at Pātaliputra, annex a large part of Ariāna, and extend his dominion from the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea.

The Deccan, or peninsular India, down to approximately the latitude of Madras, must have been subjugated by either Chandragupta or Bindusāra, because it was inherited from the latter by Asoka; and it is more probable that the conquest of the south was the work of Bindusāra than that it was effected by his busy father. But the ascertained outline of the career of Chandragupta is so wonderful, and implies his possession of such exceptional ability, that it is possible that the conquest of the south must be added to the list of his achievements. With this brief glance the shadowy figure of Bindusāra passes from our view, and the next two chapters will be devoted to the history of Asoka, who rightfully claims a place in the front rank of the great monarchs, not only of India, but of the world.
APPENDIX G

The Extent of the Cession of Ariana by Seleukos Nikator to Chandragupta Maurya

The statement in the text that the cession made in 303 B.C. by Seleukos Nikator to Chandragupta Maurya included the provinces of the Paropanisadaces (Kabul), Ariā (Herât), Arachosia (Kandahâr), and probably Gedrosia (Mukrán), or a large part of that satrapy, is in accordance with the views expressed in my work on Asoka ¹, as well as with those of Droysen ², and several eminent modern scholars.

But my statement having been adversely criticized recently by Mr. Bevan, who holds that it 'exceeds what is even probable, not to say proved' ³, it is necessary to show that the representation of the fact as given in the text rests upon solid grounds. The original authorities are five in number, namely, Strabo (two passages), Appian, Plutarch, Justin, and Pliny; and the relevant extracts, being brief, may be quoted in full, so that my readers can judge for themselves what is the legitimate interpretation. All that has been written by modern authors on the subject is based upon these short extracts.

Strabo, I. (I) The two passages from Strabo are as follows:—μάλιστα ἐκ τῆς διάίτης ἱδοκε τῆς τότε πιστώτατα εἶναι τά ὑπὸ τοῦ Εὐρασθένου εἰς τῷ τρίῳ τῶν γεωγραφικῶν ἐπεθέντα κεφαλαίων περὶ τῆς τότε νομιζομένης Ινδικῆς, ἣνα Ἀλέξανδρος ἐπήλθε καὶ ἢν ὁ Ἰνδὸς ἄρων ταύτης δε καὶ τῆς Ἀραβίης· ἢν ἐφεξῆς πρὸς τῇ ἐσπέρα κειμένην Πέρσαι κατεῖχον ὠστερον γὰρ δή καὶ τῆς Ἀραβίης πολλὴν ἐσχον οἱ Ινδοὶ λαβόντες παρὰ τῶν Μακεδόνων (bk. xv, ch. i (India), sec. 10 in Müller and Dübner's ed.).

Strabo, II. (II) ἢ δὲ τάξις τῶν ἑθῶν τουλάχιστον παρὰ μὲν τῶν Ἰνδῶν οἱ Παροπανισαδάθες, ἀν ὑπέρκειται ὁ Παροπάνισαδάθες ὡρος, εἰτ' Ἀραχαντοὶ πρὸς νότον, εἰτ' ἐφεξῆς πρὸς νότον Γέωργοι σὺν τοῖς ἄλλοις πρὸς

¹ Asoka, the Buddhist Emperor of India, p. 66.
² 'Aber dann schloss er [Seleukos] einen Frieden, in dem die Eroberungen Alexanders auch diesselben des Indus bis zu den Paropamisaden abgetreten wurden. Das war das erste, was von dem grossen Alexanderreich aufgegeben wurde, die erste nationale Reaction'. Geschichte des Hellmünders, Hamburg, 1836, vol. ii. 69. The spelling Paropanisos is more correct than the form with m.
³ 'Mr. V. A. Smith (Asoka, p. 66) quotes Strabo as saying that Seleucus ceded "a large part of Ariane," but that Strabo does not say. In giving Arachosia, the Kabul [sic], and even Gedrosia to the new Indian realm Mr. Vincent [sic], I think, exceeds what is even probable, not to say proved' (The House of Seleucus, 1902, vol. i. p. 296 note).
The statements of Appian, Plutarch, and Justin do not deal with the extent of the cession, but are of value as proving that Seleukos actually crossed the Indus, waged an unsuccessful war, and was obliged to make peace on conditions very favourable to his adversary, and very unfavourable to himself.

The observation of Pliny that numerous (plerique) authors include in India the four satrapies of Gedrosia, Arachosia, Aria, and the Paropamissadae must have been based on the fact that
at some period previous to 77 A.D., when his book was published, these four provinces were actually reckoned as part of India. At what time other than the period of the Maurya dynasty is it possible that these provinces formed part of India? Pliny's information about the country was mainly drawn from the writings of Megasthenes and the other contemporaries of Alexander, Chandragupta and Seleukos; and the natural interpretation of his observation requires us to believe that the four satrapies in question were 'the large part of Arianē' ceded by Seleukos. Kabul and Kandahār frequently have been held by the sovereigns of India, and form part of the natural frontier of the country. Herāt (Aria) is undoubtedly more remote, but can be held with ease by the power in possession of Kabul and Kandahār.

Gedrosia. The satrapy of Gedrosia (or Gadrosia) extended far to the west, and probably only the eastern part of it was annexed by Chandragupta.

The Malin range of mountains, which Alexander experienced such difficulty in crossing, would have furnished a natural boundary. Whether Chandragupta undertook the administration of the whole of Gedrosia or not, I have no doubt that Seleukos abandoned to him all control over the province, and that it was included by numerous authors in India, along with Aria, Arachosia, and the Paropanisadae; because Seleukos, intent upon the urgent business of crushing Antigonus, was constrained to surrender the four outlying satrapies named by Pliny, and to concentrate his strength in Central and Western Asia.
CHAPTER VI

ASOKA MAURYA

According to credible tradition, Asoka-vardhana\(^1\), or Asoka as Asoka, as he is generally called, served his apprenticeship to the art of government during the lifetime of his father, Bindusāra, as viceroy successively of the North-western frontier province and of Western India. He was one of several sons, and was no doubt selected by his father, in accordance with the usual practice, as Yuvāraja, or Crown Prince, on account of his ability and fitness for the imperial succession.

Taxila, the capital of the north-western viceroyalty, Taxila, which probably included Kashmir, the Panjab, and the provinces to the west of the Indus, was in those days one of the greatest and most splendid of the cities of the east, and enjoyed a special reputation as the headquarters of Hindu learning. The sons of people of all the upper classes, chiefs, Brahmans, and merchants, flocked to Taxila, as to a university town, in order to study the circle of Indian arts and sciences. The territory surrounding the capital was rich and populous, and, two generations earlier, had formed a small independent state, weak enough to be in terror of its neighbours, and yet strong enough to render Alexander valuable assistance.

The Greeks, who considered the little state to be well governed, noted with interest, and without disapprobation, the local customs, which included polygamy, the exposure of the dead to be devoured by vultures, and the sale in open market of maidens who had failed to secure husbands in the ordinary course\(^2\).

\(^1\) Vishnu-Purāṇa.
\(^2\) Strabo, bk. xv, chh. 28, 62. For the marriage-mart, compare the Babylonian practice (Herod. i, 196).

Exposure of the dead to be devoured by vultures was, and still is, a Persian (Pārsi) custom (Herod. i, 140). It is practised to this day.
The position of the city on the high road from Central Asia to the interior of India fitted it to be the capital of the north-western viceroy; and its strategical advantages are still recognized. Hasan Abdāl, close to its ruins, is a favourite ground for the manoeuvres of the Indian army; and at Rawalpindi, a few miles to the south-east, a huge cantonment guards the road to India against possible Alexanders advancing from the north-west.

Ujjain, the capital of Western India, was equally famous, and equally suitable as the seat of a viceregal government. Reckoned to be one of the seven sacred cities, and standing on the road leading from the busy ports of the western coast to the markets of the interior, it combined the advantages of a favourite place of pilgrimage with those of a great commercial dépôt. The city was recognized as the head quarters of Indian astronomy, and latitudes were computed from its meridian.

The Ceylonese tradition that Asoka was residing at Ujjain when he was summoned to the capital by the news of his father's mortal illness may well be believed; but no credence can be given to the tales which relate that Asoka had a hundred brothers, ninety-nine of whom he slew, and so forth. These idle stories seem to have been invented chiefly in order to place a dark background of early wickedness behind the bright picture of his mature piety. Asoka certainly had brothers and sisters alive in the seventeenth year of his reign\(^1\), whose households were objects of his anxious care; and there is nothing to indicate that he regarded his relatives with jealousy. His grandfather, Chandragupta, 'a man of blood and iron,' who had fought his way from poverty and exile to the imperial throne, naturally was beset by jealousies and hatreds, and constrained to live a life of distrustful suspicion. But Asoka, who was born in the purple, and inherited an empire firmly established by half a century of masterful rule for two generations, presumably was free from

---

\(^1\) 'Fourteenth year,' according to the inscriptions, reckoning from the coronation.
the 'black care' which haunted his ancestor. His edicts display no sense of insecurity or weakness from first to last; and the probability is that he succeeded peaceably in accordance with his predecessor's nomination.

Inasmuch as the reign of Asoka lasted for fully forty years, he must have been a young man when, in the year 272 B.C., he undertook the government of the vast empire which had been won and kept by his grandfather and father. Nothing is recorded concerning the first eleven years of his rule, which were spent presumably in the current work of administration. His solemn coronation did not take place until the year 269 B.C., about three years after his accession, and this fact is the only circumstance which supports the notion that his succession was disputed. The anniversary of his coronation was always celebrated with ceremony, and specially marked by the pardon and release of prisoners.

In the twelfth year of his reign, or the ninth, as reckoned from the coronation, Asoka embarked upon the one aggressive war of his life, and rounded off his dominions by the conquest of the kingdom of Kalinga, the strip of territory extending along the coast of the Bay of Bengal from the Mahānadi to the Godāvari. The campaign was wholly successful, and Kalinga became an integral part of the Maurya dominions. Two special edicts published a few years later show that the administration of the newly acquired territory caused much anxiety to the emperor, who, like all sovereigns, sometimes was not well served by his officers. The royal instructions, which enjoined just and paternal government, and specially insisted on sympathetic, tactful treatment of the wilder tribes, were disregarded at times by officials, who had to be warned that disobedience of orders was not the way to win the favour either of heaven or their master.

The kingdom of Kalinga had maintained a considerable military force, which was estimated by Megasthenes as numbering 60,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry, and 700 war I

1 For the chronology see my book, *Asoka, the Buddhist Emperor of India* (Clarendon Press, 1901); which also gives a summary of the legends, and a complete translation of the inscriptions.
elephants. The opposition offered to the invaders was so stubborn that the conquest involved immeasurable suffering. The victor records with sorrow that 150,000 persons were carried into captivity, 100,000 were slain, and that many times that number perished from famine, pestilence, and the other calamities which follow in the train of armies.

The sight of all this misery and the knowledge that he alone had caused it smote the conscience of Asoka, and awakened in his breast feelings of 'remorse, profound sorrow, and regret.' These feelings crystallized into a steadfast resolve that never again would ambition lead him to inflict such grievous wrongs upon his fellow creatures; and four years after the conquest he was able to declare that 'the loss of even the hundredth or the thousandth part of the persons who were then slain, carried away captive, or done to death in Kalinga would now be a matter of deep regret to His Majesty.'

The king acted up to the principles which he professed, and abstained from aggressive war for the rest of his life. About this time he came under the influence of Buddhist teaching, his devotion to which increased more and more as the years rolled on. The 'chiefest conquest,' he declares, is that won by the Law of Piety, and he begs his descendants to rid themselves of the popular notion that conquest by arms is the duty of kings; and, even if they should find themselves engaged in warfare, he reminds them that they might still find pleasure in patience and gentleness, and should regard as the only true conquest that which is effected through the Law of Piety.

Asoka from this time forth made it the business of his life to employ his unlimited autocratic power over a vast empire in the teaching, propagation, and enforcement of the ethical system, which he called the Law of Piety (dhamma), and had learned chiefly from his Buddhist instructors.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth years of his reign he definitely decided upon his line of action, and proclaimed the principles of his government to his people in a series of

1 Rock Edict XIII.
fourteen edicts engraved upon the rocks, and laid down the general rules which must guide the conduct of the lieges.

These extraordinary documents were followed by others specially concerning the conquered province of Kalinga, the purport of which has been referred to above.

In the year 249 B.C., when he had occupied the throne for twenty-three years, Asoka made a solemn pilgrimage to the most sacred spots in the Buddhist Holy Land. Starting from Pataliputra, the capital, he advanced northwards along the royal road, the course of which is marked by five great monolithic pillars, through the districts now known as Muzaffarpur and Champaran, until he approached the base of the outer Himalayan range.

Probably he then turned westwards, without crossing the hills, and first visited the famous Lumbini Garden—the Bethlehem of Buddhism—where, according to the legend, the pains of travail came upon Māyā, and she gave birth to Buddha as she stood under a tree. At this spot his guide and preceptor, Upagupta, addressed Asoka and said: ‘Here, great king! was the Venerable One born.’ A pillar inscribed with these words, still as legible as when they were incised, was set up by Asoka to preserve the memory of his visit, and stands to this day.

In due course Saint Upagupta led his royal disciple to other holy places. Near Benares, the scene of the Master’s first success as a preacher; to Sārnāth, where he lived for many years; to the Bodhi tree of Gāyā, where he overcame the powers of darkness; and to Kusinagara, where he died. At all these

1 Bakhrī; Lāuriyā-Ararāj (Rādhīā); Lāuriyā-Nandangar (Ma-thiāh); Rāmpurwā (2).


3 Probably Piprawā in the north of the Baśtī district (Mukherji and V. A. Smith, Explorations in the Nepalès Tarai, Arch. Survey, Imp. Ser., vol. xxvi, Calcutta, 1897). The Kapilavastu of Hiuen Tsang is certainly represented by Tilaura Kōṭ and neighbouring ruins.

4 On upper course of the Rāpti, near the point where it leaves the hills (J. R. A. S., Jan., 1900).

5 In Nepal, beyond the first range of hills (J. R. A. S., Jan., 1902). H.H. General Khadga Shamsher Jang Bahadur agrees with me in placing Kusinagara in Nepal, and believes the site to be at the junction of the Little, or Eastern, Rāpti
holy places the king granted liberal endowments, and set up
memorials, some of which have come to light in these latter
days, after long ages of oblivion.

In the year 242 B.C., when his reign had lasted for thirty
years, Asoka undertook a formal retrospect of all the
measures adopted by him in furtherance of the ethical
reforms which he had at heart, and took the opportunity of
laying down a concise code of regulations concerning the
slaughter and mutilation of animals, practices which he
regarded with abhorrence.

About two years later, Asoka, recognizing fully the
validity of the Buddhist doctrine that no layman could
attain nirvana, determined to ensure his final deliverance
from rebirth so far as possible by entering the order of
monks, and actually assuming the yellow robe. He does not
appear to have abdicated at the same time; for edicts issued
six years later were still published by his authority and with
his sanction; although it is probable that he withdrew from
active participation in secular affairs, and left the adminis-
tration in the hands of his ministers, and the heir-apparent
or Crown Prince. But this supposition is not necessary to
explain his conduct.

His submission to the Ten Precepts, or ascetic rules,
binding upon ordained monks, did not inevitably involve his
withdrawal from the duties of royalty; and he would have
found no difficulty in formally complying with the obliga-
tions of mendicancy by a begging tour within the spacious
palace precincts.

The case of Asoka is not unique. A perfect parallel is
furnished by Chinese history, which records that Hsiao Yen,
the first emperor of the Liang dynasty, who was a devout
Buddhist, actually adopted the monastic garb, on two
occasions in 527 and 529 A.D. A less completely parallel

(Achiravati) with the Gandak (Hiranyakavati). His position is
further west than that which I selected, but almost in the same
latitude, and is very likely to be correct. The Seven
Pillar Edicts. The chronology here is based upon Dr. Fleet's papers in J.R.A.S.,
1904.

case is supplied by the story of a Jain king of Western India in the twelfth century, who assumed the title of 'Lord of the Order,' and at various periods of his reign bound himself by vows of continence and abstinence.

Whatever may have been the exact procedure adopted, there is no doubt that Asoka was formally ordained as a monk; and the fact was so notorious that a thousand years later his statues were still to be seen, vested in monastic garb.

The latter years of his reign were undoubtedly devoted in a special degree to works of piety; but there is no sufficient reason for believing the legends which depict the emperor in his old age as a dotard devotee incapable of administering the affairs of the empire.

The latest edicts, dated 256 years after the death of Buddha, that is to say, in the year 232 or 231 B.C., must have been published very shortly before the emperor's death; which is supposed to have occurred at a holy hill near Rājagriha, the ancient capital of Magadha.

A large body of tradition affirms that a Buddhist church council was held at the capital by the command and under the patronage of Asoka in order to settle the canon of scripture and reform abuses in monastic discipline. Although the legendary details of the constitution and proceedings of the council are clearly unhistorical, the fact of the assembly may be accepted without hesitation. If it had met before the thirty-first year of the reign in which the emperor published the Pillar edicts, recording his retrospect of the measures taken for the promotion of piety, the council would assuredly have been mentioned in those documents. But they are silent on the subject, and the fair inference is that the council was held at a date subsequent to their publication, and after the emperor had assumed the monastic robe.

The one document in the whole series of the Asoka inscriptions which is avowedly Buddhist in explicit terms—the Bhābra Edict—evidently belongs to the same period as the council, and is to be interpreted as the address of the emperor-monk to his brethren of the order.

1 Ind. Ant. vi, 154.
2 Takakusu, I-ting, ch. xi, p. 73.
The extent of the enormous empire governed by Asoka can be ascertained with approximate accuracy. On the north-west, it extended to the Hindu Kush mountains, and included most of the territory now under the rule of the Amir of Afghanistan, as well as the whole, or a large part, of Baluchistan, and all Sind. The secluded valleys of Suwāt and Bājaur were probably more or less thoroughly controlled by the imperial officers, and the valleys of Kashmir and Nepal were certainly integral parts of the empire. Asoka built a new capital in the vale of Kashmir, named Śrīnagar, at a short distance from the city which now bears that name 1.

In the Nepāl valley, he replaced the older capital Maṇju Pātan, by a city named Pātan, Lalita Pātan, or Lalitpur, which still exists, two and a half miles to the south-east of Kāthmāndu, the modern capital. Lalita Pātan subsequently became the seat of a separate principality, and it retains the special Buddhist stamp impressed upon it by Asoka. His foundation of this city was undertaken as a memorial of the visit which he paid to Nepal, in 250 or 249 B.C., when he undertook the tour of the holy places. He was accompanied by his daughter Charumati, who adopted a religious life, and remained in Nepal, when her imperial father returned to the plains. She founded a town called Devapatana, in memory of her husband Devapāla Kshattriya, and settled down to the life of a nun at a convent built by her to the north of Pasupatīnāth, which bears her name to this day. Asoka treated Lalita Pātan as a place of great sanctity, erecting in it five great stūpas; one in the centre of the town, and four others outside the walls at the cardinal points. All these monuments still exist, and differ conspicuously from more recent edifices. Some minor buildings are also attributed to Asoka or his daughter 2.

Eastwards, the empire comprised the whole of Bengal as

---

1 Stein, Rājatarāṅgini, transl., vol. i, p. 19; vol. ii, pp. 409, 411. The position of Asoka's capital is probably that marked by the site known as Pāndṛthān, 'Old Town,' situated about three miles above modern Śrīnagar, to which the ancient name has been transferred.

2 Oldfield, Sketches from Nepal, ii, 198, 246-52; Ind. Ant. xiii. 412. The northern stūpa at Pātan is called Ipi Tūda by Mr. Bendall.
far as the mouths of the Ganges, where Tāmralipti (generally identified with the modern Tamluk) was the principal port. The strip of coast to the north of the Godāvari river, known as Kalinga, was annexed in 261 B.C. Further south, the Andhra kingdom, between the Godāvari and the Krishna (Kistna), appears to have been treated as a protected state, administered by its own Rājas.

On the south-east, the Palār river, the northern frontier of Extent of Empire may be regarded as the limit of the imperial jurisdiction. The Tamil states extending to the extremity of the Peninsula, and known as the Chola and Pāndya kingdoms, were certainly independent, as were the Kerala and Satyaputra states on the south-western, or Malabar coast. The southern frontier of the empire must have nearly coincided with the thirteenth degree of north latitude; or it may be described approximately as a line drawn from the mouth of the Palār river near Sadras on the eastern coast (N. lat. 12° 13' 15") through Bangalore (N. lat. 12° 58') to the river Chandragiri on the western coast (N. lat. 13° 15').

The wilder tribes on the north-western frontier and in the jungle tracts of the Vindhyā mountains separating Northern from Southern India seem to have enjoyed a limited autonomy under the suzerainty of the paramount power. The empire comprised therefore, in modern terminology, Afghanistan south of the Hindu Kush, Baluchistan, Sind, the valley of Kashmir, Nepal, the lower Himalaya, and the whole of India Proper, except the southern extremity.

The central regions seem to have been governed directly by Viceroys from Pātaliputra under the king's personal supervision. The outlying provinces were administered by members of the royal family, holding the rank of viceroys, of whom, apparently, (A Journey in Nepal, p. 12). Oldfield writes the name Epi, or Zimpi Tandu, and the Residency clerk writes it Impi. This building, although now inside the town, is outside the old line of walls. The topography of Pātan agrees remarkably in some respects with that of Kuṣinagara, as described by Hiuen Tsang, and I have sometimes felt inclined to identify the two places; but the difficulties in the way are apparently insuperable. Oldfield's account of the Asoka stūpas is worth reading, and a detailed survey of them is much to be desired. ¹ Rock Edicts II, XIII.
there were four. The ruler of the north-west was stationed at Taxila, and his jurisdiction may be assumed to have included the Panjāb, Sind, the countries beyond the Indus, and Kashmir. The eastern territories, including the conquered kingdom of Kalinga, were governed by a viceroy stationed at Tosali, the exact position of which has not been ascertained. The western provinces of Mālwa, Guzerāt, and Kathiāwar were under the government of a prince, whose head quarters were at the ancient city of Ujjain; and the southern provinces, beyond the Narbāda, were ruled by the fourth viceroy.

Buildings. Asoka was a great builder; and so deep was the impression made on the popular imagination by the extent and magnificence of his architectural works that legend credited him with the erection of eighty-four thousand stūpas, or sacred cupolas, within the space of three years. When Fa-hien, the first Chinese pilgrim, visited Pātaliputra, the capital, at the beginning of the fifth century A.D., in the reign of Chandra-gupta Vikramaśiṁhadeva, the palace of Asoka was still standing, and was deemed to have been wrought by supernatural agency.

"The royal palace and halls in the midst of the city, which exist now as of old, were all made by the spirits which he employed, and which piled up the stones, reared the walls and gates, and executed the elegant carving and inlaid sculpture work, in a way which no human hands of this world could accomplish."

These stately buildings have all vanished, and their remains lie buried for the most part beyond hope of recovery deep below the silt of the Ganges and Sōn rivers, overlaid by the East Indian railway, the city of Patna, and the civil station of Bankipore. Slight and desultory excavations have revealed enough to attest the substantial truth of the pilgrim’s enthusiastic description, and I have myself seen two huge and finely carved sandstone capitals—one with the acanthus-leaf ornament—dug up near Bankipore.

1 Minor Rock Edict, No. I order of the prince and magistrates (Brahmagiri text), was issued by at Suvarṇāgarī.” Dr. Fleet holds
The numerous and magnificent monasteries founded by Asoka have shared the fate of his palaces, and are ruined beyond recognition.

The only buildings of the Asokan period which have escaped destruction, and remain in a state of tolerable preservation, are those forming the celebrated group of śāltāpas, or cupolas, at and near Sāltā, in Central India, not very far from Ujjain, where Asoka held court as viceroy of the west before his accession to the throne. The elaborately carved gateways of the railing round the principal monument, which have been so often described and figured, may have been constructed to the order of the great Maurya, and are certainly not much later than his time.

The massive monolithic sandstone pillars, inscribed and un-inscribed, which Asoka erected in large numbers throughout the home provinces of the empire, some of which are fifty feet in height, and about fifty tons in weight, are not only worthy monuments of his magnificence, but also of the highest interest as the earliest known examples of the Indian stone-cutter's art in architectural forms. The style is Persian rather than Greek, and the mechanical execution is perfect.

The caves with highly polished walls excavated in the intensely hard quartzose gneiss of the Barābar hills near Gayā by order of Asoka, for the use of the Ajīvika ascetics, a penitential order closely connected with the Jains, recall Egyptian work by the mastery displayed over intractable material.

The most interesting monuments of Asoka are his famous inscriptions, more than thirty in number, incised upon rocks, boulders, cave-walls, and pillars, which supply the only safe foundation for the history of his reign, and must be briefly described before I can enter upon the discussion of his doctrine and policy. The more important documents which expound fully both his principles of government and his

*that Suvarnagiri was one of the hills (Sōngiri) at Old Rājagriha, to which Asoka retired after his supposed abdication.

1 The Ajīvikas were not Vaishnavas, as generally asserted (Bhandarkar, "Epigraphic Notes and Questions," in J. Bo. R. A. S., 1902).
The three Cave Inscriptions at Barābar in the Gayā district are merely brief dedications of costly cave dwellings for the use of a monastic sect known as Ajīvika, the members of which went about naked, and were noted for ascetic practices of the most rigorous kind. These records are chiefly of interest as a decisive proof that Asoka was sincere in his solemn declaration that he honoured all sects; for the Ajīvikas had little or nothing in common with the Buddhists, and were intimately connected with the Jains.

The two Tārā Pillar Inscriptions, although extremely brief, are of much interest for many reasons, one of which is that they prove beyond question the truth of the literary tradition that Asoka performed a solemn pilgrimage to the sacred spots of the Buddhist Holy Land. The Rummindeī, or Padaria, inscription, which is in absolutely perfect preservation, has the great merit of determining, beyond the possibility of doubt, the exact position of the famous Lumbini Garden, where, according to the legend, Gautama Buddha first saw the light. This determination either solves, or supplies the key to, a multitude of problems. The companion record at Nigliva, which is less perfectly preserved, gives the unexpected and interesting information that Asoka's devotion was not confined to Gautama Buddha, but included in its catholic embrace his predecessors, the 'former Buddhas'.

The Seven Pillar Edicts, issued in their complete form in the year 242 B.C., when Asoka had reigned for thirty years, and was nearing the close of his career of activity in worldly affairs, must be read along with the Fourteen Rock Edicts, to which they refer, and of which they may be

tack (Kātāk) District, Orissa; and (?) at Jaugāda in the Ganjām District, Madras. The last two places were included in Kalinga; and the two Kalinga Edicts are added as appendices to the Dhauli and Jaugāda texts. See map.

1 The Rummindeī ruins lie four miles inside the Nepalese border, and a little to the west of the Tilār river, in approximately E. long. 85° 11', N. lat. 23° 58'. Padaria is a neighbouring village. The Nigliva pillar, which apparently has been moved from its original position, now stands about thirteen miles to the north-west from Rummindeī. For facsimile of Rummindeī inscription, see Asoka, plate ii.
MINOR ROCK EDICTS

considered an appendix. The principles enunciated in the earlier instructions are reiterated and emphasized in the later; the regulations enforcing the sanctity of animal life are amplified and codified; and the series closes with the most valuable of all the documents, Pillar Edict No. VII, preserved on one monument only, which recounts in orderly fashion the measures adopted by the emperor in the course of his long reign to promote 'the growth of piety.'

The Supplementary Pillar Edicts are brief dedicatory records, more curious than important. 1

The Minor Rock Edicts, on the other hand, although of the Minor Rock Edicts small bulk, are in some respects the most interesting of the inscriptions, and until recently presented a puzzling enigma, or series of enigmas. By the efforts of many scholars, and especially of Dr. Fleet, the latest interpreter, the problem has been gradually solved, until little uncertainty as to the meaning of the documents remains. It now seems to be fairly well established that these Minor Rock Edicts were published thirty-eight complete years after Asoka's coronation, or about forty-one years after his accession, and that they must therefore be referred either to the year 282 or 281 B.C., the last year of the aged emperor's life. They are dated expressly 256 years after the death of Buddha, and thus fix that event as having occurred in or about the year 487 B.C., according to the belief current at the court of Pataliputra, only two centuries and a half after its occurrence. When thus interpreted these brief documents gain intense interest as the valedictory address of the dying emperor-monk to the people whom he loved to regard as his children. 2

1 The Pillar Edicts are found on two pillars at Delhi, one brought from Topra near Umballa, and the other from Meerut (Mírath); at Alláhábád; and at Lauriya-Araraj, Lauriá-Nandangarh, and Rám-purwa, in the Champáran District of Tirhút. Two supplementary edicts, the Queen's and the Kauśámbi, are added on the Alláhábád pillar, which was probably brought from Kauśámbi (for site of which see J. R. A. S., 1898, p. 503; 1904, p. 249). A document, much mutilated, but partly identical with the Kauśámbi Edict, is inscribed on a pillar at Sánci.

2 The first Minor Rock Edict is known in six recensions, namely, three in Northern Mysore at locali-
The extremely curious Bhabra Edict, which forms a class by itself, should be referred apparently to the same period as the Minor Rock Edicts, that is to say, to the closing years of Asoka’s life; when, although still retaining his imperial dignity, he had assumed the monastic robe and rule, and had abandoned the active direction of worldly affairs to others. This document, recorded, close to a recension of one of the Minor Rock Edicts, at a lonely monastery in the Rajputana hills, is an address by Asoka, as king of Magadha, to the Buddhist monastic order generally, directing the attention of monks and nuns, as well as of the laity, male and female, to seven passages of scripture deemed by the royal judgement to be specially edifying. But, while earnestly recommending devout meditation upon and profound study of these particular texts, the princely preacher is careful to add the explanation that ‘all that has been said by the Venerable Buddha has been well said,’ whereas the selection of texts is merely the work of the king’s individual judgement. The importance of this edict in the history of Buddhism cannot be easily overrated.

The foregoing summary exposition will perhaps suffice to enable the reader to form some notion of the extraordinary interest attaching to the unique series of inscriptions issued by Asoka between the years 257 and 231 B.C., which is the only safe foundation on which to build a history of his momentous reign. But tradition has its value as a secondary source of information, and a few words in explanation of the character of the traditional evidence for the Asokan history are indispensable.

The rank growth of legend which has clustered round the name of Asoka bears eloquent testimony to the commanding ties near one another, called Siddapura, Jatinga-Ramesvara (N. lat. 14° 30', E. long. 76° 48'), and Brahmagiri; at Sahasram in Western Bengal; Rupnath in the Central Provinces; and Bairat in Rajputana. The second Minor Rock Edict is added to the Mysore texts only. The Bhabra Edict is incised on a boulder found on the top of the Bairat hill, at the foot of which the Minor Rock Edicts were engraved. For bibliography of the Asoka inscriptions see Appendix H at end of this chapter.

1 The adjective Magadha is in the nominative, and must be construed as in the text (Dr. Bloch).
THE BIRTH-PLACE OF BUDDHA
(RUNNINDI PILLAR AND TEMPLE)
influence of his personality. In the Buddhist world his fame is as great as that of Charlemagne in mediaeval Europe, and the tangle of mythological legend which obscures the genuine history of Asoka may be compared in mass with that which drapes the figures of Alexander, Arthur, and Charlemagne. The Asokan legend is not all either fiction or myth, and includes some genuine historical tradition; but is no better suited to serve as the foundation of sober history than the stories of the Morte d'Arthur or Pseudo-Kallisthenes are adapted to form the bases of chronicles of the doings of the British champion or the Macedonian conqueror. This obvious canon of criticism has been forgotten by most writers upon the Maurya period, who have begun at the wrong end with the late legends, instead of at the right end with the contemporary inscriptions.

The legends have reached us in two main streams, the Two Ceylonese and the North-Indian. The accident that the Ceylonese varieties of the stories happen to be recorded in books which assume the form of chronicles with a detailed chronology, and have been known to European readers for seventy years, has given to the southern tales an illusory air of authenticity. The earliest of the Ceylonese chronicles, the Dipavamsa, which was probably compiled late in the fourth century A.D., is some six centuries posterior to the death of Asoka, and has little claim to be regarded as a first-rate authority.

The North-Indian legends are at least as old; but being recorded in fragments scattered through many books, Indian, Nepali, Chinese, and Tibetan, have received scant consideration. All legendary material must of course be used with extreme caution, and only as a supplement to authentic data; but a moment's consideration will show that legends preserved in Northern India, the seat of Asoka's imperial power, are more likely to transmit genuine tradition than those which reached the distant island of Ceylon in translations brought nobody knows how, when, or whence, and subsequently largely modified by local influences. This
presumption is verified when the two groups of legends are compared; and then it clearly appears that in certain matters of importance where they differ, the Northern version is distinctly the more credible.

APPENDIX H

The Inscriptions of Asoka; Bibliographical Note

The only edition purporting to give Asoka's edicts and miscellaneous inscriptions as a whole is the work published by M. Emile Senart in 1881 and 1886, which included all the documents known up to the latter date. But since then many new inscriptions have been discovered, and perfect reproductions of those known to M. Senart only in extremely faulty copies have been prepared and published, with the result that M. Senart's book, Les Inscriptions de Piyadasi, is now mostly obsolete, notwithstanding its many merits.

The only complete collection of translations into any language that is given in my little book, Asoka, the Buddhist Emperor of India (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1901); the versions in which were based upon Bühler's renderings, and now require revision in some passages.

A competent scholar could not be better employed than in producing a thoroughly satisfactory edition of the texts, accompanied by a complete translation, and equipped with adequate notes and dissertations, dealing with the palaeography, vocabulary, grammar, history, both political and religious, and all the other topics suggested by a minute study of these wonderful records; which may assert a reasonable claim to rank as the most remarkable and interesting group of inscriptions in the world.

I. The Fourteen Rock Edicts.
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vol. ii), pp. 98-127; but the translations there given are obsolete.

II. The Kalinga Edicts.


III. The Cave Inscriptions.

Bühler—edited, transcribed, and translated them, with facsimiles, in Ind. Ant., vol. xx, p. 361. This, the only good edition, includes the Daśaratha inscriptions in the Nāgarjuni caves.

IV. The Tarāi Pillar Inscriptions.


V. The Seven Pillar Edicts.


VI. Supplementary Pillar Edicts.

Bühler edited, transcribed, and translated the Sāñchi Edict, with facsimile, in Epigr. Ind., vol. ii, p. 87, and revised it, ibid. p. 367. Senart gave revised transcript and translation of the Queen's Edict in Ind. Ant., vol. xviii (1889), p. 308; and transcribed the imperfect Kauśāmbi Edict, ibid. p. 309. Modified facsimiles of both these inscriptions are given by Cunningham, Corpus, pl. xxii.

VII. The Minor Rock Edicts.

Bühler edited, transcribed, and translated the Siddāpura recensions, with facsimiles and references to earlier publications, in Epigr. Ind., vol. iii, pp. 135-42. He also edited, transcribed,
and translated, with facsimiles, the Sahasrām, Rūpnāth, and Bairāt recensions in *Ind. Ant.*, vol. vi, p. 155, and xxii, p. 299. Both these articles must be read together. See also ibid. xxvi, 334. Important changes in reading and translation have been proposed by Dr. Fleet in *J. R. A. S.*, 1903, p. 829, and ibid., 1904, pp. 1–26, 355.

VIII. The Bhābrā Edict.


Casts and photographs. For list of casts of the inscriptions in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, see *Asoka*, Appendix, p. 196. Mr. Caddy describes the tour undertaken for the purpose of preparing those casts in *Proc. A. S. B.* for 1895, pp. 152–69.

CHAPTER VII

ASOKA MAURYA (CONTINUED); AND HIS SUCCESSORS

The edicts are devoted mainly to the exposition, inculcation, and enforcement of a scheme of practical ethics, or rule of conduct, which Asoka called Dhamma. No English word or phrase is exactly equivalent to the Prakrit dhamma (Sanskrit dharma), but the expression Law of Piety, or simply Piety, comes tolerably close to the meaning of the Indian term. The validity of this Law of Piety is assumed in the edicts, and no attempt is made to found it upon any theological or metaphysical basis. Theological ideas are simply ignored by Asoka, as they were by his master, Gautama; and the current Hindu philosophy of rebirth, inaccurately called metempsychosis, is taken for granted, and forms the background of the ethical teaching.

The leading tenet of Asoka’s Buddhism, as of the cognate Jain system, and some varieties of Brahmanical Hinduism, was a passionate, uncompromising belief in the sanctity of animal life. The doctrine of the absolute, unconditional right of the meanest animal to retain the breath of life until the latest moment permitted by nature, is that of the edicts; and was based upon the belief that all living creatures, including men, animals, gods, and demons, form links in an endless chain of existence, or rather of ‘becoming’.

The being that is now a god in heaven may be reborn in the course of aeons as an insect; and the insect, in its turn, may work up to the rank of a god. This belief, associated with the other two characteristic doctrines of Buddhism is that ‘all the constituents of being are transitory’ (vatta pitus); the second, that they are all misery; and the third, that they are lacking in an Ego (Warren, Buddhism in Translations, p. xiv).
with the faith that the mode of rebirth is conditioned by
the *karma*, the net ethical result, or balance of good or
evil of the life of each creature at the moment of its
termination, lies deep down at the roots of Indian thought,
and is inseparably bound up with almost every form of
Indian religion. Sometimes it is combined with theories
which recognize the existence of a personal soul, but it is
also firmly held by persons who utterly deny all forms of
the soul theory.

It is easy to understand that believers in ideas of this
kind may be led logically to regard the life of an insect as
entitled to no less respect than that of a man. In practice,
indeed, the sanctity of animal was placed above that of
human life; and the absurd spectacle was sometimes wit­
essed of a man being put to death for killing an animal,
or even for eating meat. The most pious Buddhist and
Jain kings had no hesitation about inflicting capital punis­
ment upon their subjects, and Asoka himself continued to
sanction the death penalty throughout his reign. He was
content to satisfy his humanitarian feelings by a slight
mitigation of the sanguinary penal code inherited from his
stem grandfather in conceding to condemned prisoners three
days’ grace to prepare for death ¹.

In early life Asoka is believed to have been a Brahmanical
Hindu, specially devoted to Siva, a god who delights in
bloody sacrifices; and he had consequently no scruple about
the shedding of blood. Thousands of living creatures used
to be slain on the occasion of a banquet (*samāja*) to supply
the kitchens of the overgrown royal household with curries
for a single day. As he became gradually imbued with the
spirit of Buddhist teaching, this wholesale daily slaughter
became abominable in his eyes, and was stopped; only three
living creatures at the most, namely, two peacocks and one
deer, being killed each day; and in 257 B.C., even this limited
butchery was put an end to ².

¹ *Pillar Edict IV.*  
² *Rock Edict I.*  

Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar’s comments in *Epigraphic Notes and Questions* (J.Bo. K. A. S., 1902) deserve attention.
SANCTITY OF ANIMAL LIFE

Two years earlier, in 259 B.C., Asoka had abolished the royal hunt, which formed such an important element in the amusements of his grandfather's court. "In times past," he observes, "their Majesties were wont to go out on pleasure-tours, during which hunting and other similar amusements used to be practised." But His Sacred and Gracious Majesty no longer cared for such frivolous outings, and had substituted for them solemn progresses devoted to inspection of the country and people, visits and largess to holy men, and preaching and discussion of the Law of Piety).

As time went on, Asoka's passionate devotion to the Code of doctrine of the sanctity of animal life grew in intensity; and, in 243 B.C., resulted in the production of a stringent code of regulations applicable to all classes of the population throughout the empire, without distinction of creed. Many kinds of animals were absolutely protected from slaughter in any circumstances; and the slaying of animals commonly used for food by the flesh-eating population, although not totally prohibited, was hedged round by severe restrictions. On fifty-six specified days in the year, killing under any pretext was categorically forbidden; and in many ways the liberty of the subject was very seriously contracted. While Asoka lived, these regulations were, no doubt, strictly enforced by the special officers appointed for the purpose; and it is not unlikely that deliberate breach of the more important regulations was visited with the capital penalty.

The second cardinal doctrine inculcated and insisted on by Asoka was that of the obligation of reverence to parents, elders, and preceptors. Conversely, superiors, while receiving their due of reverence, were required to treat their inferiors, including servants, slaves, and all living creatures, with kindness and consideration. As a corollary to these obligations, men were taught that the spirit which inspires reverence on the one side, and kindness on the other, should further induce them to behave with courteous decorum to

1 Rock Edict VIII. The formula, 'His Sacred and Gracious Majesty,' is a fair equivalent of *devānapīya piyadasi.*

2 Pillar Edict V.
relatives, ascetics, and Brahmins, and likewise to practise liberality to the same classes, as well as to friends and acquaintances.

The third primary duty laid upon men was that of truthfulness. These three guiding principles are most concisely formulated in the Second Minor Rock Edict, which may be quoted in full:

‘Thus saith His Majesty:

“Father and mother must be obeyed; similarly, respect for living creatures must be enforced; truth must be spoken. These are the virtues of the Law of Piety which must be practised. Similarly, the teacher must be reverenced by the pupil, and proper courtesy must be shown to relations. This is the ancient standard of piety—this leads to length of days, and according to this men must act.”’

Among secondary duties, a high place was given to that of showing toleration for and sympathy with the beliefs and practices of others; and a special edict, No. XII of the Rock series, was devoted to the exposition of this topic. The subjects of the imperial moralist were solemnly warned to abstain from speaking evil of their neighbours’ faith; remembering that all forms of religion alike aim at the attainment of self-control and purity of mind, and are thus in agreement about essentials, however much they may differ in externals. In connexion with these instructions, men were admonished that all ‘extravagance and violence of language’ should be carefully avoided.

Asoka openly avowed his readiness to act upon these latitudinarian principles by doing reverence to men of all sects, whether ascetics or householders, by means of donations and in other ways. The Cave Inscriptions, which record costly gifts bestowed upon the Ajīvikas, a sect of self-mortifying ascetics, more nearly allied to the Jains than the Buddhists, testify that Asoka, like many other ancient kings of India, really adopted the policy of universal toleration and concurrent endowment.

But his toleration, although perfectly genuine, must be
understood with two limitations. In the first place, all Indian religions, with which alone Asoka was concerned, had much in common, and were all alike merely variant expressions of Hindu modes of thought and feeling. There was no such gap dividing them as that which yawns between Islam and Purānic Brahmanism. In the second place, the royal toleration, although perfect as regarding beliefs, did not necessarily extend to all overt practices. Sacrifices involving the death of a victim, which are absolutely indispensable for the correct worship of some of the gods, were categorically prohibited, at least at the capital, from an early period in the reign\(^1\); and were further restricted, in all parts of the empire, by the code promulgated later in the Pillar Edicts. The conscientious objector was not permitted to allege his conscience as a justification for acts disapproved on principle by the government. Men might believe what they liked, but must do as they were told.

While almsgiving was commended, the higher doctrine was taught that ‘there is no such charity as the charitable gift of the Law of Piety; no such distribution as the distribution of piety\(^2\).’ The sentiment recurs in curiously similar language in Cromwell’s earliest extant letter. He wrote from St. Ives:—‘Building of hospitals provides for men’s bodies; to build material temples is judged a work of piety; but they that procure spiritual food, they that build up spiritual temples, they are the men truly charitable, truly pious\(^3\).’

Asoka cared little for ritual, and was inclined to look with some scorn upon ordinary ceremonies, which are, as he observes, ‘of doubtful efficacy.’ Just as true charity consists in a man’s efforts to diffuse a knowledge of the Law of Piety among his fellow creatures, so true ceremonial consists in the fulfilment of that law, which ‘bears great fruit’; and includes kind treatment of slaves and servants, honour to teachers, respect for life, and liberality to ascetics and

\(^1\) Rock Edict I.  
\(^2\) Rock Edict XI.  
\(^3\) Letter dated Jan. 11, 1635, in Carlyle’s edition.
Brahmans. These things, with others of the same kind, are called ‘the ceremonial of piety.’

Virtues inculcated.

The preacher looked to men’s hearts rather than to their outward acts, and besought his congregation, the inhabitants of a vast empire, to cultivate the virtues of ‘compassion, liberality, truth, purity, gentleness, and saintliness.’ He hoped that the growth of piety would be promoted by the imperial regulations devised for that purpose; but, while enforcing those regulations with all the power of an autocrat, he relied more upon the meditations of individuals, stimulated by his teaching. ‘Of these two means,’ he says, ‘pious regulations are of small account, whereas meditation is of greater value.’

Official propaganda.

Notwithstanding his avowal of the comparative powerlessness of regulations, the emperor did not neglect to provide official machinery for the promulgation of his doctrine, and the enforcement of his orders. All the officers of State, whom, in modern phraseology, we may call Lieutenant-Governors, Commissioners, and District Magistrates, were commanded to make use of opportunities during their periodical tours for convoking assemblies of the lieges, and instructing them in the whole duty of man. Certain days in the year were particularly set apart for this duty, and the officials were directed to perform it in addition to their ordinary work.

Censors.

A special agency of Censors was also organized for the purpose of enforcing the regulations concerning the sanctity of animal life, and the observance of filial piety, in the most extended sense. These officers were expressly enjoined to concern themselves with all sects, and with every class of society, not excluding the royal family; while separate officials were charged with the delicate duty of supervising female morals. In practice, this system must have led to much espionage and tyranny; and, if we may judge from the proceedings of kings in later ages, who under-

---

1 Rock Edict IX.  
2 Pillar Edict VII.  
3 Rock Edict III; the Kalininga  
4 Rock Edicts V, XII; Pillar Edict VII.
took a similar task, the punishments inflicted for breach of the imperial regulations must have been terribly severe.

It is recorded by contemporary testimony that in the seventh century King Harsha, who obviously aimed at copying closely the institutions of Asoka, did not shrink from inflicting capital punishment without hope of pardon on any person who dared to infringe his commands by slaying any living thing, or using flesh as food in any part of his dominions.

In the twelfth century, Kumārapāla, king of Gujārāt in Western India, after his conversion to Jainism in 1159 A.D. took up the doctrine of the sanctity of animal life with the most inordinate zeal, and imposed savage penalties upon violators of his rules. An unlucky merchant, who had committed the atrocious crime of cracking a louse, was brought before the special court at Anhilwāra, and punished by the confiscation of his whole property, the proceeds of which were devoted to the building of a temple. Another wretch, who had outraged the sanctity of the capital by bringing in a dish of raw meat, was put to death. The special court constituted by Kumārapāla had functions similar to those of Asoka’s Censors, and the working of the later institution sheds much light upon the unrecorded proceedings of the earlier one.

More modern parallels to Asoka’s Censors are not lacking. In 1876, when a pious Mahārāja was in power in Kashmir, breaches of the commandments of the Hindu scriptures were treated by the State as offences, and investigated by a special court composed of five eminent pundits, belonging to families in which the office was hereditary, who determined appropriate penalties.

Up to the middle of the nineteenth century, and possibly until a later date, similar hereditary Brahman officers

---

1 Beal, Records, i, 214.  
exercised jurisdiction over offenders charged with breaches of caste rules in Khândesh, the Deccan, and some parts of the Konkan, and imposed suitable expiation in the shape of fine, penance, or excommunication.

These cases, ancient and modern, are sufficient to prove that when Asoka made an innovation by appointing Censors, officers who 'had never been appointed in all the long ages past,' the new departure was in accordance with Hindu notions, and was consequently readily imitated in later times by rulers of various religions.

The practical piety of Asoka was exhibited in many works of benevolence, on which he dwells with evident pleasure and satisfaction. His theory of true charity did not hinder him from bestowing liberal alms. The distribution of the charitable grants made by the sovereign and members of the royal family was carefully supervised both by the Censors and other officials, who seem to have been organized in a Royal Almoner's department.

Special attention was devoted to the needs of travellers, which have at all times evoked the sympathy of pious Indians. The provision made for wayfarers, including the dumb animals, who were never forgotten by Asoka, is best described in the monarch's own words:—'On the roads,' he says, 'I have had banyan-trees planted to give shade to man and beast; I have had groves of mango-trees planted; and at every half kós I have had wells dug; rest-houses have been erected; and numerous watering-places have been prepared here and there for the enjoyment of man and beast.' Distances were carefully marked by pillars erected at convenient intervals, ever since Chandragupta's time.

The lively sympathy of Asoka with his suffering fellow creatures, human and animal, also found expression in the extensive provision of relief for the sick. Arrangements for the healing of man and beast were provided not only throughout all provinces of the empire, but also in the friendly

---

2 *Rock Edicts V, XII; Pillar Edict VII; Queen's Edict.*
3 *Pillar Edict VII; Rock Edict II.*
independent kingdoms of Southern India and Hellenistic Asia; medicinal herbs and drugs, wherever lacking, being planted, imported, and supplied as needed.

The animal hospitals, which existed recently, and may still exist, at Bombay and Surat, may be regarded as either survivals or copies of the institutions founded by the Maurya monarch. The following account of the Surat hospital, as it was maintained late in the eighteenth century, would probably have been applicable with little change to the prototype at Pataliputra.

"The most remarkable institution in Surat is the Banyan Hospital, of which we have no description more recent than 1780. It then consisted of a large piece of ground enclosed by high walls, and subdivided into several courts or wards for the accommodation of animals. In sickness they were attended with the greatest care, and here found a peaceful asylum for the infirmities of old age.

"When an animal broke a limb, or was otherwise disabled, his owner brought him to the hospital, where he was received without regard to the caste or nation of his master. In 1772, this hospital contained horses, mules, oxen, sheep, goats, monkeys, poultry, pigeons, and a variety of birds; also an aged tortoise, which was known to have been there seventy-five years. The most extraordinary ward was that appropriated for rats, mice, bugs, and other noxious vermin for whom suitable food was provided."

The active official propaganda carried on by various Foreign agencies throughout the empire and protected states did not satisfy the zeal of Asoka; who burned with a desire to diffuse the blessings of both his ethical system and distinctive Buddhist teaching in all the independent kingdoms with which he was in touch; and with this purpose organized an efficient system of foreign missions worked under his personal supervision, the results of which are visible to this day. His conception of the idea of foreign missions on a grand scale are divided between the Jain and Vaishnava religions, both of which vie with Buddhism in an exaggerated regard for the sanctity of animal life.

1 Rock Edict II.
2 Hamilton, Description of Hindostan (1830), vol. i, p. 718, quarto ed. The 'Banyan,' or mercantile castes, who supported the hospital,
was absolutely original, and produced a well-considered and successful scheme, carried out with method and thoroughness in conjunction and harmony with his measures of domestic propaganda.

Before the year 256 B.C., when the Rock Edicts were published collectively, the royal missionaries had been dispatched to all the protected states and tribes on the frontiers of the empire, to the independent kingdoms of Southern India, to Ceylon, and to the Hellenistic monarchies of Syria, Egypt, Cyrene, Macedonia, and Epirus, then governed respectively by Antiochos Theos, Ptolemy Philadelphos, Magas, Antigonos Gonatas, and Alexander. The missionary organization thus embraced three continents, Asia, Africa, and Europe.

The protected states and tribes brought in this way within the circle of Buddhist influence included the Kambôjas of Tibet¹, with other Himalayan nations; the Gandhâras and Yavanas of the Kâbul valley and regions still further west; the Bhojas, Pulindas, and Pitînikas dwelling among the hills of the Vindhyâ range and Western Ghâts²; and the Andhra kingdom between the Krishnâ and Godâvari rivers.

The Dravidian peoples of the extreme south, below the thirteenth degree of latitude, being protected by their remoteness, had escaped annexation to the northern empire. In Asoka’s time their territories formed four independent kingdoms, the Chola, Pândya, Keralaputra, and Satiyaputra. The capital of the Chola kingdom was probably Uriyûr, or Old Trichinopoly, and that of the Pândya realm was doubtless Korkai in the Tinnevelly District. The Keralaputra state comprised the Malabar coast south of the Chandragiri river, and the Satiyaputra country may be identified with the region where the Tulu language is spoken, of which Mangalore is the centre. With all these kingdoms Asoka was on

¹ Nepalese tradition applies the name Kambôja-desa to Tibet (Foucher, Iconographie bouddhiques, p. 134).
² Pitînikas, probably at Paithan on Upper Godâvari; Bhojas, nearer the Narmadâ, or perhaps towards the Konkan coast (Bomb. Gaz., vol. i, part ii, p. 277); Pulindas, among the Vindhyâ hills near the Narmadâ (ibid., p. 138).
such friendly terms that he was at liberty to send his missionaries to preach to the people, and even to found monasteries in several places. One such institution was established by his younger brother Mahendra in the Tanjore District, where its ruins were still visible nine hundred years later.

An ancient Chinese writer assures us that 'according to the laws of India, when a king dies, he is succeeded by his eldest son (Kumārarāja); the other sons leave the family and enter a religious life, and they are no longer allowed to reside in their native kingdom.' This compulsory withdrawal from secular affairs did not necessarily imply the disappearance of the younger brother into obscurity. The church in India, especially Buddhist India, as in Roman Catholic Europe, offered a career to younger sons, and the able ecclesiastic sometimes attained higher fame than his royal relative. Mahendra's assumption of the yellow robe, in accordance with the rule above stated, was, in the first instance, probably due to political necessity rather than to free choice; but, whatever motive may have led him to adopt the monastic life, he became a devout and zealous monk and a most successful missionary.

When Asoka determined to extend his propaganda to Ceylon, he selected as head of the mission his monk brother, who probably was already settled at his monastery in Southern India, and thence crossed over to Ceylon with his four colleagues. The teaching of the preachers, backed as it was by the influence of a monarch so powerful as Asoka, was speedily accepted by King Tissa of Ceylon and the members of his court, and the new religion soon gained a hold on the affections of the people at large. Mahendra spent the rest of his life in Ceylon, and devoted himself to the establishment and organization of the Buddhist church in the island, where he is revered as a saint. His ashes rest under a great cupola or stūpa at Mihintale, one of the most remarkable among the many notable Buddhist monuments which are the glory of Ceylon.

1 Beal, Records, ii, 231.
2 Mā-t'wan-lin, cited in Ind. Ant. ix, 22.
The Mahāvamsa chronicle, which gives a list of Asoka's missionaries and the countries to which they were deputed, makes no mention of the missions to the Tamil kingdoms of Southern India. This reticence is probably to be explained by the fierce hostility between the Sinhalese and the Tamils of the mainland, which lasted for centuries. If I am right in believing that Mahendra migrated from his monastery near Tanjore to the island; this fact would have been most distasteful to the monks of the Great Vihāra, who could not bear to think that they were indebted to a resident among the hated Tamils for instruction in the rudiments of the faith, and much preferred that people should believe their religion to have come direct from the Holy Land of Buddhism. Some motive of this kind seems to have originated the Sinhalese legend of Mahendra, who is represented as an illegitimate son of Asoka, and is said to have been followed by a sister named Sanghamitā (‘Friend of the Order’), who did for the nuns of Ceylon all that her brother did for the monks. This legend, which is overlaid by many marvellous inventions, is fiction. The true version, representing Mahendra as the younger brother of Asoka, was well remembered at the imperial capital Pātaliputra, where Fa-hien, at the beginning of the fifth century, was shown the hermitage of Asoka’s saintly brother; and it was still the only version known to Huen Tsang in the seventh century. Even when the latter pilgrim took down the Sinhalese legends from the lips of the island monks whom he met at Kānci, he applied the stories to the brother, not to the son of Asoka.

The Mahāvamsa seems also to err in attributing to Asoka the dispatch of missionaries to Pegu (Sovanabhūmi). No such mission is mentioned in the inscriptions, and it is very improbable that Asoka had any dealings with the countries to the east of the Bay of Bengal. His face was turned westwards towards the Hellenistic kingdoms. The Ceylon form of Buddhism appears to have been introduced into Burma and Pegu at a very much later date; and there is

reason to believe that the earliest Burmese Buddhism was of the Tantric Mahāyāna type, imported direct from Northern India many centuries after Asoka's time.  

Unfortunately no definite record has been preserved of the fortunes of the Buddhist missions in the Hellenistic kingdoms of Asia, Africa, and Europe; nor are the names of the missionaries known. The influence of Buddhist doctrine on the heretical Gnostic sects appears to be undoubted; and many writers have suspected that more orthodox forms of Christian teaching owe some debt to the lessons of Gautama; but the subject is too obscure for discussion in these pages.

It is, however, certain that Asoka, by his comprehensive and well-planned measures of evangelization, succeeded in transforming the doctrine of a local Indian sect into one of the great religions of the world. The personal ministry of Gautama Buddha was confined to a comparatively small area, comprising about four degrees of latitude and as many of longitude, between Gayā, Allāhabād, and the Himalaya. Within these limits he was born, lived, and died. When he died, about 487 B.C., Buddhism was merely a sect of Hinduism, unknown beyond very restricted limits, and with no better apparent chance of survival than that enjoyed by many other contemporary sects now long-forgotten.

The effective organization of the monastic system by the Buddhists was probably the means of keeping their system alive and in possession of considerable influence in the Gangetic valley for the two centuries and a quarter which elapsed between the death of Gautama and the conversion of Asoka. His imperial patronage, gradually increasing as his faith grew in intensity, made the fortune of Buddhism, and raised it to the position which enables it still to dispute with Christianity the first place among the religions of the world, so far as the number of believers is concerned.

Asoka did not attempt to destroy either Brahmanical Buddhism or Jainism; but his prohibition of bloody sacri-

fices, the preference which he openly avowed for Buddhism, and his active propaganda undoubtedly brought his favourite doctrine to the front, and established it as the dominant religion both in India and Ceylon. It still retains that position in the southern island, but has vanished from the land of its birth, and has failed to retain its grasp upon many of its distant conquests.

Still, notwithstanding many failures, fluctuations, developments, and corruptions, Buddhism now commands, and will command for countless centuries to come, the devotion of hundreds of millions of men. This great result is the work of Asoka alone, and entitles him to rank for all time with that small body of men who may be said to have changed the faith of the world.

The obvious comparison of Asoka with Constantine has become a commonplace, but, like most historical parallels, it is far from exact. Christianity, when the emperor adopted it as the state creed, was already a power throughout the Roman Empire, and Constantine's adherence was rather an act of submission to an irresistible force than one of patronage to an obscure sect. Buddhism, on the contrary, when Asoka accorded to it his invaluable support, was but one of many sects struggling for existence and survival, and without any pretension to dictate imperial policy. His personal action, probably prompted and directed by his teacher Upagupta, was the direct cause of the spread of the doctrine beyond the limits of India; and, if a Christian parallel must be sought, his work is comparable with that of Saint Paul, rather than with that of Constantine.

Upagupta, to whom the conversion of Asoka is ascribed, is said to have been the son of Gupta, a perfumer, and to have been born either at Benares or Mathurā. Probably he was a native of the latter city, where the monastery built by him still existed in the seventh century. Tradition also associated his name with Sind, in which country he is said to have made frequent missionary journeys.¹

¹ Beal, Records, i, 182; ii, 68, p. 142; Cunningham, Reports, xx, 273; Growse, Mathurā, 3rd ed., 33. The identity of Tissa, son of
The vigorous and effective action taken by Asoka to propagate his creed and system of morals is conclusive proof of his absolute honesty of purpose, and justifies the modern reader in giving full credence to the devout professions made by him in the edicts. "Work I must," he observed, "for the public benefit"; and work he did. The world still enjoys the fruit of his labours; and his words, long lost, but now restored to utterance, ring with the sound of sincerity and truth.

Asoka was a hard-working king, as unwearied in business and industry as Philip II of Spain, ready to receive reports 'at any hour and any place,' and yet dissatisfied with the outcome of his industry. 'I am never,' he laments, 'fully satisfied with my exertions and dispatch of business.' Probably he worked too hard, and would have effected still more if he had done less. But his ideal of duty was high, and like the Stoic philosopher, he felt bound to obey the law of his nature, and to toil on, be the result success or failure.

The character of Asoka must be deduced from his words. The style is of the man, and I firmly believe that the edicts express his thoughts in his own words. They are written in a style far too peculiar and distinctive to be the work of a Secretary of State, and are alive with personal feeling. No secretary would have dared to put in his master's mouth the passionate expressions of remorse for the misery caused by the Kalinga war, leading up to the resolve to eschew aggressive warfare for the rest of his life, and the declaration that 'although a man do him an injury, His Majesty holds that it must be patiently borne, as far as it possibly can be borne.'

The edicts reveal Asoka as a man who sought to combine the piety of the monk with the wisdom of the king, and to make India the kingdom of righteousness as he conceived it, a theocracy without a God; in which the government should

Moggali, the hero of the Ceylon tales, with the real personage Upagupta has been demonstrated by Lt.-Col. Waddell (J. A. S. B., 1897, part i, p. 76; Proc. A. S. B., 1899, p. 70). There is no reason to identify Tissa with the Mogaliputa of the Sâñchi relic caskets (Bhilsa Topas, pp. 115, 120).

1 Rock Edict XIII.
act the part of Providence, and guide the people in the right way. Every man, he maintained, must work out his own salvation, and eat the fruit of his deeds. ‘The fruit of exertion is not to be obtained by the great man only; because even the small man by exertion can win for himself much heavenly bliss; and for this purpose was given the precept—“Let small and great exert themselves.’” The government could point out the road, but each man must travel it for himself.

Reverence, compassion, truthfulness, and sympathy were the virtues which he inculcated; irreverence, cruelty, falsehood, and intolerance were the vices which he condemned. The preacher was no mere sermon-writer. He was a man of affairs, versed in the arts of peace and war, the capable ruler of an immense empire, a great man, and a great king.

Asoka, like all Oriental monarchs, was a polygamist, and had at least two consorts, who ranked as queens. The name of the second of these ladies, Kārvākī, is preserved in a brief edict signifying the royal pleasure that her charitable donations should be regarded by all officials concerned as her act and deed, redounding to her accumulation of merit. She is described as the mother of IlYara, who may be considered as a favourite child of the aged emperor at the time the edict was issued, late in his reign.

Tradition avers that his faithful chief queen for many years was named Asandhimitrā, and that when she died, and Asoka was old, he married a dissolute young woman named Tishyarakhitā; concerning whom and her step-son Kunāla, the old folk-lore tale, known to the Greeks as that of Phaedra and Hippolytus, is related with much imaginative embellishment. But folk-lore is not history, and the pathetic story of the blinded Kunāla must not be read or criticized as matter-of-fact narrative. The legend appears in diverse forms with various names.

Another son of Asoka, named Jalauka, who plays a large part in Kashmir tradition, although rather a shadowy per-

1 Minor Rock Edict I (Rūpānāth)
Dasaratha, sonage, has more appearance of reality than Kunala. He was reputed to have been an active and vigorous king of Kashmir, who expelled certain intrusive foreigners, and conquered the plains as far as Kanauj. He was hostile to Buddhism and devoted to the worship of Siva and the Divine Mothers, in whose honour he and his queen, Isanadevi, erected many temples at places which can be identified. But the story of Jalauka, notwithstanding the topographical details, is essentially legendary, and no independent corroboration of the Kashmir tradition has been discovered.

Tivara, the son mentioned in the Queen’s Edict, is not heard of again, and may have predeceased his father. Dasaratha, the grandson of Asoka, who is described in the Vishnu Purana as the son of Suyasa, or Suparsva, was certainly a reality, being known from brief dedicatory inscriptions on the walls of cave-dwellings at the Nagarauni Hills, which he bestowed upon the Ajivikas, as his grandfather had done in the neighbouring Barabar Hills. The script, language, and style of Dasaratha’s records prove that his date was very close to that of Asoka, whom probably he directly succeeded. Assuming this to be the fact, the accession of Dasaratha may be dated in 231 B.C. His reign appears to have been short, and is allotted (under other names) eight years in two of the Puranas.

The whole duration of the Maurya dynasty according to Puranic authority was 137 years, and if this period be accepted and reckoned from the accession of Chandragupta in 321 B.C., the dynasty must have come to an end in 184 B.C., which date is certainly approximately correct. Four princes who succeeded Dasaratha, and each reigned for a few years, are mere names. The empire seems to have broken up very soon after Asoka’s death, his descendants, whose names are recorded in the Puranic lists, retain-

---

1 Stein, transl. Rajatarangini, bk. i, vv. 108–52. One of the confused Tibetan traditions assigns eleven sons to Asoka (Schiefner, Taranath, p. 43).
2 Sangata, Sališūka, Somasarman, Satadhanvan. The existence of Sališūka is confirmed by the early astronomical work, the Gāryā Samhitā, which alludes to him in the well-known historical passage, quoted post, p. 193.
ing only Magadha and the neighbouring home provinces. The Andhra protected state between the Krishnā and Godāvari rivers was among the earliest defections, and rapidly grew into a powerful kingdom, stretching right across India, as will be narrated in the next chapter. The last king of the imperial Maurya line, a weak prince named Brihadratha, was treacherously assassinated by his commander-in-chief, Pushyamitra.

But descendants of the great Asoka continued as local Rājas in Magadha for many centuries; the last of them being Pūrna-varman, who was nearly contemporary with the Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Tsang, in the seventh century\(^1\).

Petty Maurya dynasties, probably connected in some way with the imperial line, ruled in the Konkan, between the Western Ghats and the sea, and some other parts of Western India, during the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries, and are frequently mentioned in inscriptions\(^2\).

---

# THE MAURYA DYNASTY

## CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR B.C.</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>326 or 325</td>
<td>Chandragupta Maurya in his youth met Alexander the Great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 325</td>
<td>Alexander quitted India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 324</td>
<td>Alexander, while in Karmania, received of the murder of his satrap Philippos, in India; and placed Eudamos and Ambhi, king of Taxila, in charge of the Indian provinces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June, 323</td>
<td>Death of Alexander at Babylon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 323-322</td>
<td>Revolt of Panjab under Chandragupta Maurya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>Destruction of Nanda dynasty of Magadha; accession of Chandragupta Maurya as emperor of India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>Second partition of Alexander’s empire at Triparadeisos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Seleukos Nikator compelled by Antigonos to retire to Egypt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>Recovery of Babylon by Seleukos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 1, 312</td>
<td>Establishment of Seleukidan era.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>Assumption by Seleukos of title of king.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305 or 304</td>
<td>Invasion of India by Seleukos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>Defeat of Seleukos by Chandragupta; treaty of peace; cession of a large part of Ariana by Seleukos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303-301</td>
<td>March of Seleukos against Antigonos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>Megasthenes ambassador of Seleukos at Pataliputra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Defeat and death of Antigonos at Ipsos in Phrygia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circa 296</td>
<td>Accession of Bindusara Amitraghata as emperor of India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>Deimachos ambassador of Seleukos at Pataliputra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>Ptolemy Philadelphos, king of Egypt, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>Seleukos Nikator, king of Syria, d.; Antiochos Soter, his son, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278 or 277</td>
<td>Antigonos Gonatas, king of Macedonia, grandson of Antiochos I, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>Alexander, king of Epirus, son of Pyrrhus, and opponent of Antigonos Gonatas, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>Accession of Asoka-vardhana as emperor of India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269</td>
<td>Coronation (abhisheka) of Asoka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>Outbreak of First Punic War.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Conquest of Kalinga by Asoka; Antiochos Theos, king of Syria, son of Antiochos Soter, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>Asoka abolished hunting, instituted tours devoted to works of piety, and dispatched missionaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Magas, king of Cyréné, half-brother of Ptolemy Philadelphos, died; (?) Alexander, king of Epirus, died.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>Rock Edicts III and IV of Asoka, who instituted quinquennial official progresses for propagation of Law of Piety (dharma), and dedicated cave-dwellings at Barabara for the use of the Ajivikas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year B.C.</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>Publication of complete series of Fourteen Rock Edicts, and of the Kalinga Borderers' Edict by Asoka, who appointed Censors of the Law of Piety (dharma-mahā-mdāra).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>Asoka enlarged for the second time the stūpa of Konākamana Buddha near Kapilavastu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>Dedication by Asoka of a third cave-dwelling at Barābar for the use of the Ajivikas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>Pilgrimage of Asoka to Buddhist holy places; erection of pillars at Lumbini Garden and a stūpa of Konākamana; (?) his visit to Nepal, and foundation of Lalita Pātān; his daughter Chārmati becomes a nun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>Ptolemy Philadelphos, king of Egypt, died.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247 or 246</td>
<td>Antiochos Theos, king of Syria, grandson of Seleukos Nikator, died; revolt about this time of Diodotos (Theodotus), and separation of Bactria from the Seleukidan empire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>Composition by Asoka of Pillar Edict VI, confirming the Rock Edicts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>Publication by Asoka of complete series of Seven Pillar Edicts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242 or 239</td>
<td>Antigonos Gonatas, king of Macedonia, died.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>Close of First Punic War; rise of the kingdom of Pergamum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?240?</td>
<td>Supplementary Pillar Edicts of Asoka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?232-231</td>
<td>Publication of Minor Rock Edicts and Bhābhrā Edict; Asoka died; Dāsārathā (Kuśāla, Vāyu P.), emperor of India, acc., and dedicated Nāgārjunī caves to the Ajivikas; break-up of Maurya empire began.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?224?</td>
<td>Sangata Maurya, king (Bandhupālitā, Vāyu P.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?216</td>
<td>Śāliśūka Maurya, king (Indrapālitā, Vāyu P.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?206</td>
<td>Somasarman Maurya, king (Daśavarmāna, or Devavarman (Vāyu P.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184?</td>
<td>Pushyamitra Sunga, acc., having slain Brihadratha; final destruction of Maurya Empire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The names of the successors of Asoka are taken from the Viṣṇu Purāṇa, omitting Suyāśas, for the reasons given in the text. The Vāyu, which is probably the oldest of the Purāṇas (Early Hist. of the Dakhak, 2nd ed., p. 162), gives only nine names for the dynasty, as in brackets, and also states the duration of each reign. The dates given are assigned accordingly, on the assumption that the reign of Asoka lasted for about forty years. Its duration, according to the Vāyu Purāṇa, was thirty-six, and, according to the Mahārāmasa, thirty-seven years, both of which periods should probably be reckoned from the coronation. The Purāṇas agree in assigning 137 years to the Maurya dynasty, but the total of the lengths of reigns, according to the Vāyu Purāṇa, is only 133. The difference of four years may be accounted for by the interval between the accession and the coronation of Asoka.
CHAPTER VIII

THE SUNGA, KANVA, AND ANDHRA DYNASTIES,
184 B.C. TO 236 A.D.

The Sunga Dynasty

Pushyamitra, the commander-in-chief, having slain his master Brihadratha Maurya, and imprisoned the minister, usurped the vacant throne, and established himself as sovereign of the now contracted Maurya dominions; thus founding a dynasty known to history as that of the Sungas.

The capital continued to be, as of old, Pataliputra, and probably all the central or home provinces of the empire recognized the usurper’s authority, which extended to the south as far as the Narmada river, and presumably embraced the territories in the Gangetic basin, corresponding with the modern Bihār, Tīrhot, and the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. It is unlikely that either the later Mauryas or the Sungas exercised any jurisdiction in the Panjāb.

1 The Purānic account of Pushyamitra’s usurpation is confirmed by Bāna (seventh century), who evidently had access to documents now lost. His text is: Pratījñā darbalaṃ cha haladāraka-nara- pada-dāgraśṭāka saśayāh senānīr anēyāḥ Mauryāḥ Brihadra-thaḥ pipsa Pushpamitraḥ vāminām. Buhler (Ind. Ant. ii, 361) translates: ‘And reviewing the whole army, under the pretext of showing him his forces, the mean general Pushpamitra crushed his master, Brihadratha the Maurya, who was weak of purpose.’ The rendering by Cowell and Thomas (Harṣa- carita, transl. p. 193) differs but slightly. They translate the first clause: ‘having displayed his whole army on the pretext of manifesting his power.’ Buhler’s version is to be preferred.

2 Manuscripts usually read Pushyamitra, but Pushyamitra is the correct form (Buhler, Ind. Ant. ii, 362). The dynastic name Sunga is attested by the Purāṇas, Bāna (p. 193), and the Barhut (Bharhut) inscription beginning with Suganam raja, ‘during the reign of the Sungas’ (Arch. S. W. I. v. 73; Ind. Ant. xiv, 138, with facsimile).

3 The Queen [of Agnimitra, son of Pushyamitra] has a brother of inferior caste, Virasena by name, he has been placed by the king in command of a frontier fortress on the banks of the Mandakini’ (Introd. to Mālavikāgnimitra). Mr. Tawney (transl., p. 6) notes that ‘the Mandakini here probably means the Narmadā (Nerudda). One of the Bombay manuscripts reads the Prākrit equivalent of Narmadā.’
belief that the arms of Pushyamitra reached the Indus was due to a misunderstanding.

During the latter years of his reign, the usurper was threatened by serious dangers menacing from both east and west. Menander, a relative of the Bactrian monarch Eukratides, and king of Kābul and the Panjāb, formed the design of emulating the exploits of Alexander, and advanced with a formidable force into the interior of India. He annexed the Indus delta, the peninsula of Surāshtra (Kāthiāwar), and some other territories on the western coast; occupied Mathurā on the Jumna; besieged Madhyamikā (now Nāgarī near Chitār) in Rājputāna; invested Sākēta in southern Oudh; and threatened Pātaliputra, the capital.

About the same time, or a little earlier, Khāravela, king of Kalinga on the coast of the Bay of Bengal, invaded Magadha. He claims to have won some successes, and to have humbled his adversary, but whatever advantage he gained would seem to have been temporary, or to have affected only the eastern frontier of the Magadhan kingdom.

The more formidable invasion of Menander was certainly repelled after a severe struggle, and the Greek king was obliged to retire to his own country, but probably retained his conquests in Western India for a few years longer.

2 The inscription of Khāravela, king of Kalinga (Orissa), incised on the rock of the Hathigumpha cave in the Udayagiri hill, nineteen miles south of Katāk (Cuttack), although sadly mutilated, is one of the most interesting epigraphic monuments of India. It recounts the history of the reign up to the thirteenth year, and is dated in the year 164 expired, and 165 current, of the Maurya era. No other reference to that era is known. Assuming that the Maurya era was reckoned from the coronation of Chandragupta Maurya, and that that event occurred in 321 B.C., the date is equivalent to (321-164) 157 B.C. If the Maurya era was identical with the Seleukidan, the date of the inscription will be nine years later. Khāravela in his fifth year repaired a work constructed by Nanda Raja. In his twelfth year he advanced to the Ganges (158 B.C.), and claims to have humbled the king of Magadha, etc. Pushyamitra. Nanda Raja is then again mentioned. Khāravela was himself a Jain, but, like Asoka, honoured all sects (avatāraśaṇaka). The translation in Cunningham’s Corpus, Inscriptions of Asoka, p. 133, is not to be depended on. The only authentic version is that by Bhāvini Liṅdrā (Actes du Sōéhams Congrē Or., tome iii, pp. 174-7, Leide, 1883).
3 See Appendix I at end of this
Thus ended the last attempt by a European general to conquer India by land. All subsequent invaders from the western continent have come in ships, trusting to their command of the sea, and using it as their base. From the repulse of Menander in 153 B.C. until the bombardment of Calicut by Vasco da Gama in 1502 A.D. India enjoyed immunity from European attack; and it is unlikely that the invasion of India by land will be seriously undertaken ever again.

During the progress of these wars the outlying southern provinces extending to the Narmadā river were administered by the Crown Prince, Agnimitra, as viceroy, who had his capital at Vīdisā, the modern Bhilsā on the Bētwhā in Sindhia's territory. Agnimitra's youthful son Vasumitra was employed on active service under the orders of the king, his grandfather. Pushyamitra, who at this time must have been advanced in years, resolved to crown his military successes by substantiating and proclaiming a formal claim to the rank of Lord Paramount of Northern India. His pretensions received confirmation by the success of Agnimitra in a local war with his southern neighbour, the Rāja of Vidarbha (Berār), which resulted in the complete defeat of the Rāja, who was obliged to cede half of his dominions to a rival cousin; the river Varadā (Warda) being constituted the boundary between the two principalities.

Pushyamitra determined to revive and celebrate with appropriate magnificence the antique rite of the horse-sacrifice (aṭvamedha), which, according to immemorial tradition, could only be performed by a paramount sovereign, and involved as a preliminary a formal and successful challenge to all rival claimants to supreme power, delivered after this fashion:—

'A horse of a particular colour was consecrated by the performance of certain ceremonies, and was then turned loose to wander for a year. The king, or his representative, followed the horse with an army, and when the animal

this chapter, 'The Invasion of Menander, and the Date of Patañjali.'
entered a foreign country, the ruler of that country was bound either to fight or to submit. If the liberator of the horse succeeded in obtaining or enforcing the submission of all the countries over which it passed, he returned in triumph with all the vanquished Rajas in his train; but, if he failed, he was disgraced, and his pretensions ridiculed. After his successful return, a great festival was held, at which the horse was sacrificed."

The command, at least nominally, of the guard attendant on the consecrated steed liberated by Pushyamitra was entrusted to his young grandson, Vasumitra, who is said to have encountered and routed a band of certain Yavanas, or western foreigners, who took up the challenge on the banks of the river Sindhu, which now forms the boundary between Bundelkhand and the Rajputana states. These disputants may have been part of the division of Menander’s army which had undertaken the siege of Madhyamikā in Rajputāna.

The Yavanas and all other rivals having been disposed of in due course, Pushyamitra was justified in his claim to rank as the paramount power of Northern India, and straightway proceeded to announce his success by a magnificent celebration of the sacrifice at his capital. The dramatist, who has so well preserved the traditions of the time, professes to record the very words of the invitation addressed by the victorious king to his son the Crown Prince, as follows:—

"May it be well with thee! From the sacrificial enclosure the commander-in-chief Pushpamitra sends this message to his son Agnimitra, who is in the territory of Vidisā, affectionately embracing him. Be it known unto thee that I, having been consecrated for the Rājasūya [i.e. asvamedha] sacrifice, let loose free from all check or curb a horse which was to be brought back after a year; appointing Vasumitra as its defender, girt with a guard of a hundred Rajputs. This very horse wandering on the right [or “south”] bank of the Sindhu was claimed by a cavalry squadron of the Yavanas. Then there was a fierce struggle between the two forces. Then Vasumitra, the mighty bowman, having over-
come his foes, rescued by force my excellent horse, which they were endeavouring to carry off. Accordingly, I will now sacrifice, having had my horse brought back to me by my grandson, even as Ansumat brought back the horse to Sagara. Therefore, you must dismiss anger from your mind, and without delay come with my daughters-in-law to behold the sacrifice 1 .

The performance of the solemn rite was probably witnessed by the celebrated grammarian Patanjali, who alludes to the event in terms which imply that it occurred in his time.

The exaggerated regard for the sanctity of animal life, which was one of the most cherished features of Buddhism, and the motive of Asoka’s most characteristic legislation, had necessarily involved the prohibition of bloody sacrifices, which are essential to certain forms of Brahmanical worship, and were believed by the orthodox to possess the highest saving efficacy. The memorable horse-sacrifice of Pushyamitra marked the beginning of the Brahmanical reaction, which was fully developed five centuries later in the time of Samudragupta and his successors.

But the revival of the practice of sacrifice by an orthodox Hindu ruler did not necessarily involve persecution of Jains and Buddhists who abhorred the rite. There is no evidence that any member of those sects was ever compelled to sacrifice against his will, as, under Buddhist and Jain domination, the orthodox were forced to abstain from ceremonies regarded by them as essential to salvation. Pushyamitra has been accused of persecution, but the evidence is merely that of a legend of no authority 2 .

1 Mālavikāgītā, ‘The Story of Mālavikā and Agnimitra,’ Act v, transl. Tawney, p. 78, with the substitution of the word ‘forces’ for ‘hosts,’ which is not suitable. Abstracts of the plot are given by Wilson (Theatre of the Hindus, vol. ii, pp. 345–53, and Sylvain Lévi, Théâtre Indien, pp. 165–70). It has been translated into Latin by Jullberg (Bonn, 1840), into English by Tawney (Calcutta, 1873), into German by Weber (Berlin, 1856), and twice into French by Foucaux and Victor Henry (Paris, 1877, 1889). The historical tradition seems to be authentic. Kālidāsa, the author, probably lived during the Gupta period in the fifth, or possibly, the fourth century. For the Sagara legend see Dowson, Classical Dictionary, s. v.

2 Dīpavālakūta in Burnouf, Introduction, pp. 433, 434. The same romance is responsible for the fiction that Asoka offered a reward for the head of every Brahman ascetic.
But, although the alleged proscription of Buddhism by Pushyamitra is not supported by evidence, and it is true that the gradual extinction of that religion in India was due in the main to causes other than persecution; it is also true that from time to time fanatic kings indulged in savage outbursts of cruelty, and committed genuine acts of persecution directed against Jains or Buddhists as such. Well-established instances of such proceedings will be met with in the course of this history, and others, which do not come within its limits, are on record. That such outbreaks of wrath should have occurred is not wonderful, if we consider the extreme oppressiveness of the Jain and Buddhist prohibitions when ruthlessly enforced, as they certainly were by some Rājas, and probably by Asoka. The wonder rather is that persecutions were so rare, and that as a rule the various sects managed to live together in harmony, and in the enjoyment of fairly impartial official favour.

When Pushyamitra, some five years subsequent to the retreat of Menander, died, after a long and eventful reign, he was succeeded by his son the Crown Prince, Aguimitra, who had governed the southern provinces during his father’s lifetime. He reigned but a few years, and was succeeded by Sujyeshtba, probably a brother, who was followed seven years later by Vasumitra, a son of Aguimitra, who as a youth had guarded the sacrificial horse on behalf of his aged grandfather. The next four reigns are said to have been abnormally short, amounting together to only seventeen years. The inference that the extreme brevity of these reigns

Tāranāth, as interpreted by Vassilief (La Bouddhisme, p. 50), does not impute the guilt of persecution to Pushyamitra.

1 The reality of religious persecution of Buddhism in India, denied by Rhys Davids (J. Pali Text Soc., 1896, pp. 87-92), is affirmed by Hodgson, Sewell, and Watters (ibid., pp. 107-10). The instance of Śaśānka, described by the nearly contemporary Hiuen Tsang (Beal, Records, i, 212; ii, 42, 91, 118, 121), is fully proved. The case against Mihirakula is almost as strong. In ancient times Tibet and Khotan were closely connected with India. Tibetan history records a persecution of Buddhism by king Giang Darma, about 840 A.D. (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 226), and a similar event is recorded in Khotan annals (ibid., pp. 243-5). A terrible persecution of the cognate religion Jainaism occurred in Southern India (Elliot, Coins of Southern India, p. 126).
indicates a period of confusion during which palace revolutions were frequent is strongly confirmed by the one incident of the time which has survived in tradition. Sumitra, another son of Agnimitra, who was, we are told, inordinately devoted to the stage, was surprised when in the midst of his favourite actors by one Mitradeva, who 'severed his head with a scimitar, as a lotus is shorn from its stalk.' The ninth king, Bhāgavata, is credited with a long reign of twenty-six years, but we know nothing about him. The tenth king, Devabhūti or Devabhūmi, was, we are assured, a man of licentious habits, and lost his life while engaged in a discreditable intrigue. The dynasty thus came to an unhonoured end after having occupied the throne for a hundred and twelve years.

The Kānva or Kānvāyana Dynasty.

The plot which cost the royal debauchee, Devabhūti, his throne and life was contrived by his Brahman minister Vasudeva, who seems to have controlled the state even during the lifetime of his nominal master. Mitradeva, the slayer of Prince Sumitra, probably belonged to the same powerful family, which is known to history as that of the Kānvas, or Kānvāyanas. There is reason to believe that the later Sunga kings enjoyed little real power, and were puppets in the hands of their Brahman ministers, like the Mahratta Rājas in the hands of the Peshwas. But the

1 Bāna, Harsa-carita, ch. vi; Cowell and Thomas, transl., p. 193.
2 The 'Mitra' coins, of several kinds, found in Oudh, Rohilkhand, Gōrakhpur, &c., sometimes assumed to belong to the Sungas, cannot be utilized safely as documents for that dynasty. Only one name on the coins, that of Agnimitra, agrees with the Purānic lists. For detailed descriptions see Carllyle and Rivett-Carnac, J. A. S. B., 1860, part i, pp. 21-8, 87-90, with plates; Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, pp. 69, 74, 79, 93.
3 These are the ten Sungas, who will govern the kingdom for a hundred and twelve years. Devabhūti, the last Sunga, being addicted to immoral indulgences, his minister, the Kānwa, named Vasudeva, will murder him, and usurp the kingdom' (Vishnu Purāṇa, ed. Wilson and Hall, vol. iv, p. 192).
4 ‘In a frenzy of passion the overlibidinous Čunga was at the instance of his minister Vasudeva reft of his life by a daughter of Devabhūti's slave-woman disguised as his queen' (Bāna, Harsa-carita, ch. vi, transl. Cowell and Thomas, p. 193).
distinct testimony of both the Purānas and Bāna that Devabhūti, the tenth and last Sunga, was the person slain by Vasudeva the first Kānva, forbids the acceptance of Professor Bhandarkar's theory that the Kānva dynasty should be regarded as contemporary with the Sungas.

Vasudeva seized the throne rendered vacant by his crime, and was succeeded by three of his descendants. The whole dynasty, comprising four reigns, covers a period of only forty-five years. The figures indicate, as in the case of the Sungas, that the times were disturbed, and that succession to the throne was often effected by violent means. Nothing whatever is known about the reigns of any of the Kānva kings. The last of them was slain in 27 B.C. by a king of the Andhra or Sātavāhana dynasty, which at that time possessed wide dominions stretching across the tableland of the Deccan from sea to sea. Although no coins or monuments directly connecting the Andhra monarchy with Pataliputra the ancient imperial capital have yet been discovered, it is probable that the Andhra kings for a time controlled the kingdom of Magadha. The most ancient coins of the dynasty at present known are of northern type, and bear the name of Sata, who may have been the slayer of Susarman, the last Kānva. The Andhra coinage from first to last has many affinities with the mintage of the north, which may be readily explained, if the dynasty really held Magadha as a dependency for a considerable period.

The Purānas treat the whole Andhra dynasty as following the Kānva, and consequently identify the slayer of the last Kānva prince with Simuka or Sipraka, the first of the Andhra line. But, as a matter of fact, the independent Andhra dynasty had begun about 220 B.C., long before the suppression of the Kānvas in 27 B.C., and the Andhra king who slew Susarman cannot possibly have been Simuka. It

1 E. Hut. of Dekkan, 2nd ed. in Bomb. Gaz., vol. i, part ii, p. 163. I adopted this theory in my 'Andhra Dynasty' (Z. D. M. G., 1902, p. 658); but now reject it.

2 See the author's paper on the 'Andhra Coinage' in Z. D. M. G., 1903, pp. 605-27. The coins with the legend Śrī Sata (Sara Sata, without vowel marks) are published and figured for the first time on p. 616.
is impossible to affirm with certainty who he was, because the dates of accession of the various Andhra princes are not known with accuracy. The intermediate dates inserted in the chronological table at the end of this chapter are merely rough approximations to the truth, being based upon the lengths of reigns as stated in the Purānas, which are known to be untrustworthy. In three cases (kings Nos. 23, 24, 27) where the Purānic lengths of the reigns can be checked by inscriptions, the Purānas are proved to be in error. All that can be affirmed at present is that the slayer of Susarman, the last Kānva, must have been one of three Andhra kings, namely No. 12, Kuntala Sātakarni, No. 13, Sāta Sātakarni, or No. 14, Pulumāyi I, whose reigns collectively are assigned a period of forty years. The year 27 B.C. may be accepted as the true date of the extinction of the Kānva dynasty; because it depends, not on the duration assigned to each several reign, but on the periods of 112 and 45 years respectively allotted to the Sunga and Kānva dynasties, which seem worthy of credence; and this date, 27 B.C., apparently must fall within the limits of one or other of the three reigns named.

Andhra Dynasty.

Before proceeding to narrate the history of the Andhra kings after the extinction of the Kānva dynasty we must cast back a glance to the more distant past, and trace the steps by which the Andhra kingdom became one of the greatest powers in India.

In the days of Chandragupta Maurya and Megasthenes 300 B.C., the Andhra nation, probably a Dravidian people, now represented by the large population speaking the Telugu language, occupied the deltas of the Godāvari and Krishnā (Kistna) rivers on the eastern side of India, and was reputed to possess a military force second only to that at the command of the king of the Prasii, Chandragupta Maurya. The Andhra territory included thirty walled towns, besides numerous villages, and the army consisted of 100,000
infantry, 2,000 cavalry, and 1,000 elephants\(^1\). The capital of the state was then Śrī Kākulam, on the lower course of the Krishna\(^2\).

The nation thus described was evidently independent, and it is not known at what time, in the reign either of Chandragupta or Bindusāra, the Andhras were compelled to submit to the irresistible forces at the command of the Maurya kings and recognize the suzerainty of Magadha.

When next heard of in Asoka’s edicts (256 B.C.) they were enrolled among the tribes resident in the outer circle of the empire, subject to the imperial commands, but doubtless enjoying a considerable degree of autonomy under their own Rāja\(^3\). The withdrawal of the strong arm of Asoka was the signal for the disruption of his vast empire. While the home provinces continued to obey his feeble successors upon the throne of Pātaliputra, the distant governments shook off the imperial yoke and asserted their independence.

The Andhras were not slow to take advantage of the opportunity given by the death of the great emperor, and very soon after the close of his reign, set up as an independent power under the government of a king named Simuka. The new dynasty extended its sway with such extraordinary rapidity that, in the reign of the second king Krishna (Kanha), the town of Nāsik, near the source of the Godāvari in the Western Ghats, was included in the Andhra dominions, which thus stretched across India.

A little later, either the third or fourth king, who is described as Lord of the West, was able to send a force

---

\(^1\) Pliny, *Hist. Nat.*, book vi, 21, 22, 23, from information probably supplied by Megasthenes. The passage is fully discussed in the author’s monograph, ‘Andhra History and Coinage’ ([Z. D. M. G.], 1902, 1903), to which reference may be made by readers desirous of examining in detail the sources of Andhra history.


\(^3\) And likewise here, in the king’s dominions, among the Yonas and Kambojas, in (?) Nābhaka of the Nābhitis, among the Bhojas and Pitinikas, among the Andhras and Pulindas, everywhere men follow the Law of Piety as proclaimed by His Majesty’ (Rock Edict XIII).
of all arms to the aid of his ally, Khāravela, king of Kalinga in the east, which kingdom had also recovered its indepen-
dence after the death of Asoka.  

Nothing more is heard of the Andhra kings until one of
them, as above related, in 27 B.C., slew the last of the
Kāṇva dynasty, and no doubt annexed the territory, whatever it was, which still recognized the authority of that dynasty.
The Andhra kings all claimed to belong to the Sātavāhana family, and most of them assumed the title of Sātakarni.
They are consequently often referred to by one or other of
these designations, without mention of the personal name of
the monarch, and it is thus sometimes impossible to ascertain
which king is alluded to. As already observed, the real
name of the slayer of Susarman Kāṇva is not known.

The name of Hala, the seventeenth king, by virtue of its
association with literary tradition, possesses special interest
as marking a stage in the development of Indian literature.
In his time, the learned dialect elaborated by scholars, in
which the works of Kālidāsa and other famous poets are
composed, had not come into general use as the language
of polite literature; and even the most courtly authors did
not disdain to seek royal patronage for compositions in the
vernacular dialects. On such literature the favour of King
Hala was bestowed, and he himself is credited with the
composition of the anthology of erotic verses, called the
'Seven Centuries,' written in the ancient Mahārāṣṭrī
tongue. A collection of tales, entitled the 'Great Story-
book,' written in the Paisāchī dialect, and a Sanskrit
grammar, arranged with special reference to the needs of
students more familiar with the vernacular speech than with
the so-called 'classical' language, are attributed to his
ministers.

1 In the second year, Sātakarni, protecting the west (abhitayitā Sā-
takani pachimadisam), sent a nu-
merous army of horses, elephants,
men, and chariots (seil. a force of
all arms, apparently as an ally).

2 The Saptasataka, Brihat-kathā,
and Kātantra grammar, of which
notices will be found in the histories
of Sanskrit literature. The latest
leading authority on the relations
The next kings, concerning whom anything is known, are those numbered 21 to 23 in the dynastic list, who form a group, distinguished by peculiar personal names and a distinctive coinage, and are commemorated by a considerable number of inscriptions and coins. Vilivayakura I, the first of the group, whose accession would seem to indicate a break in the continuity of the dynasty, perhaps due to the ambition of a junior branch, obtained power in 84 A.D., and, according to the Purānas, enjoyed it only for half a year. Some rare coins struck in his western dominions are his sole memorial.

He was succeeded by Sivālakura, presumably his son, who, after a reign of twenty-eight years, transmitted the sceptre to Vilivayakura II, who bore his grandfather's name, in accordance with Hindu custom. His reign of about twenty-five years was distinguished by successful warfare against his western neighbours, the Sakas, Pahlavas, and Yavanas of Mālwa, Gujarāt, and Kathiāwār 1. The names of these foreign tribes demand some explanation.

The Sakas, the Se (Sek) of Chinese historians, were a horde of pastoral nomads, like the modern Turkomans, occupying territory to the west of the Wu-sun horde, apparently situated between the Chu and Jaxartes rivers, to the north of the Alexander mountains 2. About 160 B.C.,

between the vernacular language and the 'classical,' or 'secondary,' Sanskrit is Professor Otto Franké's book, Pāli and Sanskrit (Strassburg, 1902). The learned author uses the term Pāli to designate the ancient Aryan speech of Ceylon and the whole of India below the Himalaya. Sanskrit was not thoroughly established in the south and west during the first millennium A.D., although it was in general use in an incorrect form by the end of the fourth century (p. 74).

1 The personal names are ascertained from coin legends. The inscriptions denote these kings by epithets indicating the family names of their mothers, a practice perhaps determined by a system of matriar-
they were expelled from their pasture grounds by another similar horde, the Yueh-chi, and compelled to migrate southwards. They ultimately reached India, but the road by which they travelled is not known with certainty.

Princes of Saka race established themselves at Taxila in the Panjab and Mathurā on the Jumna, where they displaced the native Rajas, and ruled principalities for several generations, assuming the ancient Persian title of satrap. Probably they recognized Mithradates I (174–136 B.C.) and his successors, the early kings of the Parthian or Arsakidan dynasty of Persia, as their overlords.

Another branch of the horde advanced further to the Saka in south, presumably across Sind, which was then a well-watered country, and carved out for themselves a dominion in the peninsula of Surāshtra, or Kathiāwār, and some of the neighbouring districts on the mainland.

The Pahlavas seem to have been Persians, in the sense of being Parthians of Persia, as distinguished from the Parsikas, or Persians proper. The name is believed to be a corruption of Parthiva, ‘Parthian,’ and is almost certainly identical with Pallava, the designation of a famous southern dynasty, which is frequently mentioned in inscriptions during the early centuries of the Christian era, and had its capital at Kānci, or Conjeeveram in the Chingleput district, Madras.

The word Yavana is etymologically the same as ‘Ionian,’ and originally meant ‘Asiatic Greek,’ but has been used with varying connotation at different periods. In the third century B.C. Asoka gave the word its original meaning, describing Antiochos Theos and the other contemporary

are southern tributaries of the Ili and to the north and north-west of Kuchā (Koutcha). I did not know this when I dealt with the Saka migration in J. R. A. S., 1903. See post, pp. 200–2, and 218.

1 The word occurs twice in the great inscription at Behistun (Rawlinson, Herodotus, ii, 399, note).

2 The Saka migration will be treated more fully in the next chapter.

3 Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanaras, Districts, 2nd ed., p. 316 (Bomb., Gaz., vol. 1, part iii). The donors commemorated in Kārli inscription, No. 21, bore pure Persian names, Harapharana or Holofernes, and Setapharana or Sitaphernes (A. S. W. I. iv, 113, note). For further notice of the Pallavas, see chapter xvi, post.
Hellenistic kings as Yavanas. In the second century A.D. the term had a vaguer signification, and was employed as a generic term to denote foreigners coming from the old Indo-Greek kingdoms on the north-western frontier.

These three foreign tribes, Sakas, Pahlavas, and Yavanas, at that time settled in Western India as the lords of a conquered native population, were the objects of the hostility of Vilivyakura II. The first foreign chieftain in the west whose name has been preserved is Bhūmaka the Kshaharata, who attained power at about the beginning of the second century A.D., and was followed by Nahapāna, who aggrandized his dominions at the expense of his Andhra neighbours. The Kshaharata clan seems to have been a branch of the Sakas. In the year 126 A.D. the Andhra king, Vilivākura II, recovered the losses which his kingdom had suffered at the hands of the intruding foreigners, and utterly destroyed the power of Nahapāna. The hostility of the Andhra monarch was stimulated by the disgust felt by all Hindus, and especially by the followers of the orthodox Brahmanical system, at the outlandish practices of foreign barbarians, who ignored caste rules, and treated with contempt the precepts of the holy śāstras. This disgust is vividly expressed in the long inscription recorded in 144 A.D. by the queen-mother Balasri, of the Gautama family, in which she glorifies herself as the mother of the hero who destroyed the Sakas, Yavanas, and Pahlavas... properly expended the taxes which he levied in accordance with the sacred law... and prevented the mixing of the four castes.

After the destruction of Nahapāna, the local government of the west was entrusted to one Chashtana, who seems to have been a Saka, and to have acted as viceroy under the

---

1 In one of the early Jumnār inscriptions a person bearing the Hindu name Chandra (Chanda) describes himself as a Yavana (A. S. W. I. iv, 93).
2 Inscr. No. 17 of Karli, in great chaitya cave; ed. and transl. Bühler (A. S. W. I. iv, 109). The inscriptions of the times of the western satraps and the Andhra kings are collected in the volume cited, pp. 98 seqq. The discovery of the name of Bhūmaka is due to Mr. Rapson (J. R. A. S., 1904, p. 373).
Andhra conqueror. Chashtana, whose capital was at Ujjain in Mālwa, is mentioned by his contemporary, Ptolemy the geographer, under the slight disguise of Tiastanes. From him sprang a long line of satraps, who retained the government of Western India with varying fortune, until the last of them was overthrown at the close of the fourth century by Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya.

In the year 138 A.D. Vilivāyakura II was succeeded on the Andhra throne by his son Pulumāyi II, the Siro Polemaios of Ptolemy; and about the same time, the satrap, Rudradāman, grandson of Chashtana, assumed the government of the western provinces. His daughter, Dakshamitrā, was married to Pulumāyi, but this relationship did not deter Rudradāman, who was an ambitious and energetic prince, from levying war upon his son-in-law. The satrap was victorious, and when the conflict was renewed, success still attended on his arms (145 A.D.). Moved by natural affection for his daughter, the victor did not pursue his advantage to the uttermost, and was content with the retrocession of territory, while abstaining from inflicting utter ruin upon his opponent.

The peninsula of Kathiawār or Surāshtra, the whole of Provinces Mālwa, Kachchh (Cutch), Sind, and the Konkan, or territory between the Western Ghāts and the sea, besides some man. adjoining districts, thus passed under the sway of the satraps, and were definitely detached from the Andhra dominions.

Although Pulumāyi II was a son of Vilivāyakura II, his Pulumāyi accession seems to mark a dynastic epoch, emphasized by a transfer of the capital, and the abandonment of the peculiar type of coinage, known to numismatists as the 'bow and arrow,' favoured by the Vilivāyakura group. The

---

1 This fact is proved by Queen Balaśri's inscription already cited, The Mutasia Puntin (E. Hist. Dekkan, 2nd ed., p. 167) has a statement that seven Andhra kings sprang from the servants of the original dynasty, of which the meaning is obscure. The last seven kings of the line, beginning with Pulumāyi II, do not seem to be the subject of the remark, because Pulumāyi was the son of his immediate predecessor; and it is not easy to apply the observation to any other group of seven kings in the long list.
western capital, which in the time of Viliyayakura II (Baleokouros) had been at a town called Hippokoura by Ptolemy, probably the modern Kohlapur, was removed by Pulumāyi II to Paithān, or Paithana, on the upper waters of the Godāvari, two hundred miles further north. Pulumāyi II enjoyed a long reign over the territories diminished by the victories of his father-in-law, and survived until 170 A.D.

The next two kings, Siva Śrī and Siva Skanda, who are said to have reigned each for seven years, seem to have been brothers of Pulumāyi II. Nothing is known about them, except that the former struck some rude leaden coins in his eastern provinces.

The most important and powerful of the last seven kings of the dynasty evidently was Yajna Śrī, who reigned from 184 to 213 A.D. for twenty-nine years. His rare silver coins, imitating the satrap coinage, certainly prove a renewal of relations with the western satraps, and probably point to unrecorded conquests. It would seem that Yajna Śrī must have renewed the struggle in which Pulumāyi II had been worsted, and recovered some of the provinces lost by that prince. The silver coins would then have been struck for circulation in the conquered districts, just as similar coins were minted by Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya when he finally shattered the power of the Saka satraps. The numerous and varied, although rude, bronze and leaden coins of Yajna Śrī, which formed the currency of the eastern provinces, confirm the testimony of inscriptions by which the prolonged duration of his reign is attested. Some pieces bearing the figure of a ship probably should be referred to this reign, and suggest the inference that Yajna Śrī’s power was not confined to the land.

His successors, Vijaya, Vada Śrī, and Pulumāyi III, with whom the long series of Andhra kings came to an end about 236 A.D., are mere names; but the real existence of Vada Śrī

1 Prof. Bhandarkar’s notion that the Andhra dynasty comprised two distinct lines of kings, one western and one eastern, is not tenable. The evidence shows that all the kings held both the western and eastern provinces.
### CHRONOLOGY OF THE SUNGA, KANVA, AND ANDHRA DYNASTIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pushyamitra</td>
<td>60 (Vëyu) ; 36 (Mategë)</td>
<td>36 B.C.</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2   | Agnimitra             | 8 (Brahma'-
|         |                       | unnamed, and Vëyu, | 8        | 148     |         |
| 3   | Sujyestha             | 7 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 7       | 140             |         |
| 4   | Vasumitra             | 8 (Vëyu ; 10 (Mategë) | 10      | 133             |         |
| 5   | Andraka (e.t. Antaka, &c.) | 2 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 2       | 125             |         |
| 6   | Pulindaka (e.t. Ma-
|         |                       | dhurandana, &c.) | 3       | 129             |         |
| 7   | Ghosharas            | 3 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 3       | 129             |         |
| 8   | Vajramitra           | 14 (Vëyu) ; 9 (Mategë) | 9       | 117             |         |
| 9   | Bhõgavatra           | 33 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 33      | 108             |         |
| 10  | Devabhumi (e.t. Kha-
|         |                       | 10 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 10      | 92     |         |
|     | Kshemabhorni, &c.)  |                 |         |                 |         |
|     | End of Dynasty       |                 |         |                 | 112     |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Võudëva</td>
<td>9 (Vëyu and Mategë)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bhumiitra</td>
<td>14 (ditto)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Näyana</td>
<td>12 (ditto)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Suîrman</td>
<td>10 (ditto)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End of Dynasty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sînuka (e.t. Sîsuka, &amp;c.)</td>
<td>24 (Vëyu and Mategë)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Krishna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sri Malla Sâtakarni</td>
<td>36 (Vëyu) ; 8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Panunjângâ (omitting Niravâstra or Skandastambhi of Matsu R. only)</td>
<td>15 (Vëyu and Mategë)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sâtakarni</td>
<td>36 (Mategë) ; 9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lambodara</td>
<td>18 (Vëyu and Mategë)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7   | Apîlaka (e.t. Apî-
|         |                       | 9 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 9       | 113             |         |
| 8   | Sûrge (e.t. Megha-
|         |                       | 16 (Mategë) | 16      | 107             |         |
| 9   | Sâtakarni (e.t. Sû-
|         |                       | 16 (Mategë) | 16      | 107             |         |
| 10  | Sîkandâvati, i.e.    | 7 (Mategë)      | 7       | 93              |         |
| 11  | Mîrîndî Sâtakarni  | 3 (Mategë) ; 5 | 5       | 52              |         |
| 12  | Kantastra            | 8 (Mategë)      | 8       | 33              |         |
| 13  | Sîta Sâtakarni      | 1 (Mategë)      | 1       | 34              |         |
| 14  | Pulâmâgi (e.t. L. cor-
|         |                       | 24 (Vëyu) ; 10 (Mategë) | 24      | 94              |         |
| 15  | Megha Sâtakarni     | 36 (Mategë)     | 36      | 100             |         |
| 16  | Arîsha Sâtakarni (e.t. Nemi-kîrsha, &c.) | 25 (Vëyu and Mategë) | 25      | 100             |         |
| 17  | Hîla                  | 5 (Mategë) ; 1 | 1       | 60              |         |

1 Nos. 31-23 form a distinct group, with peculiar names, and "bow and arrow" coins.

2 True length of re.

3 30 kings, according to Vishnu Purâna, reigning for 163 years.

4 Nos. 25-17 ditto, i.e. kings of the Sâtakarni line not in the text.

5 Smith's India. To follow p. 190]
is attested by the discovery of a few leaden coins bearing his name. Research will probably detect coins struck by both his next predecessor and immediate successor.

The testimony of the Purānas that the dynasty endured for 456½ years, or, in round numbers, four centuries and a half, appears to be accurate. The number of the kings also appears to be correctly stated as having been either thirty or thirty-one. The following dynastic list has been constructed on the assumption that the Vishnu Purāna is right in fixing the number of kings as thirty, and therefore omits the fifth king of the list in the Radcliffe manuscript of the Matsya Purāna, who is there called Srivasvāni, or Skandastambhi, and credited with a reign of eighteen years. The other Purānic authorities agree in omitting this king, and it is suspicious that the Radcliffe manuscript assigns to him a reign of eighteen years, exactly the same as is assigned to his immediate predecessor, Purnotsanga. It seems probable that mere titles or epithets of Purnotsanga have been accidentally converted into a separate king by the copyists of the Radcliffe manuscript, and that in reality there were only thirty kings in the dynasty, as affirmed by the Vishnu Purāna.

At present nothing is known concerning the causes which brought about the downfall of this dynasty, which had succeeded in retaining power for a period so unusually prolonged. The fall of the Andhras happens to coincide very closely with the death of Vāsudeva, the last of the great Kushān kings of Northern India, as well as with the rise of the Sassanian dynasty of Persia (226 A.D.); and it is possible that the coincidence may not be merely fortuitous. But the third century A.D. is one of the dark spaces in the spectrum of Indian history, and almost every event of that time is concealed from view by an impenetrable veil of oblivion. Vague speculation, unchecked by the salutary limitations of verified fact, is, at the best, unprofitable; and so we must be content to let the Andhras pass away in the darkness.

1 In the author’s paper in the Z. D. M. G. the Mataya (Radcliffe MS.) list was followed, and thirty-one kings were enumerated.
The authorities for the invasion of Menander are Strabo, who alone gives the Greek king’s name (bk. xi, sec. xi, 1; xv, sec. ii, 3); Patañjali, the contemporary Hindu grammarian; the Sanskrit astronomical work, the Gārgī Samhitā, of early but uncertain date; and Taranath, the Tibetan historian of Buddhism.

Strabo’s informant, Apollodoros of Artemita, testifies that Menander crossed the Hypanis (Hyphasis, Biās) river at which Alexander’s advance had been arrested; penetrated to ‘Isamus,’ which has not been identified; and ultimately subjugated Patalene; or the Indus delta, the kingdom of Saraostos (Sūrāshṭra, or Kāthiāwār), and a territory on the western coast named Sigerdis. This statement is supported by the observation of the writer of the Periplus, who noticed towards the close of the first century a. d. that Greek coins of Apollodotos and Menander were still current at the port of Barygaza (Broach, Bharēch). This curious observation suggests the inference, that although Menander was compelled to retire quickly from the Gangetic valley, his rule continued for a considerable number of years in the territories on the western coast.

The sieges of Sākētam and Madhyamikā by the Yavana, that is to say Menander, are referred to by the grammarian Patañjali in terms which necessarily imply that those events occurred during the writer’s lifetime. The proof that Madhyamikā is the correct reading and to be interpreted as the name of a city is due to Prof. Kielhorn (Ind. Ant. vii, 266). The identity of Madhyamikā with the ancient town of Nāgāri, one of the oldest sites in India, about eleven miles to the north of Chitōr in Rājputāna, is established by the coins found at Nāgāri, and not elsewhere, with the legend MajhimiM,va Jibijanapadasa, ‘[Coin] of Majhimikā (Madhyamikā) in the Sibi country’ (Cunningham, Reports, vi, 201; xiv, 146, pl. XXXI).

Sākētam, or Sākēta, was probably a town in southern Oudh, but was not identical with Ajodhya, as it is often asserted to be. There were several places of the name (Weber, in Ind. Ant. ii, 208). The identifications of the Shā-che of Fa-hien with the Viśākhā of Hiuen Tsang and with Sākētam, as made by Cunningham, are equally unsound (J. R. A. S., 1898, p. 522; 1900, p. 3). At present the position of Sākētam cannot be determined precisely.

The words of Patañjali, in which he alludes to the horse-sacrifice of Pushyamitra (iha Pushpamitram ājāyāmāh), when read with other relevant passages, permit of no doubt that the
grammario was the contemporary of that king as well as of the Greek invader Menander. The question of Patajñali’s date was the subject of prolonged controversy between Weber on one side, and Goldstücker and Bhandarkar on the other. Ultimately Weber was constrained to admit the substantial validity of his opponents’ arguments (Hist. Ind. Lit., 2nd ed., Trübner, 1882, p. 224, note); and no doubt now remains that the date of Patañjali is fixed to 150-140 B.C. in round numbers. References are: Goldstücker, Pāṇini, His Place in Sanskrit Literature, pp. 228–38.; Ind. Ant. i, 299–302; ii, 57, 69, 94, 206–10, 238, 362; xv, 80–4; xvi, 156, 172 (the Maurya passage).

The passage in the Gārgī Saṁhitā is to the following effect:—

‘After speaking of the kings of Pātaliputra (mentioning Śāliśūka, the Gārgī fourth successor of Asoka [c. 200 B.C.] by name), the author adds: Saṁhitā.

‘That when the viciously valiant Greeks, after reducing Śāketa (Oude), the Pañcāla country [probably the Doāb between the Jumna and Ganges], and Mathura, will reach Kusumadhvaja, that is, the royal residence of Pātaliputra, and that then all provinces will be in disorder”’ (Max Müller, India, What can it Teach us?, p. 298; and Cunningham, Num. Chron., 1870, p. 224).

The evidence of Taranath (1608 A.D., resting on old works) Taranāth. is differently interpreted by Schiefner and Vassilief. The former makes out that Pushyamitra was the ally of the foreign unbelievers, and himself burnt monasteries and slew monks:—

‘Es erhob der Brahmanenkönig Pushyajmitra sammt den übrigen Tirtha’s Krieg, verbrannte von Madhyadeoça bis Dschalandhara eine Menge von Vihara’s, &c.’ (p. 81).

Vassilief, on the other hand, makes out the foreigners to be the enemies of Pushyamitra and responsible for the burnings and slaughter. In Pushyamitra’s time occurred—

‘La première invasion d’étrangers qui furent nommés Tirtika ou hérétiques. Après avoir commencé la guerre contre Poucheimitra, ils brûlèrent une quantité de temples, dit-on, en commençant depuis Djalandara (dans les environs de Cachemire) jusqu’à Magada, &c.’

This latter version seems to be the correct one (Le Bouddisme, p. 50). Both translators agree that, five years later, Pushyamitra died in the north.

Assuming that Pushyamitra died in 148 B.C., after a reign of thirty-six years, the invasion of Menander may be assigned to the years 155–153 B.C., a date fully in accordance with the numismatic evidence. Coins of Menander are common in India, both in the Panjab and further east. Forty of his coins were found in the Hamirpur district to the south of the Jumna in 1877, and brought to the author, who was then on duty in that district. They were associated with coins of Eukratides, Apollodotos Soter, and Antimachos Niképhoros, and were in good condition (Ind. Ant., 1904).
CHAPTER IX
THE INDO-GREEK AND INDO-PARTHIAN
DYNASTIES, 250 B.C. TO 50 A.D.

The story of the native dynasties in the interior must now be interrupted to admit a brief review of the fortunes of the various foreign rulers who established themselves in the Indian territories once conquered by Alexander, after the sun of the Maurya empire had set, and the north-western frontier was left exposed to foreign attack. The daring and destructive raid of the great Macedonian, as we have seen, had effected none of the permanent results intended. The Indian provinces which he had subjugated, and which Seleukos had failed to recover, passed into the iron grip of Chandragupta, who transmitted them to the keeping of his son and grandson. I see no reason to doubt that the territories west of the Indus ceded by Seleukos to his Indian opponent continued in possession of the successors of the latter, and that consequently the Hindū Kush range was the frontier of the Maurya empire up to the close of Asoka’s reign.

But it is certain that the unity of the empire did not survive Asoka, and that when the influence of his dominating personality ceased to act, the outlying provinces shook off their allegiance and set up as independent states; of some of which the history has been told in the last preceding chapter. The regions of the north-western frontier, when no longer protected by the arm of a strong paramount native power in the interior, offered a tempting field to the ambition of the Hellenistic princes of Bactria and Parthia, as well as to the cupidity of the warlike races on the border, which was freely exploited by a succession of invaders. This chapter will be devoted, so far as the very imperfect materials available permit, to a sketch of the leading events in the annals of the Panjāb and trans-Indus
provinces from the close of Asoka's reign to the establishment of the Indo-Scythian, or Kushān, power.

The spacious Asiatic dominion consolidated by the genius of Seleukos Nikator passed in the year 262 or 261 B.C. into the hands of his grandson Antiochos, a drunken sensualist, miscalled even in his lifetime Theos, or 'the god,' and, strange to say, worshipped as such. This worthless prince occupied the throne for fifteen or sixteen years; but towards the close of his reign his empire suffered two grievous losses, by the revolt of the Bactrians, under the leadership of Diodotos, and of the Parthians, under that of Arsakes.

The loss of Bactria was especially grievous. This province, the rich plain watered by the Oxus (Amū Daryā) after its issue from the mountains, had been occupied by civilized men from time immemorial; and its capital, Zariaspa or Balkh, had been from ancient days one of the most famous cities of the East. The country, which was said to contain a thousand towns, had been always regarded, during the time of the Achaemenian kings, as the premier satrapy, and reserved as an appanage for a prince of the blood. When Alexander shattered the Persian power and seated himself upon the throne of the Great King, he continued to bestow his royal favour upon the Bactrians, who in return readily assimilated the elements of Hellenic civilization. Two years after his death, at the final partition of the empire in 321 B.C., Bactria fell to the share of Seleukos Nikator, and continued to be one of the most valuable possessions of his son and grandson.

The Parthians, a race of rude and hardy horsemen, with habits similar to those of the modern Turkomans, dwelt beyond the Persian deserts in the comparatively infertile

1 Antiochos Soter died between July 262 and July 261, at the age of sixty-four; and was succeeded by his son Antiochos Theos, then aged about twenty-four years, who put his brother Seleukos to death (Bevan, *House of Seleucus*, i, 168, 171, citing Eusebius, i, 249). The inscription found at Durdurkar proves that the second Antiochos was worshipped as a god during his life, and that priestesses were also appointed to conduct the worship of his queen Laodike.

2 'Eukratides had a thousand cities which acknowledged his authority' (Strabo, bk. xv, sec. ii, 3). 'Bactriana is the ornament of all Ariana' (ibid., bk. xi, sec. xi, 1).
regions to the south-east of the Caspian Sea. Their country, along with the territories of the Chorasmioi, Sogdioi, and Arioi (Khwarizm, Samarkand, and Herat), had been included in the sixteenth satrapy of Darius; and all the tribes named, armed like the Bactrians, with cane bows and short spears, supplied contingents to the host of Xerxes. In the time of Alexander and the early Seleukidae, Parthia proper and Hyrkania, adjoining the Caspian, were combined to form a satrapy. The Parthians, unlike the Bactrians, never adopted Greek culture; and, although submissive to their Persian and Macedonian masters, retained unchanged the habits of a horde of mounted shepherds, equally skilled in the management of their steeds and the use of the bow.

These two nations, so widely different in history and manners—the Bactrians, with a thousand cities, and the Parthians, with myriads of mossa-troopers—were moved at almost the same moment, about the middle of the third century B.C., to throw off their allegiance to their Seleukidan lord, and assert their independence. The exact dates of these rebellions cannot be determined, but the Bactrian revolt seems to have been the earlier; and there is reason to believe that the Parthian struggle continued for several years, and was not ended until after the death of Antiochus Theos in 246 B.C., although the declaration of Parthian autonomy seems to have been made in 248 B.C.

Diodotos I. The Bactrian revolt was a rebellion of the ordinary Oriental type, headed by Diodotos, the governor of the province, who

1 Herod. iii, 93, 117; vii. 64-6.
2 For a full account of Parthia see Canon Rawlinson's Sixth Oriental Monarchy, or his more popular work, The Story of Parthia, in the Story of the Nations series.
3 The leading ancient authority is Justin, bk. xli, ch. 4; but the consuls whom he specifies to fix the date of the Parthian revolt are not correctly named. He calls the Bactrian leader Theodotus, and says that he revolted 'at the same period.' The details of the evidence for the dates of the two rebellions have been repeatedly examined by Cunningham, Rawlinson, Bevan, and other writers, with the result stated in the text. The date 248 is supposed by Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie to mark the beginning of the Arsakidan era. He agrees with Mr. Bevan in believing that the struggle for Parthian independence lasted for several years (Sur Deux ères inconnues, reprint, p. 5). Mr. Bevan thinks that Justin intended to indicate the year 246-245 B.C. as that of the Parthian revolt (House of Solomon, i, 286).
seized an opportunity to shake off the authority of his sovereign and assume the royal state. The Parthian movement was rather a national rising, led by a chief named Arsakes, who is described as being a man of uncertain origin but undoubted bravery, and inured to a life of rapine. Arsakes slew Andragoras, the Seleukidan viceroy, declared his independence, and so founded the famous Arsakidan dynasty of Persia, which endured for nearly five centuries (248 B.C. to 226 A.D.). The success of both the Bactrian and Parthian rebels was facilitated by the war of succession which disturbed the Seleukidan monarchy after the death of Antiochos Theos.

The line of Bactrian kings initiated by Diodotos was destined to a briefer and stormier existence than that enjoyed by the dynasty of the Arsakidae. Diodotos himself wore his newly won crown for a brief space only, and after a few years was succeeded (cir. 245 B.C.) by his son of the same name, who entered into an alliance with the Parthian king.

Diodotos II was followed (cir. 230 B.C.) by Euthydemos, a native of Magnesia, who seems to have belonged to a different family, and to have gained the crown by successful rebellion. This monarch became involved in a long-contested war with Antiochos the Great of Syria (223-187 B.C.), which was terminated (cir. 208 B.C.) by a treaty recognizing the independence of the Bactrian kingdom. Shortly afterwards (cir. 206 B.C.) Antiochos crossed the Hindu Kush, and compelled an Indian king named Subhāgasena, who probably ruled in the Kābul valley, to surrender a considerable number of coins.
of elephants and large treasure. Leaving Androstenes of Cyzicus to collect this war indemnity, Antiochus in person led his main force homeward by the Kandahār route through Arachosia and Drangiana to Karmania.  

Demetrios, son of Euthydēmos, and son-in-law of Antiochus, who had given him a daughter in marriage when the independence of Bactria was recognized, repeated his father-in-law's exploits with still greater success, and conquered a considerable portion of Northern India, presumably including Kābul, the Panjāb, and Sind (cir. 190 B.C.).

The distant Indian wars of Demetrios necessarily weakened his hold upon Bactria, and afforded the opportunity for successful rebellion to one Eukratides, who made himself master of Bactria about 175 B.C., and became involved in many wars with the surrounding states and tribes, which he carried on with varying fortune and unvarying spirit. Demetrios, although he had lost Bactria, long retained his hold upon his eastern conquests, and was known as 'King of the Indians'; but after a severe struggle the victory rested with Eukratides, who was an opponent not easily beaten. It is related that, on one occasion when shut up for five months in a fort with a garrison of only three hundred men, he succeeded in repelling the attack of a host of sixty thousand under the command of Demetrios.

1 Polybius, xi, 34. The name of the Indian king is given as Sophagasenus by the historian, which seems to represent the Sanskrit Subhāgasaṇa.

2 The Greeks who occasioned its [Bactria's] revolt, became so powerful by means of its fertility and [the] advantages of the country, that they became masters of Ariana and India, according to Apollodoros of Artemita. Their chiefs, particularly Menander (if he really crossed the Hypanis to the east and reached Iasamus), conquered more nations than Alexander. These conquests were achieved partly by Menander, partly by Demetrios, son of Euthydēmos, king of the Bactrians. They got possession not only of Patalene but of the kingdoms of Saraostos and Sigerdis, which constitute the remainder of the coast. Apollodoros, in short, says that Bactriana is the ornament of all Ariana. They extended their empire even as far as the Seres and Phrynoi (Strabo, bk. xi, sec. xi, 1, in Falconer's version). The last clause may point to a temporary Greek occupation of the mountains as far to the east as the Amevros νάνος of Ptolemy, that is to say, Tāskhūrgān in Sarikōl, 'the emporium on the extreme western frontier of Serikē, i.e. the central Chinese dominions' (Stein, Sand- buried Ruins of Khotan, p. 72).

3 Justin, xii, 6.
But the hard-won triumph was short-lived. While Eukratides was on his homeward march from India attended by his son Apollodotos, whom he had made his colleague in power, he was barbarously murdered by the unnatural youth, who is said to have gloried in his monstrous crime, driving his chariot wheels through the blood of his father, to whose corpse he refused even the poor honour of burial.

The murder of Eukratides shattered to fragments the Heliokles kingdom for which he had fought so valiantly. Another son, named Heliokles, who assumed the title of ‘the Just,’ perhaps as the avenger of his father’s cruel death, enjoyed for a brief space a precarious tenure of power in Bactria. Strato, who also seems to have belonged to the family of Eukratides, held a principality in the Panjāb for a few years, and was perhaps the immediate successor of Apollodotos. Agathokles and Pantaleon, whose coins are specially Indian in character, were earlier in date, and contemporary with Euthydemos and Demetrios. It is evident from the great variety of the royal names in the coin-legends, which are nearly forty in number, that both before and after the death of Eukratides, the Indian borderland was parcelled out among a crowd of Greek princes, for the most part related either to the family of Euthydemos and Demetrios or to that of their rival Eukratides. Some of these princes, among whom was Antialkidas, were subdued by Eukratides, who, if he had lived, might have consolidated a great border kingdom. But his death in the hour of victory increased the existing confusion, and it is quite impossible to make a satisfactory territorial and chronological arrangement of the Indo-Greek frontier kings contemporary with and posterior to Eukratides. Their names, which, with two exceptions, are known from coins only, will be found included in the list appended to this chapter (Appendix J).

One name, that of Menander, stands out conspicuously amid the crowd of obscure princes. He seems to have

---

1 Justin. xli, 6. All the leading numismatic authorities agree that Heliokles was a son of Eukratides. Cunningham (Num. Chron., 1869, pp. 341-3) shows good reasons for believing that the parricide was Apollodotos, the eldest son of the murdered king.
belonged to the family of Eukratides, and to have had his capital at Kabul, whence he issued in 155 B.C. to make the bold invasion of India described in the last chapter. Two years later he was obliged to retire and devote his energies to the encounter with dangers which menaced him at home, due to the never-ending quarrels with his neighbours on the frontier.

Menander was celebrated as a just ruler, and when he died was honoured with magnificent obsequies. He is supposed to have been a convert to Buddhism, and has been immortalized under the name of Milinda in a celebrated dialogue, entitled 'The Questions of Milinda,' which is one of the most notable books in Buddhist literature.

Heliokles, the son of Eukratides, who had obtained Bactria as his share of his father's extensive dominion, was the last king of Greek race to rule the territories to the north of the Hindu Kush. While the Greek princes and princelings were struggling one with the other in obscure wars which history has not condescended to record, a deluge was preparing in the steppes of Mongolia, which was destined to sweep them all away into nothingness.

A horde of nomads, named the Yueh-chi, whose movements will be more particularly described in the next chapter, were driven out of north-western China in the year 165 B.C., and compelled to migrate westwards by the route to the north of the deserts. Some years later, about 160 B.C., they encountered another horde, the Sakas or Se, who seem to have occupied the territories lying to the north (or, possibly, to the south) of the Alexander mountains, between the Chu and Jaxartes (Syr Darya) rivers, as already mentioned.

1 The obsequies are described by Plutarch (Respubl. gr. praecepta, quoted textually in Num. Chron., 1869, p. 229). The 'Questions' have been translated by Rhys Davids in S.B.E., vols. xxxv, xxxvi. For identification of Milinda with Menander, doubted by Waddell, see Garbe, Beitriige zur indischen Kulturgeschichte, Berlin, 1903, p. 109, note 1. Tarn, 'Notes on Hellenism in Bactria and India' (J. Hell. Soc., 1903, p. 272).

2 165 B.C. is the date commonly given by Chinese scholars; but M. Chavannes (Turcs Occidentaux, p. 134, note) says: 'C'est vers l'annee 140 av. J.-C. que les Hionung-nou vainquirent les Ta Yueh-chieh.'
The Sakas, accompanied by cognate tribes, were forced to move in a southerly direction, and in course of time entered India, possibly by more roads than one. This flood of barbarian invasion burst upon Bactria in the period between 140 and 130 B.C., finally extinguishing the Hellenistic monarchy, which must have been weakened already by the growth of the Parthian or Persian power. The last Graeco-Bactrian king was Heliokles, with whom Greek rule to the north of the Hindu Kush disappeared for ever.

The Sakas, still pouring on, surged into the valley of the Helmund (Erymandrus) river, and so filled that region, the modern Sistān, that it became known as Sakastene, or the Saka country.

Other branches of the barbarian stream which penetrated the Indian passes, deposited settlements at Taxila in the Panjab and Mathurā on the Jumna, where Saka princes, with the title of satrap, ruled for more than a century, seemingly in subordination to the Parthian power.

Another section of the horde, at a later date, pushed on southwards and occupied the peninsula of Surāśṭra or Kathiāwar, founding a Saka dynasty which lasted for centuries.

Strato I, a Greek king of Kābul and the Panjāb, who was to some extent contemporary with Heliokles, seems to have been succeeded by Strato II, probably his grandson; who, again, apparently, was displaced at Taxila by the Saka satraps. The satraps of Mathurā were closely connected with those of Taxila, and belong to the same period, a little before and after 100 B.C.¹

¹ Μᾶλιστα δὲ γνώριμοι γεγονασι τῶν νομάδων οἱ τοῦ Ἐλληνος ἀφελέ- μενοι τὴν Βακτριανήν, Ἀσια, καὶ Πα- πισιανοὶ, καὶ Τὸχαροὶ, καὶ Σακάραποι, καὶ ὁμοθήτεις ὁποί τῆς περαιας του ιταλίας τῆς κατὰ Σάκας καὶ Σαγγιδα­νοὺς, ἂν κατείχον Σάκας (Strabo, xi, 3, 2). The attempts of various writers to identify the Asioi and other tribes named are unsuccessful.

² The first known satrap of Taxila was Liaka, whose son was Patiaka. In the year 78 (99 B.C.) Liaka was directly subordinate to king Moagas, who is generally supposed to be Maues or Mauas of the coins. So­dasa, satrap of Mathurā in the year 78 (105 B.C.), was the son of satrap Rājuvula, whose later coins imitate those of Strato II. Rājuvula succeeded the satraps Hagāna and Hāgāmāsha (brothers), who displaced the native Rājas, Gomitra, Rāmadatta, &c., of whom coins are
The movements of the Sakas and allied nomad tribes were closely connected with the development of the Parthian or Persian power under the Arsakanid kings. Mithradates I, a very able monarch (174 to 186 B.C.), who was for many years the contemporary of Eukratides, king of Bactria, succeeded in extending his dominions so widely that his power was felt as far as the Indus, and possibly even to the east of that river. The Saka chiefs of Taxila and Mathura would not have assumed the purely Persian title of satrap, if they had not regarded themselves as subordinates of the Persian or Parthian sovereign; and the close relations between the Parthian monarchy and the Indian borderland at this period are demonstrated by the appearance of a long line of princes of Parthian origin, who now enter on the scene.\footnote{Mr. Rapson's numismatic researches are expected to throw more light on these matters.}

Maues. The earliest of these Indo-Parthian kings apparently was Maues or Mauas who attained power in the Kabul valley and Panjab about 120 B.C., and adopted the title of 'Great King of Kings' (βασιλεύς βασιλείων μεγάλου), which had been used for the first time by Mithradates I. His coins are closely related to those of that monarch, as well as to those of the unmistakeably Parthian border chief, who called himself Arsakes Theos. The king Moga, to whom the Taxilan satrap was immediately subordinate, was almost certainly the personage whose name appears on the coins as Maues in the genitive case.\footnote{The exact limits of the reign of Mithradates I are not known; the dates in the text are those adopted by Canon Rawlinson. Justin (xli, 6) states that 'almost at the same time that Mithradates ascended the throne among the Parthians, Eukratides began to reign among the Bactrians; both of them being great men.' Von Gutschmid, referring to Orosius (v, 4) and Diodorus, attributes to Mithradates the annexation of the old kingdom of Phœos, without war (Encyl. Brit., 9th ed., s. v. Persia, p. 391). Von Sallet, Nachfolger, p. 140. Von Gutschmid compares the name Maues or Mauas with that of Mauakes (v. l. Ῥabakes), who commanded the Saka contingent of mounted archers in the army of Darius at Gaugamela or Arbela (Arrian, Anab. iii, 8). The chronology is discussed in J. R. A. S., 1903, p. 46. If M. Chavannes is right in dating the expulsion of the Yueh-chi from China 'about b.c. 140,' the dates in the text will require some modification.}
Vonones, or Onones, whose name is unquestionably Vonones, Parthian, was probably the immediate successor of Maues on the throne of Kabul. He was succeeded by his brother Spalyris, who was followed in order by Azes, or Azas, I, Azilises, Azes II, and Gondophares. The princes prior to the last named are known from their coins only. Gondophares, whose accession may be dated with practical certainty in 21 A.D., and whose coins are Parthian in style, enjoyed a long reign of some thirty years, and is a more interesting personage. He reigned, like his predecessors, in the Kabul valley and the Panjâb.

The special interest attaching to Gondophares is due to the fact that his name is associated with that of St. Thomas, the apostle of the Parthians, in very ancient Christian tradition. The belief that the Parthians were allotted as the special sphere of the missionary labours of St. Thomas goes back to the time of Origen, who died in the middle of the third century, and is also mentioned in the Clementine Recognitions, a work of the same period, and possibly somewhat earlier in date. The nearly contemporary Acts of St. Thomas, as well as later tradition, generally associate the Indians, rather than the Parthians, with the name of the apostle, but the terms 'India' and 'Indians' had such vague signification in ancient times that the discrepancy is not great. The earliest form of the tradition clearly deserves the greater credit, and there is no apparent reason for discrediting the statement handed down by Origen that Thomas received Parthia as his allotted region. According to the Clementine Recognitions, the apostolic preaching brought about very desirable reforms in the morals and manners of the Medes and Persians, who were induced to abandon scandalous practices, forbidden by religion, although sanctioned by immemorial usage.

1 The order of succession of the Indo-Parthian kings from Vonones has been determined by the Messrs. Bhandarkar; but their view as to the date of Maues cannot be accepted.

2 Book ix, ch. 29. Denique apud Parthos, sicut Thomas, qui apud illos Evangelium praedicavit, scriptit, non multi iam erga plurima matrimonia diffunduntur, nec multi apud Medos canibus obliciunt mortuos.
The legend connecting St. Thomas with king Gondophares appears for the first time in the Syrian text of the Acts of St. Thomas, which was composed at about the same date as the writings of Origen. The substance of the long story may be set forth briefly as follows:—

"When the twelve apostles divided the countries of the world among themselves by lot, India fell to the share of Judas, surnamed Thomas, or the Twin, who showed unwillingness to start on his mission. At that time an Indian merchant named Habbān arrived in the country of the south, charged by his master, Gundaphar, king of India, to bring back with him a cunning artificer able to build a palace meet for the king. In order to overcome the apostle's reluctance to start for the East, our Lord appeared to the merchant in a vision, sold the apostle to him for twenty pieces of silver, and commanded St. Thomas to serve king Gundaphar and build the palace for him.

"In obedience to his Lord's commands, the apostle sailed next day with Habbān the merchant, and during the voyage assured his companion concerning his skill in architecture and all manner of work in wood and stone. Wafted by favouring winds their ship quickly reached the harbour of Sandaruk. Landing there, the voyagers shared in the marriage feast of the king's daughter, and used their time so well that bride and bridegroom were converted to the true faith. Thence the saint and the merchant proceeded on their voyage, and came to the court of Gundaphar, king of India. St. Thomas promised to build him the palace within the space of six months, but expended the monies given to him for that purpose in almsgiving; and, when called to account, explained that he was building for the king a palace in heaven, not made with hands. He preached..."
with such zeal and grace that the king, his brother Gad, and multitudes of the people embraced the faith. Many signs and wonders were wrought by the holy apostle.

After a time, Sifur, the general of king Mazdai, arrived, and besought the apostle to come with him and heal his wife and daughter. St. Thomas hearkened to his prayer, and went with Sifur to the city of king Mazdai, riding in a chariot. He left his converts in the country of king Gundaphar under the care of deacon Xanthippos. King Mazdai waxed wroth when his queen Tertia and a noble lady named Mygdonia were converted by St. Thomas, who was accordingly sentenced to death and executed by four soldiers, who pierced him with spears on a mountain without the city. The apostle was buried in the sepulchre of the ancient kings; but the disciples secretly removed his bones, and carried them away to the West.

Writers of later date, subsequent to the seventh century, professed to know the name of the city where the apostle suffered martyrdom, and call it variously Kalamina, Kalamena, or Karamena, and much ingenuity has been expended in futile attempts to identify this city. But the scene of the martyrdom is anonymous in the earlier versions of the tale, and Kalamina should be regarded as a place in fairyland, which it is vain to try and locate on a map. The same observation applies to the attempts at the identification of the port variously called Sandaruk, Andropolis, and so forth. The whole story is pure mythology, and the geography is as mythical as the tale itself. Its interest in the eyes of the historian of India is confined to the fact that it proves that the real Indian king, Gondophares, was remembered

1 Syriac and Latin—Gad; Greek—Γάδ. Other relatives of the king are also mentioned.
2 Syriac—Sifur; Greek—Σίφωρ, Σηφώρ, Σηφόρος, Σηφόρος, or Σήφωρος; Latin—Saphor, Saphyr, Sapor, Siforus, Scphor, Siforatus, Sinforus, Siforus, or Symphoros.
3 Syriac—Mazdai; Greek—Μαζδάιος, or Μαζδαίος; Latin—Miszdeus, Mesdeus, or Midgeus.
4 Syriac—Xanthippos; Greek—Χανθίππος; Latin—omitted.
5 Syriac—Tertia; Greek—Τερτία, Τέρτια, or Τηρτία; Latin—Teptia, Tertia, Trepitia, or Triplicia.
6 Syriac—Mygdonia; Greek—Μυγδονία; Latin—Mygdonia, or Migdonia.
7 Sokrates Scholastikos (fifth century) and other writers testify that the relics were enshrined at Edessa in Mesopotamia, where a magnificent memorial church was erected.
two centuries after his death, and was associated in popular belief with the apostolic mission to the Parthians. Inasmuch as Gondophares was certainly a Parthian prince, it is reasonable to believe that a Christian mission actually visited the Indo-Parthians of the north-western frontier during his reign, whether or not that mission was conducted by St. Thomas in person. The traditional association of the name of the apostle with that of king Gondophares is in no way at variance with the chronology of the reign of the latter as deduced from coins and an inscription.

The alleged connexion of the apostle with Southern India and the shrine near Madras dubbed San Thomé by the Portuguese stands on a different footing. The story of the southern mission of St. Thomas first makes its appearance in Marco Polo's work in the thirteenth century, and has no support in either probability or ancient tradition. It may be dismissed without hesitation as a late invention of the local Nestorian Christians, concocted as a proof of their orthodox descent.

The coins of Abdagases, the son of Gondophares' brother, are found in the Panjáb only, while those of Orthagnes occur in Kandahar, Sistan, and Sindh. It would seem that

1 The coins and inscription give the king's name in sundry variant forms (in the genitive case)—as Gondophares, Guduphara, Guduphara, &c. The inscription, which was found at Takht-i-Bahi, N.E. of Peshawar, is dated in the 26th year of the Maharaya Guduphara, in the year 103 of an unspecified era. The archaeological evidence for the reign is discussed by Von Sallet ('Nachfolger Alexanders des Grossen'); Percy Gardner (B. M. Catal. Coins of Greek and Scythic Kings of India); Senart ('Notes épitumographique indienne', No. iii, p. 11); V. A. Smith ('The Kushan Period of Indian History' in J. R. A. S., 1903, p. 40); and many other writers.

2 The story in the text and the references to early Christian writers in the notes are taken from the valuable and almost exhaustive essay by Mr. W. R. Philipps, entitled 'The Connection of St. Thomas the Apostle with India' (Ind. Ant., vol. xxxii, 1903, pp. 1-15, 145-60); which supersedes most of the earlier publications on the subject. The Anglo-Indian reader requires to be specially cautioned against the serious blunders made by Sir Alexander Cunningham in his abstracts of the ecclesiastical legends (Arch. Rep. ii, 60; v, 60). The fiction of the mission of St. Thomas to Southern India is probably due in part to a confusion between the apostle and Thomas the Manichaean, who admittedly visited India in 233 A.D. One Thomas of Jerusalem is said also to have visited the southern Christians in 345 A.D. (Ind. Ant. iv, 183; ix, 313).
the Indo-Parthian princes were gradually driven south­ward by the advancing Yueh-chi, who had expelled the last of them from the Panjab by the end of the first century A.D.¹

In the latter part of that century the author of the *Periplus of the Erythraean Sea* found the valley of the Lower Indus, which he called Scythia, under the rule of Parthian chiefs, engaged in unceasing internecine strife. The Indus at that time had seven mouths, of which only the central one was navigable. The commercial port, known to the traveller as Barbarikon, was situated upon this stream; and the capital, Minnagar, lay inland. The extensive changes which have occurred in the rivers of Sind during the course of eighteen centuries preclude the possibility of satisfactory identifications of either of these towns.²

¹ The successors of Gondophares seem to have followed in this order: Abdagases, Orthaghes, Arsakes, Pakores, Sanilbas. "Periplus," ch. 38. The excellent annotated translation by Mr. McCrindle of this valuable anonymous work is printed in *Ind. Ant.* viii, pp. 108-51; and has also been published separately. The treatise used to be ascribed to Arrian. The text has been much debated. Mr. McCrindle places it between 80 and 89 a.D. M. Reinaud (Mémoires de l'Acad. des Inscr., tom. xxiv, part ii; transl. *Ind. Ant.* viii, 330) inclined to date the final redaction of the work in the year 246 or 247 A.D., during the reign of the emperor Philip. But several statements of the author point to a much earlier date. He says that "the Bactrians are a most warlike race, governed by their own independent sovereigns." These words may be rightly applied to the period of Yueh-chi rule in Bactria, for a Greek author would regard the Scythian Yueh-chi residing there as natives; but they would not be equally applicable to the period of Sassanian domination, which began in 226 A.D. The reference to "Petra, the residence of Malikha, the king of the Nabataeans" (ch. 19) indicates a date prior to 105 A.D., when the Nabataean monarchy was destroyed by the Romans. The curious observation (ch. 47) that the silver drachmae of the Bactrian kings, Apollodotus and Menander (circa 150 B.C.), were still current at Barygaza (Broach) would be incredible if applied to M. Reinaud's date, for small silver coins could not have remained in circulation for 370 years; they would have been worn away. It is remarkable that they should have lasted for two centuries and a half. The book apparently was not used by Pliny, and is therefore presumably later than the publication of his *Natural History* in 77 A.D. It may be dated with some confidence between 77 and 105 A.D. The allusion to the Parthian chiefs in the delta of the Indus harmonizes admirably with this conclusion. The "Indus" should no doubt be understood to mean "the Mekran of Sind," including the Indus properly so called, as explained by Major Raverty.
For a period of some two centuries after the beginning of the Saka and Parthian invasions, the northern portions of the Indian borderland, comprising probably the valley of the Kābul river, the Suwāt valley, and some neighbouring districts to the north and north-west of Peshawar, remained under the government of local Greek princes; who, whether independent, or subject to the suzerainty of a Parthian overlord, certainly exercised the prerogative of coining silver and bronze money.

The last of these Indo-Greek rulers was Hermaios, who succumbed to the Yueh-chi chief, Kadphises I, about 50 A.D., when that enterprising monarch added Kābul to the growing Yueh-chi empire. The Yueh-chi chief at first struck coins jointly in the name of himself and the Greek prince, retaining on the obverse the portrait of Hermaios with his titles in Greek letters. After a time, while still preserving the familiar portrait, he substituted his own name and style in the legend. The next step taken was to replace the bust of Hermaios by the effigy of Augustus, as in his later years, and so to do homage to the expanding fame of that emperor, who, without striking a blow, and by the mere terror of the Roman name, had compelled the Parthians to restore the standards of Crassus (20 B.C.), which had been captured thirty-three years earlier.

Still later probably are those coins of Kadphises I, which dispense altogether with the royal effigy, and present on the obverse an Indian bull, and on the reverse a Bactrian camel, devices fitly symbolizing the conquest of India by a horde of nomads.

Thus the numismatic record offers a distinctly legible abstract of the political history of the times, and tells in outline the story of the gradual supersession of the last outposts of Greek authority by the irresistible advance of the hosts from the steppes of Central Asia.

When the European historian, with his mind steeped in the conviction of the immeasurable debt owed to Hellas by

---

1 An outline of the approximate chronology will be found in the Synchronistic Table, Appendix K, at the end of this chapter. Only the more important names are included in the table.
modern civilization, stands by the side of the grave of Greek rule in India, it is inevitable that he should ask what was the result of the contact between Greece and India. Was Alexander to Indian eyes nothing more than the irresistible cavalry leader before whose onset the greatest armies were scattered like chaff, or was he recognized, consciously or unconsciously, as the pioneer of western civilization and the parent of model institutions? Did the long-continued government of Greek rulers in the Panjāb vanish before the assault of rude barbarians without leaving a trace of its existence save coins, or did it impress an Hellenic stamp upon the ancient fabric of Indian polity?

Questions such as these have received widely divergent answers; but undoubtedly the general tendency of European scholars has been to exaggerate the hellenizing effects of Alexander's invasion and of the Indo-Greek rule on the north-western frontier. The most extreme 'Hellenist' view is that expressed by Herr Niese, who is convinced that all the later development of India depends upon the institutions of Alexander, and that Chandragupta Maurya recognized the suzerainty of Seleukos Nikator. Such extravagant notions are so plainly opposed to the evidence that they might be supposed to need no refutation, but they have been accepted to a certain extent by English writers of repute; who are, as already observed, inclined naturally to believe that India, like Europe and a large part of Asia, must have yielded to the subtle action of Hellenic ideas.

It is therefore worth while to consider impartially and without prejudice the extent of the Hellenic influence upon India from the invasion of Alexander to the Kushān or Indo-Scythian conquest at the end of the first century of the Christian era, a period of four centuries in round numbers.

The author's opinion that India was not hellenized by the operations of Alexander has been expressed in the chapter of this work dealing with his retreat from India\(^1\), but it is advisable to remind the reader of the leading facts in connexion with the more general question of Hellenic influence.

\(^1\) _Asta_, p. 105.
upon Indian civilization during four hundred years. In order to form a correct judgement in the matter it is essential to bear dates in mind. Alexander stayed only nineteen months in India, and however far-reaching his plans may have been, it is manifestly impossible that during those few months of incessant conflict he should have founded Hellenic institutions on a permanent basis, or materially affected the structure of Hindu polity and society. As a matter of fact, he did nothing of the sort, and within two years of his death, with the exception of some small garrisons under Eudamos in the Indus valley, the whole apparatus of Macedonian rule had been swept away. After the year 316 B.C. not a trace of it remained. The only mark of Alexander's direct influence on India is the existence of a few coins modelled in imitation of Greek types which were struck by Saubhūti (Sophytes), the chief of the Salt Range, whom he subdued at the beginning of the voyage down the rivers.

Twenty years after Alexander's death, Seleukos Nikator attempted to recover the Macedonian conquests east of the Indus, but failed, and more than failed, being obliged, not only to forgo all claims on the provinces temporarily occupied by Alexander, but to surrender a large part of Ariana, west of the Indus, to Chandragupta Maurya. The Indian administration and society so well described by Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleukos, were Hindu in character, with some features borrowed from Persia, but none from Greece. The assertion that the development of India depended on the institutions of Alexander is a grotesque travesty of the truth.

For eighty or ninety years after the death of Alexander the strong arm of the Maurya emperors held India for the Indians against all comers, and those monarchs treated their Hellenistic neighbours on equal terms. Asoka was much

---

1 The duties of the officers maintained by Chandragupta to 'attend to the entertainment of foreigners' (Strabo, xv, 1, 30-2) were identical with those of the Greek proxemoi (σπιτέων), and it is possible, though not proved, that the Indian institution was borrowed from the Greek (Newton, Essays on Art and Archaeology, p. 131).
more anxious to communicate the blessings of Buddhist teaching to Antiochos and Ptolemy than to borrow Greek notions from them. Although it appears to be certainly true that Indian plastic and pictorial art, such as it was, drew its inspiration from Hellenistic Alexandrian models during the Maurya period, the Greek influence merely touched the fringe of Hindu civilization, and was powerless to modify the structure of Indian institutions in any essential respect.

For almost a hundred years after the failure of Seleukos Nikator no Greek sovereign presumed to attack India. Then Antiochos the Great (cir. 206 B.C.) marched through the hills of the country now called Afghanistan, and went home by Kandahār and Sistān, levying a war indemnity of treasure and elephants from a local chief. This brief campaign can have had no appreciable effect on the institutions of India, and its occurrence was probably unknown to many of the courts east of the Indus.

The subsequent invasions of Demetrios, Eukratides, and Menander, which extended with intervals over a period of about half a century (190–158 B.C.), penetrated more deeply into the interior of the country; but they too were transient raids, and cannot possibly have affected seriously the ancient and deeply rooted civilization of India. It is noticeable that the Hindu astronomer refers to Menander's Greeks as the 'viciously valiant Yavanas.' The Indians were impressed by both Alexander and Menander as mighty captains, not as missionaries of culture, and no doubt regarded both those sovereigns as impure barbarians, to be feared, but not imitated.

The East has seldom shown much readiness to learn from the West; and when Indians have condescended, as in the cases of relief sculpture and the drama, to borrow ideas from European teachers, the thing borrowed has been so cleverly disguised in native trappings that the originality of the Indian imitators is stoutly maintained even by acute and learned critics.

1. Ante, p. 197.
2. The author is firmly convinced that Weber and Windisch are right in tracing the Indian drama to a
The Panjāb, or a considerable part of it, with some of the adjoining regions, remained more or less under Greek rule for nearly two centuries and a half, from the time of Demetrios (190 B.C.) to the overthrow of Hermaios by the Kushāns (cir. 50 A.D.), and we might reasonably expect to find clear signs of hellenization in those countries. But the traces of Hellenic influence even there are surprisingly slight and trivial. Except the coins, which retain Greek legends on the obverse, and are throughout mainly Greek in type, although they begin to be bilingual from the time of Demetrios and Eukratides, scarcely any indication of the prolonged foreign rule can be specified. The coinage undoubtedly goes far to prove that the Greek language was that used in the courts of the frontier princes, but the introduction of native legends on the reverses demonstrates that it was not understood by the people at large. No inscriptions in that tongue have yet been discovered, and the single Greek name, Theodore, met with in a native record, comes from the Suwāt valley, and is of late date, probably 56 A.D.¹

There is no evidence that Greek architecture was ever introduced into India. A temple with Ionic pillars, dating from the time of Azes (either Azes I, 50 B.C., or Azes II, some fifty years later), has been discovered at Taxila; but the plan of the building is not Greek, and the pillars of foreign pattern are merely borrowed ornaments.² The earliest known example of Indo-Greek sculpture belongs to the same period, the reign of Azes³, and not a single speci-
men can be referred to the times of Demetrios, Eukratides, and Menander, not to speak of Alexander. The well-known sculptures of Gandhāra, the region round Peshāwar, are much later in date, and are the offspring of cosmopolitan Graeco-Roman art.

The conclusion of the matter is that the invasions of Conclu-
Alexander, Antiochos the Great, Demetrios, Eukratides, and
Menander were in fact, whatever their authors may have in-
tended, merely military incursions, which left no appreciable
mark upon the institutions of India. The prolonged occu-
pation of the Panjāb and neighbouring regions by Greek
rulers had extremely little effect in hellenizing the country.
Greek political institutions and architecture were rejected,
although to a small extent Hellenic example was accepted
in the decorative arts, and the Greek language must have
been familiar to the officials at the kings' courts. The
literature of Greece was probably known more or less to
some of the native officers, who were obliged to learn their
masters' language for business purposes, but that language
was not widely diffused, and the impression made by Greek
authors upon Indian literature and science is not traceable
until after the close of the period under discussion. The
later Graeco-Roman influence on the civilization of India
will be noticed briefly in the next chapter.
## APPENDIX J

### Alphabetical List of Bactrian and Indo-Greek Kings and Queens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Greek title or epithet</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agathokleia</td>
<td>Theotropos</td>
<td>Queen, or mother, of Strato I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Agathokles</td>
<td>Dikaios</td>
<td>Probably succeeded Pantaleon, No. 38, and contemporary with Euthydemos I or Demetrios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Amyntas</td>
<td>Nikator</td>
<td>A little earlier than Heraimios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Antialkidas</td>
<td>Nikêphoros</td>
<td>Contemporary with early years of Eukratides, cir. 170 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Antimachos I</td>
<td>Theos</td>
<td>Probably succeeded Diodotos II, No. 13, in Kabul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Antimachos II</td>
<td>Nikêphoros</td>
<td>Later than Eukratides, No. 17, or possibly contemporary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Apollodotos</td>
<td>Soter, Megas, Philopator</td>
<td>Probably son of Eukratides, and king of entire Indian frontier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Apollopbanes</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Probably contemporary with Strato I or II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Archebios</td>
<td>Dikaios, Nikêphoros</td>
<td>Probably connected with Heliokles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Artemidoros</td>
<td>Aniketos</td>
<td>Later than Menander.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Demetrios</td>
<td>Aniketos</td>
<td>Son of Euthydemos I, No. 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Diodotos I</td>
<td></td>
<td>No coins known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Diodotos II</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Son of No. 12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Diomedes</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Apparently connected with Eukratides, No. 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dionysios</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Later than Apollodotos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Epander</td>
<td>Nikêphoros</td>
<td>Probably later than Eukratides, No. 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Eukratides</td>
<td>Megas</td>
<td>Contemporary with Mithradates I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Euthydemos I</td>
<td></td>
<td>Subsequent to Diodotos II, No. 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Euthydemos II</td>
<td></td>
<td>Probably son of No. 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Heliokles</td>
<td>Dikaios</td>
<td>Son of No. 17; last of Bactrian dynasty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Heraimios</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Last Indo-Greek king.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Hippostratos</td>
<td>Soter, Megas</td>
<td>Probably succeeded Apollodotos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Kallipæ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Queen of Heraimios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Laodike</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mother of Eukratides.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Based on Von Sallet's lists, and brought up to date. The geographical and chronological position of many of the rulers named is so uncertain that an alphabetical list is the best.

2 Cunningham (Num. Chrom., 1870, p. 81), Gardner (B. M. Catal., p. 34) distinguishes A. Soter from A. Philopator, and Mr. Rapson is disposed to accept this view.

3 Gardner (B. M. Catal., p. 19). Heliokles seems to have been the name of the father, as well as of the son of Eukratides.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Greek title or epithet</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Lysias</td>
<td>Anikētos, Soter, Dikaios</td>
<td>Predecessor of Antialkidas, No. 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Menander.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Later than Eukratides, invaded India about 155 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Nikias</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Later than Eukratides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Pantaleon.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contemporary with Euthydemos I or Demetrios, probably preceded Agathokles, No. 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Peukelaos</td>
<td>Dikaios, Soter</td>
<td>Contemporary with Hippostratos (J. A. S. B., 1896, part i, p. 131).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Philoxenos</td>
<td>Anikētos</td>
<td>Probably succeeded Antimachos II, No. 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Plato</td>
<td>Epiphânes</td>
<td>165 B.C., contemporary with Eukratides, No. 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>(?): Polyxenos</td>
<td>Epiphânes, Soter</td>
<td>Num. Chron., 1896, p. 269: Mr. Rapson doubts the genuineness of the unique coin described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Strato I</td>
<td>Soter, Epiphânes, Dikaios</td>
<td>Contemporary with Heliokles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Strato II</td>
<td>Soter</td>
<td>Son, or grandson, of No. 33.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Telephos</td>
<td>Energetes</td>
<td>J. A. S. B., 1896, part i, p. 130.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Theophilos</td>
<td>Dikaios</td>
<td>J. A. S. B., 1897, part i, p. 1; connected with Lysias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Zoilos</td>
<td>Soter, Dikaios</td>
<td>Apparently later than Apollodotos.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The letters on Plato’s coin are interpreted as signifying the year 147 of the Seleukidan era, equivalent to 165 B.C.
### APPENDIX K.  Synchronistic Table, 280 B.C. to 50 A.D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B.C.</th>
<th>Syria</th>
<th>Bactria</th>
<th>Parthia (Persia)</th>
<th>NW. Indian Frontier, Panjáb, and Kābul</th>
<th>Interior India</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>Antiōchos Soter acc.</td>
<td>Diodotos I acc.</td>
<td>Arskes I acc.</td>
<td>Maurya dynasty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Antiōchos Theos acc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 250</td>
<td>Selēnikos Kallinikos acc. (Antiōchos Hierax, rival)</td>
<td>Diodotos II acc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 248</td>
<td></td>
<td>Euthydemos acc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 246</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 245</td>
<td>Antiōchos III (the Great)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 232-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 233</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 208</td>
<td>Antiōchos III (the Great)</td>
<td>Euthydemos II</td>
<td>Agathokles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 190</td>
<td>Selēnikos Philopator acc.</td>
<td>Eukratides acc.</td>
<td>Mithradates I acc.</td>
<td>Menander (Kābul)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plato (rival of Eukratides)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heliokles</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apollodoros</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 175</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.138-130</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Bactrian dynasty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D. 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remarks:**
- Death of Aṣoka.
- Recognition of Bactrian independence.
- Invasion of Kābul by Antiōchos the Great.
- Indian conquests of Demetrius.
- Pushyamitra Ṣunga acc.
- Various Greek princes.
- Invasion of India by Menander.
- Śaka invasion of Bactria, &c.
- St. Thomas.
- Overthrow of Ḥirmas by Ruhāna.
CHAPTER X

THE KUSHAN OR INDO-SCYTHIAN DYNASTY
FROM 45 TO 225 A.D.

The migrations of the nomad nations of the Mongolian steppes, briefly noticed in the last preceding chapter, produced on the political fortunes of India effects so momentous that they deserve and demand fuller treatment.

A tribe of Turkic nomads, known to Chinese authors as the Hiung-nu, succeeded in inflicting upon a neighbouring and rival horde of the same stock a decisive defeat about the middle of the second century B.C. The date of this event is fixed as 165 B.C. by most scholars, but M. Chavannes puts it some twenty or twenty-five years later. The Yueh-chi were compelled to quit the lands which they occupied in the province of Kan-suh in northwestern China, and to migrate westwards in search of fresh pasture-grounds. The moving horde muster ed a force of bowmen, estimated to number from one hundred to two hundred thousand; and the whole multitude must have comprised, at least, from half a million to a million persons of all ages and both sexes.

In the course of their westward migration in search of grazing-grounds adequate for the sustenance of their vast numbers of horses, cattle, and sheep, the Yueh-chi, moving along the route past Kucha (N. lat. 41° 38', E. long. 83° 25'), to the north of the desert of Gobi, came into conflict with

1 M. Chavannes gives the date of the Yueh-chi defeat as 'vers lanée 140 av. J.-C.' (Turcs Occidentaux, p. 134 note). The Hiung-nu were not Huns, as supposed by De Guignes, nor Ephthalites, as supposed by Kingsmill (Specht, in J. A., 1883; Ind. Ant., 1886, p. 19); but were probably of Turkic race. The Yueh-chi, too, were not snub-nosed Mongols, but big men with pink complexions and large noses, resembling the Hiung-nu in manners and customs (Kingsmill, J. R. A. S., 1882, p. 7, of reprint of Intercourse of China with Eastern Turkestan).
a smaller horde, named Wu-sun, which occupied the basin of the Ili river and its southern tributaries, the Tékès and Kongêś. The Wu-sun, although numbering a force of only ten thousand bowmen, could not submit patiently to the devastation of their lands, and sought to defend them. But the superior numbers of the Yueh-chi assured the success of the invaders, who slew the Wu-sun chieftain, and then passed on westwards, beyond Lake Issyk-kul, the Lake Tsing of Hiuen Tsang, in search of more spacious pastures. A small section of the immigrants, diverging to the south, settled on the Tibetan border, and became known as the Little Yueh-chi; while the main body, which continued the westward march, was designated the Great Yueh-chi.

The next foes encountered by the Yueh-chi, were the Sakas, or Se, who probably included more than one horde; for, as Herodotus observes, the Persians were accustomed to use the term Sakai to denote all Scythian nomads. The Sakas, who dwelt to the west of the Wu-sun, probably in the territory between the Jaxartes (Syr Darya) and Chu rivers, also attempted to defend their lands; but met with even worse success than the Wu-sun, being compelled to vacate their pasture-grounds in favour of the victorious Yueh-chi, who occupied them. The Sakas were forced to migrate in search of new quarters, and, ultimately, as stated in the last preceding chapter, made their way into India and Sistân.

For some fifteen or twenty years the Yueh-chi remained undisturbed in their usurped territory. But meantime their ancient enemies, the Hiung-nû, had protected the infant son

1 Chavannes, *Tours Occidentaux*, p. 263.

2 In the time of Darius, son of Hystaspes (520 B.C.), the Sakai, with the Caspii, formed the fifteenth satrapy; and, in the army of Xerxes, they were associated with the Bactrians under the command of Hystaspes, the son of Darius and Atossa (*Herod.* iii, 63; vii, 64). Now that the position of the Wu-sun has been determined, and the line of the Yueh-chi migration thus fixed, the approximate location of the Sakai must be as stated in the text. Strabo clearly states that the Sakai and allied tribes came from the neighbourhood of the Jaxartes. Canon Rawlinson’s opinion that they occupied the Kashgar and Yarkand territory in the days of Darius (*Herod.* transl., vol. ii, 403; iv, 170) is no longer tenable.

1 If M. Chavannes is right, this date must be altered to about 130, or 125 B.C.
of the slain Wu-sun chieftain, who had grown to manhood under their care. This youth, with Hiung-nū help, attacked the Yueh-chi, and avenged his father's death by driving them from the lands which they had wrested from the Sakas. Being thus forced to resume their march, the Yueh-chi moved into the valley of the Oxus, and reduced to subjection its peaceful inhabitants, known to the Chinese as Ta-hia. The political domination of the Yueh-chi was probably extended at once over Bactria, to the south of the Oxus, but the head quarters of the horde continued for many years to be on the north side of the river, and the pastures on that side sufficed for the wants of the new comers.

In the course of time, which may be estimated at two or three generations, the Yueh-chi lost their nomad habits; and became a settled, territorial nation, in actual occupation of the Bactrian lands south of the river, as well as of Sogdiana to the north, and were divided into five principalities. As a rough approximation to the truth, this political and social development; with its accompanying growth of population, may be assumed to have been completed about 70 B.C.

For the next century nothing is known about Yueh-chi history; but more than a hundred years after the division of the nation into five territorial principalities situated to the north of the Hindū Kush, the chief of the Kushān section of the horde, who is conventionally known to European writers as Kadphises I, succeeded in imposing his authority on his colleagues, and establishing himself as sole monarch of the Yueh-chi nation. His accession as such may be dated in the year 45 A.D., which cannot be very far wrong.

1 For the arguments in favour of the chronology as stated in the text, see the author's paper, 'The Kushān, or Indo-Scythian, Period of Indian History,' in J. R. A. S., 1908, which gives full references to authorities. Most books antedate the unification of the Kushān monarchy by some seventy years, in consequence of a misunderstanding of a condensed version of the history given in Ma-twan-lin's Chinese encyclopaedia of the thirteenth century. The publication of translations of the original texts which the encyclopaedist abstracted has made the true meaning plain, although exact dates are not known.
The pressure of population upon the means of subsistence which had impelled the Yueh-chi horde to undertake the long and arduous march from the borders of China to the Hindu Kush, now drove it across that barrier, and stimulated Kadphises I to engage in the formidable task of subjugating the provinces to the south of the mountains.

He made himself master of Ki-pin (? Kashmir) as well as of the Kabul territory, and, in the course of a long reign, consolidated his power in Bactria, and found time to attack the Parthians. His empire thus extended from the frontiers of Persia to the Indus, and included Sogdiana, now the Khanate of Bukhara, with probably all the territories comprised in the existing kingdom of Afghanistan. The complete subjugation of the hardy mountaineers of the Afghan highlands, who have withstood so many invaders with success, must have occupied many years, and cannot be assigned to any particular year, but 60 A.D. may be taken as a mean date for the conquest of Kabul.

The Yueh-chi advance necessarily involved the suppression of the Indo-Greek and Indo-Parthian chiefs of principalities to the west of the Indus; and in the last preceding chapter proof has been given of the manner in which the coinage legibly records the outline of the story of the gradual supersession by the barbarian invaders of Hermaios, the last Greek prince of Kabul.

The general correctness of the chronology in the text is not dependent on the validity of the theory that certain inscriptions are dated in the Laukika era. Even if it should hereafter be proved that the inscriptions of Kanishka and his successors are dated in a special era, the soundness of the chronological scheme adopted in this chapter would not be seriously affected. The king called Kadphises I in the text is the Kieu-tsieû-k'io of the Chinese, and the Kozolakadaphes, Kozoulakadphises, and Kujulakarakadphises of various coins. The exact meaning of these names or titles is unknown.  

Levi has proved conclusively, distinguishing Ki-pin from Kao-fu, or Kabul. The signification of Ki-pin has varied. In the seventh century, in the time of the Tang dynasty, it meant Kapisa, or north-eastern Afghanistan. In the time of the Han and Wei dynasties the term ordinarily meant Kashmir. The period referred to in the text being that of the later Han dynasty, Ki-pin should perhaps be interpreted as meaning Kashmir (Sylvain Levi, in J.J.A., tome vii, sér. ix, p. 161; tome x, pp. 526-31: Chavannes, Turos Occidentaux, pp. 52, 276, and Addenda, p. 307, at top; Voyage de Song Yun, p. 54). But the Kapisa signification would suit better.
RELATIONS WITH CHINA

The final extinction of the Indo-Parthian power in the Panjāb and the Indus valley was reserved for the reign of the successor of Kadphises I, who is most conveniently designated as Kadphises II.

At the age of eighty Kadphises I closed his victorious reign, and was succeeded, in or about 85 A.D., by his son Kadphises II. This prince, no less ambitious and enterprising than his father, devoted himself to the further extension of the Yueh-chi dominion, and even ventured to measure swords with the Chinese emperor.

The embassy of Chang-kien in 125–115 B.C. to the Relations with China, while they still resided in Sogdiana to the north of the Oxus, had brought the western barbarians into touch with the Middle Kingdom, and for a century and a quarter the emperors of China kept up intercourse with the Scythian powers. In the year 8 A.D. official relations ceased, and, when the first Han dynasty came to an end in 23 or 24 A.D., Chinese influence in the western countries had been reduced to nothing. Fifty years later Chinese ambition reasserted itself, and for a period of thirty years, from 73 to 102 A.D., General Pan-chao led an army from 73–102 A.D. victory to victory as far as the confines of the Roman empire. The king of Khotan, who had first made his submission in 73 A.D., was followed by several other princes, including the king of Kashgar, and the route to the west along the southern edge of the desert was thus opened to the arms and commerce of China. The reduction of Kuché and Kharachar in 94 A.D. similarly threw open the northern road.

The steady advance of the victorious Chinese evidently alarmed Kadphises II, who regarded himself as the equal of the emperor, and had no intention of accepting the position of the Caspian Sea' (China, in Story of Nations Series, p. 18). M. Sylvain Lévi, referring to Mailla, Histoire générale de la Chine, says—"jusqu'aux confins du monde gréco-romain" (Notes sur les Indo-Scythies, p. 50).
of a vassal. Accordingly, in 90 A.D., he boldly asserted his equality by demanding a Chinese princess in marriage. General Pan-chao, who considered the proposal an affront to his master, arrested the envoy and sent him home. Kadphises II, unable to brook this treatment, equipped a formidable force of 70,000 cavalry under the command of his viceroy Si, which was dispatched across the Tsung-ling range, or Tāghdumbash Pāmīr, to attack the Chinese. The army of Si probably advanced by the Tāshkurgān pass, some fourteen thousand feet high, and was so shattered by its sufferings during the passage of the mountains, that when it emerged into the plain below, either that of Kashgar or Yārkand, it fell an easy prey to Pan-chao, and was totally defeated. Kadphises II was compelled to pay tribute to China, and the Chinese annals record the arrival of several missions bearing tribute at this period.

This serious check did not crush the ambition of the Yüeh-chi monarch, who now undertook the easier task of attacking India.

Success in this direction compensated for failure against the power of China, and the Yüeh-chi dominion was gradually extended (90 to 100 A.D.) all over North-Western India, with the exception of southern Sind, probably as far east as Benares. The conquered Indian provinces were administered by military viceroys, to whom apparently should be attributed the large issues of coins known to numismatists as those of the Nameless King. These pieces, mostly copper,
but including a few in base silver, are certainly contemporary with Kadphises II, and are extremely common all over Northern India from the Kābul valley to Benares and Ghāzīpur on the Ganges.

The Yueh-chi conquests opened up the path of commerce between the Roman empire and India. Kadphises I, who struck coins in bronze or copper only, imitated, after his conquest of Kābul, the coinage either of Augustus in his latter years, or the similar coinage of Tiberius (14 to 38 A.D.). When the Roman gold of the early emperors began to pour into India in payment for the silks, spices, gems, and dye-stuffs of the East, Kadphises II perceived the advantage of a gold currency, and struck an abundant issue of orientalized aurei, agreeing in weight with their prototypes, and not much inferior in purity. In Southern India, which, during the same period, maintained an active maritime trade with the Roman empire, the local kings did not attempt to copy the imperial aurei; which were themselves imported in large quantities, and used for currency purposes, just as English sovereigns now are in many parts of the world.

The Indian embassy, which offered its congratulations to Trajan after his arrival in Rome in 99 A.D., was probably dispatched by Kadphises II to announce his conquest of North-Western India.

1 The proof that the Nameless King, *Satāp Mēras*, was contemporary with Kadphises II is given in detail by Cunningham (Num. Chron., 1892, p. 71). The use of the participle *BĀSIAE'TH* on the coins of the Nameless King seems to be an indication of his subordinate rank. His title is *Bāsileus basialeoun metē megas*, whereas Kadphises II calls himself *Bāsileus basialeon, 'king of kings,' or, on the gold coins, simply *bāsileus*. The one silver coin of Kadphises II adds the epithet *megas*; the legends of the copper coins give him the title *silet megas*.

2 For weights and assays of Kushān coins, see Cunningham (Coins Med. India, p. 16). The opinions expressed by Von Sallet (Nachfolger Alexander's, pp. 56, 81) that the close resemblance between the heads of Kadphises I and Augustus is due to fortuitous coincidence, and that there is no reason to connect the weight of the Kushān coins with that of the imperial aurei, can only be regarded as a strange aberration of that distinguished numismatist. The one silver coin of Kadphises II which is known, weighs 364 grains, and thus agrees in weight, as Cunningham observed, with a Roman silver denarius. For an account of large
The temporary annexation of Mesopotamia by Trajan in 116 A.D. brought the Roman frontier within six hundred miles of the western limits of the Yueh-chi empire. Although the province beyond the Euphrates was retroceded by Hadrian the year after its annexation, there can be no doubt that at this period the rulers of Northern and Western India were well acquainted with the fame and power of the great western empire, and were sensibly influenced by its example.

The victorious reign of Kadphises II was undoubtedly prolonged, and may be supposed to have covered a space of thirty-five or forty years, from about 85 to 120 or 125 A.D.¹

Kadphises II was succeeded by Kanishka, who alone among the Kushán kings has left a name cherished by tradition, and famous far beyond the limits of India. His name, it is true, is unknown in Europe, save to a few students of unfamiliar lore, but it lives in the legends of Tibet, China, and Mongolia, and is scarcely less significant to the Buddhists of those lands than that of Asoka himself. Notwithstanding the widespread fame of Kanishka, his authentic history is scanty, and his chronological position strangely open to doubt. Unluckily no passage in the works of the accurate Chinese historians has yet been discovered which synchronizes him with any definite name or event in the well-ascertained history of the Middle Kingdom. The Chinese books which mention him are all, so far as is yet known, merely works of edification, and not well adapted to serve as mines of historic fact. They are, in truth,

finds of Roman coins in India, see Thurston, Coin Catal. No. 2 of Madras Museum. The testimony of Pliny (Hist. Nat. xii. 18) to the drain of Roman gold in exchange for Indian and Chinese luxuries is well known:—\textit{Minimaque computatione miles centena miles sexterti\ae\ annis omnibus India et Seres peninsulaque illa imperio nostro adimunt. Tanto nobis decehis et feminae constant. Quota enim portio ex illis ad deos quae sae iam uti ad inferos pertinet.} The embassy is mentioned by Dion Cassius, ix. 58.¹ No definite proof of the length of this reign can be given, but the extent of the conquests made by Kadphises II and the large volume of his coinage are certain indications that his reign was protracted. Cunningham assigned it a duration of forty years.
translations or echoes of Indian tradition, as are the books of Tibet and Mongolia, and no student needs to be told how baffling are its vagaries. Kanishka and his proximate successors certainly are mentioned in an exceptionally large number of inscriptions, of which more than a score are dated; and it might be expected that this ample store of epigraphic material would set at rest all doubts, and establish beyond dispute the essential outlines of the Kushān chronology. But, unfortunately, the dates are recorded in such a fashion as to be open to most various interpretations, and eminent scholars are still to be found who place the accession of Kanishka in 57 B.C., as well as others who date that event in 278 A.D.¹

I have no doubt whatever that the numismatic evidence His date, alone—a class of evidence unduly depreciated by some historical students—proves conclusively that Kanishka lived at a time considerably later than the Christian era, subsequent to both Kadphises I and Kadphises II, and was exposed to the influence of the Roman empire. Many other lines of evidence, which are of great collective force when brought together, lead to the conclusion that Kanishka was the contemporary of Hadrian and Marcus Aurelius, and came to the throne about 120 or 125 A.D., directly succeeding Kadphises II. Kanishka unquestionably belonged to the Kushān section of the Yueh-chi nation, as did the Kadphises kings, and there does not seem to be sufficient reason for believing that he was unconnected with them. The coins both of Kadphises II and Kanishka frequently display in the field the same four-pronged symbol, and agree accurately in weight and fineness, besides exhibiting a very close relationship in the obverse devices. The inevitable inference is that the two kings were very near in time to one another—in fact, that either immediately followed the other. Now Kadphises II (Yen-kr̲̃o-ching) was beyond doubt not only the successor, but the

¹ Dr. Fleet maintains the 57 B.C. date, and the Messrs. Bhandarkar have advocated the late date, 278. A full list of the dated inscriptions will be found in the author's paper on the Kushān period, cited ante, p. 219.
son of Kadphises I (Kiêu-tsieui-k'io), who died at the age of eighty after a long reign. It is quite impossible to bring Kanishka into close association with Kadphises II, except on the generally admitted assumption that Kanishka was his immediate successor. Without further pursuing in detail a tedious archaeological argument, it will suffice to say here that ample reason can be shown for holding that the great majority of Indianists are right in placing the Kanishka group directly after that of the Kadphises kings. Our knowledge is so limited that difficulties remain, whatever theory be adopted, but the ordinary arrangement of the royal names appears to be strictly in accordance with the history of other nations, and with the phenomena of artistic, literary, and religious development.

Kanishka then may be assumed to have succeeded Kadphises II, to whom he was presumably related, in or about 120 or 125 A.D. Tradition and the monuments and inscriptions of his time prove that his sway, like that of his predecessor, extended all over North-Western India, probably as far south as the Vindhyas. His coins are found constantly associated with those of Kadphises II from Kâbul to Ghâzipur on the Ganges, and their vast number and variety indicate a reign of considerable length. His dominions included Upper Sind, and his high reputation as a conqueror suggests the probability that he extended his power to the mouths of the Indus, and swept away the petty Parthian princes who still ruled that region at the close of the first century A.D., but are heard no more of afterwards.

He probably completed the subjugation and annexation of the secluséd vale of Kashmir, and certainly showed a marked preference for that delightful country, in which he erected numerous monuments, and founded a town, which,

1 The statement of Ptolomy (150 A.D.) that the dominion of Kaspeira, or Kash-mir, extended to the Vindhyas is interpreted most naturally as referring, to the contemporary Kushân kings of Kashmir and Gandhâra (see Stein, Bâja-yâr., transl. vol. ii. p. 334.)

2 Inscription at Sûe Vîhâr, near Bahâwalpur, ed. Hoernle, J. A., x, 324, dated in the year 11 in the reign of mahârâja râjâtîrâja devaputra Kanishka, on the 28th day of the month Daisios of the Macedonian calendar.
although now reduced to a petty village, still bears his honoured name.

Tradition affirms that he carried his arms far into the interior, and attacked the king residing at the ancient imperial city of Pataliputra. It is said that he carried off from that city a Buddhist saint named Asvaghosha. But little dependence can be placed upon ecclesiastical traditions which connect the names of famous saints with those of renowned kings, and all such traditions need confirmation.

Kanishka’s capital was Purushapura, the modern Peshāwar, the city, which then guarded, as it now does, the main road from the Afghan hills to the Indian plains. There, in his latter days, when he had become a fervent Buddhist, he erected a great relic tower, which seems to have deserved to rank among the wonders of the world. The superstructure of carved wood rose in thirteen storeys to a height of at least four hundred feet, surmounted by a mighty iron pinnacle. When Song-yun, a Chinese pilgrim, visited the spot at the beginning of the sixth century, this structure had been thrice destroyed by fire, and as often rebuilt by pious kings. A monastery of exceptional magnificence stood by its side. Faint traces of the substructures of these buildings may even now be discerned at the ‘King’s Mound’ (Shāhjī-ki-Dherī) outside the Lahore gate of Peshāwa.

1 Stein, Rajat., transl. bk. i, 168-72. Kanishkapura is now represented by the village of Kanispūr, 74° 28’ E. long., 34° 14’ N. lat., situated between the Vitastā (Bihat) river and the high road leading from Varāhamūla (Bārāmūla) to Šrinagar.

2 Chinese translation, made in 472 A.D., of a lost Sanskrit work called the Śrī Dharmapātaka-sam-pradāya-nidāna (?), in Lévi, Notes sur les Indo-Scythes, p. 36. Vassilieff, Le Bouddhisme, transl. La Comme, p. 210. According to a Tibetan tradition, Kanishka sent a friendly invitation to Asvaghosha, who, being unable to accept it on account of age and infirmities, sent his disciple Juansa Yasa in his stead

3 For the topography of Gandhāra, the region round Peshāwar, the only trustworthy authority is M. Foucher’s admirable treatise, Notes sur l’inscription ancienne du Gandhāra, p. 101 (1902). Tarānātha (Sch. h. xiii, p. 62) mentions the neighbouring town of Puṣkhal as a royal residence of Kanishka’s son. The fullest description of the great relic tower is that by Song-yun (Beal, Records, vol. iii, p. 169, and in M. Chavannes’ recently published revised version, H. 1903). It is mentioned by Fa-hien (ch. xii) and Hiuen Tsang.
The monastery was still flourishing as a place of Buddhist education as late as the ninth or tenth century when Prince Vira Deva of Magadha was sent there to benefit by the instruction of the resident teachers, who were famous for their piety. The final demolition of this celebrated establishment was undoubtedly due to the Muhammadan invasions of Mahmūd of Ghaznī and his successors. Muslim zeal against idolatry was always excited to acts of destruction by the spectacle of the innumerable images with which Buddhist holy places were crowded.

The ambition of Kanishka was not confined by the limits of India. He engaged in successful war with the Parthians, having been attacked by the king of that nation, who is described by the tradition as 'very stupid and with a violent temper'. The prince referred to may be either Chosroes (Khusrū), or one of the rival kings who disputed the possession of the Parthian throne between 108 and 130 A.D.

The most striking military exploit of Kanishka was his conquest of Kashgar, Yārkand, and Khotan, extensive provinces lying to the north of Tibet and the east of the Pāmr, and at that time, as now, dependencies of China. Kadphisēs II, when he attempted the same arduous adventure in 90 A.D., had failed ignominiously, and had been compelled to pay tribute to China. Kanishka, secure in the possession of India and Kashmir, was better prepared to surmount the appalling difficulties of conveying an effective army across the passes of the Taghdumbash Pāmr, which no modern ruler of India would dare to face; and he had no longer General Panchao to oppose him. (Where his predecessor had failed, Kanishka succeeded; and not only freed himself from the obligation of paying tribute to China, but compelled the defeated kings to surrender hostages, including a son of the Han emperor of China, who built

(For. ii. Beal, i. 99). Even so late as 1030 A.D. Alberini alludes to the Konu-chanīya (Sachau, transi. ii, 11). The monastery is described by Hiuen Tsang (Beal, i. 108). The identification of the site is due to M. Foucher (op. cit., pp. 9-13, with view and plan).


2 Lévi, op. cit., p. 40.
a Buddhist shrine at the place of his detention in the province of Kapisa.

These hostages were treated, as befitted their rank, with the utmost consideration, and were assigned suitable residences at different Buddhist monasteries for each of the three seasons—the hot, the cold, and the rains. During the time of the summer heats when the burning plains are not pleasant to live in, they enjoyed the cool breezes at a monastery in the hills of Kapisa beyond Kabul, which was erected specially for their accommodation. The Chinese prince deposited a store of jewels as an endowment for this establishment before his return home, and was gratefully remembered for centuries. When Hiuen Tsang visited the place in the seventh century he found the walls adorned with paintings of the prince and his companions attired in the garb of China, while the resident monks still honoured the memory of their benefactor with prayers and offerings.

The residence of the hostages during the cold season was at an unidentified place in the eastern Panjāb, to which the name of Chinapati was given in consequence. The situation of their abode during the rains is not mentioned. An incidental result of the stay of the hostages in Kaṇishka’s dominions was the introduction of the practice of which had been previously unknown in India.

According to tradition, Kaṇishka Rāja of Gandhāra in old days having subdued all neighbouring provinces, and brought into obedience people of distant countries, he governed by his army a wide territory, even to the east of the Tsung-ling mountains. Then the tribes who occupy the territory to the west of the [Yellow] river, fearing the power of his arms, sent hostages to him (Hiuen Tsang, in Beal, Records, i, 57). The detail about the son of the emperor is due to Hiuen Tsang’s biographer (Beal, Life of Hiuen Tsang, p. 54). The statement that Kaṇishka’s dominions included remote Yarkand, which was accepted by Mr. Rockhill (Life of the Buddha, p. 240), is confirmed by Dr. Stein’s remarkable discoveries at Rawak of sculptures closely related to those of Gandhāra, and associated with Chinese coins of the second Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.) (Sand-buried Jātaka of Khotan, 1903, pp. 460–5). The Rawak ruins are situated to the NE. of the town of Khotan, at a marching distance of about ninety-five miles. According to Dr. Franke, China lost Khotan in 128 A.D.

Hiuen Tsang, bk. i, iv, in Beal, Records, pp. 57, 173, and Life of Hiuen Tsang (Beal, p. 54). The site of Chinapati is not known; Cunningham’s attempt at identification (Arch. Reports, xiv, 54) is most erroneous. It lay to the southwest of Jalandhar, not far from Firdaspur.
The biographer of Hiuen Tsang tells a curious story about the treasure deposited by the Chinese prince as an endowment for the Chinapati shrine; which was known to be buried under the feet of the image of Vaisravana, the Great Spirit King, at the south side of the eastern gate of the hall of Buddha. An impious Raja who tried to appropriate the hoard was frightened away by portents which seemed to indicate the displeasure of its guardian spirit, and when the monks endeavoured to make use of it for the purpose of repairing the shrine, in accordance with the donor’s intention, they too were terrified by similar manifestations.

While Hiuen Tsang was lodging at the shrine during the rainy season, the monks besought him to use his influence with the spirit to obtain permission to expend the treasure on urgently needed repairs of the steeple. The pilgrim complied, burned incense, and duly assured the guardian spirit that no waste or misappropriation would be permitted. The workmen who were set to dig up the spot then suffered no molestation, and at a depth of seven or eight feet found a great copper vessel containing several hundredweight of gold and a quantity of pearls. The balance of the treasure, after the repairs to the steeple has doubtless been appropriated long since by excavators less scrupulous than the pious Master of the Law.

The monks of the Chinapati monastery were followers of the ancient form of Buddhism, known as the Hinayana, or Lesser Vehicle, and the narrative implies that the Chinese prince belonged to the same sect. If he was really a Buddhist, it is of interest to speculate whether he brought his creed with him or learned it in India. The stories dating from the seventh century which narrate the arrival of Buddhist missionaries in China in 217 B.C., although favourably regarded by Professor Terrien de Lacouperie,

1. Several hundred catties of gold, and several scores of pearls (Byal). The catty is a Chinese weight equal to about 14 oz. avoirdupois.

2. How in 319 B.C., Buddhism entered China, reprint, May, 1891. Prof. de Lacouperie fancied that missionaries reached China even in 219 B.C.
are generally disbelieved and highly improbable. The mis-
sionaries dispatched by Asoka in the middle of the third
century B.C. were directed to the south and west, not to the
east, and there is little or no evidence of intercourse between
India and China before the time of the Yueh-chi invasion.
The statement that the emperor Ming-ti sent for Buddhist
teachers in or about 64 A.D., although rejected by Wassiljew¹,
has been accepted by most writers; but even those authors
who admit the fact that Buddhist missionaries reached China
at that date, allow that their influence was very slight and
limited. The effective introduction of Buddhism into China
appears not to have taken place until the reign of Hwan-ti,
about the middle of the second century, when 'the people of
China generally adopted this new religion, and its followers
augmented greatly.' This development of Chinese Buddhism
was apparently the direct result of Kanishka's conquest of
Khotan, and it is consequently improbable that the Han
prince brought his Buddhist creed with him. It may be
assumed that he adopted it during his stay in India, and
that when he returned home he became an agent for its
diffusion in his native land. Wassiljew's view that the
Buddhist religion did not become widely known in China
until the fourth century is not inconsistent with the belief
that the Indian system was effectively introduced to a limit
extent two centuries earlier.

The stories told about Kanishka's conversion and his Echoes of
subsequent zeal for Buddhism have so much resemblance to
the Asoka legends that it is difficult to decide how far they
are traditions of actual fact, and how far merely echoes of
an older tradition. The Yueh-chi monarch did not record
passages from his autobiography as Asoka did, and when we
are informed in the pages of a pious tract that his con-
version was due to remorse for bloodshed during his

¹ Die Nachricht über die erste Einführung des Buddhismus in China im J. 64 nach Ch. G. ist eine Erken-
dung; der Buddhismus begann erst im 4. Jahrhundert sich auszubreiten (note by Wassiljew (Wassjew), in
Schiefler, Fāranāth, p. 313).

² Der Hang-chi, the encyclopaedia dictionary of the thirteenth century, translated in J. A. S. B., vi (1837), pp. 61-75. The date is
given as 147-67 A.D.
The conversion of Kanishka

 wars, it is impossible to check the statement. Probably it is merely an echo of the story of Asoka, as told by himself.

Just as the writers of edifying books sought to enhance the glory of Asoka's conversion to the creed of the mild Śākya sage by blood-curdling tales of his fiendish cruelty during the days of his unbelief, so Kanishka was alleged to have had no faith either in right or wrong, and to have lightly esteemed the law of Buddha during his earlier life. The most authentic evidence on the subject of his changes of faith is afforded by the long and varied series of his coins, which, like all ancient coinages, reflect the religious ideas of the monarch in whose name they were struck. The finest, and presumably the earliest, pieces bear legends, Greek both in script and language, with effigies of the sun and moon personified under their Greek names, Hēlios and Selēnē. On later issues the Greek script is retained, but the language is a form of old Persian, while the deities depicted are a strange medley of the gods worshipped by Greeks, Persians, and Indians. The rare coins exhibiting images of Buddha Śākyamuni with his name in Greek letters are usually considered to be among the latest of the reign, but they are well executed, and may be earlier in date than is generally supposed. It is impossible to fix the exact date of Kanishka's conversion, but the event evidently did not occur until he had been for some years on the throne.

The appearance of the Buddha among a crowd of heterogeneous deities would have appeared strange, in fact would have been inconceivable to Asoka, while it seemed quite

1 *Comme il est en maintes occasions tué à la guerre plus de trois cent mille hommes, il sentit que sa faute devait être sévèrement punie dans l'au- * 2 Il fut au cœur d'angolase, * 3 il confessait sa faute, se repentit et fit la charité, observa les détails, fit élevé un monastère et donner de la nourriture aux moines "(Conde 10; * 4 Besides the technical numismatic works, see Dr. Stein's remarkable paper on *Zoroastrian Deities on Indo-Scythian Coins" (Οv. and Baby. Rec. Aug., 1887). * 5 W. Sallet, Nachfolger, p. 195.

Notes sur les Indo-Scythes, p. 34).

Beal, Records, i, 99.

Spelt Selēnē on the coins.

V. Sallet, Nachfolger, p. 195.
as the Kundalavana Vihāra, somewhere in Kashmir; the Kuvana monastery at Jālandhar in the north of the Panjāb; or Kandahār. According to some authorities, the assembly, like its predecessors, was concerned with the compilation and expurgation of the scriptures, purporting to be the very words of Buddha; while, according to others, its business was restricted to the preparation of elaborate commentaries on all the three pitakas, or main divisions, of the pre-existing canon. Comparison of the different authorities may be held to justify the conclusion that the council was a reality; that it met first somewhere in Kashmir, and adjourned to Jālandhar (or possibly, met first in Jālandhar, and adjourned to Kashmir), where it completed its sittings; and that it set the stamp of its approval on certain commentaries prepared in accordance with the teaching of the Sarvāstivādin school, and its derivative the Vaibhāṣikā. If it be true, as Hiuen Tsang was told, that the works authorized by the council were engraved on copper-plates, and deposited in a stūpa, it is possible that they be revealed by some lucky chance. But the exact state of the facts concerning the locality of the place for the assembly is said to have been under the presidency of a saint named Pariva or Paraśvika, in order to arrange the teaching of the three pitakas of Buddha according to the various schools. After the council assembled, ‘the king desired to go to his own country, as he suffered from the heat and moisture of this country.’ The members complied with the royal wish, and moved to another place not named, and there ‘founded a monastery, where they might hold an assembly (for the purpose of arranging) the scriptures, and composing the Vibhāṣā Sastra’ [or, alternative translation—‘On this, he went with the Arhats from that place and came (to a place where) he founded a monastery, and collected the three Pitakas. Being about to compose the Vibhāṣā Sastra,’ etc.]. The members are said to have actually composed three authoritative commentaries, the Upadeśa, Vinaya-Vibhāṣā, and Abhidharma-Vibhāṣā Sāstras on the three pitakas. These works were then engraved on copper-plates, and deposited in a stūpa, at a place not named. The king then went home, leaving the Kashmir

1 Hiuen Tsang, the leading authority (Beal, i. 117. 151), states that the council was convened in Kashmir under the presidency of Vasumitra, by Kanśhaka, king of Gandhāra, acting on the advice of Parśva or Parāśvika, in order to arrange the teaching of the three pitakas of Buddha according to the various schools. After the council assembled, ‘the king desired to go to his own country, as he suffered from the heat and moisture of this country.’ The members complied with the royal wish, and moved to another place not named, and there ‘founded a monastery, where they might hold an assembly (for the purpose of arranging) the scriptures, and composing the Vibhāṣā Sastra’ [or, alternative translation—‘On this, he went with the Arhats from that place and came (to a place where) he founded a monastery, and collected the three Pitakas. Being about to compose the Vibhāṣā Sastra,’ etc.]. The members are said to have actually composed three authoritative commentaries, the Upadeśa, Vinaya-Vibhāṣā, and Abhidharma-Vibhāṣā Sāstras on the three pitakas. These works were then engraved on copper-plates, and deposited in a stūpa, at a place not named. The king then went home, leaving the Kashmir
The legends published by M. Sylvain Lévi include a legend professing to relate the end of Kanishka, which possibly may be founded on fact. The king, so runs the story, 'had a minister named Māthara, of unusual intelligence. He addressed Kanishka in these words: "Sire, if you wish to follow the advice of your servant, your power will assuredly bring the whole world into subjection. All will submit to you, and the eight regions will take refuge in your merit. Think over what your servant has said, but do not divulge it." The king replied: "Very well, it shall be as you say." Then the minister called together the able generals and equipped a force of the four arms. Wherever the king turned, all men bowed before him like herbage under hail. The peoples of three regions came in to make their submission; under the hoofs of the horse ridden by Kanishka everything either bent or broke. The three valleys by the western pilgrim's account (p. 176) makes no mention of a council, and there is good reason to believe the story is reported with variation of authority favours Vasumitra's work, slightly in the Jñānaprātha Sāstra (No. 1263 of Nanjio), ascribed to the time of Kanishka; which was an elaborate commentary on the Jñānaprātha Sāstra, the fundamental work of the Sarvāstivādin school (Takakusu; I-ting, Buddhist Pratīces, p. xxi). The Mongolians represent the council as engaged in the collection of the sayings of Buddha. It met at Jalandhar, which was in Kashmir, according to the Sāstra Chingola kunipaleci, and in the kingdom of Gatchin Kunasana, according to the history of Sanang Setsen (Klaproth, in Laidlay's Pāli, p. 249). The Tibetan Kāgyur represents the work of the council as being the third compilation of the doctrine of Buddha (Csoma Körösi, As Res., vol. xx, quoted in Eastern Monachism, p. 188).
regions; all men have taken refuge with me; the region of the north alone has not come in to make its submission. If I subjugate it, I shall never again take advantage of an opportunity against any one, be he who he may; but I do not yet know the best way to succeed in this undertaking."
The king's people, having heard these words, took counsel together, and said: "The king is greedy, cruel, and unreasonable; his campaigns and continued conquests have wearied the mass of his servants. He knows not how to be content, but wants to reign over the four quarters. The garrisons are stationed on distant frontiers, and our relatives are far from us. Such being the situation, we must agree among ourselves, and get rid of him. After that we may be happy." As he was ill, they covered him with a quilt, a man sat on top of him, and the king died on the spot.

The reign of Kanishka appear to have lasted some twenty-five or thirty years, and may be assumed to have terminated about 150 A.D.

Huvishka. Very little is known of his successors of Kanishka. He was immediately followed by Huvishka, or Hushka, who was probably his son, but whose dominions certainly included Mathura. At the latter place, a splendid Buddhist monastery bore his name; it owed its existence to his munificence. Huvishka, he was a liberal patron of Buddhist ecclesiastical institutions. But he also resembled his more famous predecessor in an eclectic taste for a strange medley of Greek, Indian, and Persian deities. The types on the coins of Huvishka include Herakles, Sarapis, Skanda with his son Visakha, Pharro, the fire-god, and many others, but the figure and name of Buddha are wanting. It would seem that the Buddhist convictions of these old Turkish kings were not very deeply seated, and it is

1 Śri-Dharma-pitaka, &c., in Notes, p. 43; and an English version in Ind. Ant., 1903, p. 388.
2 Inscription dated 64 on statue of Buddha, apparently associated with a medal of Huvishka (Cunningham, Arch. Rep. xvi, p. iv; Num. Chron., 1892, p. 49).
3 Cunningham, Arch. Rep. i, 238.
probably justifiable to hold that the royal favour was granted to the powerful monastic organization of the Buddhists as much as to their creed. No prudent monarch in those days could afford to neglect the wealthy and influential order, which had spread its ramifications all over the empire.

The town of Hushkapura founded by Huvishka in Kashmir occupied a position of exceptional importance just inside the Bārāmūla Pass, then known as the ‘western gate’ of the valley, and continued for centuries to be a place of note. When Hiuen Tsang visited Kashmir about 681 A.D., he enjoyed the liberal hospitality of the Hushkapura monastery for several days, and was escorted thence with all honour to the capital, where he found numerous religious institutions, attended by some five thousand monks. The town of Hushkapura is now represented by the small village of Ushkīr, at which the ruins of an ancient stūpa are visible.

The reign of Huvishka was undoubtedly prolonged, but all memory of its political events has perished. His abundant and varied coinage is little inferior in interest or artistic merit to that of Kanishka, with which it is constantly associated, and, like the contemporary sculpture, testifies to the continuance of Hellenistic influence. A few specimens of the gold coinage present well executed and characteristic portraits of the king, who was a determined looking man, with strongly marked features, large, deep-set eyes, and aquiline nose. So far as appears, the Kushān power suffered no diminution during his reign.

1 Stein. Rājatar., transl. bk. i. l. 166 ; vol. ii. p. 463 : Beal, Life of Hiuen Tsang, p. 66.
3 The text of the Kashmir chronicle (loc. cit.) is as follows:—

Then there were in this land three kings called Hushka, Jushka, and Kanishka, who built three towns named after them. That wise king Jushka, who built Jushkapura with its Vihāra, was also the founder of Jayasvāmpura [not identified]. These kings, who were given to acts of piety, though descended from the Turushka race, built at Sushkalatra and other places mathas, chaityas, and similar [structures].

Vāsushka (? Vāsashka or Vāsishka), mentioned in an inscription found at Sāñchī in Central India, is usually identified with Jushka of the chronicle and Vāsudeva or Vāsundeva of the coins and Mathurā.
Huvishka was succeeded by Vasudeva, whose thoroughly Indian name is a proof of the rapidity with which the foreign invaders had succumbed to the influence of their environment. Testimony to the same fact is borne by his coins, almost all of which exhibit on the reverse the figure of the Indian god Siva, attended by his bull Nandi, and accompanied by the noose, trident, and other insignia of Hindu iconography. The inscriptions of Vasudeva, mostly found at Mathurā, certainly range in date from the year 74 to the year 98 of the era used in the Kushān age, and indicate a reign of not less than twenty-five years. If the Sānchi inscription bears the date 68, the reign would have lasted about thirty-five years.

It is evident that the Kushān power must have been decadent during the latter part of the long reign of Vasudeva; and apparently before its close, or immediately after that event, the vast empire of Kanishka obeyed the usual law governing Oriental monarchies, and broke up into fragments, having enjoyed a brief period of splendid unity.

Inscriptions. But Dr. Fleet (J. R. A. S., 1903, p. 329), holding that the date of the Sānchi record should be read as 28, not as 78, maintains that Vāsashka is an unrecognized king, who ought to be interpolated between Kanishka and Huvishka. This theory depends solely on Dr. Fleet's reading of a damaged numeral, the other arguments adduced in support being of little account, and the basis is not sufficient for the superstructure. It seems possible to read the date as 68. The numismatic facts appear to be fatal to Dr. Fleet's contention. The coins of Kadphises II, Kanishka, and Huvishka are extremely abundant from Kabul to Patna, and all three are often found associated, as in the Gopālpur stīpa in the Gorakhpur district (Proc. A. S. B., 1896, p. 100); Cunningham's Benares board of 163 coins (Prinsep's Essays, i, 297 note); and Masson's collections from Bėghrām, twenty-five miles from Kabul (ibid. pp. 344, 351). This association strongly confirms the ordinary arrangement of the kings; for if Vāsashka came between Kanishka and Huvishka his coins would have been found before now. The Kushān coins, which are perfectly legible and readily identified, have been known for some seventy years, and it is inconceivable either that, if Vāsashka had an independent existence between Kanishka and Huvishka, he should not have struck coins, or that coins struck by him should not have been found and recognized.

His alternative name of Vāsashka (? Vāsushka or Vāsashka) is an attempt to express his real Türkī name in Indian letters. So Huvishka takes the optional forms of Hushka or Huksha in inscriptions, besides other varieties in the coin legends, which are in Greek characters. Similar difficulties of transliteration are constantly felt now.
Coins bearing the name of Vāsudeva continued to be struck long after he had passed away, and ultimately present the royal figure clad in the garb of Persia, and manifestly imitated from the effigy of Sapor (Shahpur) I, the Sassanian monarch who ruled Persia from 238 to 269 A.D. ¹

Absolutely nothing positive is known concerning the means by which this renewed Persian influence, as proved by numismatic facts, made itself felt in the interior of India. Bahram (Varahran) II is known to have conducted a campaign in Sistān, at some time between 277 and 294; but there is no record of any Sassanian invasion of India in the third century, during which period all the ordinary sources of historical information dry up. No inscriptions certainly referable to that time have been discovered, and the coinage, issued by merely local rulers, gives hardly any help. Certain it is that two great paramount dynasties, the Kushan in Northern India, and the Andhra in the tableland of the Deccan, disappear together almost at the moment when the Arsakidan dynasty of Persia was superseded by the Sassanian. It is impossible to avoid hazarding the conjecture that the three events were in some way connected, and that the persianizing of the Kushan coinage of Northern India should be explained by the occurrence of an unrecorded Persian invasion. But the conjecture is unsupported by direct evidence; and the invasion, if it really took place, would seem to have been the work of predatory tribes subject to Iranian influence, rather than a regular attack by a Persian king.

So much, however, is clear that Vāsudeva was the last Foreign Kushan king who continued to hold extensive territories in India. After his death there is no indication of the existence of a paramount power in Northern India. Probably numerous Rājas asserted their independence and formed a number of short-lived states, such as commonly arise from the ruins of a great Oriental monarchy; but historical material for the third century is so completely lacking that it is impossible to say what or how many those states were. The period was evidently one of extreme confusion associated with

¹ Von Sallet, Nachfolger, p. 63.
foreign invasions from the north-west, which is reflected in the muddled statements of the Vishnū Purāṇa concerning the Ābhīras, Gardabhihās, Sakas, Yavanaś, Bāhlikas, and other outlandish dynasties named as the successors of the Andhras. The dynasties thus enumerated were clearly to a large extent contemporary with one another, not consecutive, and none of them could claim paramount rank. It seems to be quite hopeless to attempt to reduce to order the Purānic accounts of this anarchical period, and nothing would be gained by quoting a long list of names, the very forms of which are uncertain.

Coins indicate that the Kushāns held their own in the Panjāb and Kābul for a long time. It is certain that the Kushān kings of Kābul continued to be a considerable power until the fifth century when they were overthrown by the White Huns. At the beginning of the fourth century one of them gave a daughter in marriage to Hormazd II, the Sassanian king of Persia; and when Sapor II besieged Amīda in 360 A.D., his victory over the Roman garrison was won with the aid of Indian elephants and Kushān troops under the command of their aged king Grumbates, who occupied the place of honour, and was supported by the Sakas of Sistān.1

It is difficult to judge how far the foreign chiefs who ruled the Panjāb during the third century, and struck coins similar to those of Vāsudeva, yet with a difference, were Kushāns, and how far they belonged to other Asiatic tribes. The marginal legends of the coins of this class, which are written in a modified Greek script, preserve the name either of Kanishka or Vāsu[deva] Kushān 2, King of Kings, and so recognize the Kushān supremacy; but the name in Indian letters placed by the side of the spear, is

---

1 Cunningham, Num. Chron., 1893, pp. 169–77; who seems to be right in identifying the Chionital of Ammianus Marcellinus with the Kushāns: Drouin, ‘Monnaies des Grands Kououchan,’ in Rev. Num., 1896, p. 163. Gibbon (ch. xix) gives 360 A.D. as the date of the siege of Amīda on the Tigris, the modern Diarbekir. Other authorities prefer 358 or 359.

2 The coins usually have Vars, not Vars.
frequently monosyllabic, like a Chinese name, *Bha, Ga, Vi*, and so forth. These monosyllabic names seem to belong to chiefs of various Central Asian tribes who invaded India and acknowledged the supremacy of the Kushān or Shāhi kings of Kābul. One coin with the modified Kushān obverse, and the names *Bashana, Nu, Pakaldhi (?)* in Indian Brāhmi characters in various parts of the field, has on the reverse a fire-altar of the type found on the coins of the earliest Sassanian kings. It is thus clear that in some way or other, during the third century, the Panjab renewed its ancient connexion with Persia.

Nothing definite is recorded concerning the dynasties of Northern India, excluding the Panjab, during the third century, and the early part of the fourth. The imperial city of Pātaliputra is known to have continued to be a place of importance as late as the fifth century, but there is not even the slightest indication of the nature of the dynasty which ruled there during the third. The only intelligible dynastic list for the period is that of the Saka satraps of Western India, whose history will be more conveniently noticed in the next chapter in connexion with that of the Gupta emperors. The period between the extinction of the Kushān and Andhā dynasties about 220 or 230 A.D. and the rise of the imperial Gupta dynasty nearly a century later is one of the darkest in the whole range of Indian history.

1 For a list of the names see V. A. Smith, ‘History and Coinage of the Gupta Period,’ in *J. A. S. B.*, vol. lxiii, part i, p. 180; and for the Bashana coin, ‘Numismatic Notes and Novelties,’ ibid., vol. lxvi, part i, p. 5. M. Drouin (*Rev. Num.*, 1889, p. 140) points out that the form of the altar is that found on the coins of Ardashir, the first Sassanian king (226 or 226-41), as well as on those of some of his successors.

The interesting work by Dr. Otto Franke of Berlin, entitled *Beiträge aus chinesischen Quellen zur Kenntnis der Türkvolker und Skythen Zentralasiens* (Abhandl. königl. preuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1904), has reached me too late for discussion of the learned author’s views. I note with satisfaction that Dr. Franke (p. 73 n.) accepts my approximate date, 45 A.D., for the establishment of the Kushān kingdom under Kadphises I. I am not prepared to agree with his opinion that Kanishka preceded the Kadphises kings. He disbelieves (p. 88) the story of the Chinese hostages (*ante*, pp. 298-31).
### APPROXIMATE KUSHAN CHRONOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>B.C.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Expulsion of main body of Yueh-chi horde from Kan-suh by the Hiung-nü.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Nan-tiu-ni, chief of the Wu-sun, killed by the Yueh-chi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Yueh-chi occupation of the Saka territory; Saka migration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 150-140</td>
<td>Saka invasion of India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Expulsion of Yueh-chi from Saka territory by Koen-muo, the young Wu-sun chief, son of Nan-tiu-ni.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>Reduction of the Ta-hia, both north and south of the Oxus, to vassalage by the Yueh-chi, who begin to settle down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>Dispatch by Chinese emperor Wu-ti of Chang-k'ien as envoy to the Yueh-chi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Arrival of Chang-k'ien at Yueh-chi head quarters, north of the Oxus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Return of Chang-k'ien to China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Death of Chang-k'ien.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Extension of Yueh-chi settlements to the lands south of the Oxus; occupation of Ta-hia capital, Lan-sheu, south of the river, probably = Balkh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Formation of five Yueh-chi principalities, including Kushan and Bamiân.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Epoch of the Mālava or Vikrama era.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Indian embassy to Augustus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B.C. 2</strong></td>
<td>The Chinese graduate, King-hien, or King-lu, instructed in Buddhist books by a Yueh-chi king.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A.D. 8</strong></td>
<td>Temporary cessation of intercourse between China and the West.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Augustus, Roman emperor, died; Tiberius acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>End of First, or Early Han dynasty of China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Gaius (Caligula), Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Claudius, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Kadphises I Kushān (Kīēt-iśćē-k’i’ō, Kozolakadaphes, &amp;c.) acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-60</td>
<td>Consolidation of the five Yueh-chi principalities into Kushan Empire under Kadphises I; conquest by him of Kābul (Kao-fā), Bactria (Po-ta), and Kashmir (Ki-pin); Hermaios, Greek king in Kābul and Panjāb, contemporary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Nero, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Buddhist books sent for by Chinese emperor, Ming-ti.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, Roman emperors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Publication of Pliny’s Natural History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Epoch of the Saka or Salivāhana era.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Titus, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Domitian, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Death of Kadphises I, at age of 80; Kadphises II, his son, acc. (= Yen-kao-ching, Hima Kadphises, &amp;c.); the ‘Nameless King,’ Soṭeś Mūsas, contemporary and sub-ordinate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 M. Chavannes places this event ‘about 140 a. c.’ If he is right, the next five dates must be modified. Dr. Franke suggests a third date.
## Events in India and Rome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.D. 90</td>
<td>Kadphises II defeated by Chinese general Pan-ch’ao, and compelled to pay tribute to China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.90-100</td>
<td>Annexation of Northern India, and destruction of Indo-Parthian power in the Punjab by Kadphises II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Nerva, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Trajan, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Arrival of Trajan in Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Overthrow by the Romans of the Nabataean kingdom of Petra in Arabia; rise of Palmyra; Indian embassy to Trajan about this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Conquest of Mesopotamia by Trajan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Hadrian, Roman emperor, acc.; retrocession of Mesopotamia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122-6</td>
<td>Residence of Hadrian at Athens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Kanishka Kushan acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.125-30</td>
<td>Conquest by Kanishka of Kaahgar, Yarkand, and Khotan; war with king of Pataliputra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131-6</td>
<td>War of Hadrian with the Jews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.135</td>
<td>Conversion of Kanishka to Buddhism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Antoninus Pius, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.140</td>
<td>Buddhist Council in (?) Kashmir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Jünagârî inscription of Rudradâman, Western satrap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.153</td>
<td>Huvishka (Bushka) Kushân acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162-3</td>
<td>Defeat of Parthian king, Vologeses III, by the Romans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Eastern campaign of Marcus Aurelius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>Commodus, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.185</td>
<td>Vāsudeva Kushân acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192, 193</td>
<td>Pertinax and Julianus, Roman emperors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>Septimius Severus, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Palmyra created a Roman colony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>Caracalla, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Parthian expedition of Caracalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Macrinus, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>ELAGABALUS, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>Alexander Severus, Roman emperor, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Foundation of Sassanian empire of Persia by Ardashir; the death of Vâsudeva, the collapse of the Kushân power in India, and the termination of the Andhra dynasty occurred at nearly the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>Defeat of Valerian, Roman emperor, by Sapor I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>Capture of Palmyra by Aurelian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>Successful siege of Amida by Sapor II, with Kushân help.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The true date may be later; for, according to Dr. Franke, China lost Khotan in 152 A.D. Kanishka is not mentioned by name in the Chinese histories. Dr. Franke (Beiträge, p. 99 n.) considers as doubtful the current identification of Po-ta (P’u-ta, Cantonese Pok-tiu) with Bactria, and suggests as the true equivalent the “Paktyan land” (Paktya asy), which he places to the north of Arachosia. See ante, p. 39 n.
CHAPTER XI

THE GUPTA EMPIRE, AND THE WESTERN SATRAPS: CHANDRA-GUPTA I TO KUMARAGUPTA I

FROM 320 TO 455 A.D.

In the fourth century light again dawns, the veil of oblivion is lifted, and the history of India regains unity and interest.

A local Rāja at or near Pātaliputra, bearing the famous name of Chandra-gupta, wedded, in or about the year 308, a princess named Kumāra Devi, who belonged to the ancient Lichchhavi clan, celebrated ages before in the early annals of Buddhism. During the long period of about eight centuries which intervened between the reign of Ajātasatru and the marriage of Kumāra Devi the history of the Lichchhavis has been lost. They now come suddenly into notice again in connexion with this marriage, which proved to be an event of the highest political importance, as being the foundation of the fortunes of a dynasty destined to rival the glories of the Mauryas. Kumāra Devi evidently brought to her husband as her dowry valuable influence, which in the course of a few years secured to him a paramount position in Magadha and the neighbouring countries. It seems probable that at the time of this fateful union the Lichchhavis were masters of the ancient imperial city, and that Chandra-gupta by means of his matrimonial alliance succeeded to the power previously held by his wife's relatives. In the olden days the Lichchhavis had been the rivals of the kings of Pātaliputra, and apparently, during the disturbed times which followed the reign of Pushyamitra, they paid off old scores by taking possession of the city, which had been
built and fortified many centuries earlier for the express purpose of curbing their restless spirit.

Certain it is that Chandra-gupta was raised by his Lichchhavi connexion from the rank of a local chief, as enjoyed by his father and grandfather, to such dignity that he felt justified in assuming the lofty title of 'sovereign of Mahārājas,' usually associated with a claim to the rank of lord paramount. He struck coins in the joint names of himself, his queen, and the Lichchhavis; and his son and successor habitually described himself with pride as the son of the daughter of the Lichchhavis. Chandra-gupta, designated as the First, to distinguish him from his grandson of the same name, extended his dominion along the Gangetic valley as far as the junction of the Ganges and Jumna, where Allahābād now stands; and ruled during his brief tenure of the throne a populous and fertile territory, which included Tirhut, Bihār, Oudh, and certain adjoining districts. His political importance was sufficient to warrant him in establishing, after the Oriental manner, a new era dating from his formal consecration or coronation, when he was proclaimed as heir to the imperial power associated by venerable tradition with the possession of Pātaliputra. The first year of the Gupta era, which continued in use for several centuries, ran from February 26, 320 A.D., to March 13, 321; of which dates the former may be taken as that of the coronation of Chandra-gupta I.

Before his death, which occurred five or six years later, 326 A.D., Chandra-gupta selected as his successor the Crown Prince, Sāmudra-gupta, his father being Ghaṭotkacha, and his grandfather simply Gupta. Buddhist legend offers another instance of the participle Gupta alone serving as a proper name in the case of Upagupta (Gupta the Less), son of Gupta the perfumer.

1 His father was named Ghaṭotkacha, and his grandfather simply Gupta. Buddhist legend offers another instance of the participle Gupta alone serving as a proper name in the case of Upagupta (Gupta the Less), son of Gupta the perfumer.

2 For the chronology of the dynasty see the author's paper, "Revised Chronology of the Early or Imperial Gupta Dynasty (Ind. Ant., 1902, p. 257), which modifies the scheme as given in his numismatic works. The Gupta inscriptions, so far as known up to 1888, have been well edited by Dr. Fleet (Corpus Inscrip. Ind., vol. iii). The principal discovery since that date is the Bhūtari seal of Kumāragupta II, edited by V. A. Smith and Hoenle in J. A. S. B., vol. lvi, part i, 1889. Dates expressed in the Gupta era generally can be converted into dates A.D. by the addition of 319; e.g. 92 G. E. = 401 A.D.
Samudragupta, his son by the Lichchhavi princess. The paternal preference was abundantly justified by the young king, who displayed a degree of skill in the arts of both peace and war which entitles him to high rank among the most illustrious sovereigns of India.

From the moment of his accession, Samudragupta assumed the part of an aggressively ambitious monarch, resolved to increase his dominions at the expense of his neighbours. Wars of aggression have never been condemned by such public opinion as exists in the East, and no king who cared for his reputation could venture to rest contented within his own borders. Samudragupta had no hesitation in acting on the principle that 'kingdom-taking' is the business of kings, and immediately after his succession to the throne plunged into war, which occupied many years of his unusually protracted reign.

When his fighting days were over, he employed a learned poet, skilled in the technicalities of Sanskrit verse, to compose a panegyric of his achievements, which he caused to be engraved on one of the stone pillars set up six centuries before by Asoka and incised with his edicts. Samudragupta, an orthodox Hindu, learned in all the wisdom of the Brahmans, and an ambitious soldier full of the joy of battle, who cared nothing for preachings of the monk Asoka recorded in an antique script and unfamiliar dialect, made no scruple about setting his own ruthless boasts of sanguinary wars by the side of the quietist moralizings of him who deemed 'the chiefest conquest' to be the conquest of piety.

Samudragupta's anxiety to provide for the remembrance of his deeds was not in vain. The record composed by his poet-laureate survives to this day practically complete, and furnishes a detailed contemporary account of the events of the reign, probably superior to anything else of the kind.

---

1 Authorities and details are fully discussed in the author's paper, 'The Conquests of Samudra Gupta' (J. R. A. S., 1897, p. 859). A few necessary corrections will be made in subsequent notes.  
2 The inscription is not posthumous (Bühler, in J. R. A. S., 1898, p. 386). The pillar stands in the fort at Allahabad.
in the multitude of Indian inscriptions. Unfortunately the
document is not dated, but it may be assigned with a very
near approach to accuracy to the year 360 A.D., or a little
earlier or later, and it is thus, apart from its value as history,
of great interest as an important Sanskrit composition, partly
in verse and partly in prose, of ascertained age and origin.
The value as dated literature of the great historical inscrip­
tions, although emphasized by Bühler, is still, perhaps, not
fully recognized by scholars who occupy themselves primarily
with the literature preserved in libraries. But our concern
at present in the elaborate composition of Harishena is with
its contents as an historical document, rather than with its
place in the evolution of Sanskrit, and the exposition of its
importance as a linguistic and literary landmark must be left
to specialists.

The author of the panegyric classifies his lord's campaigns His
geographically under four heads: as those directed against
eleven kings of the south; nine named kings of Áryávarta,
campaigns.
or the Gangetic plain, besides many others not specified; the
chiefs of the wild forest tribes; and the rulers of the frontier
kingdoms and republics. He also explains Samudragupta's
relation with certain foreign powers, too remote to come
within the power of his arm. Although it is at present
impossible to identify every one of the countries, kings, and
peoples enumerated by the poet, and sundry matters of detail
remain to be cleared up by future discovery and investiga­
tion, enough is known to enable the historian to form a clear
idea of the extent of the dominions and the range of the
alliances of the most brilliant of the Gupta emperors. The
matter of the record being arranged on literary rather than
historical principles, it is not possible to narrate the events
of the reign in strict chronological order.

But we may feel assured that this Indian Napoleon first
Conquest turned his arms against the powers nearest him, and that he
of Northern
thoroughly subjugated the Rájas of the Gangetic plain, the India.
wide region now known as Hindustan, before he embarked
on his perilous adventures in the remote south. His treat­
ment of the Rájas of the north was drastic; for we are told
that they were ‘forcibly rooted up,’ a process which necessarily involved the incorporation of their territories in the dominions of the victor. Among the nine names mentioned, only one can be recognized with certainty, that of Ganapati Nāga, whose capital was at Padmāvati or Narwar, a famous city, which still exists in the territories of the Mahārāja Hindia.

The greater part of these northern conquests must have been completed, and the subdued territories absorbed, before Samudragupta ventured to undertake the invasion of the kingdoms of the south; a task which demanded uncommon boldness in design, and masterly powers of organization and execution.

The invader, marching due south from the capital, through Chutiā Nāgpur, directed his first attack against the kingdom of South Kosala in the valley of the Mahānadi, and overthrew its king, Mahendra. Passing on, he subdued all the chiefs of the forest countries, which still retain their ancient wildness, and constitute the tributary states of Orissa and the more backward parts of the Central Provinces. The principal of those chiefs, who bore the appropriate name of Vyāghra Rāja, or the Tiger King, is not otherwise known to history. At this stage of the campaign, the main difficulties must have been those of transport and supply, for the ill-armed forest tribes could not have offered serious military resistance to a well-equipped army.

Still advancing southwards, by the east coast road, Samudragupta vanquished the chieftain who held Pishtapura, now Pithāpuram in the Godāvari district, as well as the hill-forts of Mahendragiri and Kottūra in Ganjām; king Mantarāja, whose territory lay on the banks of the Kollēru (Colair) lake; the neighbouring Pallava king of Vengī between the Krishṇā and Godāvari rivers; and Vishnugōpa, the Pallava king of Kāncī, or Conjeeveram, to the south-west of Madras. Then

1 North Kosala corresponded roughly with Oudh, north of the Għāgra river.
2 For correct interpretation of Kaurāṅkā see Kielhorn in Ep. Ind., vol. vi, p. 3. Kottūra (Kothoor of Indian Atlas, sheet No. 108) lies twelve miles SSE. from Mahendragiri. The proper rendering of the passage was settled by Kielhorn and Fleet in 1898.
turning westwards, he subjugated a third Pallava chieftain, named Ugrasena, king of Palakka, the modern Palghat-cherry, situated in Malabar at the great gap in the Western Ghats.

This place, distant some twelve hundred miles in a direct line from Patataliputra, seems to have marked the southern limit of Samudragupta's audacious raid. He returned home-wards through the western parts of the Deccan, subduing on his way the kingdom of Devarashtra, or the modern Mahratta country, and Erandapalla, or Khandesh.

This wonderful campaign, which involved more than three thousand miles of marching through difficult country, must have occupied about three years at least, and its conclusion may be dated approximately in 340 A.D.

No attempt was made to effect the permanent annexation of these southern states; the triumphant victor admitting that he only exacted a temporary submission and then withdrew. But beyond doubt he despoiled the rich treasuries of the south, and came back laden with golden booty, like the Muhammadan adventurer who performed the same military exploit nearly a thousand years later. Malik Kafur, the general of Ala-ud-din, Sultan of Delhi, in the years 1309 and 1310, repeated the performance of Samudragupta, operating, however, chiefly on the eastern side of the peninsula, and penetrated even further south than his Hindu predecessor. He forced his way to Ramasvaram, or Adam's Bridge, opposite Ceylon, where he built a mosque, which was still standing when Firishta wrote his history in the sixteenth century.

The enumeration by the courtly panegyrist of the frontier kingdoms and republics whose rulers did homage and paid tribute to the emperor, a title fairly earned by Samudragupta, enables the historians to define the boundaries of his dominions with sufficient accuracy, and to realize the nature of the political divisions of India in the fourth century.

On the eastern side of the continent the tributary kingdoms were Samatata, or the delta of the Ganges and Brahmaputra,

1 E. long. 76° 41', N. lat. 10° 43'.
Tribal republics.

including the site on which Calcutta now stands; Kāmarūpa, or Assam; and Davāka, which seems to have corresponded with the Bogrā (Bagrahā), Dinājpur, and Rājshāhi districts to the north of the Ganges, lying between Samatata and Kāmarūpa. Further west, the mountain kingdom of Nepal, then, as now, retained its autonomy under the suzerainty of the paramount power, and the direct jurisdiction of the imperial government extended only to the foot of the mountains. The kingdom of Kartripura occupied the lower ranges of the western Himalayas, including probably Kumāon, Almora, Garhwal, and Kangrā.

The Panjāb, Eastern Rājputāna, and Mālwa for the most part were in possession of tribes or clans living under republican institutions. The Yaudheya tribe occupied both banks of the Sutlaj, while the Mādrakas held the central parts of the Panjāb. The reader may remember that in Alexander's time these regions were similarly occupied by autonomous tribes, then called the Malloi, Kathaioi, and so forth. The Jumna probably formed the north-western frontier of the Gupta empire. The Ārjunāyanas, Mālavas, and Ābhiras were settled in Eastern Rajputāna and Mālwa, and in this direction the river Chambal may be regarded as the imperial boundary. The line next turned in an easterly direction along the territories of minor nations whose position cannot be exactly determined, passing probably through Bhopāl, until it struck the Narmadā river, which formed the southern frontier.

The dominion under the direct government of Samudragupta in the middle of the fourth century thus comprised all the most populous and fertile countries of Northern India. It extended from the Hooghly on the east to the Jumna and Chambal on the west; and from the foot of the Himalayas on the north to the Narmadā on the south.

Beyond these wide limits, the frontier kingdoms of Assam

---

1 Dr. Fleet suggests that the name may survive in Kartāpur in the Jālandhar district. Brigade-Surgeon C. F. Oldham refers to the Katuria Rāj of Kumāon, Garhwal, and Rōhilkhand (J. R. A. S., 1898, p. 198). See map of the Gupta Empire.
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and the Gangetic delta, as well as those on the southern slopes of the Himalayas, and the free tribes of Rajputana and Mālwa, were attached to the empire by bonds of subordinate alliance; while almost all the kingdoms of the south had been overrun by the emperor's armies and compelled to acknowledge his irresistible might.

The empire thus defined was by far the greatest that had been seen in India since the days of Asoka, six centuries before, and its possession naturally entitled Samudragupta to the respect of foreign powers. We are not, therefore, surprised to learn that he maintained diplomatic relations with the Kushān king of Gandhāra and Kābul, and the greater sovereign of the same race who ruled on the banks of the Oxus, as well as with Ceylon and other distant islands.

Communication between the king of Ceylon and Samudragupta had been established accidentally at a very early period in the reign of the latter, about 330 A.D. Meghavama, the Buddhist king of Ceylon, had sent two monks, one of whom is said to have been his brother, to do homage to the Diamond Throne and visit the monastery built by Asoka to the east of the sacred tree at Bodh Gayā. The strangers, perhaps by reason of sectarian rancour, met with scant hospitality, and on their return to the island complained to the king that they could not find any place in India where they could stay in comfort. King Meghavarna recognized the justice of the complaint, and resolved to remedy the grievance by founding a monastery at which his subjects, when on pilgrimage to the holy places, should find adequate and suitable accommodation. He accordingly dispatched a mission to Samudragupta laden with the gems, for which Ceylon has always been renowned, and other valuable gifts, and requested permission to found a monastery on Indian soil. Samudragupta, flattered at receiving such attentions from a distant power, was pleased to consider the gifts as tribute, and gave the required permission. The envoy returned home, and, after due deliberation, King Meghavarna decided to build his monastery near the holy tree. His purpose was solemnly recorded on a copper plate and carried
out by the erection of a splendid convent to the north of the tree. This building, which was three stories in height, included six halls, was adorned with three towers, and surrounded by a strong wall thirty or forty feet high. The decorations were executed in the richest colours with the highest artistic skill, and the statue of Buddha, cast in gold and silver, was studded with gems. The subsidiary stūpas, enshrining relics of Buddha himself, were worthy of the principal edifice. In the seventh century, when Hiuen Tsang visited it, this magnificent establishment was occupied by a thousand monks of the Sthavira school of the Mahāyāna, and afforded ample hospitality to pilgrims from Ceylon. The site is now marked by an extensive mound.

It was presumably after his return from the south that Samudragupta determined to celebrate his manifold victories and proclaim the universality of his dominion by reviving the ancient rite of the horse-sacrifice (aśvamedha), which had remained long in abeyance, and probably had not been performed in Northern India since the days of Pushyamitra. The ceremony was duly carried out with appropriate splendour, and accompanied with lavish gifts to Brahmans, comprising, it is said, millions of coins and gold pieces. Specimens of the gold medals struck for this purpose, bearing a suitable legend and the effigy of the doomed horse standing before the altar, have been found in small numbers. Another memorial of the event seems to exist in the rudely carved stone figure of a horse which was found in Northern Oudh, and now stands at the entrance to the Lucknow Museum with a brief dedicatory inscription incised upon it, which apparently refers to Samudragupta.

Although the courtly phrases of the official eulogist cannot be accepted without a certain amount of reservation,

---

1 The synchronism of Megha-vāraṇa with Samudragupta, discovered by M. Sylvain Lévi from a Chinese work, has been discussed by the author in the paper on Gupta chronology already cited, and in ‘The Inscriptions of Mahānāman at Bödh-Gayā’ (Ind. Ant., 1902, p. 192).

2 The fact that the mutilated inscription – dda guttoras dya-dhanam – is in Pāṭāla suggests a shade of doubt. All other Gupta inscriptions are in Sanskrit (J.R. A.S., 1893, p. 96, with plate). See Fig. 11 in plate of coins.
it is clear that Samudragupta was a ruler of exceptional capacity, and unusually varied gifts. The laureate's commemoration of his hero's proficiency in song and music is curiously confirmed by the existence of a few rare gold coins which depict his majesty comfortably seated on a high-backed couch, engaged in playing the Indian lyre. The allied art of poetry was also reckoned among the accomplishments of this versatile monarch, who is said to have been reputed a king of poets, and to have composed numerous metrical works worthy of the reputation of a professional author. We are further informed that the king took much delight in the society of the learned, and loved to employ his acute and polished intellect in the study and defence of the sacred scriptures, as well as in the lighter arts of music and poetry. The picture of Samudragupta as painted by his official panegyrist reminds the reader of that of Akbar as depicted by his no less partial biographer, Abul Fazl.

Whatever may have been the exact degree of skill attained by Samudragupta in the practice of the arts which graced his scanty leisure, it is clear that he was endowed with no ordinary powers; and that he was in fact a man of genius, who may fairly claim the title of the Indian Napoleon. Unfortunately, the portraits on his coins are not sufficiently good to give a clear notion of his personal appearance.

By a strange irony of fate this great king—warrior, poet, and musician—who conquered all India, and whose alliances extended from the Oxus to Ceylon, is unknown even by name to the historians of India. His lost fame has been slowly recovered by the minute and laborious study of inscriptions and coins during the last seventy years; and the fact that it is now possible to write a long narrative of the events of his memorable reign is perhaps the most conspicuous illustration of the success gained by patient archaeological research in piecing together the fragments, from which alone the chart of the authentic early history of India can be constructed.

The exact year of Samudragupta's death is not known, cir. 375 A.D.

1 Plate of coins, Fig. 10.
but he certainly lived to an advanced age, and enjoyed a reign of uninterrupted prosperity for about half a century. Before he passed away, he secured the peaceful transmission of the crown by nominating as his successor, from among many sons, the offspring of his queen, Datta Devi, whom he rightly deemed worthy to inherit a magnificent empire.

The son thus selected, who had probably been associated as Crown Prince with his father in the cares of government (yuvarāja), assumed the name of his grandfather, in accordance with Hindu custom, and is therefore distinguished in the dynastic list as Chandra-gupta II. He also took the title of Vikramāditya (‘sun of power’), and has a better claim than any other sovereign to be regarded as the original of the mythical king of that name who figures so largely in Indian legends. The precise date of his accession is not recorded, but it cannot be far removed from 375 A.D.; and, pending the discovery of some coin or inscription to settle the matter, that date may be assumed as approximately correct.

So far as appears, the succession to the throne was accomplished peacefully without contest, and the new emperor, who must have been a man of mature age at the time of his accession, found himself in a position to undertake the extension of the wide dominion bequeathed to him by his ever victorious father. He did not renew Samudragupta’s southern adventures, but preferred to seek room for expansion towards the east, north-west, and south-west. Our knowledge of his campaign in Bengal is confined to the assertion made in the elegant poetical inscription on the celebrated Iron Pillar of Delhi that ‘when warring in the Vanga countries, he breasted and destroyed the enemies confederate against him’; and the language of the poet may refer to the suppression of a rebellion rather than to a war of aggression. The same document is the only authority for the fact that he crossed the “seven mouths of the Indus,” and vanquished in battle a nation called Vahlika, which has not been identified.

1 Ėran and Bhitarī inscriptions. in the author’s paper, ‘The Iron

2 This inscription is fully discussed Pillar of Delhi (Mihrauli) and the
But the great military achievement of Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya was his advance to the Arabian Sea through Mālwa and Gujarāt, and his subjugation of the peninsula of Surāshtra or Kāthiāwār, which had been ruled for centuries by the Saka dynasty, known to European scholars as the Western Satraps. The campaigns which added these remote provinces to the empire must have occupied several years, and are known to have taken place between 388 and 401 A.D. The year 395 may be assumed as a mean date for the completion of the conquest, which involved the incorporation in the empire of the territory held by the Mālavas and other tribes, who had remained outside the limits of Samudra-gupta's dominion. The annexation of Surāshtra and Mālwa not only added to the empire provinces of exceptional wealth and fertility, but opened up to the paramount power free access to the ports of the western coast; and thus placed Chandra-gupta II in direct touch with the seaborne commerce with Europe through Egypt, and brought his court and subjects under the influence of the European ideas which travelled with the goods of the Alexandrian merchants. 

The Saka dynasty, which was overthrown in 395 A.D., had been founded in the first century of the Christian era, probably by a chief named Bhūmaka Kshaharāta; who was followed by Nahapāna, a member of the same clan. When the latter was destroyed by the Andhra king, as related in chapter viii, the local government passed into the hands of Chashtana and his descendants. In the middle of the second century, the satrap Rudradāman, having decisively defeated his Andhra rival, had firmly established his own power not only over the peninsula of Surāshtra, but also over Mālwa, Cutch (Kachchh), Sind, the Konkan, and other districts—in short, over Western India. The capital of Chashtana and his successors was Ujjain, one of the most ancient cities of India.


For the detailed history of the Western Satraps see the papers by Messrs. Rapson, Bhagwān Lal Indrajit, and Biddulph, in J. R. A. S., 1890, p. 639; 1899, p. 357.


1 For the detailed history of the Western Satraps see the papers by Messrs. Rapson, Bhagwān Lal Indrajit, and Biddulph, in J. R. A. S., 1890, p. 639; 1899, p. 357.

2 Ante, p. 188.
the principal dépôt for the commerce between the ports of
the west and the interior, famous as a seat of learning and
civilization, and also notable as the Indian Greenwich from
which longitudes were reckoned. The place, which is still
a considerable town with many relics of its past greatness,
retains its ancient name, and was for a time the capital of
Mahārāja Sindia.

- Samudragupta, although not able to undertake the con­
quest of the west, had received an embassy from the satrap
Rudrasena, son of Rudradāman, who was doubtless deeply
impressed by the emperor’s triumphant march through India.
Chandra-gupta II, strong in the possession of the territory
and treasure acquired by his father, resolved to crush his
western rival, and to annex the valuable provinces which
owned the satrap’s sway. The motives of an ambitious king
in undertaking an aggressive war against a rich neighbour
are not far to seek; but we may feel assured that differences
of race, creed, and manners supplied the Gupta monarch
with special reasons for desiring to suppress the impure,
foreign rulers of the west. Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya,
although tolerant of Buddhism and Jainism, was himself an
orthodox Hindu, specially devoted to the cult of Vishnu, and
as such cannot but have experienced peculiar satisfaction in
violently uprooting foreign chieftains who cared little
for caste rules. Whatever his motives may have been, he
attacked, dethroned, and slew the satrap Rudrasinha, son
of Satyasinha, and annexed his dominions. Scandalous
tradition affirmed that in his enemy’s city the king of the
Sakas, while courting another man’s wife, was butchered by
Chandra-gupta, concealed in his mistress’s dress; but the
tale does not look like genuine history. The last notice
of the satraps refers to the year 388 A.D., and the incorpora­
tion of their dominions in the Gupta empire must have been
effected soon after that date.

The Gupta kings, excepting the founder of the dynasty,
all enjoyed long reigns, like the Moghals in later time-
Chandra-gupta Vikramaditya occupied the throne for nearly forty years, and survived until 413 A.D. Little is known concerning his personal character; but the ascertained facts of his career suffice to prove that he was a strong and vigorous ruler, well qualified to govern and augment an extensive empire. He loved sounding titles which proclaimed his martial prowess, and was fond of depicting himself, after the old Persian fashion, as engaged in successful personal combat with a lion. The epithet rūpakrīta, applied to him on a rare type of his varied and abundant gold coinage, which probably should be translated as 'dramatist,' and certainly refers to his possession of a special artistic talent, is good evidence that he inherited some of his father's graceful accomplishments, as well as his political ambition and strategic skill.

There are indications that Pātaliputra, although it may have been regarded as the official capital, ceased to be the ordinary residence of the Gupta sovereigns after the completion of the extensive conquests effected by Samudragupta. The Maurya emperors, it is true, had managed to control a dominion considerably larger than that of the Guptas from the ancient imperial city, but, even in their time, its remoteness in the extreme east must have caused inconvenience, and a more central position for the court had obvious advantages. Ajodhya, the legendary abode of the hero Rāma, the ruins of which have supplied materials for the building of the modern city of Fyzabad in Southern Oudh, enjoyed a more favourable situation, and appears to have been at times the head quarters of the government of both Samudragupta and his son, the latter of whom probably had a mint for copper coins there.

The Asoka pillar on which Samudragupta recorded the Kausāmbi. History of his reign is supposed to have been erected originally at the celebrated city of Kausāmbi, which stood on the high road between Ujjain and Northern India, and was no doubt at times honoured by the residence of the monarch.

For discussion of the site of Kausāmbi, see the author's papers, 'Kausāmbi and Śrāvasti,' ibid., 1900, p. 1. SMITH
real capital of an Oriental despotism is the seat of the despot's court for the time being.

Pātaliputra, however, although necessarily considerably neglected by warrior kings like Samudragupta and Vikramāditya, continued to be a magnificent and populous city throughout the reign of the latter, and was not finally ruined until the time of the Hun invasion in the sixth century; from which date it practically disappeared until it was rebuilt a thousand years later by Shēr Shāh. Since his time the venerable city, under the names of Patna and Bankipore, has regained much of its ancient importance, and has played a part in many notable events.

We are fortunate enough to possess in the work of Fa-hien, the earliest Chinese pilgrim, a contemporary account of the administration of Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya, as it appeared to an intelligent foreigner at the beginning of the fifth century. The worthy pilgrim, it is true, was so absorbed in his search for Buddhist books, legends, and miracles that he had little care for the things of this world, and did not trouble even to mention the name of the mighty monarch in whose territories he spent six studious years. But now and then he allowed his pen to note some of the facts of ordinary life, and in more than one passage he has recorded particulars, which, although insufficient to gratify the curiosity of the twentieth century, yet suffice to give a tolerably vivid picture of the state of the country. The picture is a very pleasing one on the whole, and proves that Vikramāditya was capable of bestowing on his people the benefits of orderly government in sufficient measure to allow them to grow rich in peace and prosper abundantly.

On the occasion of his first visit to Pātaliputra the traveller was deeply impressed by the sight of Asoka's palace, which was at that time still in existence, and cunningly constructed of stone that the work clearly appeared to be beyond the skill of mortal hands, and was believed to have been executed by spirits in the service of the emperor. Near a great stūpa, also ascribed to Asoka, stood two monasteries, one occupied by followers of the Mahāyāna, and t...
other by those of the Hinayāna sect. The monks resident in both establishments together numbered six or seven hundred, and were so famous for learning that their lectures were frequented by students and inquirers from all quarters. Fa-hien spent three years here studying Sanskrit, and was made happy by obtaining certain works on monastic discipline as taught by various schools, for which he had sought elsewhere in vain. He describes with great admiration the splendid procession of images, carried on some twenty huge cars richly decorated, which annually paraded through the city on the eighth day of the second month, attended by singers and musicians; and notes that similar processions were common in other parts of the country.\(^1\)

The towns of Magadha were the largest in the Gangetic plain, which Fa-hien calls by the name of Central India or the Middle Kingdom; the people were rich and prosperous, and seemed to him to emulate each other in the practice of virtue. Charitable institutions were numerous; rest-houses for travellers were provided on the highways, and the capital possessed an excellent free hospital endowed by benevolent and educated citizens.

'Here come,' we are told, 'all poor or helpless patients suffering from all kinds of infirmities. They are well taken care of, and a doctor attends them; food and medicine being supplied according to their wants. Thus they are made quite comfortable, and when they are well, they may go away.'\(^2\)

No such foundation was to be seen elsewhere in the world at that date; and its existence, anticipating the deeds of modern Christian charity, speaks well both for the character of the citizens who endowed it, and for the genius of the great Asoka, whose teaching still bore such wholesome fruit many centuries after his decease. The earliest hospital in Europe is said to have been opened in the tenth century.

In the course of a journey of some five hundred miles from the Indus to Mathurā on the Jumna, Fa-hien passed through Buddhism.

\(^1\) *Travels*, ch. xxvii, in any of the versions. \(^2\) Ibid., Giles's version.
a succession of Buddhist monasteries tenanted by thousands of monks; and in the neighbourhood of Mathurā found twenty of these buildings occupied by three thousand residents. Buddhism was growing in favour in this part of the country.

The region to the south of Mathurā, that is to say, Mālwā, specially excited the admiration of the traveller; who was delighted alike with the natural advantages of the country, the disposition of the people, and the moderation of the government. The climate seemed to him very agreeable, being temperate, and free from the discomforts of frost and snow with which he was familiar at home and in the course of his journey. The large population lived happily under a sensible government which did not worry. With a glance at Chinese institutions, Fa-hien congratulates the Indians that 'they have not to register their households, or attend to any magistrates and rules.' They were not troubled with passport regulations, or, as the pilgrim bluntly puts it: 'Those who want to go away, may go; those who want to stop, may stop.' The administration of the criminal law seemed to him mild in comparison with the Chinese system. Most crimes were punished only by fines, varying in amount according to the gravity of the offence, and capital punishment would seem to have been unknown. Persons guilty of repeated rebellion, an expression which probably includes brigandage, suffered amputation of the right hand; but such a penalty was exceptional, and judicial torture was not practised. The revenue was mainly derived from the rents of the crown lands, and the royal officers, being provided with fixed salaries, had no occasion to live on the people.

The Buddhist rule of life was generally observed. 'Throughout the country,' we are told, 'no one kills any living thing, or drinks wine, or eats onions or garlic.'

---

1 Travel, ch. xvi. The 'temples' and 'priests' were apparently Buddhist. The versions of this chapter differ considerably; those of Legge and Giles have been used in the text.

2 Onions and garlic are regarded as impure, because, when cut, their structure is supposed to resemble that of flesh. Gopāditya, an ancient king of Kashmir, punished Brahmins who ate garlic (Stein, trans. Rājat. bk. i, 343).
they do not keep pigs or fowls, there are no dealings in cattle, no butchers' shops or distilleries in their market-places. The Chandāla, or outcaste tribes, who dwelt apart like lepers, and were required when entering a city or bazaar to strike a piece of wood as a warning of their approach, in order that other folk might not be polluted by contact with them, were the only offenders against the laws of piety (dharma), and the only hunters, fishermen, and butchers. Cowrie shells formed the ordinary currency. The Buddhist monasteries were liberally endowed by royal grants, and the monks received alms without stint—houses, beds, mattresses, food, and clothes were never lacking to them wherever they might go.

These particulars, as collected and narrated by the earliest Chinese traveller in India, permit of no doubt that the dominions of Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya were well governed; the authorities interfering as little as possible with the subject, and leaving him free to prosper and grow rich in his own way. The devout pilgrim pursued his Sanskrit studies for three years at Pātaliputra, and for two years at the port of Tāmralipti (Tamlūk), without let or hindrance, and it is clear that the roads were safe for travellers. Fa-hien never has occasion to complain of being stripped by brigands, a misfortune which befell his successor Huien Tsang in the seventh century more than once. Probably India has never been governed better, after the Oriental manner, than it was during the reign of Vikramāditya. The government did not attempt to do too much; but let the people alone, and was accordingly popular. The merciful teachings of Buddhism influenced the lives of all classes, except the most degraded; while, inasmuch as the sovereign was a Brahmanical Hindu, the tendency to the harassing kind of persecution, which a Buddhist or Jain government is apt to display, was kept in check, and liberty

1 Beyond the walls the outcastes dwell.
'Tis worse than death to touch such men.' (Gover, Folk-Songs of Southern India, p. 38.)
of conscience was assured. Fa-hien, as a pious devotee, necessarily saw everything through Buddhist spectacles, but it is evident that, with a Brahmanical supreme government, Hinduism of the orthodox kind must have been far more prominent than his account would lead the reader to suppose, and sacrifices must have been permitted. In fact, the Brahmanical reaction against Buddhism had begun at a time considerably earlier than that of Fa-hien’s travels; and Indian Buddhism was already upon the downward path, although the pilgrim could not discern the signs of decadence.

While the general prosperity and tranquillity of the empire under the rule of Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya are abundantly proved by the express testimony of Fa-hien, and by his unobstructed movements in all directions during many years; certain districts did not share in the general well-being, and had retrograded in population and wealth. The city of Gayā, we are informed, was empty and desolate; the holy places of Bödh-Gayā, six miles to the south, were surrounded by jungle; and an extensive tract of country near the foot of the mountains, which had been the seat of a large population in the fifth century B.C., was now sparsely inhabited. The great city of Śrāvastī, on the upper course of the Rāpti, was occupied by only two hundred families; and the holy towns of Kapilavastu and Kusinagara were waste and deserted, save for a scanty remnant of monks and their lay attendants, who clung to the sacred spots, and derived a meagre subsistence from the alms of rare pilgrims. The causes of this decay are unknown.

The son of Vikramāditya and his queen, Dhruva Devi, who ascended the throne in 418 A.D., is known to history as Kumāragupta I, in order to distinguish him from his great-grandson of the same name. The events of this king’s reign, which exceeded forty years, are not known in detail, but the distribution of the numerous contemporary inscriptions and coins permits of no doubt that during the greater
part of his unusually prolonged rule, the empire suffered no diminution. On the contrary, it probably gained certain additions, for Kumāra, like his grandfather, celebrated the horse-sacrifice as an assertion of his paramount sovereignty; and it is not likely that he would have indulged in this vaunt, unless to some extent justified by successful warfare. But the extant records furnish no information concerning specific events, beyond the fact that at the close of his reign, that is to say, in the middle of the fifth century, Kumāra's dominions suffered severely from the irruption of the Hun hordes, who had burst through the north-western passes, and spread in a destructive flood all over Northern India. Before entering upon the discussion of the Hun invasion and the consequent break-up of the Gupta empire, it is desirable to pause, in order to record a few brief observations on the significance of the rule of the great Gupta sovereigns in the evolution of Indian language, literature, art, and religion¹.

¹ See Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar's brilliant essay *A Peep into the Early History of India from the Foundation of the Maurya Dynasty to the Downfall of the Imperial Gupta Dynasty* (252 B.C.-cir. 500 A.D.), Bombay, 1900; reprinted from the *J. Bu. R. A. S.* In spite of an untenable theory of the Kushān chronology, this paper is the best account of the early history of India which has yet appeared.
CHAPTER XII

THE GUPTA EMPIRE (CONTINUED); AND THE WHITE HUNS

FROM 455 TO 606 A.D.

The general prevalence of Buddhism in Northern India, including Kashmir, Afghanistan, and Suwāt, during the two centuries immediately preceding, and the two next following the Christian era, is amply attested by the numerous remains of Buddhist monuments erected during that period and a multitude of inscriptions, which are almost all either Buddhist or Jain. The Jain cult, which was closely related to the Buddhist, does not appear to have gained very wide popularity, although it was practised with great devotion at certain localities, of which Mathurā was one.

But the orthodox Hindu worship, conducted under the guidance of Brahmans, and associated with sacrificial rites abhorrent to Jain and Buddhist sentiment, had never become extinct, and had at all times retained a large share of both popular and royal favour. Kadphises II, the Kushān conqueror, was himself conquered by captive India, and adopted with such zeal the worship of Siva as practised by his new subjects that he constantly placed the image of that Indian god upon his coins, and described himself as his devotee. Many other facts concur to prove the continued worship of the old Hindu gods during the period in which Buddhism was unquestionably the most popular and generally received creed.

In some respects, Buddhism in its Mahāyāna form was better fitted than the Brahmanical system to attract the reverence of casteless foreign chieftains; and it would not be unreasonable to expect that they should have shown a decided
REVIVAL OF SANSKRIT

The development of the Mahāyāna school of Buddhism, which became prominent and fashionable from the time of Kanishka in the second century, was in itself a testimony to the reviving power of Brahmanical Hinduism. The newer form of Buddhism had much in common with the older Hinduism, and the relation is so close that even an expert often feels a difficulty in deciding to which system a particular image should be assigned.

Brahmanical Hinduism was the religion of the pundits, whose sacred language was Sanskrit, a highly artificial literary modification of the vernacular speech of the Panjāb. As the influence of the pundits upon prince and peasant waxed greater in matters of religion and social observance, the use of their special vehicle of expression became more widely diffused, and gradually superseded the vernacular in all documents of a formal or official character. In the third century B.C. Asoka had been content to address his commands to his people in language easy to be understood by the vulgar; but, in the middle of the second century A.D., the western satrap Rudrādāman felt that his achievements could be adequately commemorated only in elaborate Sanskrit. It is impossible to go more deeply into the subject in these pages, but it is certain that the revival of the Brahmanical religion was accompanied by the diffusion
and extension of Sanskrit, the sacred language of the Brahmans 1.

Whatever may have been the causes, the fact is abundantly established that the restoration of the Brahmanical religion to popular favour, and the associated revival of the Sanskrit language, first became noticeable in the second century, were fostered by the western satraps during the third, and made a success by the Gupta emperors in the fourth century. These princes, although apparently perfectly tolerant both of Buddhism and Jainism, were themselves beyond question zealous Hindus, guided by Brahman advisers, and skilled in Sanskrit, the language of the pundits. An early stage in the reaction against Buddhist condemnation of sacrifice had been marked by Pushyamitra’s celebration of the horse-sacrifice towards the close of the second century. In the fourth, Samudragupta revived the same ancient rite with added splendour; and, in the fifth, his grandson repeated the solemnity. Without going further into detail, the matter may be summed up in the remark that coins, inscriptions, and monuments agree in furnishing abundant evidence of the recrudescence during the Gupta period of Brahmanical Hinduism at the expense of Buddhism, and of the favour shown by the ruling powers to ‘classical’ Sanskrit at the expense of the more popular literary dialects, which had enjoyed the patronage of the Andhra kings.

Good reasons can be adduced for the belief that Chandra-gupta II Vikramāditya, who reigned at the close of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century, and conquered Ujjain, should be regarded as the original of the Rāja Bikram of Ujjain, famed in popular legend, at whose court the Nine Gems of Sanskrit literature are supposed to have flourished 2. Whether Kālidāsa, poet and dramatist, the most celebrated of these authors, actually graced the durbars of Vikramaditya, it is not within our province to determine.

1 The reader who desires to pursue the subject should consult Professor Otto Franke’s book, Pāli und Sanskrit, in ihrem historischen und geographischen Verhältniss auf Grund der Inschriften und Münzen, Strassburg, 1903.

2 Dr. Hoernle’s theory that Yashodharman in the sixth century was the original of the legendary Vikramāditya is not supported by substantial evidence (J. R. A. S., 1911, p. 551).
of Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya at Ujjain, or lived under the protection of his son or grandson, is a question still open, and it is even possible that he was a courtier of one of Chandra-gupta’s satrap predecessors; but popular tradition certainly appears to be right in placing the greatest of Indian poets in the age of which Vikramāditya is the most conspicuous political figure.

To the same age probably should be assigned the principal Purāṇas in their present form; the metrical legal treatises, of which the so-called Code of Manu is the most familiar example; and, in short, the mass of the ‘classical’ Sanskrit literature. The patronage of the great Gupta emperors gave, as Professor Bhandarkar observes, ‘a general literary impulse,’ which extended to every department, and gradually raised Sanskrit to the position which it long retained as the sole literary language of Northern India. The decline of Buddhism and the diffusion of Sanskrit proceeded side by side, with the result that, by the end of the Gupta period, the force of Buddhism on Indian soil had been nearly spent; and India, with certain local exceptions, had again become the land of the Brahmans.

The literary revolution was necessarily accompanied by corresponding changes in the art of architecture. The forms of buildings specially adapted for the purposes of Buddhist ritual dropped out of use, and remarkable developments in the design of the Hindu temple were elaborated, which ultimately culminated in the marvellously ornate styles of the mediaeval period, extending from the ninth to the end of the twelfth century.

1 Professor Macdonell places Kālidāsa ‘in the beginning of the fifth century A.D.’ (Hist. Sanskrit Lit., p. 325). The poet’s mention of the Huns in the Raghuvamśa is cited as proof that he lived in the reign of Skanda Gupta and wrote subsequently to 470 A.D. (Manmohan Chakravarti, J. R. A. S., 1903, p. 183; Liebich, Das Datum Candra-gomin’s und Kālidāsa’s, Breslau, 1903). But Mr. Keith considers his date to be ‘400 A.D. at latest’ (ibid., 1901, p. 579). The first Hun invasion of the Gupta empire was not later than 455 A.D. In J. R. A. S., 1904, p. 160, Mr. Manmohan Chakravarti dates the Raghuvamśa between 480 and 490 A.D., and suggests that the Meghadūta and Rāhuṇāśāra were composed twenty or thirty years earlier.

2 For the seven characteristics of the Gupta style of architecture see Cunningham, Archäol. Rep. ix, 42. Many examples are described and
The golden age of the Guptas, glorious in literary, as in political, history, comprised a period of a century and a quarter (330-455 A.D.), and was covered by three reigns of exceptional length. The death of Kumāra, early in 455, marks the beginning of the decline and fall of the empire. Even before his death, he had become involved, about the year 450, in serious distress by a war with a rich and powerful nation named Pushyamitra, otherwise unknown to history. The imperial armies were defeated, and the shock of military disaster had endangered the stability of the dynasty, which was ‘tottering’ to its fall, when the energy and ability of Skandagupta, the Crown Prince, restored the fortunes of his family by effecting the overthrow of the enemy. A detail recorded by the contemporary document indicates the severity of the struggle; for we are told that the heir-apparent, while preparing to retrieve the calamities of his house, was obliged to spend a night sleeping on the bare ground.

When Skandagupta came to the throne in the spring of 455, he encountered a sea of troubles. The Pushyamitra danger had been averted, but one more formidable closely followed it, an irruption of the savage Huns, who had poured down from the steppes of Central Asia through the north-western passes, and carried devastation over the smiling plains and crowded cities of India. Skandagupta, who was probably a man of mature years and ripe experience, proved equal to the need, and inflicted upon the barbarians a defeat so decisive that India was saved for a time. His mother still lived, and to her the hero hastened with the news of his victory, ‘just as Krishna, when he had slain his enemies, betook himself to his mother Dévaki.’ Having thus paid his duty to his living parent, the king sought to enhance the religious merit of his deceased father by the erection of a pillar of victory, surmounted by a statue of the god Vishnu, and inscribed with an account of the delivery of India.
SKANDAGUPTA

It is evident that this great victory over the Huns must have been gained at the very beginning of the new reign; because another inscription, executed in the year 457, recites Skanda-gupta’s defeat of the barbarians, and recognizes his undisputed possession of the peninsula of Surāśṭra (Kāthiāwār), at the extreme western extremity of the empire. The king had appointed as viceroy of the west an officer named Parnadatta, the possessor of all the virtues, according to the official poet; and the viceroy gave the responsible post of governor of the capital city, Jūnāgarh, to his own son, who distinguished his tenure of office by rebuilding the embankment of the lake under the Gīrnār hill, which had burst with disastrous results in the year of Skandagupta’s accession. The benevolent work was completed in the following year, and consecrated a year later by the erection and consecration of a costly temple of Vishnu.

The dedication three years afterwards by a private Jain donor of a sculptured column at a village in the east of the Gorakhpur district, distant about ninety miles from Patna, testifies to the fact that Skandagupta’s rule at this early period of his reign included the eastern as well as the western provinces; and the record expressly characterizes the rule of the reigning sovereign as being ‘tranquil.’

Five years later, in the year 465, a pious Brahman in the country between the Ganges and Jumna, which is now known as the Bulandshahr district, when endowing a temple to the Sun, felt justified in describing the rule of his king in the central parts of the empire as ‘augmenting and victorious.’ The conclusion is, therefore, legitimate that the victory over the barbarian invaders was gained at the

---

1 The column still stands at Bhītārī, in the Gharāpur district, to the east of Benares, but the statue has disappeared (Cunningham, Archæol. Rep., vol. i, Pl. XXIX). The inscription on the column, which records the events related in the text, has been edited and translated by Fleet (Gupta Inscriptions, No. 13).

2 Ibid., No. 14: _ante_, p. 126.

3 Ibid., No. 15, the Kāhāon inscription.

4 Ibid., No. 16.
beginning of the reign, and was sufficiently decisive to secure
the tranquillity of all parts of the empire for a considerable
number of years.

But, about 465 A.D., a fresh swarm of nomads poured
across the frontier, and occupied Gandhāra, or the north­
western Panjāb, where a ‘cruel and vindictive’ chieftain
usurped the throne of the Kushāns, and ‘practised the most
barbarous atrocities’\(^1\). A little later, about 470, the Huns
advanced into the interior, and again attacked Skandagupta
in the heart of his dominions. He was unable to continue
the successful resistance which he had offered in the earlier
days of his rule, and was forced at last to succumb to
the repeated attacks of the foreigners; who were, no doubt
constantly recruited by fresh hordes eager for the plunder of
India.

The financial distress of Skandagupta’s administration is
very plainly indicated by the abrupt debasement of the
coinage in his latter years. The gold coins of his early
and prosperous days agree both in weight and fineness with
those of his ancestors, but the later issues, while increased
in gross weight, so as to suit the ancient Hindu standard of
the *suvarna*, exhibit a decline in the amount of pure gold in
each piece from 108 to 73 grains\(^2\). This marked lowering of
the purity of the currency, which was accompanied by a cor­
responding degradation in the design and execution of the
dies, was evidently caused by the difficulty which the treasury
experienced in meeting the cost of the Hun war.

The death of Skandagupta may be assumed to have
occurred in or about the year 480. When he passed away,
the empire perished, but the dynasty remained, and was

\(^1\) Sung-yun or Song Yün, Chinese
pilgrim, 540 A.D., in Beal, *Records, vol. 1, p. c*, and Chavannes’ revised
version (Hanoi, 1903). But the
name ‘Laelib,’ given to this chieftain by Beal, who has been copied
by Cunningham and many other
writers, is purely fictitious, and due
to a misreading of the Turkish title
*šāhin* (Chavannes, *Les Turcs Occi­
dentaux*, p. 235 note).

\(^2\) The earlier Gupta coins, like
the Kushāns, are Roman *asarī* in
weight and to some extent in design.
The later pieces are Hindu *suvarnas*
intended to weigh about 146 grains
(94 grammes) each, and are contrived
in device and execution.
continued in the eastern provinces for many generations. Skanda left no heir male capable of undertaking the cares of government in a time of such stress, and was accordingly succeeded on the throne of Magadha and the adjacent districts by his half-brother, Puragupta, the son of Kumāragupta I by Queen Ananda.

The reign of this prince was apparently very brief, and the only event which can be assigned to it is a bold attempt to restore the purity of the coinage. The rare gold coins, bearing on the reverse the title Prakāśāditya, which are generally ascribed to Puragupta, although retaining the gross weight of the heavy suvarṇa, each contain 121 grains of pure gold, and are thus equal in value to the aurei of Augustus, and superior in intrinsic value to the best Kushān or early Gupta coins.

Puragupta was succeeded by his son Narasimhagupta c. 485 A.D. Bālāditya, who was followed by his son, Kumāragupta II. Although these kings continued to assume the high sounding titles borne by their imperial ancestors, their power was very circumscribed, and confined to the eastern portions of what Gupta I had been the Gupta empire.

The imperial line passes by an obscure transition into a Later dynasty comprising eleven princes, who appear to have been for the most part merely local rulers of Magadha. The last of them, Jivita Gupta II, was in power at the beginning of the eighth century. The most considerable member of this local dynasty was Ādityasena in the seventh century, who asserted a claim to paramount rank, and even ventured to celebrate the horse-sacrifice.

In the western province of Mālwa we find the names of Rājas named Budhagupta and Bhanugupta, who cover the period from 484 to 510, and were evidently the heirs of Skandagupta in that region. But the latter of these two

1 An admitted difficulty in reconciling the testimony of the inscription on the Bhitari seal (J. A. S. B., vol. lviii, part i, pp. 84-105) with that of other records is best solved in the manner stated in the text. For essays of the gold coins see Cunningham, Coins of Mad. India, p. 16. 2 For this dynasty see Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions, and Dr. Hoernle's observations on the Bhitari seal.
princes, at all events, occupied a dependent position and was presumably subordinate to the Hun chieftains.

Towards the close of the fifth century, a chief named Bhatärka, who belonged to a clan called Maitraka, probably of foreign origin, established himself at Valabhi in the east of the peninsula of Surāshtra (Kāthiāwār), and founded a dynasty which lasted until about 770 A.D., when it was overthrown by Arab invaders from Sind. The earlier kings of Valabhi do not appear to have been independent, and were doubtless obliged to pay tribute to the Huns; but, after the destruction of the Hun domination, the kings of Valabhi asserted their independence, and made themselves a considerable power in the west of India, both on the mainland and in the peninsula of Surāshtra. The city was a place of great wealth when visited by Hiuen Tsang in the seventh century and was famous in Buddhist church history as the residence of two distinguished teachers, Gunamati and Sthiramati, in the sixth century. After the overthrow of Valabhi, it placed as the chief city of Western India was taken by Anhilwāra (Nahrwālah, or Pātan), which retained that honour until the fifteenth century, when it was superseded by Ahmadābād. The above observations will, perhaps, give the reader all the information that he is likely to want concerning the principal native dynasties which inherited the fragments of the Gupta empire.

But the Huns, the foreign savages who shattered the empire, merit more explicit notice. The nomad Mongolian tribes known as Huns, when they moved westwards from the steppes of Asia to seek subsistence for their growing multitudes in other climes, divided into two main streams, one directed towards the valley of the Oxus, and the other to that of the Volga.

1 Hultsch, Ep. Ind. iii, 320; correcting earlier interpretations.

2 The ruins of Valabhi at Wala, eighteen miles north-west of Bhānagar, are mostly underground. The history is given by Burgess in A. S. W. L., vol. ii (1876), pp. 80-6; and a corrected dynastic list has been published by Fleet in /. Ant., vol. xv (1886), p. 273. For approximate date of destruction of Valabhi see Burgess, A. S. W. L., vol. vi, p. 3; vol. ix, p. 4.
The latter poured into Eastern Europe in 375 A.D. The Huns forcing the Goths to the south of the Danube, and thus indirectly causing the sanguinary Gothic war, which cost the Emperor Valens his life in 378 A.D. The Huns quickly spread over the lands between the Volga and the Danube; but, owing to chronic disunion and the lack of a great leader, failed to make full use of their advantageous position, until Attila appeared, and for a few years welded the savage mass into an instrument of such power that he was 'able to send equal defiance to the courts of Ravenna and Constantinople.'

His death in 453 A.D. severed the only bond which held together the jealous factions of the horde, and within a space of twenty years after that event the Hunnic empire in Europe was extinguished by a fresh torrent of barbarians from Northern Asia.

The Asiatic domination of the Huns lasted longer. The section of the horde which settled in the Oxus valley became known as the Ephthalites or White Huns, and gradually overcame the resistance of Persia, which ceased when King Firōz was killed in 484 A.D. Swarms of these White Huns also assailed the Kushān kingdom of Kābul, and thence poured into India. The attack repelled by Skanda-gupta in 455 A.D. must have been delivered by a comparatively weak body, which arrived early, and failed to effect a lodgement in the interior.

About ten years later the nomads appeared in greater force and overwhelmed the kingdom of Gandhāra, or Peshāwar; and starting from that base, as already related, penetrated into the heart of the Gangetic provinces, and overthrew the Gupta empire. The collapse of Persian opposition in 484 must have greatly facilitated the eastern movement of the horde, and allowed immense multitudes to cross the Indian frontier. The leader in this invasion of India, which, no doubt, continued for years, was a chieftain named Toramāna, who is known to have been established as ruler of Mālwa in Central India prior to 500 A.D. He

1 Gibbon, ch. xxxv.
2 Aste, p. 370.
assumed the style and titles of an Indian ‘sovereign of mahārājās’; and Bhanugupta, as well as the king of Valabhi, and many other local princes, must have been his tributaries.

When Toramana died, about 510 A.D., the Indian dominion which he had acquired was consolidated sufficiently to pass to his son Mihiragula, whose capital in India was Sakala in the Panjāb; which should be identified apparently with either Chuniot or Shāhkot in the Jhang district.

But India at this time was only one province of the Hun empire. The head quarters of the horde were at Bāmyin in Bādhaghis near Herat, and the ancient city of Balk was served as a secondary capital. The Hun king, whose court whether at Bāmyin or Herat cannot be determined, was visited by Song-Yun, the Chinese pilgrim-envoy in 519 A.D., was a powerful monarch levying tribute from forty countries extending from the frontier of Persia on the west, to Khotan on the borders of China in the east. This king was either Mihiragula himself, or his contemporary overlord, most probably the latter. The local Hun king of Gandhara, to whom Song-Yun paid his respects in the following year 520 A.D., must be identified with Mihiragula. He was then engaged in a war with the king of Kashmir (Ki-pin), which had already lasted for three years.

1 Three inscriptions naming Toramāna are known; namely, (1) at Eran, in Sāgar district, Central Provinces, dated in the first year of his reign (Fleet, Gupta Insocr., No. 36); (2) at Kura in the Salt Range, of which the date is lost (Ep. Ind. i. 238); and (3) at Gwalior, Central India, dated in the fifteenth year of Mihiragula, son of Toramāna (Fleet, No. 37). The silver coins of Toramāna, which imitate the Surāshtrān coins of the western satraps and Guptas, are dated in the year 52, which must be reckoned from a special Hun era, probably beginning about 448 A.D. (J. A. S. B., vol. Ixxiii., part i (1894), p. 195).

2 The name of Mihiragula also appears in the Sanskritised form Mihirakula. His coins are numerous at Chuniot and Shāhkot; either of which fortresses the late Mr. C. Rodgers thought must be Sakala. The Sangala of Alexander’s time was a different place. The coin of Toramāna and Mihiragula are often described in J. A. S. B., 1894, p. 195.

3 Chavannes, Turcs Occidentaux, pp. 224, 226. Gurgān (Gorga), often asserted to be the Ephthalite capital, was really a frontier town belonging to Persia (Chavannes, op. cit., pp. 224, 235 note).

4 Beal, Records, vol. i, pp. 270-7. The name Laci-lih., given by Beal, is, as already noted, fictitious (op. cit., p. 270 n.). In the time of Song-Yun, Ki-pin usually signified Kashmir.
MIHIRAGULA

With reference apparently to the same date approximately, the monk Cosmas Indicopleustes, who wrote a curious book in 547 A.D., describes a White Hun king, whom he calls Gollas, as being lord of India, from which he exacted tribute by oppression, enforcing his demands with the aid of two thousand war elephants and a great host of cavalry. This king, Gollas, must certainly have been Mihiragula.

All Indian traditions agree in representing Mihiragula as a bloodthirsty tyrant, stained to a more than ordinary degree with the 'implacable cruelty' noted by historians as characteristic of the Hun temperament. Indian authors having omitted to give any detailed description of the savage invaders who ruthlessly oppressed their country for three-quarters of a century, recourse must be had to European writers to obtain a picture of the devastation wrought and the terror caused to settled communities by the fierce barbarians.

The original accounts are well summarized by Gibbon:

"The numbers, the strength, the rapid motions, and the implacable cruelty of the Huns were felt, and dreaded, and magnified by the astonished Goths; who beheld their fields and villages consumed with flames, and deluged with indiscriminate slaughter. To these real terrors, they added the surprise and abhorrence which were excited by the shrill voice, the uncouth gestures, and the strange deformity of the Huns... They were distinguished from the rest of the human species by their broad shoulders, flat noses, and small black eyes, deeply buried in the head; and, as they were almost destitute of beards, they never enjoyed the manly graces of youth or the venerable aspect of age."

The Indians, like the Goths, experienced to the full the miseries of savage warfare, and suffered an added horror by reason of the special disgust felt by fastidious, caste-bound

In the seventh century Ki- pin meant Kapiśa, or north-eastern Afghanistan (Chavannes, Song Yun, pp. 37, 39).

1 Huen Tsang, Rājatarāngini; Taranāth (p. 94, 'the Turushka king').

2 McCrindle's translation (Hakluyt Society, 1897). p. 597.

3 Gibbon, ch. xxvi.
Hindus at the repulsive habits of barbarians to whom nothing was sacred.

The cruelty practised by Mihiragula became so unbearable that the native princes, under the leadership of Bālāditya, king of Magadha (probably the same as Narasimhagupta), and Yasodharman, a Raja of Central India, formed a confederacy against the foreign tyrant. About the year 528 A.D., they accomplished the delivery of their country from oppression by inflicting a decisive defeat on Mihiragula, who was taken prisoner, and would have forfeited his life deservedly, but for the magnanimity of Bālāditya, who spared the captive, and sent him to his home in the north with all honour.

But Mihiragula's younger brother had taken advantage of the misfortunes of the head of the family to usurp the throne of Sākala, which he was unwilling to surrender. Mihiragula, after spending some time in concealment, took refuge in Kashmir, where he was kindly received by the king, who placed him in charge of a small territory. The exile submitted to this enforced retirement for a few years, and then took an opportunity to rebel and seize the throne of his benefactor. Having succeeded in this enterprise, he attacked the neighbouring kingdom of Gandhāra. The king, perhaps himself a Hun, was treacherously surprised and slain, the royal family was exterminated, and multitudes of people were slaughtered on the banks of the Indus. The savage invader, who worshipped as his patron deity Siva, the god of destruction, exhibited ferocious hostility against the peaceful Buddhist cult, and remorselessly overthrew the stūpas and monasteries, which he plundered of their treasures.

But he did not long enjoy his ill-gotten gains. Before the year was out he died; and at the time of his death there were thunder and hail and a thick darkness, and the earth shook, and a mighty tempest raged. And the holy saints said in pity: "For having killed countless victims and overthrown the law of Buddha, he has now fallen into the lowest hell, where he shall pass endless ages of revolu-
Thus the tyrant met the just reward of his evil deeds in another world, if not in this. The date of his death is not known exactly, but the event must have occurred in or about the year 540, just a century before Hiuen Tsang was on his travels. The rapidity of the growth of the legend concerning the portents attending the tyrant’s death is good evidence of the depth of the impression made by his outlandish cruelty; which is further attested by the Kashmir tale of the fiendish pleasure which he is believed to have taken in rolling elephants down a precipice 1.

Yasodharman, the Central Indian Rāja, who has been mentioned as having taken an active part in the confederacy formed to obtain deliverance from the tyranny of Mihiragula, is known from three inscriptions only, and is not mentioned by Hiuen Tsang, who gives the credit for the victory over the Huns to Baladitya, king of Magadha. Yasodharman took the honour to himself, and erected two columns of victory inscribed with boasting words to commemorate the defeat of the foreign invaders. In these records he claims to have brought under his sway lands which even the Guptas and Huns could not subdue, and to have been master of Northern India from the Brahmaputra to the Western Ocean, and from the Himalaya to Mount Mahendra in Ganjām. But the indefinite expression of the boasts and the silence of Hiuen Tsang suggest that Yasodharman made the most of his achievements, and that his court poet gave him something more than his due of praise. Nothing whatever is known about either his ancestry, or his successors; his name stands absolutely alone and unrelated. The belief is therefore warranted that his reign was short, and of much less importance than that claimed for it by his magniloquent inscriptions 2.

1 Hiuen Tsang, in Beal, Records, vol. i, pp. 165-72. It is not easy to explain why the pilgrim alleges (p. 167) that Mihiragula lived ‘some centuries’ before his time. The Chinese words, shoo-pih-nien-tsin, are said not to be capable of any other interpretation (Beal, Ind. Ant. xv, 345). Hiuen Tsang’s travels extended from 629 to 645. For the Kashmir legends see Stein, transl. Rājat., bk. i, pp. 289-325.

2 Inscriptions Nos. 35, 34, 35 in Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions.
The dominion of the White Huns in the Oxus valley did not long survive the defeat and death of Mihiragula in India. The arrival of the Turks in the middle of the sixth century changed the situation completely. The Turkish tribes, having vanquished a rival horde called Joan-joan, made an alliance with Khusru Anushirvān, king of Persia, grandson of Fīroz, who had been killed by the Huns in 484 A.D., and at some date between 563 and 567 the allies destroyed the White Huns. For a short time the Persians held Balkh and other portions of the Hun territory; but the gradual weakening of the Sassanian power soon enabled the Turks to extend their authority towards the south as far as Kapisa, and annex the whole of the countries which had been included in the Hun empire.

In later Sanskrit literature the term ‘Hun’ (Hūna) is employed in a very indeterminate sense to denote a foreigner from the north-west, in the same way as the word Yavana had been employed in ancient times, and as Wilāyaṭi is now understood. One of the thirty-six so-called ‘royal’ Rajput clans was actually given the name of Hūna. This vagueness of connotation raises some doubt as to the exact meaning of the term Hūna as applied to the clans on the north-western frontier against whom Harsha of Thanēsar and his father waged incessant war at the close of the sixth and the beginning of the seventh century. But it is unlikely that within fifty years of Mihiragula’s defeat the true meaning of Hūna should have been forgotten; and the opponents of Harsha may be regarded as having been outlying colonies of real Huns, who had settled among the hills on the frontier. After Harsha’s time they are not again heard of, and were presumably either destroyed, or absorbed into the surrounding populations.

The extinction of the Ephthalite power on the Oxus necessarily dried up the stream of Hun immigration into India, which enjoyed immunity from foreign attack for nearly

---

2. Bühler, Ḫ. Ind. i. 225: Sylvain (Hanoi, 1903), p. 25.
3. Lévi, Notes chinoises sur l’Inde.
five centuries after the defeat of Mihiragula. The following chapters will tell how she made use, or failed to make use, of the opportunity thus afforded for internal development unchecked by foreign aggression.

Very little is known about the history of India during the second half of the sixth century. It is certain that no paramount power existed, and that all the states of the Gangetic plain had suffered severely from the ravages of the Huns; but, excepting bare catalogues of names in certain local dynastic lists, no facts of general interest have been recorded.

The story of a certain king of one of the many independent states which existed during those troublous times deserves notice, not for its intrinsic importance, but on account of the serious misinterpretation to which it has been subjected by several eminent scholars. Hiuen Tsang, in the course of his extensive travels, visited, about 640 A.D., a kingdom at the head of the Gulf of Cambay, which he calls Mo-la-p'o. The capital was situated on a bend of the river Mahi, which enters the Arabian Sea near Cambay. The countries of Kachchh (Cutch) and Anandapurah now in the Baroda state) were dependencies of Mo-la-p'0, which was a rich and prosperous region inhabited by men of exceptional intelligence and learning. The kingdom thus described clearly corresponded with the modern Bombay districts of Kaira (Khera) and Ahmadabad, together with parts of Baroda and some adjoining territory.

The pilgrim ascertained from the records of this kingdom that sixty years before his visit, or in 580 A.D., the king had been named Siladitya, a man of eminent wisdom and great learning, a devout Buddhist, and so careful to preserve animal life that he caused the drinking-water for his horses and elephants to be strained, lest perchance any creature living in the water should be injured. This pious prince had reigned for more than fifty years.

This interesting, but wholly detached, bit of information

1 Properly 'Kambayat.'
about a local RaJA in Western India during the sixth century has been pressed into the service of the general history of Northern India in an unjustifiable manner. The Chinese name Mo-la-p'o having been transliterated as Målava, several learned writers have rashly assumed that this Silâditya was king of Målava, or Central India, the country around Ujjain; and Mr. Beal actually dubs him as 'Silâditya of Ujjain.' A glance at the map and perusal of the pilgrim's text are sufficient to show that Mo-la-p'o, whatever be the correct transliteration of the name, had nothing to do with Målava (Målwā), which province lay on the other side of the Āravalli mountains. The Silâditya of Mo-la-p'o had no political connexion with Harsha-Silâditya of Kanauj and Thanēsār, or with the history of Northern India. These obvious remarks suffice to demolish a large structure of purely imaginary history, built upon the assumption that Mo-la-p'o was identical with Målwā 1.

1 Hiuen Tsang, bk. xi, in Beal, Records, ii, pp. 260-70; where the footnotes are not illuminating. Dr. Stein states that 'Kalhana, himself, in a subsequent passage clearly designates this Vikramâditya-Harśa as the father of king Śilâditya-Pratâpāśīla, whom we know from a statement of Hiuen-Tsang to have flourished as ruler of Målava (Ujjain) about sixty years before his own time, i.e. about 580 A. D.' (transl. Rājat., vol. i, p. 66). The statement italicized is quite erroneous. Dr. Hoernle, being misled in the same way, has permitted himself to indulge in much fanciful speculation ('Some Problems of Ancient Indian History,' in J. R. A. S., 1903, pp. 545-70, especially p. 563). His notion that Hiuen Tsang confounded Śilâditya with Vikramâditya (p. 565) has no substantial basis. Max Müller (India, p. 378) was also led astray by Mr. Beal's blunder, which is due in the first instance to Vivien de Saint-Martin (Mémories sur les contrées occidentales, vol. ii, p. 403).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE A.D.</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c. 308</td>
<td>Lichchahi marriage of Chandra-gupta I</td>
<td>Foundation of Gupta Era, of which year 1 began February 26, 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>Chandra-gupta I acc. to independent power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 326</td>
<td>Samudragupta acc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 330</td>
<td>Embassy from King Meghavarna of Ceylon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 326-36</td>
<td>Campaigns in Northern India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 337-40</td>
<td>Campaign in Southern India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 341</td>
<td>Horse-sacrifice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 353</td>
<td>Chandra-gupta II acc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 388</td>
<td>Conquest of Western India</td>
<td>G. E. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>Udayagiri inscription</td>
<td>66-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>Travels of Fa-hien in Gupta empire</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>Garhwa inscription</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>Silver coins of western type</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432</td>
<td>Sâñchi inscription</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436</td>
<td>Kumāragupta II acc.</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453</td>
<td>Ìsâr inscription</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457</td>
<td>Garhwa inscription</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462</td>
<td>Mathurâ inscription</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466</td>
<td>Mandasör inscription</td>
<td>V. S. 493 (= G. E. 117)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>479</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>G. E. 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>487</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>491</td>
<td>Silver coins and Manuwar inscriptions</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>Pushyamitra war</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>Skandagupta acc.; first Hun war</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515</td>
<td>Embankment of lake at Girnar rebuilt</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>Temple erected there</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523</td>
<td>Kâhoins inscription (Gôrakhpur District)</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535</td>
<td>Indor inscription (Bulandshahr District)</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>539</td>
<td>Silver coins</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543 to 80</td>
<td>Second Hun war</td>
<td>151-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547</td>
<td>Pâli inscription (Ep. Ind. ii. 363)</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549</td>
<td>Puragupta (Prakâśāditya) acc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553</td>
<td>Narasimhagupta Bâlâditya acc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557</td>
<td>Kumâragupta II acc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>561</td>
<td>Song-Yun visited White Hun king of Gandhâra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565</td>
<td>Later Gupta dynasty of Magadha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569</td>
<td>Dynasty of Valabhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>Toramâna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>577</td>
<td>Mihiragula</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581</td>
<td>Silâditya of Mo-la-p’o</td>
<td>Defeated c. 598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 598 to 720</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640 to 770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640 to 510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640 to 540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640 to 580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XIII

THE REIGN OF HARSHA FROM 606 TO 648 A.D.

The deficiency of material which embarrasses the historian when dealing with the latter half of the sixth century is no longer experienced when he enters upon the seventh. For this period he is fortunate enough to possess, in addition to the ordinary epigraphic and numismatic sources, two contemporary literary works, which shed much light upon the political condition of India generally, and supply, in particular, abundant and trustworthy information concerning the reign of Harsha, who ruled the North as paramount sovereign for more than forty years. The first of these works is the invaluable book of travels compiled by the Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Tsang, who visited almost every part of India between 630 and 645 A.D., and recorded observations more or less minute about each state and province. The narrative in the Travels is supplemented by the pilgrim's biography, written by his friend Hwui-li, which supplies many additional details. The second work alluded to is the historical romance entitled the 'Deeds of Harsha' (Harsha-charita), composed by Bha, a Brahman author who lived at the court, and enjoyed the patronage of the hero of his tale. Further information of much interest and importance is given by the official Chinese histories; and when all sources are utilized, our knowledge of the events of the reign of Harsha far surpasses in precision that which we possess respecting any other early Indian king, except Chandragupta Maurya and Asoka.

From remote ages the country surrounding the city of Rāja Prabhākara-vardhana of Thanēsar (Sthanvisvara) has been holy ground, known as the 'Land of Kuru,' and famous as the battle-field of legendary heroes. In the latter part of the sixth century, the Rāja of...
Thanesar, Prabhakara-vardhana by name, had raised himself to considerable eminence by successful wars against his neighbours, including the Hun settlements in the north-western Panjáb, and the clans of Gúrjara, or the country of Gujrát, between the Chináb and Jihlam rivers. The fact that his mother was a princess of Gupta lineage no doubt both stimulated his ambition and aided its realization.

In the year 604, this energetic Rāja had dispatched his elder son Rājya-vardhana, a youth just entering upon manhood, with a large army to attack the Huns on the north-western frontier; while his younger and favourite son, Harsha, four years junior to the Crown Prince, followed his brother with a cavalry force at a considerable interval. The elder prince having advanced into the hills to seek the enemy, the younger lingered in the forests at the foot of the mountains to enjoy the sport of all kinds which they offered in abundance.

While thus pleasantly employed, Harsha, who was then a fifteen years of age, received news that his father lay dangerously ill with a violent fever. He returned to the capital with all speed, where he found the king in a hopeless condition. The disease quickly ran its course, and all was over long before the elder son, who had been victorious in his campaign, could return to claim his birthright. There are indications that a party at court inclined to favour the succession of the younger prince; but all intrigues were frustrated by the return of Rājya-vardhana, who ascended the throne in due course. He had hardly seated himself when news arrived which compelled him again to take the field.

A courier brought the distressing intelligence that Grāhavarman, king of Kanauj, and husband of Rājyasri, sister of Mālwa.

1 Not to be confounded with the western province of Gujrat. But Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar holds that Prabhakara's opponents were the Gúrjaras of Rajputāna (Gúrjaras, in J. B. R. A. S., 1903).

2 The family genealogy is given in the inscriptions, viz. (1) Sonpat seal (Gupta Incr., No. 55); (2) Banskhera copper-plate (Ep. Ind. iv, 206); (3) Madhuban copper-plate (ibid. i, 67). Mahāsen-guptā was the mother of Prabhakara-vardhana, who was also called Pratapāsila. His queen was Yasomati. Harsha's full name was Harsha-vardhana. For Gúrjara see Stein, transl. Bajat., vol. i, p. 204.
the princes, had been slain by the king of Mālwa, who cruelly misused the princess, 'confining her like a brigand's wife, with a pair of iron fetters kissing her feet.' The young king, resolute to avenge his sister's wrongs, started at once with a mobile force of ten thousand cavalry; leaving the elephants and heavy troops behind in his brother's charge. The king of Mālwa was defeated with little effort, but the joy of victory was turned into sorrow by the receipt of intelligence that the victor had been treacherously slain by an ally of the Mālwan king, Sāsānka, king of Central Bengal, who had inveigled Rājya-vardhana by fair promises to a conference, and had assassinated him when off his guard. Harsha was further informed that his widowed sister had escaped from confinement, and fled to the Vindhyan forests for refuge; but no certain news of her hiding-place could be obtained.

The murdered king was too young to leave a son capable of assuming the cares of government, and the nobles seem to have hesitated before offering the crown to his youthful brother. But the disorder and anarchy from which the country suffered during the interregnum forced the counselors of state to come to a decision concerning the succession. The ministers, acting on the advice of Bhandara, a slightly senior cousin, who had been educated with the young princes, ultimately resolved to invite Harsha to undertake the responsibilities of the royal office. For some reason which is not apparent on the face of the story, he hesitated to express his consent, and it is said that he consulted a Buddhist oracle before accepting the invitation. Even with his reluctance, whether sincere or pretended, had been overcome by the favourable response of the oracle, he still sought to propitiate Nemesis by abstaining at first from the assumption of the kingly style, modestly designating himself Prince Siladitya.

These curious details indicate clearly that some unknown obstacle stood in the way of Harsha's accession, and compelled...
him to rely for his title to the crown upon election by the nobles rather than upon his hereditary claims. There is reason to suppose that Harsha did not boldly stand forth as avowed king until the spring of 612 A.D., when he had been five and a half years on the throne, and that his formal coronation or consecration took place in that year. The era called after his name, of which the year 1 was 606-7 A.D., dated from the time of his accession in October, 606.

Whatever may have been the motives which influenced the nobles of Thanōsar in their hesitation to offer their allegiance to young Harsha, the advice of Bhandi was justified abundantly by the ability of his nominee, who quickly proved his right to rule.

The immediate duties incumbent upon him obviously were the pursuit of his brother’s murderer, and the recovery of his widowed sister. The latter task, being the more urgent, was undertaken in all haste, even at the cost of permitting the assassin’s escape. The haste shown was none too great; for the princess, despairing of rescue, was on the point of burning herself alive with her attendants, when her brother, guided by aboriginal chiefs, succeeded in tracing her in the depths of the Vindhyan jungles. The details of the campaign against Sasanka have not been recorded, and it seems clear that he escaped with little loss. He is known to have been in power as late as the year 619; but his kingdom probably became subject to Harsha at a later date.

Harsha, having recovered his sister—a young lady of exceptional attainments, learned in the doctrines of the Sammitiya school of Buddhism—devoted his signal ability and energy to the prosecution of a methodical scheme of conquest, with the deliberate purpose of bringing all India under his sway.

Kielhorn (Ind. Ant. xxvi. 39) recently inscriptions dated in the Harsha era are known (Ep. Ind. App. Nos. 628-41). When Huen Tsang was with Harsha in 644 A.D. the king’s reign was reckoned as having lasted for more than thirty years passed in warfare (Rec. i. 213; ‘lord of India for thirty years and more,’ Life of Huen Tsang, p. 183). The period of five and a half years (Julien) spent in the preliminary subjugation of the north is not included in this computation.

other punishments were more sanguinary than in the Gupta period: mutilation of the nose, ears, hands, or feet being inflicted as the penalty of serious offences, and even for failure in filial piety; but this penalty was sometimes commuted for banishment. Minor offences were visited with fines. Orders by water, fire, weighment, or poison were much esteemed as efficient instruments for the ascertainment of truth; and are described with approval by the Chinese pilgrim.

Official records of public events were kept in every province by special officers, whose duty it was to register 'good and evil events, with calamities and fortunate occurrences.' Such records were, no doubt, consulted by the writers of the great historical inscriptions, but no specimen of them has survived.

Education evidently was diffused widely, especially among the Brahmans and numerous Buddhist monks; and learning was honoured by the government. King Harsha was not only a liberal patron of literary merit, but was himself an accomplished calligraphist and an author of reputation. Besides a grammatical work, three extant Sanskrit plays are ascribed to his pen; and there is no reason for hesitating to believe that he had at least a large share in their composition, for royal authors were not uncommon in ancient India. One of these plays, the Nāgānanda, which has an edifying Buddhist legend for its subject, is considered to rank among the best works of the Indian theatre; and the other dramas, the Ratnāvali, or 'Necklace,' and the Pundarīkā, or 'Gracious Lady,' although lacking in originality, are praised highly for their simplicity both of thought and expression 1.

1 The facsimile of Harsha's autograph is from the Banskhera inscription. For the plays see Wilson, Lang- du Theatre; Sylvain Lévi, Tibet.
The greatest ornament of the literary circle at Harsha’s court was the Brahman Bāna, author of the historical romance devoted to a panegyrical account of the deeds of his patron, which is an amazingly clever, but irritating, performance; executed in the worst possible taste, and yet containing passages of admirable and vivid description. The man who attributes to the commander-in-chief, Skandagupta, ‘a nose as long as his sovereign’s pedigree,’ may fairly be accused of having perpetrated the most grotesque simile in all literature. But the same man could do better, and shows no lack of power when depicting the death-agony of the king. ‘Helplessness had taken him in hand: pain had made him its province, wasting its domain, lassitude its lair. . . . He was on the confines of doom, on the verge of the last gasp, at the outset of the Great Undertaking, at the portal of the Long Sleep, on the tip of death’s tongue; broken in utterance, unhinged in mind, tortured in body, waning in life, babbling in speech, ceaseless in sighs; vanquished by yawning, swayed by suffering, in the bondage of wracking pains.’ Such writing, although not in perfect good taste, unmistakably bears the stamp of power.

One campaign sated Asoka’s thirst for blood; thirty-seven years of warfare were needed by Harsha before he could be content to sheathe the sword. His last campaign was fought against the people of Ganjām (Kongoda) in 643 A.D.; and then at last this king of many wars doffed his armour, and devoted himself to the arts of peace and the practice of piety, as understood by an Indian despot. He obviously set himself to imitate Asoka, and the narrative of the doings in the latter years of Harsha’s reign reads like a copy of the history of the great Maurya.

At this period the king began to show marked favour to His the quietest teachings of Buddhism, first in its Hinayāna, devotion. and afterwards in its Mahāyāna form. He led the life of

1. The translation of Bāna’s work by Mr. F. W. Thomas and the late Professor Cowell, published by the Royal Asiatic Society in 1897, is a triumph of skill.
a devotee, and enforced the Buddhist prohibitions against the destruction of animal life with the utmost strictness and scant regard for the sanctity of human life. 'He sought,' we are told, 'to plant the tree of religious merit to such an extent that he forgot to sleep and eat'; and forbade the slaughter of any living thing, or the use of flesh as food throughout the 'Five Indies' under pain of death without hope of pardon.

Benevolent institutions on the Asokan model, for the benefit of travellers, the poor, and sick, were established throughout the empire. Rest-houses (dharmsalā) were built in both the towns and rural parts, and provided with food and drink, physicians being stationed at them to supply medicines to the necessitous without stint. The king also imitated his prototype in the foundation of numerous religious establishments, devoted to the service both of the Hindu gods and the Buddhist ritual. In his closing years the latter received the chief share of the royal favour; and numerous monasteries were erected, as well as several thousand stūpas, each about a hundred feet high, built along the banks of the sacred Ganges. These latter structures doubtless were of a flimsy character, built chiefly of timbers and bamboos, and so have left no trace; but the multiplication of stūpas, however perishable the materials might be, was always a work of merit. Although Buddhism was visibly waning in the days of Harsha and Hiuen Tsang, the monks of the order were still numerous, and the occupants of the monasteries enumerated by the pilgrims numbered nearly two hundred thousand. A monastic population of such magnitude offered abundant opportunities for the exercise of princely liberality.

The picture of the state of religious belief and practice in India during the seventh century as drawn by the contemporary authors is filled with curious and interesting details. The members of the royal family to which Harsha belonged freely acted on their individual preferences in the matter of

ECLECTICISM IN RELIGION

religion. His remote ancestor, Pushyabhūti, is recorded to have entertained from boyhood an ardent devotion towards Siva, and to have turned away from all other gods. Harsha’s father was equally devoted to the worship of the Sun, and daily offered to that luminary ‘a bunch of red lotuses set in a pure vessel of ruby, and tinged, like his own heart, with the same hue.’ The elder brother and sister of Harsha were convinced Buddhists, while Harsha himself distributed his devotions among the three deities of the family, Siva, the Sun, and Buddha; and erected costly temples for the service of all three. But, in his later years, the Buddhist doctrines held the chief place in his affections; and the eloquence of the Chinese Master of the Law induced him to prefer the advanced teaching of the Mahāyāna sect to the more primitive Hinayāna doctrine of the Sammitiya school with which he had been familiar previously.

The religious eclecticism of the royal family was the reflection and result of the state of popular religion at the time. Buddhism, although it had certainly lost the dominant position in the Gangetic plain which it had once held, was still a powerful force, and largely influenced the public mind. The Jain system, which had never been very widely spread or aggressive in the North, retained its hold on certain localities, especially at Vaisāli and in Eastern Bengal, but could not pretend to rival the general popularity of either Buddhism or Purānic Hinduism. The last-named modification of the Hindu system was now firmly established, and the earlier Purānas were already revered as ancient and sacred writings. The bulk of the population in most provinces was then, as now, devoted to the service of the Purānic gods; each man and woman being, of course, free to select a particular deity, Siva, the Sun, Vishnu, or another, for special adoration according to personal predilection. As a rule, the followers of the various religions lived peaceably together; and no doubt many people besides the king sought

It is, of course, not strictly accurate to describe Buddha as a deity; but, when the Buddhism of the seventh century is in question, the inaccuracy is little more than formal.
Persecution by Sasanka.

But, while toleration and concord were the rule, exceptions occurred. The king of Central Bengal, Sasāṅka, who has been mentioned as the treacherous murderer of Harsha's brother, and was probably a scion of the Gupta dynasty, was a worshipper of Siva, and hated Buddhism, which he did his best to destroy. He dug up and burnt the holy Bodhi tree at Bōdh Gaya, on which, according to legend, Asoka had lavished inordinate devotion; broke the stone marked with the footprints of Buddha at Pātaliputra; destroyed the convents, and scattered the monks, carrying his persecution to the foot of the Nepalese hills. These events, which are amply attested by the evidence of Hiuen Tsang, who visited the localities thirty or forty years later, must have happened about 600 A.D. The Bodhi tree was replanted after a short time by Pūrna-varman, king of Magadha, who is described as being the last descendant of Asoka, and as such was specially bound to honour the object venerated by his great ancestor.

The details given by Hiuen Tsang and his biographer prove that at times bitter animosity marked the relations of the two great sections of the Buddhist church with one another; and that equal ill-feeling was evoked in the breasts of Purānic Hindus, when they beheld the royal favours lavished upon their Buddhist rivals. It is clear, therefore, that general statements concerning the perfect religious toleration enjoyed in ancient India can be accepted only with a certain amount of reservation. Official persecutions and popular ebullitions of sectarian rancour undoubtedly occurred from time to time, although they were not frequent.

Harsha himself sometimes offended against the principle of perfect religious toleration and equality. Like Akbar, he was fond of listening to the expositions of rival doctors, and he heard with great pleasure the arguments adduced by the learned Chinese traveller in favour of the Mahāyāna form of Buddhism, with the doctrines of which he does not seem to have been familiar. An interesting illustration of the freedom of ancient Hindu society from the trammels of the system of
female seclusion introduced by the Muhammadans, is afforded by the fact that his widowed sister sat by the king's side to hear the lecture by the Master of the Law, and frankly expressed the pleasure which she received from the discourse.

The king, however, was determined that his favourite should not be defeated in controversy; and when opponents were invited to dispute the propositions of the Chinese scholar, the terms of the contest were not quite fair. Harsha, having heard a report that Hiuen Tsang's life was in danger at the hands of his theological rivals, issued a proclamation concluding with the announcement that

'if any one should touch or hurt the Master of the Law, he shall be forthwith beheaded; and whoever speaks against him, his tongue shall be cut out; but all those who desire to profit by his instructions, relying on my goodwill, need not fear this manifesto.'

The pilgrim's biographer naively adds that 'from this time the followers of error withdrew and disappeared, so that when eighteen days had passed, there had been no one to enter on the discussion.'

A curious legend, narrated by Taranath, the Tibetan historian of Buddhism, if founded on fact, as it may be, indicates that Harsha's toleration did not extend to foreign religions. The story runs that the king built near Multan a great monastery constructed of timber after the foreign fashion, in which he entertained the strange teachers hospitably for several months; and that at the close of the entertainment he set fire to the building, and consumed along with it twelve thousand followers of the outlandish system, with all their books. This drastic measure is said to have reduced the religion of the Persians and Sakas to very narrow limits for a century, and it is alleged that their doctrine, presumably Zoroastrianism, was kept alive only by a single weaver in Khorasan.

King Harsha was so delighted with the discourse of Hiuen
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Tsang, whom he had met while in camp in Bengal, that he.
resolved to hold a special assembly at Kanauj, which was
then his capital, for the purpose of giving the utmost
publicity to the Master’s teaching. The king marched along
the southern bank of the Ganges, attended by an enormous
multitude; while his vassal Kumāra, king of Kāmarūpa, with
a large but less numerous following, kept pace with him on
the opposite bank. Advancing slowly in this way, Harsha,
Kumāra, and the attendant host reached Kanauj in the
course of ninety days, and there encamped, in February or
March, 644 A.D.¹ The sovereign was received by Kumāra, the
Rāja of Kāmarūpa, who had accompanied him on the march,
the Rāja of Valabhi in Western India, who was connected
with him by marriage, and eighteen other tributary Rājās;
as well as by four thousand learned Buddhist monks, including
a thousand from the Nālanda monastery in Bihār, and some
three thousand Jains and orthodox Brahmans.

The centre of attraction was a great monastery and
shrine, specially erected upon the bank of the Ganges, where a golden
image of Buddha, equal to the king in stature, was kept in
a tower, a hundred feet high. A similar but smaller image
three feet in height, was carried daily in solemn procession,
estorted by the twenty Rājās and a train of three hundred
elephants. The canopy was borne by Harsha in person,
attired as the god Sakra, while his vassal, Rāja Kumāra, the
most important of the princes in attendance, was dressed as the
god Brahmā, and had the honour of waving a white fly-whisk.
The sovereign, as he moved along, scattered on every side
pearls, golden flowers, and other precious substances, in
honour of the ‘Three Jewels’—Buddha, the Religion, and the
Order; and, having with his own hands washed the image on
the altar prepared for the purpose, bore it on his shoulder to
the western tower, and there offered to it thousands of silk
robes, embroidered with gems. Dinner was succeeded by
a public disputation of the one-sided kind already described.

¹ ‘It was now the second month of spring-time’ (Beal, Records, 218).
and in the evening the monarch returned to his ‘travelling palace,’ a mile distant.

These ceremonies, which lasted for many days, were attempted by startling incidents. The temporary monastery, which had been erected at vast cost, suddenly took fire, and was in great part destroyed; but when the king intervened in person, the flames were stayed, and pious hearts recognized a miracle.

Harsha, attended by his princely train, had ascended the great stūpa to survey the scene, and was coming down the steps, when a fanatic, armed with a dagger, rushed upon him and attempted to stab him. The assassin, having been captured instantly, was closely interrogated by the king in person, and confessed that he had been instigated to commit the crime, by certain ‘heretics,’ who resented the excessive royal favour shown to the Buddhists. Five hundred Brahmans of note were then arrested, and being ‘strictly questioned,’ were induced to confess that, in order to gratify their jealousy, they had fired the tower by means of burning arrows, and had hoped to slay the king during the resulting confusion. This confession, which was no doubt extorted by torture, was probably wholly false; but, whether true or not, it was accepted; and on the strength of it the alleged principals in the plot were executed, and some five hundred Brahmans were sent into exile.

After the close of the proceedings at Kanauj, Harsha invited his Chinese guest to accompany him to Prayāga (Allahābād), at the confluence of the Ganges and Jumna, to witness another imposing ceremonial. The Master of the Law, although anxious to start on his toilsome homeward journey, could not refuse the invitation, and accompanied his royal host to the scene of the intended display. Harsha explained that it had been his practice for thirty years past, in accordance with the custom of his ancestors, to hold a great quinquennial assembly on the sands where the rivers met, and there to distribute his accumulated treasures to the poor and needy, as well as to the religious of all denominations. The present occasion was the sixth of the series
THE REIGN OF HARSHA

(644 a.d.), which evidently had not been begun until Harsha had consolidated his power in the north.

The assembly was attended by all the vassal kings and a vast concourse of humbler folk estimated to number half a million, including poor, orphans, and destitute persons, besides specially invited Brahman and ascetics of every sect from all parts of Northern India. The proceedings lasted for seventy-five days, terminating apparently about the end of April, and were opened by an imposing procession of all the Rājas with their retinues. The religious services were of the curiously eclectic kind, characteristic of the times. On the first day, an image of Buddha was set up in one of the temporary thatched buildings upon the sands, and vast quantities of costly clothing and other articles of value were distributed. On the second and third days respectively, the images of the Sun and Siva were similarly honoured, but the accompanying distribution in each case was only half the amount of that consecrated to Buddha. The fourth day was devoted to the bestowal of gifts on ten thousand selected religious persons of the Buddhist order, who each received one hundred gold coins, a pearl, and a cotton garment, besides choice food, drink, flowers, and perfumes. During the next following twenty days, the great multitude of Brahman were the recipients of the royal bounty. They were succeeded by the people whom the Chinese author calls ‘heretics,’ that is to say, Jains and members of sundry sects, who received gifts for the space of ten days. A like period was allotted for the bestowal of alms upon mendicants from distant regions; and a month was occupied in the distribution of charitable aid to poor, orphaned, and destitute persons.

Extent of gifts. ‘By this time the accumulation of five years was exhausted. Except the horses, elephants, and military accoutrements, which were necessary for maintaining order and protecting the royal estate, nothing remained. Besides these the king freely gave away his gems and goods, his clothing and necklaces, ear-rings, bracelets, chaplets, neck-jewel and bright head-jewel, all these he freely gave without stint. All being given away, he begged from his sister [Rajyasri] an ordinary
second-hand garment, and having put it on, he paid worship to the ‘Buddhas of the ten regions,’ and rejoiced that his treasure had been bestowed in the field of religious merit."

The strange assembly, which in general appearance must have much resembled the crowded fair still held annually on the same ground, then broke up; and, after a further detention of ten days, Hiuen Tsang was permitted to depart. The king and Kumāra Rāja offered him abundance of gold pieces and other precious things, none of which would he accept, save a fur-lined cape, the gift of Kumāra. But although the Master of the Law uniformly declined gifts intended to serve his personal use, he did not disdain to accept money for the necessary expenses of his arduous journey overland to China. These were provided on a liberal scale by the grant of three thousand gold, and ten thousand silver pieces carried on an elephant. A Rāja named Udhita was placed in command of a mounted escort, and charged to conduct the pilgrim in safety to the frontier. In the course of about six months of leisurely progress, interrupted by frequent halts, the Rāja completed his task, and brought his sovereign’s guest in safety to Jālandhar in the north of the Panjāb, where Hiuen Tsang stayed for a month. He then started with a fresh escort, and, penetrating with difficulty the defiles of the Salt Range, crossed the Indus, and ultimately reached his home in distant China by the route over the Pāmīrs and through Khotan, in the spring of 646 A.D.¹

The pilgrim did not come back empty-handed. Notwithstanding losses on more than one occasion, due to accident or robbery, he succeeded in bringing home a hundred and fifty particles of Buddha’s bodily relics; sundry images of the Teacher in gold, silver, and sandal-wood; and no less than 67 distinct volumes of manuscripts, carried upon twenty horses. The rest of his life was mainly devoted to the work of translation, and he had completed the Chinese versions of seventy-four separate works when he brought his literary

¹ Mayers. Some writers give the date as 645.
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labours to a close in the year 661 A.D. He lived in peace and honour for three years longer, and calmly passed away in 664 A.D., leaving behind him a reputation for learning and piety surpassing that of any other Buddhist doctor.

The pages of Hiuen Tsang and his biographer give the latest information about King Harsha, who died at the end of 647, or the beginning of 648, not long after his distinguished guest’s departure.

During his lifetime he maintained diplomatic intercourse with the Chinese empire. A Brahman envoy, whom he had sent to the emperor of China, returned in 643 A.D., accompanied by a Chinese mission bearing a reply to Harsha’s dispatch. The mission remained for a considerable time in India, and did not go back to China until 645 A.D. The next year, Wang-hiuen-tse, who had been the second in command of the earlier embassy, was sent by his sovereign as head of a new Indian mission, with an escort of thirty horsemen. Before the envoys reached Magadha, in 648 A.D., King Harsha had died, and the withdrawal of his strong arm had plunged the country into disorder, which was aggravated by famine.

Arjuna, a minister of the late king, usurped the throne and gave a hostile reception to the Chinese mission. The members of the escort were massacred, and the property of the mission plundered; but the envoys, Wang-hiuen-tse and his colleague, were fortunate enough to escape into Nepal at night.

The reigning king of Tibet, the famous Srong-tsan Gampo, who was married to a Chinese princess, succoured the fugitives, and supplied them with a force of a thousand horsemen, which co-operated with a Nepalese contingent of seven thousand men. With this small army Wang-hiuen-tse descended into the plains, and, after a three days’ siege.

1 The difference of opinion which existed at one time between Professors Sylvain Lévi and Édouard Chavannes has been removed, and both the distinguished scholars named assure me that they agree on the date stated in the text. The story of Wang-hiuen-tse is related in M. Sylvain Lévi’s article ‘Les Missions de Wang-Hiuen-Tse dans l’Inde,’ in Journal Asiatique, 1900. Arjuna is disguised in the Chinese texts as Na-fu-ti O-lo-shoeng.
succeeded in storming the chief city of Tirhut. Three thousand of the garrison were beheaded, and ten thousand persons were drowned in the neighbouring river. Arjuna fled, and having collected a fresh force, offered battle. He was again disastrously defeated and taken prisoner. The victor promptly beheaded a thousand prisoners; and in a later action captured the entire royal family, took twelve thousand prisoners, and obtained thirty thousand head of cattle. Five hundred and eighty walled towns made their submission; and Kumāra, the king of Eastern India, who had attended Harsha's assemblies a few years earlier, sent in abundant supplies of cattle, horses, and accoutrements for the victorious army. Wang-hiuen-tse brought the usurper Arjuna as a prisoner to China, and was promoted for his services. Thus ended this strange episode, which, although known to antiquaries for many years, has hitherto escaped the notice of the historians of India.

Wang-hiuen-tse once more visited the scene of his adventures, being sent by imperial order in 657 A.D. to offer robes to the Buddhist holy places. He entered India through Nepal, by a route which was then open, and used by many Buddhist pilgrims; and, after paying his respects at Vaisāli, Mathī Gayā, and other sacred spots, returned home through Kāspīsa, or Northern Afghanistan, by the Hindu Kush and Hindu route.

The observations of Hiuen Tsang throw considerable light on the political arrangements of India in the regions and the limits of Harsha's empire during the seventh century A.D. In the north, Kashmir was the predominant state, and had reduced the kingdoms of Taxila and the Salt Range (Simhapura), as well as the minor principalities of the hill-ranges to the rank of dependencies.

The greater part of the Panjāb between the Indus and the Ganges rivers was comprised in the kingdom called Tseh-kia Panjāb. The pilgrim, the capital of which was an unnamed city situated close to Sākala, where the tyrant Mihiragula had his capital, was Abhisāra.
held his court. The province of Multān, where the Sun
god was held in special honour, and a country called Po-
to, to the north-east of Multān, were dependencies of the
kingdom.

Sind was remarkable for being under the government of a
king belonging to the Sudra caste, and for the large number
of Buddhist monks which the country supported, estimated
at ten thousand. But the quality was not in proportion to
the quantity; most of the ten thousand being denounced as
idle fellows given over to self-indulgence and debauch.
The Indus delta, to which the pilgrim gives the name of
'O-tien-p'o-chi-lo, was a province of the kingdom of Sind.

The kings of Ujjain in Central India and of Pandu-
vardhana in Bengal, both of which kingdoms were more or less
subject to Harsha's control, belonged to the Brahman caste.
The Ujjain country supported a dense population, which
included few Buddhists. Most of the monasteries were in
ruins, and only three or four, occupied by some three hundred
monks, were in use. The early decay of Buddhism in this
region, which was sanctified by the traditions of Asoka, had
included the magnificent buildings at Sānci, is a very
curious fact.

Bhāskara-varman, or Kumāra Rāja, the king of Kāmarū-
pa, or Assam, who played such a prominent part in Harsha's
ceremonials, was also by caste a Brahman, and without a
thought in Buddha; although well disposed towards learned men
of all religions. He was so far subject to the sovereignty of
Northern India, that he could not afford to disobey Harsha's
commands.

Kalinga. Kalinga, the conquest of which had cost Asoka such
remorse nine hundred years earlier, was depopulated, and
mostly covered with jungle. The pilgrim observes in pict-
resque language that 'in old days the kingdom of Kalinga had
a very dense population. Their shoulders rubbed one
against the other, and the axles of their chariot-wheels ground
together, and when they raised their arm-sleeves a perfect

1 The proper Indian equivalents of Tseh-kia, Po-fa-to, and 'O-tien-
p'o-chi-lo are not known with any approach to certainty. See note.
ANARCHICAL AUTONOMY

The tent was formed. Legend sought to explain the change by the curse of an angry saint.

Hiuen Tsang's account of the kingdoms of the South and West will be noticed in due course in subsequent chapters.

Harsha was the last native monarch prior to the Muhammadan conquest who held the position of paramount power in the North. His death loosened the bonds which restrained the disruptive forces always ready to operate in India, and allowed them to produce their normal result, a medley of petty states, with ever-varying boundaries, and engaged in unceasing internecine war. Such was India when first disclosed to European observation in the fourth century b.c., and such it always has been, except during the comparatively brief periods in which a vigorous central government has compelled the mutually repellant molecules of the body politic to check their gyrations, and submit to the grasp of a superior controlling force.

The visitation of the Hun invasions caused such suffering that the wholesome despotism of Harsha was felt to be a necessary remedy. When he died, the wounds inflicted by the fierce foreign savages had long been healed, while the freedom of the country from external attack relieved men's minds from feeling the necessity for a deliverer; and so India instantly reverted to her normal condition of anarchical autonomy.

Excepting the purely local incursions of the Arabs in Sind and Gujarát during the eighth century, India was exempt from foreign aggression for nearly five hundred years, from the defeat of Mihiragula in 528 A.D. until the raids of Mahmud of Ghazni at the beginning of the eleventh century; and was left free to work out her destiny in her own fashion.

It cannot claim to have achieved success. The history of Decadence period is, on the whole, a melancholy record of decadence in government, literature, religion, and art, with the exception of temple architecture. The following chapters, which attempt to give an account of the salient features in the bewildering annals of Freedom.
Indian petty states when left to their own devices for several centuries, may perhaps serve to give the reader a notion of what India always has been when released from the control of a supreme authority, and what she would be again, if the hand of the benevolent despotism which now holds her in its iron grasp should be withdrawn.

## Chronology of the Seventh Century

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.D.</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cir. 600</td>
<td>Persecution of Buddhism by Śaśānka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cir. 603</td>
<td>Rājya-vardhana, Rāja of Thanesar, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>Harsha-vardhana, Rāja of Thanesar, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606-12</td>
<td>Conquest of Northern India by Harsha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 619</td>
<td>Coronation of Harsha as Lord Paramount of N. India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Tang dynasty of China, acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619-20</td>
<td>Gānjām inscription of Śaśānka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>Defeat of Harsha by Pulikēsīn II Chalukya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627-8</td>
<td>Banskhera inscription of Harsha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629</td>
<td>Hiuen Tsang, Chinese pilgrim, began his travels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630-1</td>
<td>Madhuban inscription of Harsha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>Reception by Harsha of A-lo-pen and other Syrian Christians, who introduced Nestorianism into China in 635 a.d.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>Expedition of Harsha to Gānjām (Kongōda); his meeting with Hiuen Tsang; Chinese mission of Li-I-piao and Wang-hiuen-t'še.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>Harsha's assemblies at Kanauj and Prayāga; Hiuen Tsang started on return journey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>Second mission of Wang-hiuen-t'še dispatched; arrival of Hiuen Tsang in China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647-8</td>
<td>Death of Harsha; usurpation of Arjuna (A-lo-na-shoen or O-lo-na-shoen); attack on Chinese mission; defeat of Arjuna by Wang-hiuen-t'še with aid of Nepalese and Tibetans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651</td>
<td>Third mission of Wang-hiuen-t'še.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>671</td>
<td>I-tsing, Chinese pilgrim, began his travels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675-85</td>
<td>Residence of I-tsing at Nalanda monastery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691-2</td>
<td>Composition of I-tsing's Record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695</td>
<td>Return of I-tsing to China.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHAPTER XIV

THE MEDIAEVAL KINGDOMS OF THE NORTH FROM 648 TO 1200 A.D.

I

Relations with China and Tibet

The tenacity of the Chinese government in holding on to the most distant possessions of the empire has been exemplified in recent times by the recovery of Kashgaria and Yunnan from Muhammadan powers, and of Kuldja from the Russians. The history of the seventh and eighth centuries offers many illustrations of the same characteristic, which exhibits China as making the most determined efforts to exercise influence in, and assert suzerainty over, the countries on the northern frontier of India.

In the first half of the sixth century the power of China, in the ‘Western Countries’ had vanished, and the Ephthalites—White Huns—ruled a vast empire, which included Korgaria—the ‘Four Garrisons’ of Chinese writers—Kashmir, and Gandhāra, the region near Peshāwar.

About the year 565 (‘between 563 and 567’) the Ephthalite dominion passed into the hands of the Western Turks and Persians; but the grasp of the latter power on the provinces south of the Oxus soon relaxed, and the Turks became the heirs of the Ephthalites in the whole of their territory as far as the Indus. Accordingly, in 630 A.D., when Hsuan Tsang was on his way to India, his safety was

1 Chhin, which term usually was understood to mean Kashmir by Chinese writers of the sixth century, in the time of the Wei dynasty (Chavannes, Song Yun, p. 37).
assured by passports granted by Tong-she-hü, the 'Kazan', or supreme chief of the Western Turks, which guaranteed him protection as far as Kapisa.¹

In the same year the pilgrim's powerful protector was assassinated; and the Chinese, under the guidance of the emperor Tai-tsung, the second prince of the Tang dynasty, inflicted upon the Northern or Eastern Turks a defeat so decisive that the vanquished became slaves to the Chinese for fifty years.

When relieved from fear of the Northern Turks, the Chinese were able to turn their arms against the western tribes; and in the years 640–8 succeeded in occupying Turfan, Korashar, and Kucha, thus securing the northern road of communication between the East and West.

At this time Tibet was on amicable terms with the Middle Kingdom. In 641 the Chinese princess Wen-cheng had been given in marriage to Srong-tsan-Gam-po, king of Tibet, and in the years 643–5 the Chinese envoy to Harsha had been able to reach India through the friendly states of Tibet and Nepal, both of which sent troops to rescue Wang-Huen-tse from the troubles into which he fell after Harsha's death.

The work of subduing the Turks, begun by the emperor Tai-tsung, was continued by his successor Kao-tsung (660–83), and, by the year 659, China was nominally mistress of the entire territory of the Western Turks, which was then formally annexed. In 661–5 China enjoyed unparalleled prestige, and had reached a height of glory never again attained. Kapisa was a province of the empire;² and the imperial retinue included ambassadors from Udyāna, the Suwāt valley, and from all the countries extending from Persia to Korea.

But this magnificent extension of the empire did not last long. A terrible defeat inflicted by the Tibetans in 670 deprived China of Kashgaria, or the 'Four Garrisons', which

¹ Ki-pin, which meant Kapiša, the country to the north of the Kābul river, for Chinese writers of the seventh century, in the time of the Tang dynasty.
² Ki-pin.
remained in the hands of the victors until 692 A.D., when the province was recovered by the Chinese.

Between 682 and 691 the Northern Turks had regained a good deal of the power which had been shattered by the defeat of 630, and even exercised a certain amount of control over the western tribes. But internal dissension was at all times the bane of the Central Asian nations, and the Chinese well knew how to take advantage of the national failing. They intervened in the tribal quarrels, with the support of the Uigurs and Karluks, with such effect, that in 744 the Uigurs established themselves on the Orkhon in the eastern part of the Turkish territory; while, on the west, the Karluks gradually occupied the country of the Ten Tribes, and took possession of Tokmak and Talas, the former residences of the Turkish chiefs.

Between 665 and 715 the government of China was unable to interfere effectually in the affairs of the countries between the Jaxartes (Syr Darya) and the Indus; the southern route through Kashgaria having been closed by the Tibetans, and the roads over the Hindu Kush blocked by the conquests of Kotaiba, the Arab general.

The accession of the emperor Hiuen-tsang in 718 marks a revival of Chinese activity; and determined efforts were made by means both of diplomacy and arms to keep open the Pamir passes, and to check the ambition of the Arabs and Tibetans, who sometimes combined. In 719, Samarkand and other kingdoms invoked the aid of China against the armies of Islam; while the Arab leaders sought to obtain the co-operation of the minor states on the Indian borderland. The chiefs of Udyana (Suwāt), Khottal (west of Badakhshan), and Chitral, having refused to listen to Muslim blandishments, were rewarded by the emperor of China with letters patent conferring on each the title of king; and a similar honour was bestowed upon the rulers of Yasin (Little Po-lu), Zabulistan (Ghazni), Kapisa, and Kashmir. China made every effort to organize these frontier kingdoms, so as to form an effective barrier against both Arabs and Tibetans. Chandrapida, king of Kashmir, received investi-

Muktapida-Lalitaditya was similarly honoured in 783. A few years later—in 744 and 747—Chinese influence had been so far extended that the emperor granted titles to the king of Tabaristan, south of the Caspian. In the latter year a Chinese army crossed the Pamirs, in spite of all difficulties, and reduced the king of Yasin to subjection.

But, as in the seventh century, so in the eighth, the Chinese dominion over the western countries was short-lived, and was shattered by a disastrous defeat inflicted in 751 on the Chinese general Sien-chi by the Arabs, who were aided by the Karluk tribes. Indirectly this disaster had an important consequence for European civilization. The art of making paper, up to that time a monopoly of remote China, was introduced into Samarkand by Chinese prisoners, and so became known to Europe, with results familiar to all.

From the middle of the eighth century, contact between the politics of India and China ceased, and was not renewed until the English conquest of Upper Burma in 1885. In these latter days, Tibet, which has been a dependency of China since the close of the thirteenth century, has again come within the purview of the Indian government, and its affairs are again the subject of Indo-Chinese diplomacy.

II

Nepál

The kingdom of Nepal, the most valuable portion of which is the enclosed valley in which Kathmandú and other towns are situated, although it has remained generally outside the ordinary range of Indian politics, has maintained sufficient connexion with India to require brief mention in a history of that country. In Asoka's time Nepal was an integral part of the empire, and was probably administered directly.

1 The foregoing account of the relations of China with the states on the northern frontier of India is derived from the learned and valuable work by Professor Chavannes, Documents sur les Tibetans (Turcs) Occidentaux, St. Petersborg, 1903.
from the capital as one of the home provinces. In the days of Samudragupta, in the fourth century A.D., it was an autonomous tributary frontier state; but, after the fall of the Gupta empire in the following century, it became independent.

Harsha again reduced the kingdom to the position of a tributary state about 638 A.D.; and ten years later, when he died, the Nepalese recovered their independence, subject, perhaps, to some slight control from China. They were able to give valuable assistance to the envoy Wang-Huien-tse in 648 A.D., when he was expelled from India by Harsha's usurping successor. At the beginning of the eighth century, before the revival of Chinese activity in the reign of the emperor Huien-tsung, Nepal was for a time a dependency of Tibet.

The establishment of the Nepalese era, which dates from Later October 20, 879 A.D., in the reign of Râghava-deva, probably marks some important event in local history, the exact nature of which is not known.

Nepal was never subjugated by any of the Muhammadan dynasties, and has retained its autonomy to this day. The conquest of the country by the Gûrkhas took place in 1768. The details of the history in the long period between the dates named, being of merely local interest, need not be discussed. A corrupt and decaying form of Buddhism still survives in the country.

III

Kashmir

A detailed account of the history of Kashmir would fill a volume; in this place a brief notice of some of the leading passages will suffice. The valley had been included in the

3. For the ancient traditional history see Ind. Ant. xiii, pp. 411-26; ibid. xiv, pp. 342-51; and Wright's History of Nepal (Cambridge, 1877). The earliest Nepalese date in the Harsha era is 34, equivalent to 639 A.D.
in the Maurya empire in the time of Asoka, and again in the Kushan dominion in the days of Kanishka and Huvishka. Harsha, although not strong enough to annex Kashmir, was yet able to compel the king to surrender a cherished relic, an alleged tooth of Buddha, which was carried off to Kanauj. The authentic chronicles of the kingdom begin with the Karkota dynasty, which was founded by Durlabhavardhana during Harsha's lifetime. This prince and his son Durlabhaka are credited with long reigns.

The latter was succeeded by his three sons in order; the eldest of whom, Chandrapida, received investiture as king from the emperor of China in 720; by whom the third son Muktapida, also known as Lalitaditya, was similarly honoured in 733. This prince, who is said to have reigned for thirty-six years, extended the power of Kashmir beyond its normal mountain limits, and about the year 740 inflicted a crushing defeat upon Yasovarman, king of Kanauj. He also vanquished the Tibetans, Bhūtias, and the Turks on the Indus. His memory has been perpetuated by the famous Mārtanda temple, which was built by him, and still exists. The acts of this king, and all that he did, and something more, are set forth at large in Kalhana's chronicle.

The reign of Avantivarman in the latter part of the ninth century was notable for his enlightened patronage of literature, and for the beneficent schemes of drainage and irrigation carried out by Suyya, his minister of public works. The next king, Sankaravarman, distinguished himself in war; but is chiefly remembered as the author of an ingenious system of fiscal oppression, and the plunderer of temple treasures. The details of his exactions are worth recording as proving the capacity of an Oriental despot without conscience for unlimited and ruthless extortion.

During his reign, the last of the Türkī Shāhiya kings of Kābul, the descendants of Kanishka, was overthrown by

---

1 Between 736 and 747 (Lévi and Chavannes, 'Itinéraire d'Ouïogh,' in J. A. 1895, p. 333).
the Brahman, Lalliya, who founded a dynasty which lasted until 1021, when it was extirpated by the Muhammadans.

During the latter half of the tenth century, power was in the hands of an unscrupulous queen, named Diddā, the granddaughter of a Shahiya king, who, first as queen-consort, Diddā, then as regent, and, ultimately as sovereign for twenty-three years, misgoverned the unhappy state for half a century.

In the reign of her nephew, Sangrama, the kingdom suffered an attack from Mahmūd of Ghaznī; and, although its troops were defeated by the invader, preserved its independence, which was protected by the inaccessibility of the mountain barriers.

During the eleventh century, Kashmir, which has been generally unfortunate in its rulers, endured unspeakable miseries at the hands of the tyrants Kalasa and Harsha. The latter, who was evidently insane, imitated Sankara-avarman in the practice of plundering temples, and rightly came to a miserable end.

A local Muhammadan dynasty obtained power in 1063-89 A.D., and the religion of Islam gradually spread in the valley during the fourteenth century; but the natural defences of the kingdom effectually guarded it against the ambition of the sovereigns of India, until Akbar conquered it in 1587, and incorporated it in the Moghal empire1.

IV

Delhi, Kanauj, Ajmir, and Gwalior

Europeans are so accustomed to associate the name of Delhi with the sovereignty of India that they do not easily realize the fact that Delhi is among the most modern of the great Indian cities. Vague legends, it is true, irradiate the lands along the bank of the Jumna near the village of

1 Full details of Kashmir history will be found in the text and commentary of Stein's translation of the Rajatarangini.
Indarprastha with the traditional glories of the prehistoric Indraprastha, and these stories may or may not have some substantial basis. But, as an historical city, Delhi dates only from the middle of the eleventh century, when a Rājput chief of the Tomara clan named Anangapāla, built the Red Fort, where the Kutb mosque now stands, and founded a town. The celebrated iron pillar, on which the eulogy of Chandra-gupta Vikramāditya is incised, was removed from its original position, probably Mathura, and set up in 1052 A.D. as an adjunct to a group of temples, from the materials of which the Muhammadans afterwards constructed the great mosque.

Anangapāla, who seems to have come from Kanauj, ruled a principality of modest dimensions, extending to Agra in the south, Ajmīr on the west, Hansi on the north, and the Ganges on the east. His dynasty lasted for just a century, until 1151 A.D., when it was supplanted by the Chauhān chief, Visala-deva of Ajmīr.

The grandson of Visala-deva was Prithivi Rāja, or Pithora, famous in song and legend as a chivalrous and doughty champion, in whose person the lordships of Ajmīr and Delhi were united. His fame as a hero rests upon his daring abduction of the not unwilling daughter of Jayachchandra (Jaichand), the Garhwar Raja of Kanauj, which occurred in or about 1175.

1 For an account of the Indarpat site see Carr Stephens, Archaeology of Delhi, pp. 1-8. The traditional date, V. S. 792 = 735 A.D., for the foundation of Delhi by an imaginary Anangapāla I is clearly fictitious (V. A. Smith, ‘The Iron Pillar of Delhi,’ in J. R. A. S., 1897, p. 13). No remains earlier than the eleventh century exist.

2 Cunningham, Reports, i, 183. The Rāthor dynasty of Kanauj commonly mentioned in books is a myth. The dynasty belonged to the Garhawālas, or Garhwar, clan; as is expressly affirmed in the Basāhi copper-plate grant of Govindachandra dated V. S. 1151 = 1104 A.D. The appellation ‘Rāthor’ applied to the kings of Kanauj is due solely to the facts that the Jodhpur chieftains call themselves Rāthor, and that descent from Rāja Jaichand (properly Jayachchandra) of Kanauj through a boy who is said to have escaped massacre. Stories of this sort are common all over the country, as convenient explanation of dubious lineage, and are altogether untrustworthy. Govindachandra (cir. 1100-52) was the grandson of Jayachchandra (Jayat, not Jaya + Chandra) (Hoechule, Ant. xiv, pp. 98-101).
as a warrior is securely founded upon the story of his defeat of the Chandella Raja and the capture of Mahoba in 1182, as well as upon gallant resistance to the flood of Muhammadan invasion. Rai Pithora may indeed be fairly described as the popular hero of Northern India, and his exploits in love and war are to this day the subject of rude epics and bardic lays.

The dread of the victorious Musalman host led by Shihab-ud-din, who was now undisputed master of the Panjab, constrained the jarring states of Upper India to lay aside their quarrels, and combine for a moment against the common foe. At first fortune favoured the Hindus; and in 1191 Prithivi Raja succeeded in inflicting a severe defeat upon the invaders at Tirauri, between Thanesar and Karnal, which forced them to retire beyond the Indus. Two years later, in 1193, Shihab-ud-din, having returned with a fresh force, again encountered Prithivi Raja, who was in command of an immense host, swollen by contingents from numerous confederate princes. A vigorous charge by twelve thousand well-armed Musalman horsemen repeated the lesson given by Alexander long ages before, and demonstrated the incapacity of a mob of Indian militia to stand the onset of trained cavalry. To use the graphic language of the Muhammadan historian—'this prodigious army, once shaken, like a great building, tottered to its fall, and was lost in its own ruins.' Prithivi Raja, who was taken prisoner, was executed in cold blood, and the wretched inhabitants of his capital, Ajmir, were either put to the sword or sold into slavery.

In the same year, 1193 A.D. (A.H. 589), Delhi fell, and Shihab-ud-din marched against Kanauj and took that city, which had been for several centuries the most splendid of the cities of Northern India. The Raja, Jayachandra, retired towards Benares, but being overtaken by his adversary, was routed and slain. The holy citadel of Hinduism fell into the hands of the victors, who could now feel assured that the triumph of Islam was secure.

The surrender of Gwalior by its Parihar Raja in 1196; the capture of Nahrwalah in 1197; and the capitulation of
Kālinjar in 1208 completed the reduction of Upper India; and when Shihāb-ud-din died in 1206, he—

"...Held, in different degrees of subjection, the whole of Hindustan Proper, except Mālwā and some contiguous districts. Sind and Bengal were either entirely subdued, or in rapid course of reduction. On Gujarāt he had no hold, except what is implied in the possession of the capital (Nahrwāla, or Anhalwāra). Much of Hindustan was immediately under his officers, and the rest under dependent or at least tributary princes. The desert and some of the mountains were left independent from neglect."

An important consequence of the capture of Kanauj was the migration of the bulk of the Gaharwār clan to the deserts of Mārwār in Rājputāna, where they settled, and became known as Rāthōrs. The state so founded, now generally designated by the name of its capital, Jodhpur, is one of the most important principalities of Rājputāna. Similar clan movements, necessitated by the pressure of Muhammadan armies, were frequent at this period, and took a large extent account for the existing distribution of the Rājput clans.

V

The Chandellas of Jejākabhukti and the Kalachuris of Chedi

The ancient name of the province between the Jumna and Narmadā, now known as Bundelkhand, was Jejākabhukti, and the extensive region, further to the south, which is now under the administration of the Chief Commissioner of the

---

1 Elliot, *Hist. of India*, ii, 228-32. The date of the capture of Delhi has been doubted; the opinion of Major Raverty, which is supported by sound reasons, has been followed in the text (*J.A.S.B.*, vol. xlv [1876], pp. 325-28).

2 Elphinstone, *History*, 5th ed., p. 338. Shihāb-ud-din is designated by an inconvenient variety of names and titles, as Muhammad the son of Sām, Muhammad Ghorī, and Muizz-ud-din. Similarly, his brother and colleague, who was also named Muhammad, is known both as Shams-ud-dīn and Ghīyās-ud-dīn (Raverty, in *J. A. S. B.*, vol. xlv, part i, p. 328).

3 i.e. the province of Jejāk; the name Jejākā or Jeja occurs in the inscriptions (*Ep. Ind.*, i, 121). Compare Tirabhukti, Tirhūt.
Central Provinces, nearly corresponds with the old kingdom of Chedi. In the mediaeval history of these countries two dynasties—the Chandellas and the Kalachuris—which occasionally were connected by marriage, and constantly were in contact one with the other, whether as friends or enemies, are conspicuous.

The Chandellas, like several other dynasties, first come into notice early in the ninth century, when Nannuka Chandella, about 831 A.D., overthrew a Parihar chieftain, and became lord of Jejakabhukti. The Parihar capital had been at Man-Sahaniya between Nowgong (Naugon) and Chhatarpur. The predecessors of the Parihars were Gaharwar Rājās, members of the clan which afterwards gave Kanauj the line of kings commonly miscalled Rāthors.

The Chandella princes were great builders, and beautified their chief towns Mahoba, Kālinjar, and Khajurāho with many magnificent temples and lovely lakes, formed by throwing massive dams across the openings between the hills. In this practice of building embankments and constructing lakes the Chandellas were imitators of the Gaharwars, who are credited with the formation of some of the most charming lakes in Bundelkhand.

King Dhanga (950-99 A.D.), who lived to an age of more than a hundred years, was the most notable of his family. Some of the grandest temples at Khajurāho are due to his munificence; and he took an active part in the politics of his time. In 978 A.D. he joined the league formed by Jaipāl to resist Sabuktigin, and shared with the Rājās of Ajmir and Kanauj in the disastrous defeat which the allies suffered from the invaders at Lamghān on the Rābul river.

When Mahmūd of Ghazni threatened to overrun India, Dhanga's son Ganda (999-1025) joined the new confederacy of Hindu princes organized by Ananga Pāla of Lahore in 1008, which also failed to stay the hand of the invader. Twelve years later Ganda attacked Kanauj and killed the

---

1 J. A. S. B., 1881, part i, p. 6.  
Raja, who had made terms with the Muhammadans; but in 1022 or 1023 he was himself compelled to surrender the strong fortress of Kalinjar to Mahmud.

Gangęyadeva Kalachuri of Chedi (circa 1015-40), the contemporary of Ganda and his successors, was an able and ambitious prince, who seems to have aimed at attaining the position of paramount power in Upper India. In 1019 his suzerainty was recognized in distant Tirhut; and his projects of aggrandizement were taken up and proceeded with by his son Karnadeva (circa 1040-70); who joined Bhima, king of Gujarát, in crushing Bhọja, the learned king of Mālwa, about 1053 A.D.

But some years later, Karnadeva was taught the lesson of the mutability of fortune by suffering a severe defeat at the hands of Kirttivarman Chandella (1049-1100) who widely extended the dominion of his house. The earliest extant specimens of the rare Chandella coinage were struck by this king in imitation of the issues of Gangęyadeva of Chedi. Kirttivarman is also memorable in literary history as the patron of the curious allegorical play entitled the Prabodhacandrodaya, or 'Rise of the Moon of Intellect,' which was performed at his court, and gives in dramatic form a very clever exposition of the Vedānta system of philosophy.

The last Chandella king to play any considerable part upon the stage of history was Paramārdi, or Parmal (1162-1203), whose reign is memorable for his defeat in 1182 by Prithvi Raja Chauhān, and for the capture of Kālinjar in 1203 (A. H. 599) by Kutb-ud-dīn Ibak. The Chauhān and Chandella war occupies a large space in the popular Hindu epic, the Chand-Rāisā, which is familiar to the people of Upper India.

The account of the death of Parmal and the capture of Kālinjar, as told by the contemporary Muhammadan historian, may be quoted as a good illustration of the process happenings.

1 Bendall, 'Hist. of Nepal,' J. A. S. B., 1903, part i, p. 18 of reprint.
2 A full abstract of the play is given by Sylvain Lévi (Théâtre Indien, pp. 229-35). See plate of coins, fig. 13.
which the Hindu kingdoms passed under the rule of their new Muslim masters.

"The accursed Parmar," the Rai of Kalinjar, fled into the fort after a desperate resistance in the field, and afterwards surrendered himself, and placed "the collar of subjection" round his neck; and, on his promise of allegiance, was admitted to the same favours as his ancestor had experienced from Mahmood Sabuktigin, and engaged to make a payment of tribute and elephants, but he died a natural death before he could execute any of his engagements. His Diwan, or Mahtea, by name Aj Deo, was not disposed to surrender so easily as his master, and gave his enemies much trouble, until he was compelled to capitulate, in consequence of severe drought having dried up all the reservoirs of water in the forts. "On Monday, the 20th of Rajab, the garrison, in an extreme state of weakness and distraction, came out of the fort, and by compulsion left their native place empty; . . . and the fort of Kalinjar, which was celebrated throughout the world for being as strong as the wall of Alexander," was taken. "The temples were converted into mosques and abodes of goodness, and the ejaculations of the bead-counters and the voices of the summoners to prayer ascended to the highest heaven, and the very name of idolatry was annihilated. . . . Fifty thousand men came under the collar of slavery, and the plain became black as pitch with Hindus." Elephants and cattle, and countless arms also, became the spoil of the victors.

The reins of victory were then directed towards Mahoba, and the government of Kalinjar was conferred on Hazabbarin Hasan Arnal. When Kutb-ud-din was satisfied with all the arrangements made in that quarter, he went towards Badaun, "which is one of the mothers of cities, and one of the chiefest of the country of Hind I."

Chandella Rajas lingered on as purely local chiefs until the eighteenth century, but their affairs are of no general interest. The Chandella clan was scattered; and its most notable

1 Tif-ul-Madair, as abstracted by "Hist. of India," vol. ii, p. 231.
Kalinjar is in the Banda district, N. lat. 23°, E. long. 80° 32'. Mahoba is in the Hamirpur district.

8 For Chandella history see especially J. A. S. B., 1881, part i, pp. 1-33; Cunningham, Archaeol. Rep., vol. xxi; and sundry inscriptions in Ep. Ind., vols. i, ii.
modern representative is the Raja of Gidhaur, near Mungir (Monghyr) in Bengal.

The Kalachuri or Haihaya Rajas of Chedi are last mentioned in an inscription of the year 1181 A.D., and the manner of their disappearance is not exactly known; but there is reason to believe that they were supplanted by the Baghels of Rewa. The Hayobans Rajputs of the Balia district in the United Provinces claim descent from the Raja of Ratanpur in the Central Provinces, and are probably really an offshoot of the ancient Haihaya race. The kings of Chedi used a special era, according to which the year was equivalent to 249–50 A.D.; and it is possible that the dynasty may have been established at that early date, but nothing substantial is known about it before the ninth century.

VI

Paramaras of Malwa

The Paramara dynasty of Malwa, the region north of the Narmada, anciently known as the kingdom of Ujjain, is specially memorable by reason of its association with many eminent names in the history of later Sanskrit literature. The dynasty was founded by a chief named Upendra (Krishnaraja), at the beginning of the ninth century, when so many ruling families attract notice for the first time, and lasted for about four centuries.

The seventh Raja, named Munja, who was famous for his learning and eloquence, was not only a patron of poets, but was himself a poet of no small reputation, and the anthologies include various compositions attributed to his pen. The authors Dhanamjaya, Dhanika, and Halayudha were among the distinguished scholars who graced his court. His energies were not solely devoted to the peaceful pursuit of literature; and much of his time was spent in fighting with his neighbors.

For Kalachuri history see Cunningham, Reports, vols. ix, x, xxi; and many inscriptions in Ep. Ind. For the Hayobans Rajputs: Crooke, Ethnographical Handbook (Allahabad, 1890), p. 156.
bours. Sixteen times the Chalukya king Taila II was defeated by him. The seventeenth attack failed, and Munja, who had crossed the Godāvari, Taila's northern boundary, was defeated, captured, and executed about 995 A.D.

The nephew of Munja, the famous Bhoja, ascended the 1010-55 throne of Dhārā, which was in those days the capital of Rāja Malwā, about 1010 A.D., and reigned gloriously for more Bhoja than forty years. Like his uncle, he cultivated with equal assiduity the arts of peace and war. Although his fights with the neighbouring powers, including one of the Muhammadan armies of Mahmud of Ghazni, are now forgotten, his fame as an enlightened patron of learning and a skilled author remains undimmed, and his name has become proverbial as that of the model king according to the Hindu standard. Works on astronomy, architecture, the art of poetry, and other subjects are credibly attributed to him, and there is no doubt that he was a prince, like Samudragupta, of very uncommon ability.

The great Bhōjapur lake, a beautiful sheet of water to the south-east of Bhopal, covering an area of two hundred and fifty square miles, formed by massive embankments closing the outlets in a circle of hills, was his noblest monument, and continued to testify to the skill of his engineers until the fifteenth century, when the dam was cut by order of a Muhammadan king, and the water drained off. The bed of the lake is now a fertile plain intersected by the Indian Midland Railway.

About 1053 A.D. this accomplished prince succumbed to an attack by the confederate kings of Gujarāt and Chedi; and the glory of his house departed. His dynasty lasted

---

1 Munja had an embarrassing variety of names—Vākpati (II), Pahlāraja, Amoghavarsha, Prithivaravalla, and Srivallabha. His succession took place in 974 A.D., and his death about twenty years later, between 994 and 997 (Buhler, in Ind. i, 222-8; Fleet, 'Dynamics of Kanarese Districts,' 2nd ed., p. 439, in Bomb. Gaz., vol. i, part ii; Bhandarkar, 'Early Hist. of Dekkan,' ibid., p. 214).
2 Malcolm, Central India, i, 25; Kincaid, Ind. Ant. xvii, pp. 350-2, with map of the bed of the lake.
3 Bhoja Paramāra of Dhārā must not be confounded with the numerous distinct Rājas of the same name. Bhoja, a king of Kanauj late in the ninth century, was a specially notable personage.
as a purely local power until the beginning of the thirteenth century, when it was superseded by chiefs of the Tomara clan, who were in their turn followed by Chauhān Rājās, from whom the crown passed to Muhammadan kings in 1401. Akbar suppressed the local dynasty in 1569, and incorporated Mālwā in the Moghal empire.

VII

Pāla and Sena Dynasties of Bihār and Bengal

Harsha, when at the height of his power, exercised a certain amount of control as suzerain over the whole of Bengal, even as far east as the distant kingdom of Kāmarūpa, or Assam, and seems to have possessed full sovereign authority over western and central Bengal. After his death, the local Rājās no doubt asserted their independence; but, except for the strange story of Arjuna and Wang-Hiu-en-tzu, related in the thirteenth chapter, no particulars are known concerning the history of Bengal during more than a century and a half.

Early in the ninth century (cir. 815 A.D.), approximately at the time when the Chandella, Paramāra, and other dynasties are first heard of, a chieftain named Gopāla became ruler of Bengal. Towards the close of his life he extended his power westwards over Magadha or Bihār, and is said to have reigned forty-five years. He was a pious Buddhist, and it was credited with the foundation of a great monastery at the capital, the town of Bihār (Udandapura, or Otantapura, which had taken the place of Pātaliputra, then in ruins. Inasmuch as the word pāla was an element in the personal names of the founder of the family and his successors, the dynasty is commonly and conveniently designated as that of the ‘Pāla kings of Bengal.’

The third king, Devapāla (cir. 858–93 A.D.), is alleged to have conquered Kāmarūpa and Orissa. The ninth king, Mahipāla, is known to have been on the throne in 1026 A.D.

1 Malcolm, Central India, i, 96.
and is believed to have reigned for fifty years, until about 1060. Like all the members of his dynasty, he was a devout Buddhist, and the revival of Buddhism in Tibet, effected in 1013 A.D. by Dharmapala of Magadha and his three pupils, may be attributed to this king's missionary zeal.

At about the time of Mahipala's death, a Raja, named cir. 1060 Vijayasena, founded a rival dynasty in Bengal commonly called that of the 'Sena kings,' which seems to have wrested the eastern provinces for a time from the hands of the Pala dynasty; the power of which was then much circumscribed. Gangeyadeva of Chedi, as has been already mentioned, was recognized as the sovereign of Tirhut in 1076 A.D. But his supremacy did not last long, and an independent local dynasty of northern Tirhut was established at Simraon early in the thirteenth century.

In Bihār and Bengal both 'Pālas' and 'Senas' were swept away by the torrent of Muhammadan invasion at the end of the twelfth century, when Kuth-ud-din's general, Muhammad, the son of Bakhtiyār, stormed Bihār in (A. H. 589) 1193 A.D., and surprised Nūdiah (vulgo Nuddea) in the following year. The name of the last Hindu ruler of Bihār is given by tradition as Indradyumna, who is supposed, but not proved, to have belonged to the Pāla line.

The Musalman general, who had already made his name a terror, by repeated plundering expeditions in Bihār, seized the capital by a daring stroke. The almost contemporary historian met one of the survivors of the attacking party in 1243 A.D., and learned from him that the fort of Bihār was seized by a party of only two hundred horsemen, who boldly rushed the postern gate and gained possession of the place. Great quantities of plunder were obtained, and the slaughter of the 'shaven-headed Brahmans,' that is to say, the Buddhist monks, was so thoroughly completed, that when the victor sought for some one capable of explaining the contents of the books in the libraries of the monasteries, not a living man could be found who was able to read them. 'It was

1 Sarat Chandra Dās, in J. A. S. B., 1881, part i, p. 236.
2 Buchanan, Eastern India, ii, 26.
Destruction of Buddhism.

Discovered,' we are told, 'that the whole fort and city was a place of study.'

This crushing blow, followed up, of course, by similar acts of violence, destroyed the vitality of Buddhism in its ancient home. No doubt, a few devout, though disheartened, adherents of the system lingered round the desecrated shrines for a few years longer; and even to this day traces of the religion once so proudly dominant may be discerned in the practices of obscure sects; but Buddhism as a popular religion in Bihār, its last abode in Upper India south of the Himalayas, was destroyed once and for all by the sword of a single Musalman adventurer. Many monks who escaped death fled to Tibet, Nepal, and Southern India.

The overthrow of the 'Sena' dynasty was accomplished with equal, or even greater ease. The ruler of eastern Bengal in those days was an aged king, called Rāi Lakhmanīya, by the Muhammadan writer, and was reputed to have occupied the throne for eighty years. The portents which had attended his birth had been justified by the monarch's exceptional personal qualities. His family, we are told, was respected by all the Rais or chiefs of Hindustan, and he was considered to hold the rank of Khalif (Caliph), or sovereign. Trustworthy persons affirmed that no one, great or small, ever suffered injustice at his hands, and his generosity was proverbial.

This much respected sovereign held his court at Nūdiāh, situated in the upper delta of the Ganges, on the Bhāgirathi river, about sixty miles north of the site of Calcutta. The town still gives its name to a British district, and is renowned as the seat of a Hindu college organized after the ancient manner.

The year after his facile conquest of Bihār, Muhammad, the son of Bakhtiyār, equipped an army for the subjugation of Bengal. Riding in advance, he suddenly appeared before Nūdiāh with a slender following of eighteen horsemen, and

1 See papers by H. P. Čāstri, 'Buddhism in Bengal since the Muhammādan Conquest'; and 'Cā-

khāma mahāgala; a distant road of the Lalitavistara' (J. A. S., vol. lxiv, 1895, pp. 55-88).
MUHAMMADAN CONQUEST

boldly entered the city, the people supposing him to be a horsedealer. But when he reached the gate of the Rai's palace, he drew his sword and attacked the unsuspecting household. The Rai, who was at his dinner, was completely taken by surprise,

't and fled barefooted by the rear of the palace; and his whole treasure, and all his wives, maidservants, attendants, and women fell into the hands of the invader. Numerous elephants were taken, and such booty was obtained by the Muhammadans as is beyond all compute. When his (Muhammad's) army arrived, the whole city was brought under subjection, and he fixed his head quarters there.'

Rai Lakhmaniya fled to the shrine of Jagannath (Jugger-naut) in Orissa, where he died; and the conqueror presently destroyed the city of Núdiah, and established the seat of his government at Lakhnauti. Mosques, colleges, and Muhammadan monasteries were endowed by him and his officers in all parts of the kingdom, and a great portion of the spoil was judiciously sent to his distant chief, Kutb-ud-din.

Such was the dishonoured end of the last Hindu kingdoms of Bengal and Bihār, which would have made a better fight for life if they had deserved to exist. The administration of the aged Lakhmaniya must have been hopelessly inefficient to permit a foreign army to march unobserved across Bengal, and to allow of the surprise of the palace by an insignificant party of eighteen horsemen.

Notwithstanding the manifest rottenness of their system of government, the 'Sena' kings were sufficiently conceited to establish a special era of their own, which they called by the name of Lakshmana-sena. The first current year, according to this computation, corresponded with 1119-20 A.D.; and the epoch was apparently the date of either the accession or coronation of Lakshmana-sena, who seems to have been identical with the aged Rai Lakhmaniya of the Muhammadan kings of the eastern province.
historians. One form of the tradition represents this king as having come to the throne in 510 A.H., equivalent to 1116-17 A.D., just eighty lunar years previous to the early victory of the Muslim invader, and the era was invented presumably to mark the date of Lakshmana-sena's coronation in October, 1119 A.D.¹

¹ For the history of the 'Pāla' and 'Sena' kings, which is very imperfectly known, see Schiefner's Taranath; Cunningham, Reports, vols. iii, xi, xv; Blochmann in J. A. S. B., vol. xlv, part i, p. 275; and Raverty's reply, ibid., vol. xlv, p. 325. Major Raverty had the better of the controversy, and has been followed in the text. Dr. Hoernle's article 'The Pālas of Bengal,' in Ind. Ant., xiv, 162, is also of value. The true date of the Lakshmana-sena era has been fixed by Prof. Kielhorn, who gives a list of inscriptions dated in that era in Ep. Ind., vol. v, appendix, Nos. 576-8. For the Sena dynasty, the papers of Nagendranātha Yūrā in J. A. S. B., vol. lxv (1896), pp. 6-39, give much information, discussed from an independent point of view.

Readers who desire to study the subject of the mediaeval dynasties more in detail will find dynastic lists and copious references in Dr. Duff's most useful book, the Chronology of India (Constable, 1899). The minor dynasties have not been noticed in the text.
CHAPTER XV

THE KINGDOMS OF THE DECCAN

The term Deccan, a convenient and familiar corruption of the Sanskrit word meaning the South, may be, and sometimes is, extended so as to cover the whole of India south of the Narmadā; but is more usually understood as designating a more limited territory, in which Malabar and the Tamil countries of the extreme south are not included. Thus limited, the term connotes the whole region occupied by the Telugu-speaking populations, as well as Mahārāṣṭra, or the Māratbā country. With reference to modern political divisions, the greater part of the Deccan in this restricted sense is occupied by the territories of the Nizam of Hyderabad.

Physically, the country is for the most part a hot, hilly tableland, watered by two great rivers, the Godāvari and the Krishnā (Kistna), the latter of which receives on the south an important affluent, the Tungabhadrā.

In this region the dominant power for four centuries and a half, up to about 230 A.D., was the Andhra, the history of which has been discussed in Chapter VIII of this work. For some three centuries after the extinction of the Andhra dynasty, ‘we have,’ as remarked by Professor Bhandarkar, ‘no specific information about the dynasties that ruled over the country’; but there is reason to believe that the western territory, or Mahārāṣṭra, was governed by princes belonging to the Rāshtrakūta, or Ratta, clan; which long afterwards, in the middle of the eighth century, became for a time the leading power of the Deccan.

Practically the political history of the Deccan begins in the middle of the sixth century with the rise of the Chalukya dynasty. The Chalukyas appear to have been a race of Rajpūts.
from the north, who imposed their rule upon the Dravidian inhabitants of the Deccan tableland, which had already been largely influenced by the Aryan ideas of the northerners before the appearance of the Chalukyas on the scene.

The dynasty was founded by a chieftain named Pulikēsin I, who made himself master of the town of Vatāpi, the modern Bādami in the Bijāpur District, about 550 A.D., and established a principality of modest dimensions. He aimed, however, at more extended power, and is said to have asserted his claim to a paramount position by celebrating an aśvamedha, or horse-sacrifice.

His sons, Kirttivarman and Mangalēsa, extended the possessions of the family both eastward and westward. The claim more or less completely subjugated by the former includes the Mauryas of the Konkan—the strip of coast between the Western Ghāts and the sea—who claimed descent from the ancient imperial Maurya dynasty.

The succession to Mangalēsa was disputed between his sons and one of the sons of Kirttivarman. The latter, having overcome his rival, ascended the throne of Vatāpi as Pulikēsin II in 608 A.D., and was formally crowned in the following year. For the space of twenty years or more this able prince devoted himself to a career of aggression directed against all the neighbouring states. On the west and north the kings of Lāṭa, or Southern Gujarāt; Gurjara, or Northern Gujarāt and Rājputāna; Mālāw; and the Mauryas of the Konkan felt the weight of Pulikēsin's arm.

In the east he drove the Pallavas from Vengi, between the Krishna and Godavari, and established his brother Kula-Vishnudevadhana there as viceroy in 609 A.D. A few years later, about 620 A.D., while Pulikēsin was fully occupied by the war with Harsha of Kanauj, this prince set up as an independent sovereign, and founded the line of the Eastern Chalukyas.

1 Except as otherwise stated, this chapter is based upon the second editions of Dr. Fleet's "Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts" and Prof. Bhandarkar's "Early History of the Dekkan," in *Bombay Gazetteer*, vol. 1, part 3. Full references to original documents will be found in both works. The names of Pulikēsin and many other persons mentioned have numerous variants or equivalents.
All the southern kingdoms, the Chola, Pandyas, and Southern Kerala, as well as the Pallava, were forced into conflict with the ambitious king of Vatapi, who was undoubtedly the most powerful monarch to the south of the Narmada in 630 A.D.

Ten years before that date he had successfully repelled the attack on his dominions led in person by Harsha, the lord paramount of the north, who aspired to the sovereignty of all India; but was foiled by the watchfulness and military skill of Pulikēsin, who successfully maintained the line of the Narmada as the frontier between the southern and northern empires.

The fame of the king of the Deccan spread beyond the limits of India, and reached the ears of Khusrū II, king of Persia, who, in the thirty-sixth year of his reign, 625–6 A.D., received a complimentary embassy from Pulikēsin.

The courtesy was reciprocated by a return embassy sent from Persia, which was received with due honour at the Indian court. A large fresco painting in Cave No. 1 at Ajantā, although unhappily mutilated, is still easily recognizable as a vivid representation of the ceremonial attending the presentation of their credentials by the Persian envoys.

This picture, in addition to its interest as a contemporary record of unusual political relations between India and Persia, is of the highest value as a landmark in the history of art. It not only fixes the date of some of the most important paintings at Ajantā, and so establishes a standard by which the date of others can be judged; but also proves, or goes a long way towards proving, that the Ajantā school of pictorial art was derived directly from Persia, and ultimately from Greece.

The wonderful caves in the Ajantā valley were duly admired by Hiuen Tsang, who visited the court of Pulikēsin II, probably in the year 640 A.D. The king's

---

1 *Anta*, p. 386.
2 The authority is the Muhammadan historian Tabari, as translated and quoted in Mr. Fergusson's paper in *J. R. A. S.*, and Burgess's *Notes on the Baudhā Kūp Temples of Ajantā* (*Arch. S. W. I.*, No. 9, Bombay, 1879), pp. 90–2. For the frescoes see Plate IV of *J. A. S. B.*, part i, vol. xlvii (1878); or the India Office atlas of the Ajantā paintings.
head quarters at that time were not at Vātāpi, but at
another city, which has been identified for good reasons with
Nāsik. The pilgrim was profoundly impressed by the military
power of Pulikēsin, who was obeyed by his numerous subject-
with 'perfect submission.'

But his prosperity was not destined to last much longer.
In 642 a.d., the long-continued war, which, since the year
609 a.d., had been generally disastrous to the Pallavas of
Kānchi, took a new turn, and brought ruin and death upon
Pulikēsin. The Pallava king took and plundered his
capital, and presumably put him to death; and for thirty
years the Chalukya power, which Pulikēsin had laboured so
hard to exalt, was in abeyance; while the Pallavas dominated
Southern India.

In 655 a.d. Vikramāditya I, a son of Pulikēsin, restored
the fallen fortunes of his family, inflicting a severe defeat
upon the Pallavas, whose strongly fortified capital, Kānchi,
was captured. The struggle with the southern power long
continued, and victory inclined now to one side, and now to
the other. During this reign a branch of the Chalukya
dynasty succeeded in establishing itself in Gujarāt, where in
the next century it offered vigorous opposition to the Arabs.

The main feature of the succeeding reigns was the never-
ending conflict with the Pallavas, whose capital was again
taken by Vikramāditya II about 740 a.d.

In the middle of the eighth century, Dantidurga, a chief-
tain of the ancient Rāṣhtrakūta family, fought his way to
the front, and overthrew Kirttivarman II Chalukya. The
main branch of the Chalukyas now became extinct, and the
sovereignty of the Deccan passed to the Rāṣhtrakūtas, in
whose hands it remained for two centuries and a quarter.

During the two centuries of the rule of the early Chalukya
dynasty of Vātāpi, great changes in the religious state of the
country were in progress. Buddhism, although still in-
fluential, and supported by a large section of the population,
was slowly declining, and suffering gradual supersession by
its rivals, Jainism and Brahmanical Hinduism. The sacri-
ficial form of the Hindu religion received special attention,
and was made the subject of a multitude of formal treatises. The Puranic forms of Hinduism also grew in popularity; and everywhere elaborate temples dedicated to Vishnu, Siva, or other members of the Puranic pantheon, were erected; which, even in their ruins, form magnificent memorials of the kings of this period. The orthodox Hindus borrowed from their Buddhist rivals the practice of excavating cave-temples; and one of the earliest Hindu works of this class is that made in honour of Vishnu by Mangalasa Chalukya, at the close of the sixth century. Jainism was specially popular in the Southern Marathā country.

Dantidurga Rāṣṭrakūṭa, after his occupation of Vātapi, c. 760 A.D., effected other conquests; but, becoming unpopular, was deposed by his uncle, Krishna I, who completed the establishment of Rāṣṭrakūṭa supremacy over the dominions formerly held by the Chalukyas. A branch of his family founded a principality in Gujarat.

The reign of Krishna I is memorable for the execution of Kailāsa, the most marvellous architectural freak in India, the Kailāsa temple at Elūra (Ellora), which is by far the most extensive and sumptuous of the rock-cut shrines. It has been fully described and illustrated by many writers, among whom Dr. Burgess and Mr. Fergusson possess most authority.

Krishna I was succeeded by his son Dhruva, an able and warlike prince, who continued with success the aggressive wars so dear to the heart of an Indian Raja.

 Govinda III, son of Dhruva, may justly claim to be the 780-815 most remarkable prince of his vigorous dynasty. He transferred his capital from Nāsik to Mānyakheta, generally identified with Mālkhēd in the Nizam's dominions, and extended his power from the Vindhya mountains and Mālwa on the north to Kānchī on the south; while his direct rule was carried at least as far as the Tungabhadrā. He created his brother viceroy of Lāta, or Southern Gujarat.

---

1 *Cave Temples and Arch. S. W. I.* vol. v. The correct early form of the name is either Vellūra or Ellūra.

2 Mr. Rea doubts this identification, because there are no ancient remains at Mālkhēd; N. lat. 17° 10', E. long. 77° 13'.
The long reign of the next king, Amoghavarsha, who occupied the throne for at least sixty-two years, was largely spent in constant wars with the Eastern Chalukya Rājas of Vengi. The Digambara, or naked, sect of the Jains was liberally patronized by this prince. The rapid progress made by Digambara Jainism late in the ninth, and early in the tenth century, under the guidance of various notable leaders, including Jinasena and Gunabhadra, who enjoyed the favour of more than one monarch, had much to do with the marked decay of Buddhism; which daily lost ground, until it finally disappeared from the Deccan in the twelfth century.

The war with the Cholas in the reign of Krishna III, Rāshrakūta, was remarkable for the death of the Chola king on the field of battle in 949 A.D. Much bitterness was introduced into the wars of this period by the hostility between the rival religions, Jainism and orthodox Hinduism.

The last of the Rāshrakūta kings was Kakka II, who was overthrown in 973 A.D. by Taila II, a scion of the old Chalukya stock, who restored the family of his ancestors to its former glory, and founded the dynasty known as that of the Chalukyas of Kalyāṇi; which lasted, like that which it followed, for nearly two centuries and a quarter. The impression made upon their contemporaries by the Rāshrakūtas, the 'Balharās,' or Vallabha Rāis, of Arab historians, was evidently considerable, and was justified by the achievements of their period. Although the art displayed at Ellora is not of the highest kind, the Kailāsa temple is one of the wonders of the world, a work of which any nation might be proud, and an honour to the king under whose patronage it was executed. Many other temples were the outcome of the royal munificence, and literature of the type then in fashion was liberally encouraged.

Taila, the restorer of the Chalukya name, reigned for twenty-four years, and during that time succeeded in recovering all the ancient territory of his race, with the exception of the Gujārāt province. Much of his time was spent in fighting Munja, the Paramāra Rāja of Dhārā, who claimed the victory in sixteen conflicts. But towards the close of his
reign Taila enjoyed the luxury of revenge. His enemy, having crossed the Godāvari, which then formed the boundary between the two kingdoms, was defeated, taken captive, and for a time treated with the courtesy due to his rank. But an attempt to escape was visited with cruel indignities, the captive Rāja being forced to beg from door to door, and ultimately beheaded. These events may be dated in 995 A.D.1

Two years later Taila died, and transmitted the crown to his son Satyāsraya, during whose reign the Chalukya kingdom suffered severely from invasion by the Chola king, Rājarāja the Great, who overran the country with a vast host, said to number nine hundred thousand men, pillaging and slaughtering in so merciless a fashion that even the women, children, and Brahmins were not spared.

In 1059 A.D., Somesvara I, who was called Āhavamalla, fought a battle at Koppam in Mysore, in which Rājadhirāja, the then reigning Chola king, lost his life. Somesvara also claims the honour of having stormed both Dharā in Mālwa and Kānchi in the south, and of having defeated Karna, the valiant king of Chedi.

In 1068 A.D., Somesvara being seized by an incurable fever, put an end to his sufferings by drowning himself in the Tungabhadrā river, while reciting his faith in Siva. Suicide in such circumstances is authorized by Hindu custom, and more than one instance is on record of Rājas having terminated their existence in a similar manner.

Vikramāditya VI, or Vikramānka, the hero of Bilhana’s historical poem, who came to the throne in 1076 A.D., reigned for half a century in tolerable, though not unbroken, peace. He is recorded to have captured Kānchi, and late in his reign was engaged in a serious struggle with Vishnu, the Hoysala king of Dorasamudra in Mysore. Vikramānka considered his achievements sufficiently notable to justify him in establishing a new era, running from 1076 A.D., called after his name, but it never came into general use. His capital Kalyāna, probably the modern Kalyānī in the Nizam’s dominions, was

1 Antle, p. 317.
the residence of the celebrated jurist Vijnānesvara, author of the *Mitākṣhara*, the chief authority on Hindu law outside of Bengal.

After the death of Vikramānaka, the Chalukya power declined; and in the course of the years 1156–62 A.D., during the reign of Taila III, the commander-in-chief, Bijjala, or Vijjana, Kalachurya, revolted and obtained possession of the kingdom, which was held by him and his sons until 1183 A.D., when the Chalukya prince, Somesvararāja, succeeded in recovering a portion of his ancestral dominions. But he was not strong enough to resist the attacks of encroaching neighbours; and in the course of a few years, the greater part of his kingdom had been absorbed by the Yādavas of Devagiri on the west, and the Hoysalas of Dōrasamudra on the south. The end of the Chalukya dynasty of Kalyāṇa may be dated in 1190 A.D., after which time the Rajas of the line ranked merely as petty chiefs.

The brief intrusive reign of Bijjala, the usurping ruler, was marked by a religious revolution effected by a rival sect of the cult of Siva and the foundation of a new sect, the Vira Saivas, or Lingāyats, which is a power to this day. Bijjala was a Jain; and, according to one version of the legend, he wantonly blinded two holy men of the Lingāyat sect, and was assassinated in consequence in the year 1167 A.D. The blood of the saints proved, as usual, to be the seed of the church, which had been founded by Basava, the Brahman minister of Bijjala. But in other legends the tale is told quite differently, and the truth of the matter seems to be past finding out. There is, however, no doubt that the rise of the Lingāyats dates from the time of Bijjala. The members of the sect, who are especially numerous in the Kanarese districts, worship Siva in his phallic form, repudiate the authority of the Vedas, and cherish an intense aversion to Brahmins, notwithstanding the fact that the founder of the religion was himself a Brahman.

The growth of this new sect, which secured numerous adherents among the trading classes, up to that time the main strength of both Buddhism and Jainism, checked th
progress of the latter religion, and drove another nail into the coffin of Buddhism, the existence of which in the Deccan cannot be traced later than the first half of the twelfth century.

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, chiefs belonging to a family or clan named Hoysala attained considerable power in the Mysore country. The first notable prince of this line was Vishnu, or Bittiga (1117 A.D.), who established his capital at Dōrasamudra, the modern Halebid, famous for the fine temple which excited Mr. Fergusson's enthusiastic admiration. During Vishnu's reign the Jain religion enjoyed high favour under the protection of his minister Gangarāja, and the Jain temples, which had been destroyed by the orthodox Chola invaders, were restored. Vishnu boasts in his records of numerous conquests, and claims to have defeated the Rājas of the Chola, Pândya, and Chera kingdoms in the south. About the year 1223 A.D., one of his successors, Narasimha II, who was then in alliance with the Cholas, actually occupied Trichinopoly.

Vira-Ballāla was so proud of having defeated the Yādava 1191 A.D. of Devagiri, whose kingdom lay to the north, in 1191-2 A.D., that he founded an era called Vīrodhikrit to commemorate the event.

The dynasty lasted until 1310 A.D., when the Muhammadan generals, Malik Kāfur and Khwāja Hāji entered the Hoysala kingdom, laid it waste, captured the reigning Rāja, and despoiled his capital, which was finally destroyed by a Muslim force in 1327 A.D.

The Yādava kings of Devagiri who have been mentioned were descendants of feudatory nobles of the Chalukya dynasty of Devagiri (Daulatābād) and Nāsik, was known as Sevana. The first of the Yādava line to attain a position of importance was Bhillama, who was killed in battle by the Hoysala chief in 1191 A.D.

1 Fergusson and Meadows Taylor, Architecture in Dharwār and Mysore, atlas folio (Murray, 1866).
2 Ep. Ind. vii, 162.
The most powerful Raja was Singhana (acc. 1210 A.D.) who invaded Gujarāt and other countries, and established a short-lived kingdom almost rivalling in extent the realms of the Chalukyas and Rāshrakūtas.

The dynasty, like that of the Hoysalas, was destroyed by the Muhammadans. When Alā-ud-din, Sultan of Dehli, crossed the Narmadā, the northern frontier of the Yādava kingdom, in 1294, the reigning Raja, Rāmachandra, was obliged to surrender, and to ransom his life by payment of an enormous amount of treasure, which is said to have included six hundred maunds of pearls, two maunds of diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and sapphires, and so forth.

When the Sultan’s incursion was repeated by Malik Kafur in 1309 A.D., Rāmachandra again refrained from opposing, and submitted to the invader. He was the last independent Hindu sovereign of the Deccan.

After his death, his son-in-law, Harapāla, stirred up a revolt against the foreigners in 1318, but, being defeated, was flayed alive and decapitated. Thus miserably ended the Yādava line.

Hemādri. The celebrated Sanskrit writer, Hemādri, popularly known as Hemādpant, flourished during the reigns of Rāmachandra and his predecessor, Mahādeva. He devoted himself chiefly to the reduction to a system of Hindu religious practices and observances, and with this object compiled important works upon Hindu sacred law. He is said to have introduced a form of current script, the Modi, from Ceylon; and has given a valuable historical sketch of his patron’s dynasty in the introduction to one of his books.
CHAPTER XVI
THE KINGDOMS OF THE SOUTH

SECTION I

The ‘Three Kingdoms’

Ancient tradition recognizes the ‘Kingdoms of the South’ as three—the Pāṇḍya, the Chola, and the Chera; supposed to have been founded by three brothers, who were born and brought up at Korkai, the earliest Pāṇḍya capital, situated at the mouth of the Tamrāparnī river in the Tinnevelly District.

Of these three the Pāṇḍya kingdom occupied the extremity of the peninsula, south of Pudukkottai; the Chola kingdom extended northwards to Nellore; while the Chera kingdom lay to the west, and included the Malabar coast.

In the third century B.C., the Chola and Pāṇḍya realms were well known to Asoka; but in lieu of the Chera state he specifies two kingdoms, those of Kerala and Satyaputra. The former of these is undoubtedly the Malabar coast south of the Chandragiri river; the latter should probably be identified with the tract on the same coast to the north of that river, of which Mangalore is the centre, and in which the Tulu tongue, one of the Dravidian languages, is spoken. In the Kerala of Asoka, which may be regarded as synonymous with the Chera of tradition, the prevailing language is Malayalam. The Chola and Pāṇḍya kingdoms both belong to the Tamil-speaking region. Thus all the kingdoms of the south were occupied by races speaking Dravidian languages, who are themselves generally spoken of as Dravidians.

No Aryan language had penetrated into those kingdoms, which lived their own life, completely secluded from Northern
India, and in touch with the outer world only through the medium of maritime commerce, which had been conducted with success from very early times. The pearls of the Gulf of Manār, the beryls of Coimbatore, and the pepper of Malabar were not to be had elsewhere, and were eagerly sought by foreign merchants, probably as early as the seventh or eighth century before Christ.

But the ancient political history of Southern India is irretrievably lost, and the materials for tracing the development of the high degree of civilization unquestionably attained by the Dravidian races are lamentably scanty. Now is it possible to define with any accuracy the time when Aryan ideas and the religion of the Brahmans penetrated to the kingdoms of the south, although there are reasons for assuming that 500 B.C. may be taken as a mean date.

The missionaries of Asoka introduced Buddhism, and his brother Mahendra built a monastery in the Chola country, but whether or not they found any form of the Brahman religion in possession it is impossible to say. The old known inscriptions from the south are not earlier than the second century A.D., four centuries after Asoka.

The Jain religion found great favour in the southern countries, but how or when it was introduced from the north, there is no good evidence to show. The Jain inscriptions and monuments are all of late date.

The mass of extant inscriptions in Southern India almost surpasses belief. Thousands are known, many of which attain portentous length; but the comparative modernity of almost all is most disappointing to the student eager to unlock the mysteries of the long-forgotten past. From the tenth century A.D. onwards the crowd of inscriptions is bewildering in numbers and extent; but for earlier times the supply is extremely limited; and not one of really ancient date is known.

1 Beal, Records, ii. 231. Mr. Sewell notes that Kumbakonam in the Tanjore District is one of the oldest towns in Southern India, and was one of the chief cities of the Cholas (Liste, ii, 274). It was possibly have been the most ancient capital. For Mahendra, see ante, p. 166.
The historical period therefore begins much later in the south than in the north; and it is quite impossible to carry back the story of the south, like that of the north, to 600 B.C.

As will appear in the following pages, the orderly history of the Chola and Pāṇḍya dynasties does not commence until the ninth and tenth centuries A.D. respectively, although both kingdoms existed in Ashoka's time.

The earliest dynastic annals are those of the Pallavas, which begin in the second century A.D. The Pallava realm is not included in the three traditional 'kingdoms of the south'; the reason apparently being that the Pallavas were an intrusive foreign, non-Dravidian race, which lorded it over the ancient territorial Dravidian kingdoms in varying degrees from time to time.

With these preliminary explanations I proceed to offer a brief summary of the imperfectly known history of the 'kingdoms of the south,' and of their sometime lords, the mysterious Pallavas.

SECTION II

The Pāṇḍya, Chera, Kerala, and Satiyaputra Kingdoms

The Pāṇḍya country, as defined by tradition, extended north and south from the Southern Vellāru river (Pudukottai) to Cape Comorin, and east and west from the sea to the 'great highway,' the Achchankovil Pass leading into Kerala or Travancore; and was thus nearly co-extensive with the present Districts of Madura and Tinnevelly.

The kingdom was ordinarily divided into five principalities, known as the 'five Pāṇḍyas.' The capital of the premier chief was in early days at Korkai on the Tamilparani river in Tinnevelly, and in later times was moved to Madura, also

1 The foreign, northern origin of the Pallavas, if it be a fact, helps to explain Hiuen Tsang's puzzling remark about the people of Kāñchi, that 'in respect of their language and written characters, they differ but little from those of Mid-India' (Beal, Records, ii, 339). Apparently the books of the Kāñchi monks were in Sanskrit, not Tamil.

2 Ind. Ant. xxii, 62. In this article Mr. V. Venkayya has collected most of the notices of the Pāṇḍya kingdom.
Korkai, or Kolkai, the Greek Κόλκαι, now an insignificant village, was once a great city, and is indicated by all native traditions as the cradle of South Indian civilization, the home of the mythical three brothers, who were supposed to have founded the Pāndya, Chera, and Chola kingdoms. In the days of its glory the city was a seaport, the head quarters of the pearl trade, which constituted the special source of wealth enjoyed by the Pāndya kings. In the course of time, the silting up of the delta rendered Korkai inaccessible to ships, and the city gradually decayed, like the Cinque Ports in England.

Its commercial business was transferred to the new port Kāyal, which was founded three miles lower down the river and continued to be for many centuries one of the greatest marts of the east. Here Marco Polo landed in the thirteenth century, and was much impressed by the wealth and magnificence of prince and people. But the same process which had ruined Korkai caused the abandonment of Kāyal, and compelled the Portuguese to remove their trade to Tuticori, where a sheltered roadstead, free from deposits of silt, offered superior convenience. The site of Kāyal is now occupied by the huts of a few Muhammadans and native Christian fishermen.

The special crest or cognizance of the Pāndya princes of Korkai was the battle-axe, often associated with the elephant. The earliest coins of Korkai may be anterior to the Christian era, and the numismatic series of that mint extends up to perhaps, 700 A.D.

Madura. Madura, which was regarded in later times as the Pāndya capital, and the central seat of Tamil literature and learning, is also of high antiquity, and probably coexisted with Korkai from a very early date. The kings of Madura adopted a fish, or a pair of fishes, as the family crest.

1 Bishop Caldwell, in Ind. Ant. vi, 80–3, 279.
3 Plate of coins, Fig. 14.
RELATIONS WITH ROME

No continuous history of the Pāṇḍya dynasties prior to the twelfth century can be written. The long lists of kings preserved in Tamil literature, amounting to seventy-seven in some works, are absolutely useless for historical purposes; and the inscriptions of the dynasty are all of late date. The scraps of information concerning early times are exceedingly meagre. The most ancient mention of the name Pāṇḍya is found in the commentary of the grammarian Katyāyana, who may be assigned to the fourth century B.C. In Asoka's time the Pāṇḍya kingdom was independent, and lay altogether outside the limits of the northern empire, which extended to about the latitude of Madras.

A Pāṇḍya king sent an embassy to Augustus Caesar; and the pearl fishery in his dominions was well known to the Greeks and Romans of the first century A.D. Pliny was aware that the king resided at Madura in the interior. Roman copper coins of the smallest value have been found in such numbers at Madura as to suggest that a Roman colony was settled at that place. They come down to the time of Arcadius and Honorius (400 A.D.).

Roman gold coins of the early empire have been discovered in such large quantities in Southern India that it is apparent that they served for the gold currency of the peninsula, as the English sovereign now does in many foreign countries. Five cooly loads of aurei were found in 1851 near Cannanore on the Malabar coast, mostly belonging to the mintage of Tiberius and Nero; and many other large hoards of Roman coins, gold, silver, and copper, have been discovered in various localities from time to time.

It is, therefore, certain that the Pāṇḍya state, during the early centuries of the Christian era, shared along with the

certain date of Patañjali, 150 B.C.

1 Elliot, *Coins of Southern India*, pp. 121, 128.

2 Bhandarkar, *Early History of the Dekkan*, 2nd ed. in *Bombay Gaz.*, vol. i, p. 339. I accept the view of Professors Goldstucker and Bhandarkar concerning the antiquity of Pāṇini and Katyāyana, as necessarily resulting from the as-

2 Strabo, bk. xv, ch. 2, sec. 4.


4 Thurston, *Catol. of Coins in Madras Museum*, No. 2, p. 23. This work contains notices of all the finds of Roman coins up to 1888.
Chera kingdom of Malabar a very lucrative trade with
the Roman empire; and was in exclusive possession of the
much-prized pearl fishery, which had its head quarters first
at Korkai, and afterwards at Kāyal.

From the fifth century onwards, occasional references to
the Pāṇḍya dynasty and country are met with in literature
and inscriptions; but no materials exist upon which a
dynastic history could be based earlier than the twelfth
century. When Hiuen Tsang visited the South in 640 A.D.
and stayed at Kānchi, the southern limit of his travels,
he ascertained that the inhabitants of the region called
by him Malakottai, which was equivalent to the Pāṇḍya
country and the Malabar coast, with a portion of the
traditional Chola country, were reputed to care little
for learning, being wholly immersed in commercial pursuits.
In ancient times many Buddhist monasteries had existed,
but these were in ruins at the time of his visit, only the
walls remaining; and the followers of the religion of Gātaka
were very few; while the country was studded with
hundreds of Brahmanical temples, and the adherents of the
Jain sect were numerous.

The most ancient Pāṇḍya king to whom an approximate
date can be assigned is Rājasimha, the contemporary of
Parāntaka I, Chola (907–47 A.D.), who claims to have
defeated his southern neighbour, and ‘destroyed’ Madura.
A great-grandson of the same Chola king fought with
Pāṇḍya Rāja bearing the name of Vira, which frequently
recurs on the coins and in the traditional lists. The fact
that many names or titles, Sundara, Vira, Kulaśekhara, and
others, recur over and over again causes special difficulty
in attempts to construct the Pāṇḍya dynastic list.

The Pāṇḍya state, in common with the other kingdoms of
the South, undoubtedly was reduced to a condition of tribu-
tary dependence by Rājarāja the Great about the year 1000
and continued to be more or less under Chola control for
a century and a half, or a little longer; although, of course,

1 Mo-lo-kiu-cha in Chinese.
2 Beal, Records, ii, 228–30; Ind. Ant. xxii, 60.
the local administration remained in the hands of the native Rajas.

The Jain religion, which was popular in the days of Huien Tsang in the seventh century, and had continued to enjoy the favour of the Pandyya kings, was odious to their Chola overlords, who were strict adherents of Siva. A credible tradition affirms that, apparently at some time in the eleventh century, the Chola aversion to the religion of the naked saints was the cause of a terrible persecution. A Pandyya king named Sundara was married, it is said, to a Chola princess, sister of king Rajendra, and was converted from Jainism to the Saiva faith by his consort. King Sundara is alleged to have displayed even more than the proverbial zeal of a convert, and to have persecuted his late co-religionists, who refused to apostatize, with the most savage cruelty, inflicting on no less than eight thousand innocent persons a horrible death by impalement. Certain unpublished sculptures on the walls of a temple at Trivatuir in Arcot are believed to record these executions, and are appealed to as confirmation of the tradition.¹

The long duration of Chola supremacy suffices to explain in large measure the lack of early Pandyya inscriptions. The series does not begin until near the end of the twelfth century, but, after that time, the records are so numerous that Professor Kielhorn has been able to calculate the exact dates of forty-three according to the Christian era, and so to construct a dynastic list which seems to be almost complete for the thirteenth century.² The dynasty can be traced, with some breaks, up to the middle of the sixteenth century; but it lost most of its political importance after the sack of Madura by Malik Kafur's Muhammadan host in 1310 A.D.³

¹ *Coins of Southern India*, p. 198. The exact date of the persecution cannot be determined, because Sundara was a common name in the Pandyya royal family, and there was more than one Rajendra Chola. Another version of the story from the Periyapuranam, which calls the Pandyya king Nedumaran, will be found in *Ind. Ant.* xxii, 63. These southern Rajas usually had many names.

² *Ep. Ind.* vi, 301, 314; vii, 10, 17.

³ *Coins of Southern India*, p. 193.
The maritime commerce of the kingdom, however, continued to exist on a considerable scale to a much later date.

The most conspicuous event in the political history of the Pândya kingdom is the invasion of the Sinhalese army under the command of two generals of Parakrama-bahu, king of Ceylon, which occurred about 1175 A.D. Two detailed accounts of this incident, written from different points of view, are extant. The story, as told in the island chronicle, the Mahāvamsa, naturally represents the victorious career of the invaders as unbroken by defeat; but the rival account, preserved in a long Chola inscription at Arpakkam, near Kānchi, which is the more trustworthy, proves that the invading army, having gained considerable success at first, was ultimately obliged to retire in consequence of the vigorous resistance of a coalition of the southern princes.

The occasion of the Sinhalese intervention was a disputed succession to the Pândya throne of Madura, contested by claimants bearing the oft-recurring names of Vira and Sundara.\(^1\)

Very little can be said about the south-western kingdoms, known as Chera, Kerala, and Satyaputra. The last-named is mentioned by Asoka only, and its exact position is unknown. But it must have adjoined Kerala; and since the Chandragiri river has always been regarded as the northern boundary of that province, the Satyaputra kingdom should probably be identified with that portion of the Konkans or lowlands between the Western Ghats and the sea—where the Tulu language is spoken, and of which Mangalore is the centre.

The name of Kerala is still well remembered, and there is no doubt that the kingdom so called was equivalent to the Southern Konkans, or Malabar coast. The ancient capital was Vanji, also named Karūr, or Karuvur, or Kādvipa of Ptolemy, situated close to Cranganore; which represents Muziris, the port for the pepper trade, mentioned...

\(^1\) Full details will be found in the article by the First Assistant to Dr. Hultzsch, appended to Madras G. O. Public, Nos. 922, 923, dated Aug. 19, 1899, pp. 8-14.
THE CHERA KINGDOM

by Pliny and the author of the Periplus at the end of the first century A.D.¹

The etymological identity of the names Kerala and Chera Chera kingdom is affirmed by philologists of high authority²; but whether this theory be correct or not, it is certain that in early times the Chera kingdom included that of Kerala. According to an unverified tradition, the latter separated in 389 A.D.; after which date the Chera realm was restricted to Coimbatore and the southern parts of Mysore and Salem; but no trustworthy information on the subject is available³.

The crest or cognizance of the Chera kings was a bow. Chera Their coins are very rare, and only two types, characterized coins by the bow device, are known, which are found in Salem and Coimbatore⁴. The existence of a native work, the Keralolpati, which professes to give the history of Kerala, raises hopes which are disappointed by perusal⁵.

The authentic list of the Rājas of Travancore begins in Travan 1935 A.D.; and that of the Rājas of the neighbouring state of Cochin, which is less complete, does not commence until more than two centuries later⁶.

SECTION III

The Chola Kingdom

According to tradition, the Chola country (Cholaman trad. dalam) was bounded on the north by the Pennār, and on the south by the southern Vellāru river; or, in other words, it extended along the eastern coast from Nellore to Pudukottai, where it abutted on the Pāndya territory. On the west it extended to the borders of Coorg. The limits thus defined

¹ For the varying lists of the 'seven Konkans' see Coins of Southern India, p. 3 note and map. The current identification of the Chera capital with Karūr in Coimbatore is erroneous; the correct identification has been fully proved by Messrs. Pillai, Venkayya, and Menon (Ind. Ant. xviii, 239; xxxi (1902), p. 343; Exp. Ind. iv, 294; S. I. Inscr., vol. iii, part i, p. 90). 'Karoura, the royal seat of Kêro bothros' (Ptolemy, Geogr. vii, 86, in Ind. Ant. xiii, 367).
² Ind. Ant. xxxi, 343.
³ Coins of S. India, pp. 61, 108.
⁴ Tufnell, Hints to Coin Collectors in Southern India (Madras, 1889), p. 17; ante, plate of coins, Fig. 17.
⁶ Coins of S. India, pp. 140, 142.
THE KINGDOMS OF THE SOUTH

include Madras, and several other British districts on the east, as well as the whole of the Mysore State. The most ancient capital was Uraiyur, or old Trichinopoly, so far as is known with certainty.

But the existence of well-known traditional boundaries must not be taken to justify the inference that they always agree with the frontiers of the Chola kingdom; while latter, as a matter of fact, varied enormously. The limits of the Chola country, as determined by tradition, seem to mark ethnic rather than political frontiers, at least on the north and west, where they do not differ widely from the lines of demarcation between the Tamil and the other Dravidian languages. Tamil, however, is as much the vernacular of the Pandyas as of the Chola region, and no clear ethnical distinction can be drawn between the peoples residing north and south of the Vellaru.

The kingdom of the Cholas, which, like that of the Pandyas, was unknown to Panini, was familiar by name to Katyayana, and recognized by Asoka as independent. Inasmuch as the great Maurya's authority unquestionably extended to the south of Chitaldurg in Mysore, and down to at least the fourteenth degree of latitude, the Chola kingdom of his time must have been of modest dimensions; but nothing ascertainable concerning its boundaries, or the position of the capital.

Ptolemy. A passage in the work of Ptolemy, the geographer of the second century A.D., is usually interpreted as referring to the Chola kingdom, and intimating that Arcot was then the capital. But the language used is obscure, and the true meaning doubtful. Occasional references to the country in early inscriptions of rival kings, who claim to have effected its conquest, throw little light upon its history.

1 Coins of Southern India, p. 108. 
2 Between Mount Béttigé and Adeisathros are the Sôrai nomads, with these towns:—
   Sangamarta . . . 133° 91' 
   Sora, the capital of 
   Arkatos . . . 130° 91'

(Ptolemy, Geog., bk. vii, ch. 6; transl. McCrindle, Ind. Ant. xii, 362).
3 E.g. the Pallava grant from Kûram in the seventh century (Ptolemy, Kanaraes Dynasties, p. 322).
HIUEN TSANG AT KANCHI

From about the middle of the second century A.D. the lordship of the Chola country, as defined by tradition, was disputed by the intrusive Pallava clans of foreign origin, whose history will be discussed in the next section of this chapter. Chola Rājas continued to exist throughout all political vicissitudes, and to take part in the unceasing internecine wars which characterize the early history of Southern India. It is clear that these Rājas were often reduced to a merely subordinate position, and were much circumscribed in authority; but the information available is not sufficient for the construction of a detailed narrative of their fortunes.

The dynastic Chola history begins in the second half of the ninth century. The patient labours of Professor Kielhorn, Dr. Hultzsch, and his assistants have succeeded in clearing up the list of Chola Rājas in almost every detail from about 860 A.D. to the middle of the thirteenth century, by which time their power had declined, and ceased to be of importance. During this long period their story is intertwined with that of the Pallavas, Chalukyas, and Rāshtrakūtas, not to mention minor dynasties.

The observations of Hiuen Tsang give an interesting notice of the Chola kingdom in the seventh century, the significance of which has not been fully appreciated by commentators on his travels. His visit to the south, when he penetrated as far as Kanchi, the Pallava capital, may be dated with almost absolute certainty in the year 640 A.D. At that time the kingdom of Chola (Chu-li-ye) was a restricted territory, estimated to be four or five hundred

1 Hultzsch, South Indian Inscriptions, vols. i, ii; Madras G. O. Public, Nos. 544, 545, dated August 6, 1895; Nos. 855, 856, dated Oct. 6, 1895; and Nos. 922, 923, dated August 19, 1899; the first-named of these G. O.'s contains a 'Short Historical Sketch of the Chola Dynasty,' which has been corrected by later publications: Kielhorn, 'Dates of Chola Kings,' Ep. Ind., vol. iv, 66, 216, 262; v, 48, 197; vi, 20, 278; vii, 1. Special difficulty is caused by the practice of giving each king many names and titles, which are used indiscriminately in the records; and by the custom in accordance with which the yuvaraja, or Crown Prince, was associated with the reigning king as colleague, and sometimes reckoned the years of joint power as included in his own reign.
miles in circuit, with a small capital town barely two miles in circumference. The country was wild and mostly deserted, consisting of a succession of hot marshes and jungles, occupied by a scanty population, of ferocious habits, addicted to open brigandage. The few Buddhist monasteries were ruinous, and the monks dwelling in them as dirty as the buildings. The prevailing religion was Jainism, but there were a few Brahmanical temples. The position of the country is indicated as being some two hundred miles or less to the south-west of Amarāvati. It must, therefore, be identified with a portion of the Ceded Districts, and more especially with the Cuddapah District, which possesses the hot climate and other characteristics noted by the pilgrim, and was still notorious for brigandage when annexed by the British in 1800. The pilgrim speaks merely of the ‘country’ of Chola, and makes no mention of a king; doubtless for the reason that the local Rāja was a person of small importance, subordinate to the reigning Pallava king of Kānchī, the powerful Narasimha-varman, who two years later destroyed the Chalukya power.

In the ninth century, the Chola Rājas seem to have begun to recover their authority; and at the beginning of the tenth century, an able and vigorous prince, Parāntaka (907–47 A.D.), succeeded in making himself formidable to his neighbours, with whom he was constantly at war during his long reign. He claims to have carried his victorious arms even to Ceylon. Inscriptions recorded in the North Arcot and Chingleput Districts prove the extension of his power into the heart of the Pallava dominions, and are of especial interest to students of village institutions by reason of the full details which they give of the manner in which local affairs were administered by committees, or punchāyats, exercising their power under royal sanction.

Rājāditya, the son and successor of Parāntaka, was killed in battle with Krishnarāja III, the Rashtrakūta king, in

---

1 Beal, Records, ii, 287-30.
2 A good account of the state of Cuddapah in 1800 will be found in Hamilton’s Description of Hindostan, 4to ed., vol. ii, pp. 323 seqq.
3 Ep. Ind. vii, 194.
4 Madras G. O., Nos. 922, 923, dated August 19, 1899.
RAJARAJA THE GREAT

949 A.D. His death was followed by a period of disturbance lasting for thirty-six years, during which the names of five obscure Rājas are recorded.

The accession in A.D. 985 of a strong ruler, Rājarāja-deva, put an end to dynastic intrigue, and placed at the head of the state a man qualified to make it the leading power in the south. In the course of a busy reign of some twenty-seven years Rājarāja passed from victory to victory, and, when he died, was beyond dispute the Lord Paramount of Southern India, ruling a realm which included nearly the whole of the Madras Presidency, Ceylon, and a large part of Mysore.

His earliest recorded conquests were won on the mainland towards the north and west between the twelfth and fourteenth years of his reign, and comprised the Eastern Chalukya kingdom of Vengi, formerly held by the Pallavas, Coorg, and extensive regions in the tableland of the Deccan. During the next three years, Quilon (Kollam) on the Malabar coast, and the northern kingdom of Kalinga were added to his dominions. Protracted campaigns in Ceylon next occupied Rājarāja, and resulted in the annexation of the island in the twentieth year of his reign.

The ancient enmity between the Chalukyas and the Pallavas was inherited by the Chola power which had succeeded to the premier rank formerly enjoyed by the Pallavas, and led to a four years' war which ended in the defeat of the Chalukyas, who had not long been freed from subjection to the Rāshtrakūtas.

Rājarāja did not confine his operations to the land. He possessed a powerful navy, and his last martial exploit was the acquisition of a large number of unspecified islands, meaning, perhaps, the Laccadives and Maldives.

The magnificent temple at his capital Tanjore (Tanjūvūr), built by his command, the walls of which are engraved with the story of his victories, stands to this day as a memorial of Rājarāja's victorious career.

But, although himself a worshipper of Siva, he was Buddhism.

1 A characteristic specimen of his coinage is shown in Fig. 15 of the plate of coins.
sufficiently liberal-minded to endow a Burmese Buddhist temple at the port of Negapatam, where two such temples continued to be the object of foreign pilgrimages until the fifteenth century. One of them, probably that endowed by Rājarāja, survived in a ruinous condition until 1867, when the remains of it were pulled down by the Jesuit Fathers and utilized for the construction of Christian buildings.

Rājendra-Choladeva I, the son and successor of Rājarāja, continued his father's ambitious career, and added still more territory to the Chola dominions. He spent a long reign at war with his neighbours, as befitted a self-respecting king, and carried his arms far to the north, even into Orissa and Bengal. He did not neglect the navy, and sent an expedition by sea against a place called Kadāram, situated somewhere in Lower Burma or the Indo-Chinese peninsula.

His successor, Rājadhirāja, an equally vigorous fighter, emphasized his claim to paramount power by reviving the ancient and costly rite of the horse-sacrifice, or aśvamedha. In the year 1059 A.D. he was killed at the battle of Koppam in Mysore, while fighting the Chalukyas. The war in which this battle occurred was waged with great bitterness owing to the religious animosity between the combatants: the Chola king making it his business to burn all the temples in the Chalukya country which came in his way.

The next king worthy of notice was Rājendra-Choladeva II, son-in-law of the first of that name, and a member of the Eastern Chalukya dynasty of Vengi. That province, situated between the Krishnā and Godāvari rivers, had been ruled, after its conquest in the time of Rājarāja, by the real kings as a fief of the Tanjore monarchy. In 1070 A.D. Rājendra-Choladeva II took advantage of internal divisions to seize the throne of his lord, and thus to found a new line of Chola-Chalukya kings. His special achievement in war was his defeat of the Parmara king of Audda in Central India.

1 Ind. Ant. vii, 224, with plates; 2 S. I. Inscri., vol. iii, part i, 33; Madras G. O., Nos. 922, 923; dated ante, p. 329. August 19, 1899.
Vikrama Chola, whose exploits are the subject of a Tamil poem of some merit, is remembered for a successful raid on Kalinga in 1120 A.D.

After the time of Vikrama, the Chola power gradually declined; and during the thirteenth century the Pandyas kings of Madura recovered their independence, and even reduced the Chola Rajas to a position of inferiority. The Muhammadan invasion under Malik Kafur in 1310 deprived the Chola kingdom of its importance; but local chiefs of the old dynasty may be traced as late as the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when they were feudatories of the kingdom of Vijayanagar, the history of which does not come within the scope of this volume.

SECTION IV

The Pallava Confederacy

Although the Pallavas seem to have been the premier power in the south for more than four centuries, it is, as Sir Walter Elliot observed, strange that no mention of them is to be found either in the vernacular historical legends or in the native dynastic lists. They had been forgotten, and remained unknown to European inquirers until the accidental discovery of a copper-plate grant in 1840 reminded the world that such a dynasty had existed. Sixty years of patient archaeological research have elicited so many facts that it is now possible to write an outline of Pallava history, with some breaks, from the second century A.D. to the Chola conquest in 996; and for the last few centuries of that long period to write it almost continuously.

The origin of the Pallava clan or tribe, which supplied their royal families to Kanchi (Conjeeveram), Vengi, and Palakka (Palghat), among which the Kanchi line always held the first rank, is obscure. The name appears to be identical with Pahlava, the appellation of a foreign clan or tribe.

1 Vikrama-Cholan-Ulā (Ind. Ant. xxxii, 142).
2 Coins of Southern India, p. 39.
frequently mentioned in inscriptions and Sanskrit literature, and ultimately with Parthiva, or Parthian.

This apparently sound etymology naturally suggests the theory that the Pallavas, who became a ruling race in the south, must have come originally from the countries beyond the north-western frontier of India, and gradually worked their way down to Malabar and the Coromandel coast. This theory, primarily based upon an etymology, is supported by the ascertained fact that Pahlavas formed a distinct and noticeable element in the population of Western India early in the second century, when they were classed by native writers with the Sakas and Yavanas, and, common with those foreign tribes, were objects of hostility to native kings.

Vilivyayakura II, the Andhra king (113 to 138 A.D.) prided himself on his prowess in expelling the Sakas, Yavanas, and Pahlavas from his dominions on the western coast; and it is reasonable to believe that some of the defeated clans retired into the interior towards the east and south. The Sakas retained the government of the peninsula of Surashtra until the closing years of the fourth century, but no Pahlava principality in Western India is mentioned, and it is quite credible that the Pahlavas may have sought their fortune in the south.

When first heard of in the second century A.D. the Pallavas are already a ruling race, and their king, Sivaskanda-varman, was lord of so many subordinate chiefs, that he considered himself authorized to perform the *advamedha* horse-sacrifice, a rite permissible only to a paramount sovereign.

On the whole, although positive evidence of the supposed migration is lacking, it is highly probable that the Pallavas were really identical with the Pahlavas, and were a foreign tribe, which gradually fought its way across India, and formed three principalities at Kâñchi, Vengi, and Palakkara, which were known as 'the three Pallava dominions'.

\[\text{1 Ante, p. 198.}\]

\[\text{2 The Pallavas, whose kingdom consisted of three dominions; in inscription of Vinayāditya Cha! of the seventh century \((\text{Ind. Ant. vi, 87})\).}\]
movement from the west must have occupied a considerable time, and may be assumed to have ended before 150 A.D. The three Pallava chiefs seem to have belonged to different sections of the tribe, which had become thoroughly hinduized, with a special leaning, occasionally to Buddhism and Vishnuism, but more often to the Saiva faith.

The home territories actually colonized and directly administered by the Pallavas do not seem to have been very extensive. The Pallava power was superimposed upon the ancient territorial states, much in the same way as the Mahratta power was in later times, and presumably was confined ordinarily to the levying of tribute and blackmail. This view of the nature of the Pallava government explains the facts that its existence was forgotten, and that tradition never assigned normal recognized limits to the Pallava dominions, as it did to the Chola, Pândya, and Chera.

Every man could tell the position of the Chola country, but nobody could define the Pallava country, the extent of which depended on the relative strength of a predatory tribe. In fact, during the seventh century, almost the whole of the traditional 'Chola country' was in subjection to the Pallavas, and the special Chola territory was limited to a small and unhealthy tract in the north. About the same time (642 to 655 A.D.) the Pallavas succeeded in imposing their rule for a few years upon the whole of the Western Chalukya kingdom; and at an unspecified date they levied tribute even from the Kalinga territory in the north. The belief that the Pallava supremacy consisted mainly in the levying of tribute or blackmail from the ancient kingdoms is confirmed by the connexion with the Pallava princes which is claimed by the Kallar robber tribe, of which the Raja of Pudukottai is the head. The three Pallava chiefs held their courts at Kânci, or Three Conjeeveram, a strongly fortified town, between Madras and Pallava chiefs.

1 Eggeling states that one Pallava grant was issued from Kalinganagaram (Ind. Ant. iii, 152); i.e. Mukhalingam in Gañjâm (Ep. Ind. iv, 183-93); ante, p. 326.

2 Coins of Southern India, pp. 43-4.
Arcot; Vennai, between the deltas of the Krishnā and Godāvarī; and Palakkada, or Palghat, in Malabar, situated at the gap in the Western Ghāts. A town named Dasanapurā, from which some grants were issued, does not seem to have been the capital of a principality, and may have been only a precinct of Kāñchi, which was always the headquarters of the clan.

Religion.

In religion the Pallavas were, so far as is known, orthodox Hindus; with the exception of one Buddhist chief, Simhavārman II, who is expressly described as a lay worshipper of Buddha, and as having presented an image at Amāravati. Several of the princes were devoted to the worship of Vishnu, but in later times the Rājas inclined to the cult of Siva, and adopted the figure of a bull as the family crest.

The celebrated rock-cut temples at Māmallaipuram near Madras, commonly called the ‘Seven Pagodas,’ were excavated under the orders of various kings of the dynasty during the sixth and seventh centuries; as were also the cave-temples at Mahendravādi and Māmāndūr in North Arcot. The temples at the former place, three Saiva and one Vaishnava, date from the reign of Mahendra-varman I, who came to the throne about A. D. 600.

The first Pallava king about whom anything substantial is known was Sivaskanda-varman, who lived in the second century A. D. His capital, although not expressly named, was doubtless Kāñchi; and his power extended into the Telugu country as far as the Krishnā river, over territory included at times in the Andhra kingdom. He had offices stationed at Amāravati (Dhanakataka), the famous Buddhist holy place; but he himself was an orthodox Hindu, with a special devotion for Siva. The king’s boast that he had celebrated the atvamedha, or horse-sacrifice, is good evidence that he exercised jurisdiction over a considerable number of people.

1 N. lat. 10° 45', E. long. 76° 41'.
3 e.g. Attivaram (Hasti-varman), Vijayaskanda-varman, and Vīshnu-gopā-varman.
4 Ind. Ant. xvii, 30 (chronology to be corrected); Ep. Ind. iv, vi, 320. For Pallava coins see S. Ind. Inscr., vol. i, p. 2; and ante, plate, coins, Fig. 16.
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(one of the ‘Seven Pagodas’)
subordinate Rājas. He confirmed a grant made by an ancestor named Bappa, possibly his father, who may be regarded as the founder of the dynasty.

The next glimpse of the Pallavas is obtained two centuries later from the record of the temporary conquests effected by the northern monarch, Samudragupta, who claims to have defeated eleven kings of the south. Among these Rājas three seem to have been Pallavas, namely, Vishnugopa of Kānci, Ugrasena of Palakka ( = Palakkada), and Hasti-varman of Vengi.

The last-named prince may be reasonably identified with Hasti-varman, who issued an undated grant in the Prākrit tongue, which was found in the Guntur District to the south of the Krishnā river. He is described as belonging to the family or clan of Kandara—a synonym for the demi-god Krishna in mythology—and consequently cannot have been a member of the Kānci royal family, which belonged to the Bhāradvāja gotra; but there is no reason why he should not be considered a member of another section of the Pallava tribe.

It is possible that the Vishnugopa of Kānci, conquered by Samudragupta, may be identical with the guvaraṇā, or Crown Prince of the same name, who issued a grant in the Sanskrit language during the reign of his elder brother Simha-varman. But inasmuch as the other early Pallava grants are written in Prākrit and dated in the peculiar Dravidian fashion, while Vishnugopa’s document is written in Sanskrit, and dated in the ordinary way, it is more probable that the author of the grant was distinct from, and later than the foe of Samudragupta.

The grant made by the Crown Prince is but one of several illustrations of the Pallava custom, in virtue of which the heir-apparent was associated in the government with his father or elder brother as colleague for years before he obtained the succession in natural course. Much confusion in chronology results when the years of office as Crown

---

1 Samudragupta’s emphatic declaration that he revived the sacrifice, which had been long in abeyance, should be interpreted as referring to Northern India only. *Ante*, p. 252.
The Pallava dominion was evidently of wide extent during the reign of Simhavishnu, who claims to have defeated the king of Ceylon, as well as sundry continental kings, including the Chola, Pândya, and Kerala Rājas.

His successor, Mahendra-varman I, was contemporary with the earlier years of Pulikēsin II, the greatest of the Western Chalukya sovereigns, who fought his way to the throne in 608 A.D., and was crowned in the following year. The ambition of this monarch naturally brought him into conflict with the Pallavas, at that time the leading power of the south.

About the year 609 or 610 A.D., Pulikēsin defected Mahendra-varman, and drove him to take shelter behind the walls of his capital, Kāñchi. The seriousness of the defeat is proved by the fact that the province of Vengi, which had been in the possession of a Pallava chieftain for centuries, was annexed by the Chalukya king, who placed it in charge of Vishnuvardhana, his younger brother.

After a few years, in or about 620 A.D., this prince established himself as an independent sovereign, and founded the Eastern Chalukya line, which subsisted as a separate dynasty until 1070 A.D., when it was merged in the Chola dynasty.

Notwithstanding the loss of this important province, the Pallava king claimed to have gained a victory over the invader at Pullalūra near Kāñchi. This boast probably means that Pulikēsin was repulsed in an attempt to seize the Pallava capital, and was compelled to retire to his own territory.

Hiuen Tsang, who visited Kāñchi in the year 640 A.D. during the reign of Narasimha-varman I, and stayed there for a considerable time, calls the country of which Kāñchi was the capital by the name of Dravida, and describes it as about a thousand miles in circuit. It corresponded, therefore, very closely with the traditional ‘Chola country’ (Chola-dalam) between the Pennār and southern Vellāru rivers. The soil was fertile, and regularly cultivated, producing an abundance of grain, flowers, and fruits. The capital was a large city, five or six miles in circumference.

1 *Ants.,* p. 324.
The pilgrim had intended to proceed thence to Ceylon by His sea, a three days' journey; but, while he was engaged in his preparations for the voyage, he learned from a company of three hundred monks, who had just arrived from the island, that it was in a state of disorder, owing to the prevalence of famine and the death of the king (Dathopatissa I). This information induced him to change his plans, and abandon the proposed visit to Ceylon. While staying at Kāñchi he occupied himself in collecting from his informants the Buddhist legends as current in the island, and in recording such particulars as interested him concerning the Indian kingdoms of the extreme south, which he was unable to visit personally.

He then turned to the north-west, across Mysore, until he reached the kingdom of Kong-kin-na-pu-lo in the west, and so made his way into the kingdom of the Chalukya sovereign, Pulikēsin II, which he calls Mahārāṣṭra.

In the Pallava realm of Kāñchi, he found some hundreds of Buddhist monasteries, occupied by a large number of monks, estimated at ten thousand, all attached, like the majority of the Ceylonese, to the Sthavira school of the Mahāyāna; as well as about eighty Brahmanical temples, and numerous adherents of the Jain or Nirgrantha sect, which had gained great vogue in Southern India from very early times. In the kingdom of Kong-kin-na-pu-lo, the exact situation of which is uncertain, there was a similar mixture of religions, and 'several hundred temples, in which many sectaries dwell together,' were to be seen 1.

The war between the Pallavas and Chalukyas, initiated by Pulikēsin II, proved to be of secular duration; and in its course fortune favoured sometimes one, and sometimes another combatant. Pulikēsin himself experienced the full bitterness of the instability of fortune; and, in 642 A.D., at the close of his reign and life, suffered the mortification of seeing

---

1 Beal, Records, ii. 298: Life of Huen Ts'ang, pp. 138-40. It is probable that Buddhism reached Ceylon from Drāvida. Mr. Beal's transliteration of Kong-kin-na-pu-lo as Konkanapura is almost certainly erroneous; but it is not easy to assign the correct equivalent (Ind. Ant. xxii, 116 note). See the map of India in 640 A.D.
his kingdom overrun, and his capital, Vatāpi (Bādāmi), taken by the Pallava king, Narasimha-varman I. The Chalukya power then remained in abeyance for some thirteen years, during which the Pallavas governed the kingdom, doubtless through the agency of local Rājas.

In or about 655 A.D., Vikramāditya I, a son of Pulikēsin, retrieved the fortunes of his family, and recovered his father's dominions from Paramesvara-varman, who had succeeded to the Pallava throne. During this war Kānci was taken and occupied for a time by the Chalukyas. On the other hand, the Pallavas claimed a victory gained at Peruvalanallūr.

The perennial conflict continued during the succeeding reigns; and Kānci was again taken by Vikramāditya II, Chalukya, about 740 A.D., in the reign of Nandi-varman. Pallava, who may be considered the last of his line to enjoy extensive dominion.

When the Rāśtrakūtas supplanted the Chalukyas in the middle of the eighth century, the traditional hostility of the two powers was not abated, and the new rulers took up the old quarrel with the Pallavas. King Dhruva, cousin of Dantidurga, who had overthrown the Chalukya dynasty, inflicted a defeat on the Pallavas about 775 A.D.; and his son, Govinda III, levied tribute from Dantiga, king of Kānci, in 803 A.D.

During the tenth century we hear of wars between the Pallavas and the Ganga kings of Gangavādi, or Mysore, who are now commonly known as the Western Gangas, in order to distinguish them from the family of the same name which ruled Kalinga, and held court at Kalinganagara, the modern Mukhalingam in the Ganjam district.  

Towards the close of the tenth century, Rājarāja the Great, the Chola king (985-1011 A.D.), succeeded in reducing

---

1 Mukhalingam, a place of pilgrimage, containing both early Buddhist remains and mediaeval Hindu temples; distant about twenty miles from Pariš-Kimedi, the chief town of the zemindāri of that name in the Gaṇjam district (G. V. Rāmamurti, Ep. Ind. ix. 183-93; Mad. J. Lit. Sc., 1889-91, p. 68; Madras G. O. Public. Not. 827-9, dated August 25, 1901. For boundaries of Gaṇjavādi see Kanarese Dynasties, p. 298.)
to subjection all the kingdoms of the south, and in making himself lord paramount of Southern India. This able monarch annexed Vengi in 996 A.D., and in subsequent years brought under his sway both Kalinga and the territories of the Rāshtrakūtas, which had been recovered by Taila, the Chalukya king, in 973 A.D.¹ The operations of Rājarāja put an end to the Pallava independent power, which had lasted for more than eight centuries.

The later Pallava chiefs sank into the position of mere Twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Pallava Rājas as feudatories and officials in the service of the territorial kingdoms; and it is on record that the Pallava Rāja took the first place among the feudatories of King Vikrama Chola early in the twelfth century ². The Rājas can be traced in possession of limited local power down to the thirteenth century; and Pallava nobles are mentioned as late as the close of the seventeenth century.

The Rāja of the Pudukottai tributary state, who is the Modern representatives of the Pallavas, recognized head of the Kallar tribe, still styles himself Rāja Pallava, and claims descent from the ancient royal family. The Vellālas, who admittedly hold the first place among the Tamil-speaking agricultural classes, profess to be descended in the female line from the Pallava kings, with whom the Pali caste, as well as the Kallar, boasts a connexion. The latter caste, as Sir Walter Elliot observes, exercised, during the eighteenth century, 'a formidable control over the peaceable inhabitants of the Carnatic'; from whom its members levied blackmail on a regular system, and so probably continued the practice which had made the Pallavas a terror to their neighbours in the early centuries of the Christian era ³.

¹ Ante, p. 345.
² Ind. Ant. xxii, 143.
³ Coins of Southern India, pp. 39-44. Except when otherwise indicated, the foregoing sketch of Pallava history is based upon the materials collected in Dr. Fleet's chapter on the subject in the second edition of his 'Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts' (Bombay Gaz., vol. i, part ii (1896); which gives full details of all the records known up to the date of that publication.
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Abastanai, tribe, 91.
Abbanes, legendary merchant, 204.
Abdugas, Indo-Parthian king, 206 n., 207 n.
Abhira, tribe, 240, 250.
Abhira, country in lower hills, 52, 53, 55, 81, 299 n.
Abres, defended Alexander, 89.
Abū-Zihān = Alberūnī, q.v., 12 n.
Achiravati, river, 140 n.
Adityasena, of later Gupta dynasty, 271.
Aditya-varman, Pallava prince, 553.
Admiralty board of Chandragupta Maurya, 119.
Adraistal, clan, 64.
Agamias, tribe, 86.
Agathokles, Indo-Greek king, 199, 214, 216.
Agnimitra, Šuṅga king, 36 n., 175 n., 177, 178, 180.
Agni Purāṇa, used by Bāna, 19.
Agrammes, Nanda king, 34, 36 n.
Agrianian light infantry, 44.
Āhavamalla, Chalukya king, 529.
Ahmadābād, city, 272.
Ajaptā, caves and frescoes at, 325.
Ajāṭhāṣṭru = Kūṇika, 26: history of, 26-8, 33, 41.
Ājīmir, inscribed Sanakrit plays at, 13: and Delhi, 310.
Ajodhya, in Gupta period, 257.
Akbarānī = Chināb river, 52: not crossed at Wazirābād, 81: return to, 81: confluence with Hydaspes of, 84, 85: change of course of, 85, 86 n.: confluence with Ḫydrāsē of, 87: waterfalls uplands between Ḫydrāsē and, 88, 90: date of passage of, 86.
Akhūn nāsī = news-writer, 122.
All-ud-din, Sultan of Delhi, 222.
Alberūnī on India, 13, 18.
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59: detached cavalry under Koinos, 60: captured Póros (1),
61: founded Boukephala and Nikaia (2), 62: crossed Akēsines and Hydrætes, 63: took Sangala,
64: arrived at Hyphasis, 65: built altars, 66: honoured by Chandragupta Maurya, 67 n.:
cam ped at Jihlám, 78,
78: occupied capital of Sopbytes, 73: crossed Hydaspes at Bhūna, 75: fought battle early in July, 80: 
retired to Hydaspes, 81: promoted Póros, 82: started on voyage, 83: reached first confluence, 84: 
conquered the Siboi and Agalassoi, 86: attacked the Malloi, 87, 88: dangerously wounded, 89: 
continued voyage to fourth confluence, 90: appointed satraps, 91: advanced into Sind, 92: subdued 
Mousi kanos, 93: attacked Oxýkanos and Sambos, 94: advanced to Patala, 95: reached the sea, 96: 

Alexander's Haven, near Karācht, 98.

Alexandria under the Caucasus, 42.

Alexandria origin of Indian bas-reliefs, 212 n.: commerce, 255.

Allāhābād, Asoka pillar at, 149 n.

Allitrochases = Amitraghāta, q. v., 129 n.

Alopen, introduced Nestorianism into China, 302.

Alor, ancient capital of Sind, 92.

Alphabeta, origin of Indian, 33 n.

Altars of Alexander, 64 n., 68-8.

Amarkot, town, 96.

Amazonian body-guard, 116.

Amb, (1) = Embolima, 50, 70: (2) in Hoshyārpur District, 70: (3) in Salt Range.

Ambeliss, pass, 53 n.


Amida, siege of, 240, 243.

Amitraghāta (Allitrochases), title of Bindusāra, 113, 129.

Ampavāraba, Chalukya king, 328.

Amritsar, city, 74.

An-Daryā = Oxus river, 195.

Amīntes, Indo-Greek king, 214.

Anandapura, country of, 279.

Anātappā, (1) of Lahore, 318: (2) Tomara, Raja of Delhi, 310.

Andhra dynastic history, 10, 17, 119 n., 172, 182-91, 259: kingdom, 143, 164, 323.

Andorashees of Cyzicus, 198.

Andragoras, viceroy of Parthia, 197.

Andrapolis, legendary city, 204 n., 205.

Androkottos = Chandragupta Maurya, q. v., 67 n.

Angra kingdom, 25, 26.

Anhitwara, city, 272.

Animal life, sanctity of, 149, 155-7.

Ansumat, legendary hero, 179.
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Antialkidas, Indo-Greek king, 199, 214.
Antimachos I and II, Indo-Greek kings, 198, 214.
Antiochus, (1) the Great, 197, 198, 211, 213, 216: (2) Hierax, 216: (3) Soter, 180, 173, 195 a., 216: (4) Theos, 16, 164, 173, 174, 195, 196, 216.
Antipater, unable to retain India, 103.
Antoninus Pius, Roman emperor, 243.
Anshahrin (Khurān), king of Persia, 273.
Aornos, identity and siege of, 49-52, 68-71.
Aphrodisiac drugs, 128 a.
Apollodōros of Artemida, 192, 198 a.
Apollodōtos, Indo-Greek king, 192, 193, 199, 207 n., 214.
Apollonias, (1) satrap of Gedrosia, 99: (2) Indo-Greek king, 214.
Arab invaders, 97 a., 272, 301.
Arabicii, tribe, 98, 100 n., 108.
Arabodos (Arabids), river, 97 n., 98 a., 99 n.
Arachosia = the Kandahār country, 82, 94, 182: Sibyrtios, satrap of, 118.
Arcadius, Roman emperor, 337.
Archaeology, results obtained from, 2, 7, 13, 253.
Archelaos, Indo-Greek king, 214.
Archers of Xerxes from India, 82: Alexander’s mounted, 69.
Archias, officer of Nearchos, 101.
Architecture, Indian, earliest examples of, 127: not Greek, 212: in Gupta period, 267: of temples, 301.
Ardashir, Sassanian king, 241 a.
Arta = the Herat country, 82, 133.
Artana, cession of part of, 12, 131-4, 210.
Artigas, town, 45.
Ariod, in sixteenth satrapy, 19.
Aryana, usurper, 298, 299, 802.
Arunāyana, tribe, 260.
Ars, Indian, 59, 118.
Army, Maurya, 117-19: of Harsha, 266.
Arnold, Matthew, quoted, 105.
Aror = Alor, q. v.
Āryakālam, inscription at, 549.
Āravan, on India, 11: Pāris ascribed to, 207 n.
Arakha, (1) king of Urašt, 1: (2) leader of Parthian raids, 197, 216: (3) Theos, Indo-Parthian king, 202, 207 a.
Arakian era, 196 a.
Art, Indian, earliest example of, 127: decadence of, 801.
Arthasastra, Memnon, king of Persia, 10.
Artémidoros, Indo-Greek king, 214.
Āryavarta, meaning of, 247.
Asandhatmikā, legendary queen of Asoka, 170.
Asgramama = Asgrām, 69.
Asiti, tribe, 201 n.
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Asokānādana, legends, 34.
Aspātan, tribe, 45.
Assam, nation, 46-8.
Asis, for riding, 126.
Astit = Hastī, q. v.
Astola (Astala), enchanted isle, 100.
Astrologers, control of, 126.
Aśvaghosha, Buddhist saint, 227.

Aṣṭamadaka = horse-sacrifices, q. v.
Aṭṭha, Hun king, 273.
Aṭṭhivarmā, Pallava king, 351.
Aṭṭok (Aṣak), town, 52.
Aṅgustus, letter of Indian king to, 128 a.: Kushān imitations of coins of, 208, 229: Indian embassies to, 242, 387.
Aurei, orientalized, 223, 270 a., 271.
Aurelian, Roman emperor, 243.
Autograph of Harsha, 288.
Autonomous tribes, 64 n., 82, 250.
Avanti = Mālava, q. v., 23.
Avantivarman, king of Kashmir, 308.
Ases I and II, Indo-Parthian kings, 203, 212, 216.
Avalise, Indo-Parthian king, 203.
Bāhar, besieged Minglaur, 47.
Babylon, early commerce with, 23 n.: death of Alexander at, 102, 107.
Babylonian culture, 2: marriage custom, 135 n.
Bādāni = Vātāpi, 324.
Bādāš, city, 315.
Badīn, in Sind, 97 n.
Badis, Gedrosian port, 101.
Bāhāvalpur, state, 86.
Bāhilka, tribe, 240.
Bāhmanābād, probably = Patala, 95.
Bairā, Asoka's inscriptions at, 150 n., 154.
Bājaur, valley, 44 n., 45, 47.
Bakhrīs, pillar, 139 a.
Bālādyta, king, 271, 276, 277, 281.
Balārfi, Andhra queen, 188, 189 a.
Balekourou = Vilivayakura II, q. v., 190.
Balharis = Rāṣṭrakūta kings, 238.
Balimah, near Amb (1), 70.
Balikh = Zariaspa, 196: secondary Hun capital, 274.
Bāmir, town, 42 n., 242.
Bāmyun, Hun head quarters, 274.
Bāna, author, 15, 18, 175, 181, 282, 289.
Bandhupālita = Sangata Maurya, 174.
Bankipore, on site of Pātaliputra, 114, 144.
Banskhera inscription, 233 n., 238 n., 302.
Banyan hospital, 163.
Bār = waterless uplands, 88.
Barabar caves, 146, 147, 148, 158, 171, 173.
Bārmūla pass, 227 n., 235 n.
Barbarikon, port on Indus, 207.
Bharut (Bharhut), relief sculpture at, 29 n.: Śunga inscription at, 175 n.
Bark as writing-material, 127, 128 n.
Bārygaza = Broach (Bharōch), 192, 207 n.
Bāsky = Vaisālī, 24 n.
Bāsava, founded Lingāyat sect, 330.
Bāshaka, coin of, 241.
Battle of Hydaspes, 59–62.
Battle-axe, a Pāṇḍya cognizance, 88.
Bāzira, town in the hills, 49, 50.
Begharun, coins from, 238 n.
Bhestun inscription, 82 n.
Bengal, Samudragupta’s campaign in, 254: included in Harsha’s dominions, 286: dynasties of, 818–22.
Bērūr = Vidarbh, 177.
Beryls from Coimbatore, 884.
Bībhāsī edict, 141, 147, 150, 154, 174.

Bhāgalpur, District, 26.
Bhāgavata, Śunga king, 191.
Bhāgavata Purāṇa, of late date, 2.
Bhāgavī = Phegelas, 34.
Bhandarkar, R. G., on early history of India, 263 n.
Bhaṇḍi, cousin of Harsha, 284, 285.
Bhānu gupta, Rāja, 271.
Bharut = Harhut, q. v.
Bharōch (Broach) = Bārygaza, 192, 207 n.
Bhāskara-vaṟman = Kumāra Rāja, q. v., 300.
Bhāṣṭārka, founded Valabhi dynasty, 272.
Bhaṭṭipraṇa, inscriptions from, 14.
Bhilāma, Yādava king, 331.
Bhilāma, king of Gujarāt, 314.
Bhilama-vaṟman, Pallava prince, 363.
Bhimbhar = Abhisāra, 52 n., 81.
Bhīra (Bāhīra), town, 33.
Bhīṣṭi, pillar, 268, 269 n., 304, 245 n., 271 n.
Bhoja, (1) of Dhāra, 314, 317: (2) of Kanauj, 317 n.: (3) tribe, 164.
Bhojpur, lake, 317.
Bhūmaka, Kshaharāta, 188, 265.
Bhūmih, on Jihlam river, 77.
Bhūtas conquered by Lalitāditya, 308.
Bibliography of Asoka’s inscriptions, 152.
Bīdaspes, river, 72 n.
Bīhār, (1) province = Magadh, 24.
Bīhār, (2) town, 319 n., 319.
Bīr, river, 72 n.
Bijjala, Kalachurya king, 330.
Bikanīr, state, 86.
Bikram, Rāja, 266.
Bīna, author, 15, 329.
Bīras, inscription from, 281.
Bimbisāra, king, 26–8, 39, 41.
Bīndusāra, king, 118, 129, 183, 181.
Bīrīch-bārk as writing-material, 127, 128 n.
Birth-day festival, 116.
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Births and deaths registered, 120.
Bittiga, Hoysala king, 331.
Boata, used by Alexander, 55, 56.
Bodhi trees at Gayā, 189, 292.
Bodhisattvas, hierarchy of, 233.
Bombay, animal hospital at, 168.
Bollkephal, city, 62.
Bow, Indian, 69, 118: the Chera cognizance, 84:.
Brahmi, a god, 29(.
Brahmagiri, Asoka's inscriptions at, 150 n.
Brahman, opposition to Alexander, 93.
Brahmanābād, error for Brahmanābād, q. v., 95 n.
Brahmānda Purāṇa, of late date, 9, 19.
Brahmanical reaction, 179.
Brahmanas, town of, 88.
Brāhma script, 146.
Brick buildings, 127.
Byhadratha, Maurya king, 172, 174, 175.
Bhikat-kathā, referred to, 185 n.
Buckler, Indian, 59, 118.
Buddha-varman, Pallava prince, 353.


a man of blood and iron, 164; coronation of, 176 a.; Ancient kingdom in time of, 183: I of Gupta dynasty, 244, 281: (3) II of Gupta dynasty, Vikramaditya, 11, 17; history of, 129 a., 180, 190, 264-62; original of Raja Bikram, 174: contemporary with Kalidasa, 267: chronology, coins, and inscriptions of, 281.

Chand Hātās, Hindi epic, 314.

Chandrādīśa, king of Kashmir, 305, 306.

Chang-kien, embassy of, 221, 222.

Chariot, Indian, described, 126: disuse of, 286.

Chātraāda = Peukelaotis, 50.

Chārumati, daughter of Asoka, 174.

Chāṣṭana, satrap, 188, 256.

Chavannes, Prof., on Western Turks, 306 a.

Chedi = Central Provinces, 371, era of, 316.

Cheliam, mother of Ajiśātaka, 80 a.

Che-mong, Chinese pilgrim, 213.

Chera, kingdom, 340, 341.


Chīnāb, river, 52.

Chinlapati, town, 229 a.


Chionitai, 240 a.

Chitār, town, 176.

Chola dynasty, 335, 336, 329, 331, 341-7.

Chorasmia, in sixteenth satrapy, 196.

Chremās, archon, 79, 80.
Christian mission to Indo-Parthians, 206: elements in Buddhism, 233.

Christians, Syrian, 302.

Chronology, difficulties of Indian, 1, 15–18, 38.

Chu, river, 186, 200, 218.

Chuniot, ? = Saka, 274.

Civil administration of Hanha, 287.

Civilisation of Maurya period, 127.

Claudius, Roman emperor, 242.

Clementine Recognitions cited, 203.

Cleophs, see Cleophas.

Coast, changes in, 97 n.

Cockh, Räjas of, 341.

Coel = Kayal, q. v., 336.

Columbta, beryls of, 834.

Coinage, debasement and restoration of Gupta, 270, 271.


Colair, lake, 248.

Commodus, Roman emperor, 243.

Conjeeveram = Kāṇchi, q. v., 187.

Constantia compared with Asoka, 168.

Consuls, officials resembling, 120, 210 n.

Copper, inscriptions on, 18: vessels, 115.

Cyprian, legend of, 97.

Dakshamitra, daughter of Rudradamana, 189.

Dantidurga, Rāṣṭrakūta king, 326, 327, 356.

Darīn, inscriptions of, 10, 82 n.: Indian conquests of, 31: Sākas in time of, 218 n.

Darākha or Marshaka, king, 38, 39, 41.

Darvābhisa country, 62 n.

Desanapur, Kāṇchi, 350, 352.

Dāsaratha, grandson of Asoka, 171, 174.

Dāśavarman (Devavarman), Maurya king, 174.

Dāthopatissa, I, king of Ceylon, 355.

Dating, Dravidian method of, 352.

Daunāṭād = Devagiri, 331.

Dead, exposure of, 136.

Death, penalty of, 116, 120, 121, 123, 156, 157, 161.

Deaths, and births, registration of, 120.

Débal, in Sind, 96.
Deccan, meaning of, 6, 323: Maurya conquest of, 181: censors in, 162: Pulkitas, king of, 325.

Delmasoch, Greek ambassador, 130, 178.

Delhi, iron pillar of, 254, 310: history of, 309-11.


Demetrios, king of the Indians, 193, 211-14, 216.

Demetrius, silver, 228 n.

Denhut (Denhul), Sunga king, 181, 182.

Denaana, cousin of Buddha, 87.

Denaana, king, 86.

Dendra, author, 246.

Dentula, Chaukela king, 218.

Dentula, author, 316.

Dentulapala, Buddhist teacher, 319.

Dentulapala, rest-houses, 290.

Dhakili, Asoka's inscriptions at, 147 n.

Dhruva, Rishtrakuta king, 327, 356.

Dhruva Devi, queen of Vikramaditya, 262.

Dhadd, queen of Kashmir, 309.

Digambara, Jain sect, 40 n., 228.

Dinapore, cantonment, 114.

Diodotus I and II, Bactrian kings, 196, 197, 214, 216.

Diodorus, Indo-Greek king, 214.

Dionysios, (1) Greek ambassador, 130: (2) Indo-Greek king, 214.

Dionysios, in India, 42, 45.

Dipavamsa, chronicle, 9, 151.

Diyavadana, legends.

Domitian, Roman emperor, 242.

Dora, Hoyaala capital, 329, 331.

Dwarsamudra, 'meeting of the waters,' 91.

Drama, Indian, 211.

Drangiana = Sind, 94.

Dravidian nations, 6, 23, 164, 383, 385.

Duff, 'Chronology of India,' 322 n.

Durdurkar inscription, 196.

Durabasha, king of Kashmir, 309.

Durabhadhavana, king of Kashmir, 308.

Dyrsa, town, 52.

East and West, 2, 211.

Edessa, memorial church of St. Thomas at, 205.

Edicts of Asoka, 146-60, 153-4.

Education, in time of Harsha, 288.

Egypt, embassy to India from, 10: irrigation in, 125: Asoka's mission to, 164: European commerce through, 235.

Egyptian civilization, 2: crews, 82.

Elagabalus, Roman emperor, 243.

Elapura = Elara, q.v., 327 n.


Elliot, Sir W., 'History of India by 13 n.

Ephesians, on Indian history and chronology, 1, 6, 15.

Elura (Ellora), rock-cut temple at, 327, 328.

Embodima = Amb near Balimlah, 50, 70.

Empire of Asoka, 6, 142, 178.

Epiphtheilus, 308: Persian, 10.


Ereander, Indo-Greek king, 214.

Ephoroi = news-writers, 122.
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Ephthalite horde, 217 n.: empire, 303.
Epic, Sanskrit, 8: rude popular, 811.
Epigraphic evidence, 8, 13.
Epircus, Asoka’s mission to, 164.
Episkopoi = news-writers, 132.
Eranapalla = Khándesh, 249.
Erana, numerous Indian, 16.
Erymandros, river, 201.
Enkratides, Indo-Greek king, 176, 193, 195, 198, 199, 202, 211, 214, 216.
Euphrates, voyage of Nearchus to, 97, 101: Roman conquests beyond, 224.
Euthydemus I and II, Indo-Bactrian kings, 197, 199, 214.
Fa-yung, Chinese pilgrim, 21 n.
Firúz, Persian king, 278, 278.
Fish, a Pândya cognizance, 836.
Fleot, Dr. J. F., discovered initial point of Gupta era, 17.
Fo-kou-kii of Fa-hien, 20.
Foréigners, Maurya officials in charge of, 120, 210 n.
Frauke, Dr. O., on Kushán period, 241 n.
Frauke, Prof. O., on Páli and Sanskrit, 266 n.
Gad, legendary brother of Gondophares, 205.
Gadur, tribe, = Gedrosioi, 100 n.
Gahvólar, clan, 310 n., 312, 313.
Galba, Roman emperor, 242.
Ganapati Nâga, Râja, 248.
Ganda, Chandellas Râja, 318.
Gandak, river, 140 n.
 Gandari = Gandhâra, q. v., 82.
 Gandari = Gondal Bâr, 63.
Gandhâra country, defined, 23, 82 n., 54 n.: topography of, 43 n., 227 n.: Hun conquest of, 278, 276: sculptures of, 213, 229 n., 283: tribe, 164.
Gânga (Western) kings, 356.
Gângarâja, Jain minister, 331.
Gangaridæae nation, 34, 36.
Gângavatâ = Mysore, 356.
Ganges, river, 26, 34, 110, 114, 144, 249, 269, 295.
Gangetic plain, 6, 175, 278, 291.
Gângâyadeva, king of Chedi, 314, 319.
Gaûjâ, inscription from, 235 n.; = Kongôda, 289, 302: attacked by Harsha, 286, 302.
Gardabilla, tribe, 240.
Gârgi Samhidâ, cited, 171 n., 192, 198.
Gâurved, inscription from, 231.
Garlic forbidden, 260.
Garrisons (Four) in Kashgaria, 303, 304.
Gânda, kingdom, 234 n.
Gangamela, battle of, 202 n.
Gantama Buddha, see Buddha (Gantama).
Gantamiputra, metronymic of two Andhra kings, 156 n.
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Gaj, sanctity of, 25: desolate in 400 A.D., 262.


Gedrosiots, people, 100.

Ghatakshya, king, 245 n.


Ghazzoli, people, 100.

Ghazwa, king, 246 It.

Ghamil = Zabulistan, 805.

Ghiaur, Chandella Raja of, 818.

Ghina, lake and inscriptions at, 124, 125 n., 269.

Ghitorlal contest, 116.

Ghita Danna, king of Tibet, 827, 856.

Ghotuk, nation, 68, 82.

Ghurie, henwy and Buddhism, 167, 288.

Gold, desert of, 217.

Goldy, river, 187, 188, 817, Me, 860, 862.

Golden on the duty of an historian, 8, 5.

Gollas, Hun king, 275.

Gomitra, Raja of Hathur, 201.

Gondal, 11k "

Gandara, 68.

Gopalam, Indo-Parthian king, 203-6.

Gopar, king of Kashmir, 260 n.

Gopali, founded Pala dynasty, 318.

Gopalsur, stupa at, 238 n.

Goths oppressed by Huns, 275.

Gouratos, river, 47.

Govinda III, Raskhakuda king, 327, 356.

Govindachandra, Raja of Kanauj, 310 n.

Govinda-varman, Pallava chief, 363.

Greco-Roman influence on India, 218, 238.

Grahavarman, king of Kanauj, 284.

Greece, history of, 5.


Grote on Aornos and battle of Hydaspes, 71, 80.

Grumbates, Kushan king, 240.

Guards, female, 116.

Gujarat, (1) a district in the Pail, jah, 53, 283: (2) Western, Kumrapala, king of, 181: attacked by Frabhakara-varshana, 283 n.

Bhima, king of, 814: comprised Latha and Gurjara, 324.

Gunahadra, Jain leader, 325.

Gusamati, Buddhist teacher, 272.

Gupta, (1) father of Upagupta, 168, 245 n.; (2) ancestor of Gupta dynasty, 245 n.

Gupta empire, history and chronology of, 244-72, 281: era determined, 17, 245, 281: inscriptions, list of, 281: (later) dynasty of Magadha, 271, 281: period: Sanskrit revival in, 19, 265.

Gurukoopur, District, 65 n., 66, 74.

Gurjara (Gergo), not the Ephthalite capital, 274.

Gurjara = Northern Gujarat and Rajputana, 324.

Gurjara, clans, 283.


Guril, captured by Muhammadans, 311.

Habbah, legendary merchant, 304.

Hadrian, Roman emperor, 224, 225, 248.

Hagamshaha and Hagima, satraps of Mathura, 201 n.

Kathyay Rajas, 316.

Hair-shaving, penalty of, 123.

Hair-washing, ceremony of, 117.

Hakya = Wahindah, extinct river, 88, 91.

Hala, Andhra king, 186.

Hala mountains, 192.

Haidyudha, author, 316.

Halebid = Dorrasamudra, 331.

Han dynasty of China, 220 n., 231, 242
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Harapāla, last Yadava king, 332.
Harbours, on rivers, 122.
Harishena, author of inscription, 247.
Harmonesia = Ormuz, 101.
Harshalas, satrap of Babylon, 81.

Harsha Charita, of Bana, 15, 18, 282.

Harshaka, king, 38, 39, 41.
Hasan Abdal, town, 54, 126.
Kaat, chief, 43.
Kastivarman, Pallava king, 351.
Klixirous, cave-inscription, 35 n., 38 n., 176 n., 185 n.
Matthi-lār, pass, 50 n.
Mayobana, Rājputra, 316.

Kabab-p-ud-din Arval, governor, 315.
Kashka District = Uraia, 52 n., 81, 147 n.
Kāgēmōn, archon, 78—80.
Keltokles, Bactrian kings, 199, 200, 201, 214.
Kōles, on Kanishka's coins, 282.
Keltic influence, intercourse with India of, 128, 130, 164.
Kelmund, river, 201.
Kemādrī (Kemādpant), Sanskrit author, 382.

Nepalisation, general, 43, 52, 68, 81, 82, 83, 90, 96, 96.

Heracles on Kushān coins, 236.

Herōtta, city and territory, 32, 112, 132, 134, 196.

Hermaios, the last Indo-Greek king, 208, 212, 214, 220, 242.

Himalayas, on India, 8, 10, 32 n.

Hindus, river, 55.

Hima Kaphisē = Kaphisē II, q.v., 242.

Himalayan nations, 164.

Hinayana, monastery at Pātallipur, 259: primitive doctrine, 291.

Hindu period, 1: mode of thought, 159: reaction in Gupta age, 286.

Hindulism, Buddhism a sect of, 107: orthodox, 262, 265.


Hindustan = Gangetic plain, 247, 312, 320.

Hingol, river, 99 n.

Hippokouros, = Kolhāpur, 190.

Hippolitou, folk-lore tale of, 170.

Hippothratos, Indo-Greek king, 214.

Hiranya-varman, Pallava chief, 353.

Hiranyakavati, river, 140 n.

Historian, duty of, 8.


Hüng-nū, horde, 217—19, 248.

Hudi Bāja, fort of, 68.

Honorius, coins of, 337.
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Bonnasdt, king of Persia, 240.


Moshāpur, district, 66.

Hospitals for animals, 168: at Pataliputra, 259.

Hostages, Chinese, 229-31, 241 n.

Housān, town, 42 n.

Hosana dynasty, 829, 831.


Jhūtul, Dr., labours of, 816.


Hun, at the Maurya court, 116, 187.

Hunter, Sir W., 'Brief History' by, 18.

Huvēshka = Huveška, g. n., 237 n., 238 n., 243.

Huvēshka, town, 237.

Huvishka, history of, 286-9, 243: patronized Buddhist church, 265.

Kwan-ti, emperor of China, 231.

Kwei-Sang, Chinese pilgrim, 21.

Kwu-ti, biographer of Hiuen Tsang, 12, 282.


Hyderabad, (1) in Deccan, 321: (2) in Sind, 96 n.


Hypanis, river = Hyphasis, q. v., 74, 85 n., 192.


Hyramnnesia, province, 196, 197 n.

Iakthophagoi, savages, 100.

II, river, 186 n., 218.

Kion, Alexander's sacred shield from, 89.

INDEX

Indika, of Arrian, 11 n.

Indo-Greek dynasties, 194, 220.

Indo-Parthian dynasty, 202, 220.

Indor inscription, 281.

Indo-Scythian - Kushân, g. v., 17, 209.

Indradyumna, ruler of Bihâr, 319.

Indraprâlita = Śâliśûka Maurya, g. v., 174.

Indraprâsâ (Indarpat), near Delhi, 310.


Ionic pillars, 212.

Ipsiom, battle of, 112.
Iron used in 480 B.C., 33 A.
Iron Pillar of Delhi, 254, 310.
Irrigation in Maurya period, 124, 125.
Ismun, not identified, 192, 198 A.
Jahnavi, queen of Jalauka, 171.
Jasindur, Persian chief, 95 A.
Isyx-kul, lake, 218.
I-tsin, Chinese pilgrim, 21, 302.
Jalchand Raja of Kanauj, 810, 811.
Jail historical texts, 8: chronology, 40; religion akin to Vishnuism, 163 A.; Khara-vala a, 176 A.; cult related to Buddhism, 264.
Jainism, origin of, 24, 39; Chola persecution of, 180 A., 339; in Vaisali and Eastern Bengal, 291; in the Deccan, 336-3, 350, 331; in the extreme south, 334, 388, 389, 365.
Jalalabad—Nikains (1), 48.
Jalalpur, ferry, 72-7.
Jalandhar, city, 234, 295 A., 297.
Jalauka, legendary son of Asoka, 170.
Jarasandha, king, 26 A.
Jatakas, or 'birth-stories,' 9, 54 A.
Jataigna—Bhagavata, inscriptions of Asoka at, 150 A.
Jangada, inscriptions of Asoka at, 145 A.
Javalin, Indian, 59, 118.
Jayeschandra = Jalchand Raja, 310, 511.
Jazartes, river, 186, 200, 201 A., 218.
Jefkakaburi, kingdom, 812, 818.
Jews, Hadrian's war with the, 243.
Jhang, district, 89: town, 86, 87.
Jhiam, city, 62: river, 52, 55, 71.
Jinasena, Jain leader, 326.
Jivitagupta II, king, 271.
Joan-Joan, horde, 278.
Jodhpur, chiefs of, 310 A., 312.
Judas = St. Thomas, 204.
Julianus, Roman emperor, 243.
Julien, Stanislav, translator,
Hiuen Tsang, 21.
Jumna, river, 269, 295.
Janagadh, town, 243, 269.
Jushka, Kushan king, 237 A.
Kabul, city, capital of Monomakh, 1176, 200: province = satrapy, 206.
Paropanisadai, 182, 134: Kushan kingdom of, 278; Turki kings of, 308; river = Kopano, 43, 44.
Kachoh = Cutch, 94.
Kadram, in Burma, or In Chinese peninsula, 346.
Kähr tribes, 46 A.
Kahlion, inscription at, 269 A., 295.
Kalika, temple at Elura, 317.
Kalka II, Kasshirakuta, king, 826.
Kalabigh, town, 23, 71.
Kalachuri dynasty, 312-16.
Kalachurya, king Bijjala a, 330.
Kalaimina, legendary city, 206.
Kalasa, king of Kashmir, 309.
Kalidasa, date of, 179 A., 267 A.
Kalunganagara = Mukhalinga, 349 A., 356.
Kalining, fortress, 812, 314.
Kaliluga, era, 22 A.
Kalisa, tribe, 349, 357.
Kalipë, queen, 214.
Kalithenes, Pseudo-., 151.
Kalif, Asoka inscription at, 117 A., 152.
Kalikal, (1) in Burma, inscription.
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at, 9 n.: (2) in Nizam's dominions, dynasty of, 328, 329.
Kāmarupa, kingdom, 260, 287.
Kambūja, tribe, 164.
Kanakamuni, a Buddha, 27 n., 174.
Kandahār, city, 132, 184.
Kandara = Krishṇa, demi-god, 851.
Kāśyapa, a Buddha, 27 n.
Kaiṣara, grammar, 185 n.
Kathālo, autonomous tribe, 64, 82, 250.
Kāñchira = Surāshtra, q. v., 256.
Kathmandū, town, 306.
Katuria Bāj, of Kumao, 250 n.
Katyāyana, date of, 337 n.
Kānṣambī, city, edict of Asoka from, 149 n., 158: site of, 257 n.
Kanthā, port, 336, 338.
Kārī, province of China, 217, 243.
Kāśyapa (Kāśvīyana), dynasty, 181, 182.
Kāso-fū = Kabul, 220 n., 242.
Kashān, pass, 42.
Kāo-tsong, Chinese emperor, 304.
Kapilavastu, town, site of, 31, 139: deserted in time of Fa-hien, 262.
Kapiṣa, kingdom, meaning of name, 220 n., 275, 299, 304.
KarChi (Kurrachee), port, 98.
Karīkota dynasty of Kashmir, 308.
Kariuk, horde, 305, 306.
Karmanīa, province of Peruia, 101, 102, 107, 109.
Karṇadōva, king of Chedi, 314, 329.
Karna-suvatya, kingdom, 284 n.
Karōura = Karūr (1), 340: (2) 341 n.
Karśī, plain, 58, 62, 73, 77, 78.
Karṣiṇapura = Kartarpur, 250 n.
Kārīr, (1) near Cranganore, 340: (2), in Coimbatore, 341 n.
Kārīvati, a queen of Asoka, 170.
Kāshgar, conquered by China, 221: conquered by Kanishka, 228, 243.
Kāshgar and China, 303, 304.
Kāśi, kingdom, 25.
Kaspatyros (Kasapyros), city, 32 n.
Kaspeiria = Kaiṣara, 226 n.
Kāśyapa, a Buddha, 27 n.
Kītantra, grammar, 185 n.
Kathālo, autonomous tribe, 64, 82, 250.
Kāthikārī = Surāshtra, q. v., 256.
Kathmandū, town, 306.
Katuria Bāj, of Kumao, 250 n.
Kātyāyana, date of, 337 n.
Kānṣambī, city, edict of Asoka from, 149 n., 158: site of, 257 n.
Kantīya = Chānakya, 36.
Kīval, port, 336, 338.
Kerāla, history of, 340, 341.
Kerālaputra, kingdom in Asoka's time, 164, 333, 340.
Keraolpatī, chronicle, 341.
Kātobothros, of Karoura, 341 n.
Khaibar (Khber), pass, 43 n.
Khajuraho, temples at, 313.
Khindesh, censors in, 162.
Kharara, in Mongolia, 221.
Kharavēla, king of Kalinga, 35 n., 38 n., 176, 184.
Kharassī, script, 146, 147 n.
Khwāk, pass, 42.
Khotan kingdom, visited by Asoka, 41: persecution of Buddhism in, 180 n.: submitted to China, 221 n.: conquered by Kanishka, 228, 229 n., 231, 243: visited by Hiuen Tsang, 297.
Khotā, province, 305.
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Khwaja Wali, Musalman general, 331.

Khwairam, country, 196.

Koša = Kadphises I, q. v., 226, 242.

Kośi-hien (Kion-ha), Chinese graduate, 242.

Kỳ-piu, province, meaning of name of, 220 n., 242, 274.

Kṣatryarana, Chandella king, 314: I and II, Chalukya kings, 824, 826.


Kṛṣṇa, river, 148, 323, 324, 371, 360, 351.

Kuhah-states, clan, 188, 255.

Kuśā, account of India by, 10.

Kuṭia Viśhuvvardhanha, Chalukya king, 324, 354.

Kūsha, in Mongolia, 217, 221.

Kūta = Madura, q. v., 336.

Kuṭalakarakadphises = Kadphises I, q. v., 220 n.

Kuṭākhara, a Pāṇḍya royal name, 338.

Kuṭāja, recovered by Chinese, 188.

Kumāra, king of Kāmarupa, 297, 299, 300.

Kumāra Devi, queen of Chaukghupta I, 244.


Kumārapāla, king of Gujara, 273, 277, 280. 282.

Kumbakonam, town, 334 n.

Kumrā, village, 115.

Kunilā, legendary son of Andhra, 170.

Kūn, river, 44, 45.

Kundalavana, monastery, 285 n.

Kuṣmāṇḍa, Pāñcāla, q. v., 26.

Kuśmāṇḍar, Andhra, 183.

Kuru, land of, 262: sons of, 257.

Kuśā = Kunāla, q. v., 174.


Kuśinagara, site of, 189, 195.

Kusumānpura = Pataliputra, 31.
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Kutb, mosque near Delhi, 310.
Kutb-ud-din Bakht, general, 314, 315, 319, 321.
Kuvana, monastery, 234, 235 n.

Laccadives, islands, 345.
Lac-lih, a fictitious name, 270 n., 274 n.
Lahore, city, 74.
Lakes, artificial, 318, 317.
Lakhmamiya Bai, king of Bengal, 320-2.
Lakhnauti, city, 322.
Lakshampsena, king of Bengal, 821, 322.

Laiikia, king of Kabul, 309.
Laiakar, battle of, 318.
Lanc, Indian, 118.
Land-revenue, or crown-rent, 128.
Lan-midu, Ta-his capital, 242.
Laodike, (1) queen of Antiochus Theos, 195 n. : (2) mother of Eukratides, 314.

Lata-Southern Gujrat, 324, 327.
Lakshya era, 220 n.
Lanjya-Arasikj, pillar at, 139 n., 149 n.
Lanjya-Nandangah, pillar at, 139 n., 149 n.

Lax, Andhra coinage in, 190.
Lak, satrap of Taxila, 54 n., 210 n.
Licence, tax, 121.
Lichchhavi, clan, 36, 30, 244, 281: exposure of dead, 136 n.
Li-I-piao, Chinese envoy, 302.
Lingkhat, sect, 380.
Literature, revival of, 287: decadence of, 301.
Longitude, reckoned from Ujjain, 256.
Lumbini garden, 199, 149, 174.

Lumri, tribes, 100 n.
Lysias, Indo-Greek king, 215.

Maccaonia, Akoeka's mission to, 164.
Maccaonian calendar, 79.
Maceutus, Roman emperor, 243.
Mahakanprat, metronym of Siva-lakura, 186 n.
Mahabban, inscription of Harsha, 288 n., 302.
Madhyamika - Nagari, 176, 179, 192.
Madhara, tribe, 250.
Madura, later Pandy capital, 336-7, 339.
Madhava kingdom, 24-7, 30, 31, 34, 36, 37, 110, 150, 172, 175, 176, 182, 184, 244: towns of, 259: later Gupta dynasty of, 271, 281.
Mages, king of Cyrene, 164, 178.
Mahan- Aekos, 49, 68-71.
Mahabharata, epic, 8, 22.
Mahadeva, Yadava king, 332.
Mahanadi, river, 137, 248.
Mahasand, king, 33, 41.
Mahapadma Nanda, king, 95, 110, 117, 118.
Mahaparinibbana Sutra, referred to, 31 n.
Mahasena-gupta, mother of Prabhakara-varhama, 258 n.
Mahavamsa, chronicle, 9, 166, 340.
Mahavira, founder of Jainism, 24, 27, 39-41.
Mahendra, (1) brother of Akoeka, 165, 166, 384: (2) king of South Kosala, 243: (8) mountain = Mahendragiri, 227.
Mahendragiri, fort, 248.

Mahendarvadi, cave-temples at, 850.
Mahi, river, 279.
Mahipatra, king of Bengal, 318.
Maharaj of Gauri, king, 12, 301, 309, 313.
Mahoba, town, 313, 315.
Mahatra, clan, 272.
Mahakand, pass, 50 n.
Mahakottai, country, 388.
Malana, headland, 100.
Maliyava era, 24: 2, kingdom, 23, 144: the kingdom not of Mala-po, 280: Parakrama dynasty of, 316-18: tribe, 250. (See Malw kingdom.)
Malavikagnimitra, drama, 175 n., 179 n.
Maldives, islands, 845.
Malikha, king of the Nabataeans, 207 fl.
Malik M., compared with Samudragupta, 249: in the Declan, 331, 332: sacked Madura, 339: destroyed importance of Chola kingdom, 847.
Malin, mountains, 102, 134.
Malikheb, = Manyakota, 837.
Malii, tribe in Sind, 92 n.
Mallot, autonomous tribe in the Punjab, 64, 56-90, 250.
Mandalaipuram, 'Seven Pagodas' at, 850.
Mandapa, cave-temples at, 850.
Man, Gulf of, 884.
Mandakini, river, 175 n.
Manasa, inscription, 281.
Mangalesa, Chalukya king, 824.
Mangalore, town, 164, 333, 840.
Mangli, on the Hydaspes, 77.
Maitri, Pitam, oldest capital of Nepal, 142.
Manasa, Asoka inscriptions at, 147 n., 152.
Mantakya, king, 248.
Manu, date of code of, 267.
Manufactures, regulation of, 121.
Manyakota, later Rashtra rule capital, 327.
Marco Polo, in Southern India, 10, 336.
Marcus Aurelius, Roman emperor, 226, 248.
Mārkhandeya Purāṇa, used by Bana, 19.
Mārtrāda, temple, 308.
Mārūr, state, 312.
Masistes, story of wife of, 117 n.
Massaga (Massaga), town, 17, 50.
Mathnas, pillar, 139 n.
Matthew, apostle, 204 n.
Matyā Purāṇa, date of, 9, 10, 16.
Ma-tuan-lin, Chinese envoy to Fa-hien, 219 n., 221 n.
Manakes (Maakes), a Sakas chief, 205 n.
Manes, king, 201 n., 202, 203, 207.
Man-Sahaniya, Parthian capital, 19.
Mātul, legendary king, 205.
M'Ccrindie, works of, 11 n., 114 n.
Meerut, Asoka pillar from, 119 n.
Megaethenes, on India, 11, 119, 114.
Meghadūta of Kalidasa, 267 n.
Meghavarpa, king of Ceylon, 15, 261.
Mekrā, (1) = Muktā province, q. v., 100 n.: (2) a river in Sind, 207 n.
Mieszler, general, 76.
Memnon, satrap of Gedrosia, 99 n.
Menander, Indo-Greek king, 173.
177, 192, 198, 198 n., 200, 207 n., 211, 213, 215, 216.

Mercenaries, massacre of, 48.

Metros, Mount, 45, 46.

Merutnaga, Jain author, 40 n.

Mesopotamia, Roman conquest of, 222, 243.

Metagelaison, Attic month, 79.

Mihintale, stupa of Mahendra at, 165.

Mihiragula (Mihirakula), Sakala capital of, 65 n., 299: persecution of Buddhism by, 180 n.: history of, 274–7, 299, 301.


Minglun (Manglawar), capital of Swat, 47.

Ming-ti, emperor of China, 231, 242.

Minnagar, capital of Sind, 207.

Mirath = Meerut, q.v.

Missions, of Asoka, 163–7.


Mitraeva, assassinated Sumitra Sunga, 181.

Mitra dynasty, coins of, 181 n.

Mogā, script, 332.

Moga, king, 201 n., 203.

Moggal, father of Tissa, 169 n.

Mo-la-p'o, kingdom, 279.

Monghyr (Māungīr), district, 26.

Monuments, historical value of, 13.

Morte d'Arthur," referred to, 151.


Munsikana, king, 92–4.

Mūdāra Rākshasa, drama, 36 n., 110 n.: genuine historical tradition in, 113 n.: female guards mentioned in, 116 n.: plots described in, 117.

Mughhabin, in Indus delta, 97 n.

Muḥammad, son of Bahlītiyar, 319–21: Ghori = Shihāb-ud-din, 312 n.: bin Kāsim, 34.


Muz-ud-din = Shihāb-ud-din, 312 n.

Mukhaliṣam = Kalinganagara, 349 n., 356.


Multān, city, not the scene of Alexander's wound, 89 n.: legend of massacre of Zoroastrians at, 293: province, dependent on Teṣk-i, 300.

Municipal administration in Mau-rya age, 119–22.

Mukja, Parama Rāja, 316, 317, 328.

Mutilation, penalty of, 138, 260, 288.

Muttra, see Mathurā.

Muzaffaryor, district, 139.

Muziris = Cranganore, 340.

Mygdonia, a legendary lady, 205.


Nabataean, monarchy, 207 a., 248.

Nagānanda, drama, 288.

Nāgarī = Madhyamikā, 176, 192.

Nāgājuni hills, inscriptions in, 171, 174.

Nabāpīṇa Kesharākita, chieftain, 188, 255.

Nahrwālah, city, 272, 311.

Nakha-i-Rustam, inscription at, 10, 32 n.

Nālanda, monastery at, 294, 302.

Nameless king, identity of, 222, 223 n., 242.

Nanda dynasty, 33–6, 38–41, 110, 111: Rāja, 176 n.

Nandī, the bull of Sīva, 283.
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Nandiwaratana, king, 58, 41.
Nandi-varman, Pallava king, 353.
Nannuka, Chandaella Raja, 313.
Napoleon, Samudragupta the Indian, 253.
Narasimha II, Hoysala king, 381.
Narasimhagupta Pallidiva, king, 271, 276, 281.
Narmada (Narbada), river, 6, 23, 111, 131, 144, 175, 177, 250, 286, 323, 325, 332.
Narwar, town, 248.
Nasi, included in Andhra dominions: early Rashtrakuta capital, 327.
Nearchus, Alexander's admiral, 90, 97-101, 104: trustworthy, 114 n.: on use of cotton cloth as writing-material, 127.
Nellore, town, 383, 341.
Nerbudda, see Narmada.
Nero, Roman emperor, 242: coins of, 287.
Nerva, Roman emperor, 243.
Nestorian Christians in Madras, 206.
Nestorianism in China, 302.
News-writers of Asoka, 132.
Niese, paradoxical notions of, 105 n., 112 n., 210.
Nigliva pillar inscription, 27 n., 148.
Nikala, (1) = Jalallabad, 48, 53: (2) on battle-field of the Hydaspecs, 62, 73.
Nikahor, son of Parmenion, 42.
Nikias, Indo-Greek king, 215.
Nora = Ora, 50.
Nosala, enchanted isle, 100.
Nudia (Nuddea), town, 319-21.
Numismatic (see Coins), principal works on, 14 n.
Nunes, Portuguese chronicler, 116.
Nysa, position of, 45, 46.
Ocean, Indian, 32.
Ohind, on Indus, 52, 68, 103, 16.
Oldfield, Sketches from Nipal, 142 n.
Omphla, king of Taxila-Amblia, q. v., 53.
Onions, forbidden, 286.
Oniones = Vonones, q. v., 203.
Optin, = Alexandria under the Caucasus, 42 n.
Ora, (1) = Nora, a town in the Ind; 49, 50: (2) a town in the country of the Oreitai, 107.
Ordeal, trial by, 288.
Oreitai, nation or tribe, 98-128.
Origen, referred to, 203, 204.
Orissa, 148 n., 176 n., 318.
Orkon, river, 305.
Ormuz, port, 101.
Orobatis, town in the hills, 56.
Orthagoras, Indo-Parthian, 207 n.
Ossadoci, tribe, 91.
Ouantapuri = town of Bihar, 36.
Otho, Roman emperor, 242.
'O-tien-p'o-chi-ko = the Indus, 114, 300.
Oudh, province, 25, 176, 192, 245, 252, 257.
On-kong = U-kong, q. v., 21.
Oxathro, tribe, 91, 92.
Ox-races, 115.
Oxus, river, 195, 219, 258, 278.
Oxyartes, father of Roxana, he was a satrap, 91, 92 n., 100.
Oxydrakai, autonomous tribe of the Panjab, 87, 90.
Oxykhas, chieflain, 94.
Padaria, see Rummindia, 142, 173.
Padmavati = Narwar, 248.
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Painting, origin of Indian, 325.
Patthān, capital of Pulumāyi II, 190.
Ptakres, Indo-Parthian king, 207 n.
Ptakyan country, 32 n., 242 n.
Pāla dynasty of Bengal, 318, 319.
Palace of Chandragupta Maurya, 115.
Palakk, (Palakkā), a Pālava principality, 249, 350-2.
Pālak, river, 148.
Pālghat or Palghat = Palakka, 249, 350.
Pāli, language, 146, 186 n., 266, 267.
Pālī, village, inscription from, 281.
...u., origin, 187, 347; history, 248, 324-6, 347-57.
Pālla, caste, 357.
Pāmyra, rise of, 243.
Pānchāla country, 193.
Pā-l-ch'uo, Chinese general, 221, 222, 228, 243.
Pandrothana = old Srinagar, 142.
Pāndu, sons of, 22.
Pāṁint, date of, 337 n.
Pāṇi, changes in rivers of, 84, 85: in the seventh century, 299.
Pāṇiśara, river = Gourā, 47.
Pāṇitar, ruins at, 69.
Pantaleon, Indo-Greek king, 190, 215, 216.
Paper introduced into Europe, 306.
Parakrama-bahu, king of Ceylon, 340.
Parāmarā, dynasty of Mālwā, 816-18.

Paramārī (Pārmāria), Chandella king, 314, 315.
Paramesvara-varman, I and II, Pahlava kings, 358.
Parāntaka 2, Chola king, 888, 844.
Parchment, as writing-material, 128.
Paribār, rule in Bundelkhand, 313.
Parpadatta, viceroy of Skanda-gupta, 269.
Parṇota = Punach, 229 n.
Parpaniśadai, satrapy, 112, 182.
Parpanisā = Hindū Kush, or Indian Caucasus, 113: spelling of, 182 n.
Parthic king, 29.
Phāra (Phāraka), Buddhist leader, 234.
Parthia proper, 196.
Pasianoi, tribe, 201 n.
Paśupatināth, convent of, 142.
Patāla city, capital of Pātalēṇā, 93, 97, 98 n. = Bahmanābād.
Pātalēṇā = delta of Indus, 94.

Patan, (1) Asoka’s capital of Népal, 142, 143 : (2) = NahrwAl or Anhilwāra in Gujarāt, 272.

Patañjali, grammarian, 179, 192, 193, 337 n.

Patika, satrap of Taxila, 210 n.

Patna, city=Pataliputra, 118, 114, 144 : latitude and longitude of, 115 n. : District in Magadha, 24, 26.

Paul, St., compared with Asoka, 168.

Pāwā, Mahāvīra died at, 24.

Peach and pear introduced into India, 229.

Pearl trade, 334, 337, 338.

Pegu, Asoka’s alleged mission to, 166.


Penal code of Chandragupta Maurya, 123.

Penār, river, 354.

Pentagramma = Pāñjītār, 70.

Pepper trade of Malabar, 864, 340.

Perdikkas, general, 48, 68.

Pargamum, rise of kingdom of, 174.

‘Periplus of the Erythraean Sea,’ date of, 207 n., 222 n.

Persecution of religion in India, 179, 180, 292, 329.

Persepolis, inscription at, 10, 32 n.

Persia, Hun attacks on, 273, 274 : Fīroz, king of, 273, 278 : Khusrū Anūshīhrvān, king of, 278 : embassies between India and, 925.


Pertinax, Roman emperor, 243.

Peshwār = Purushāpura, 52 n.

Petra, Nabataean capital, 207, 243.

Phenekas, Indo-Greek king, 28.

Phoekēlōtēs = Chārasadda, 43, 52 n.

Phoskrētas, defended Alexander, 89.

Pentecostian, Tables, 62 n.

Phaedo, folk-lore tale of, 170.

Pharaso, the fire-god, 236.

Phregelās = Bhagēlā, 34.

Philip, Roman emperor, 207 n.

Philip II of Spain, compared with Asoka, 169.


Philippus, Mr. W. R., on St. Thaddeus, 206 n.

Philoxenos, Indo-Greek king, 215.

Phraatakes II, Parthian king, 216.

Pisces, Sultans of, 43 n.

Pisty, law of, 135, 155, 159.

Pilgrimage of Asoka, 139, 140.

Pilgrim, Buddhist, 11, 143 : Hiuen Tsang, the prince, 210 : Fa-hien, the earliest of, 256.

Pillar edicts of Asoka, 140 n. : 146-9, 153, 154.

Pillai, monolithic, of Asoka, 145, 149 n.

Pimprama, capitulation of, 64.

Pipārswā, oldest known inscription at, 14 : = Kapilavastu of Fa-hien, 189 n.

Plahāpura = Pithāpuram, 24.

Pitenika, tribe, 164.

Pithōra Māli = Prithivi Rāja, 310.

Plato, Baotrian king, 215, 216.
Plays, Sanskrit, inscribed on tables of stone at Ajmir, 13: ascribed to Harsha, 288.

Pliny, distances recorded by, 75: date of Natural History of, 130 a., 207 n., 242.
Pola-to, country, 300.
Pola = Little Yasin, 805.
Polu-sha = Shabhazgarhi, 52 n.
Polyzamy at Taxila, 135.
Polyzenos, Bactrian king, 215.

Póros, (1) gave information to Alexander, 34: ruled kingdom between Hydaspes and Akassines, 65: refused submission, 55: had army 50,000 strong, 56: gave battle, 56: defeated, 56: took prisoner, 61: became friend of Alexander, 62: was granted territory of the Glausai, 63: was re-inforced by Mithradates, 202 n.: (2) nephew of (1), 68.

Portianaus, chieftain on Indus, 94 n.
Portuguese at Tuticorin, 336.
Porta = Bactria, 242, 243 n.
Porta, capital of Godrois, 99 n.
Prabhakara = vardhana, Raja of Thanedar, 288.
Prabodhakasodara, drama, 314.
Prasati, tribe, 94.
Prabhakīrti, title of Puragupta, 271, 281.
Prakrit, language, 146.
Prasati (Pratiot), nation, 34, 36.
Pratapaditta, title of Prabhakara- vardhana, 283.
Pratīga, Harsha’s assembly at, 295, 302.
Prithvi Raja, Chauhān, 810, 811, 314.
Pratyagata, drama, 288.

Procemot, Maurya officials corresponding to, 120 a., 210 a.

Ptolemy, (1) son of Lagos, 11, 50, 89; (2) Philadelphus, 130, 164, 173, 174.

Punakottai, town, 333, 341, 349, 357.

Pukhrāj, Harsha king, 324: (II) Harsha king, 266, 302, 324-6, 354, 355.

Pulinda, tribe, 164.

Puliamyi, (X), (11), (111), Andhara kings, 183, 189, 190.
Punch-marked coins, 54 n.
Fivāvardhana, kingdom, 300.
Punic war, 173, 174.

Puragupta, history of, 271, 281.

Punā, river, 98 n.


Pāravarman, the last descendant of Asoka, 172, 292.

Pārvaśasanga, Andhra king, 191.

Purushapura = Peshawar, 52 n.: capital of Kanishka, 227.

Pushyamitra = Pushyamitra, q.v., 175 n.

Pushyapura = Pataliputra, 81.

Pushyabhūti, ancestor of Harsha, 291.

Pushyagupta, brother-in-law of Chandragupta Maurya, 125.

Pushyamitra, (1) Sunga king, 36 n., 172, 174-50, 192, 193, 216, 266: (2) nation, 266.

Queen of Bimbisāra, 23, 30: Kleophas of Massaga, 48: mother of Mahāpadma Nanda, 110: of Agnimitra Śunga, 176 n.: of Devabhūti śunga, 181 n.: Balkisol, Andhra, 188, 189 n.: Tartia, con-

Queens of Asoka, 170.


Quiton, annexed by Rājarṣi, 846.

Rādhākā, inscribed pillar, 189 n.


Rākshasa, date of, 267 n.

Rājāśīra, Chola king, 329, 346.

Rājāṣṭhāna, Chola king, 344.

Rājagriha, ancient capital of Magadha, 28: Asoka’s death at, 141, 145 n.

Rājarṣi, Chola king, 339, 388, 456, 366.

Rājasthāna, Pāṇḍya king, 838.

Rājasthāna = aśvamedha, q.v., 178.

Rājatarangini, chronicle of Kashmir, 8.

Rājarṣi = Abhirāma, 52 n., 81, 299.


Rājput, royal clans, 278.

Rājāvula, satrap of Mathurā, 201 n.

Rājāvīr, sister of Harsha, 264, 296.

Rājāvārodhana, Rāja of Thanasir, 283, 284, 302.

Rāmāchandra, Yādava Rāja, 383.

Rāmādeva, Rājā of Mathurā, 201 n.

Rāmaśākdesa, antiquities of, 167 n.

Rāmāyaṇa, epic, 8.

Rāmeśvara, Adam’s Bridge, 249.

Rāmpurwa, pillars at, 189 n., 149 n.

Rāṣṭramātka, capital of Karpāsa-varṣa, 284 n.

Rāṅga, fortrefis, 68.

Rāpū, river, 25.

Rāpti, Little, river, 189 n.

Rāṣṭrakaṭṭa, clan = dynasty, 326–8.

Rās Malin = Malana headland, 100.

Rāṣṭrakūṭa, clan, 310, 312, 318.
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Sālsunāga dynasty, 7, 26, 33-41.
Śākala, not = Sangala, 65 n.: capital of Mihiragula, 274, 299.
Śakranāti, tribe, 201 n.
Śakastēnē = Sīstān, 201.
Śāketam, town in southern Oudh, 176, 192.
Śakra, a god, 294.
Śāky territory, 24: clan, 31.
Śākdamuni, epithet of Buddha, 27 n.
Śākī, tax on, 121.
Śākka, a god, 294.
Śākṣita, Maurya king, 171 n., 174.
Śākṣita, Andrew, 182, 193.
Śākṣita, kingdom, 249.
Śambasatā, tribe, 92.
Śambho, chieftain on Indus, 94.
Śāṃmitya school of Buddhism, 286, 291.
Śāmudragnuṣṭa, history and wars of, 6, 17, 246-58, 281, 307: compared with Bhoja Paramāra, 317.
Śānapāra, Indo-Parthian king, 207 n.
Śālschi, stūpas at, 145: relic caskets at, 169 n.: Vāsasāhika inscription at, 237 n., 238: Gupta inscription at, 281.
Śāndarūk, legendary city, 204, 205.
Śāngala, destruction of, 64: not = Śākala, 65 n.
Śāngala, Maurya king, 171 n., 174.
Śāṅghamitrē, legend of, 166.
Śāṅghrāma, king of Kashmir, 309.
Śāṅkaravarman, king of Kashmir, 308, 309.
Śāṅkra, allied to Prākrit and Pāli, 146: plays, 18, 288: revival of, 205-7.
Śaṅkara- śramāṇera, shrine of, 206.
Śāpor (Śāpyūra) I and II, kings of Persia, 289, 240, 243.
Śaptāśatā, referred to, 185 n.
Śarapī, on Kushān coins, 236.
Śārūth, near Benares, 139.
Śāravastivādin, Buddhist school, 234, 235 n.
Śāśanka, king of Central Bengal, 284, 285, 302: persecuted Buddhism, 180, 292.
Śāgīngupta = Sīsiottoes, 51.
Sāsānian dynasty, 191, 207 n., 293, 243, 278.
Śēkta, Andhra king, 182, 188.
Śātadhāvan, Maurya king, 171 n., 174.
Śātadru = Sutlaţ river, 85.
Śātakarṇi, title of Andhra kings, 185.
Śātavāhana = Andhra dynasty, q.v., 182.
Śātyagron = Tāmralipti, 261 n.
Śatrapa (Western) of Sūrāshtra, 17, 255, 265.
Śatīśārya, Chalukya king, 329.
Śāhī, referred to, 129.
Śāwa, resembled Indian lances, 118.
Śavatthi = Śravasti, q.v., 26.
Śāvilvā, origin of Indian, 211, 23.
Śēthiy, the valley of the Lower Indus, 207.
Śē, tribe = Śaka, q.v., 186, 200.
Śelēnē, on Kanisaka's coins, 232.
Śenñhīdan era, 33 n., 178, 178 n.: kings, 129.
Śelenkos, (1) Nikator, contemporary of Chandragupta: rival of
Antigonos, and king of Syria, 111: invaded India unsuccessfully and ceded a large part of Ariana, 112, 128, 131-4, 194, 210: sent Megasthenes as envoy to Chandragupta, 113, 210: chronology of reign of, 178: son and grandson of, 195: Niese's theory about, 209: (2) brother of Antiochus Theos, 195 n.: (8) Kallinikos, 216: (4) Philopator, 216.

Semiramis in India, 42, 97.

Sena, dynasty of Bengal, 819-22.

Septimius Severus, Roman emperor, 248.

Serica = central Chinese dominions, 193 n., 222 n.

Sevana, the Yadava territory, 381.

Shaiba-garhi = Po-Ju-sha, 52 n., 147 n.: inscription of Asoka at, 147 n., 152.

Sha-cha, not = Saketan, 192.

Shandhiri, site of Taxila, 54 n., 72.

Shaniya kings of Kabul, 308.

Shankot, (1) pass, 50: (2) fort on Mahabhan, 69, 70: (3) in Jhang district, 274.

Sher Shah, rebuilt Pataliputra, 258.

Shah-bud-din, wars of, 311, 312.

Shi, viceroy of Kadphises II, 222.

Shikot, fortress, 63, 74, 78.

Shibot, tribe, 86, 87 n.

Shyrttas, satrap of Arachosia, 99 n., 109, 118.

Shok, Asoka's care for, 162.

Siddhārya, Asoka's inscriptions near, 150 n., 153.

Shan-chi, Chinese general, 306.

Sifur, legendary general, 205.

Singdhis, territory, 192, 198 n.

Shihwān, ? = Sindimāna, 94 n.

Sīlāditya, (1) king of Mo-la-p'o: (2) title of Harsha-varidhana, 285.

Simhapura, kingdom = Salt Range, 299.

Simhavarmā I and II, Pallava kings, 352, 353.

Simhavishnu, Pallava king, 353, 354.

Simraon, in Tirhut, 319.

Simmak, first Andhra king, 182, 183.

Sind, associated with Uparṇa, 168: changes in rivers of, 84 n., 207: kingdom of, 800.

Sindhu, river in Central India, 178.

Sindimāna, ? = Shihwān, 94.

Singhārava, Yadava king, 332.

Siyanka = Simuka, g.v., 192.

Siṣikottos = Śaṅgūpta, 51.

Sītān = Sakastanē, 201, 211: date of, 240.

Śītumagā, 26, 40.

Śīva, on Kushān coins, 234, 235: worshipped by Harsha, 231, 232, 236.

Śīvalakura, Andhra king, 193.

Śīva Skanda, Andhra king, 193.

Śīvakanda-varman, Pallava king, 350.

Śīva Śrī, Andhra king, 199.

Śkanda, deity, 238.

Śkandagupta, history of, 247-51, 281.

Śkanda Pārśa, date of, 19.

Śkandastambha, supposed Andhra king, 191.

Śkandavarman I and II, Pallava kings, 353.

Śkeizrophorion, Attic month, 61.

Śkylax of Karyanda, 31.

Ślavery in India, 93.

Śodasa, satrap of Mathura, 253.

Śogdiana = Khanate of Ferghana, 220, 221.

Śogdian, included in seven-ninth satrapy, 196.

Śokrates Scholastikos, c. 305 a.

Śomadārman, Maurya king, 173 n., 174.

Śomesvara IV, Chalukya king, 113, 330.

Śoṇ, river, 122, 144.

Śong-yun, Chinese pilgrim, 247, 270 n.
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Sonmiyâ, near Purâli river, 97 n.
Sonâpat, seal of Harsha, 283 n., 302.
Sopârâ, Asokâ inscription at, 147 a.
Sophagaçenas = Subhâgasesa, 197, 198 a.
Southern India, defective history of, 7, 334.
Sovanabhûmi = Pego, 166.
Spaîyirâ, Indo-Parthian king, 203.
Srâvastî, capital of Kosala, 25, 27 a.: site of, 139; almost deserted in time of Fa-hien, 262.
Srênila = king Bimbisâra, 26.
Srî Xârulâ, ancient Andhra capital, 184.
Kîuaghar, capital of Kashmir, 142.
Srîvâsava, supposed Andhra king, 191.
Krong-tsang-Campo, king of Tibet, 298, 304.
Srâ-ma-chiin, Chinese historian, 11.
Sustandros, satrap of Arta and Drangiana, 109.
Sustanor, satrap of Bactria and Sogdiana, 109.
Steel, Indian, 90 a.
Sthônaviśara = Thanêsar, 282.
Sthavira, Buddhist Mahâyâna school, 252, 355.
Sthîramati, Buddhist teacher, 272.
Sthôlabhadra, Jain saint, 40 a.
Stone, inscriptions on, 18.
Strabo, on Alexander’s route, 74.
Strato I and II, Indo-Greek kings, 199, 201, 215, 216.
Sûpâs, ascribed to Asoka, 144, 145: erected by Harsha, 290, 295.
Subhâgasesa = Sophagaçenas, 197, 198 a.
Sûdarâsana, lake at Gîrnâr, 125.
Sêthra, king of Sind, 800.
Sûthârâ, inscription from, 226 a.
Sûyasaçtha, Sûnga king, 180.
Sukhchayinpur, ? = Nikais (2), 62.
Sûmakîya, a Nanda prince, 88.
Sumîtra, Sûnga king, 181.
Sûn worship, 291, 296, 300.
Sundara, a Pâñcâya royal name, 388-40.
Sûnga dynasty, 175-81.
Sûparâsa = Suyasas, q. v., 171.
Sûrakshtra, annexed by Chandra-gupta II, 129 a., 256: annexed by Menander, 176, 192, 198 a.: satrap’s of, 187, 201, 255, 348.
Sûrât, animal hospital at, 163.
Sûs, Alexander’s return to, 101, 103, 107.
Sûçarma, last Káîva king, 182, 183, 185.
Susetâ Jâtaka, referred to, 54 a.
Sutaj, river, 86.
Sûvana, a gold coin, 270 a.
Suvânpûrâ, hill, 145 a.
Sûwât, valley, 46 a., 47, 50, 212: = Udyâna, 305.
Sûyasa, a son of Asoka, 171, 174.
Sûyasa, minister in Kashmir, 506.
Svetâmbara, Jain sect, 40 a.
Svat. valley, see Sûwât.
Syrîa, embassies to India from, 10: Asoka’s mission to, 164.
Tabari, Muhammadan historian, 325 a.
Tabaristân, south of the Caspian, 306.
Taghûmdabâh Ëmîr = Tsung-lîng range, 222, 228.
Ta-hia, Chinese name for Bactrians, 218, 242.
Tabšt-i-Hîd, by Albarûnti, 12 a.
Tâlia II and III, Chalukya kings, 328-30, 367.
Taltsong, Chinese emperor, 304.
Takht-i-Bahi, inscription, 206 a.
Takvasîla (Takvasîlā) = Taxila, q. v., 54 a.
Talas, in Mongolia, 805.
Talent, value of, 32 a.
Tâmil, historical poems, 15: states, 143: hostility to Ceylon, 166: language boundary, 342.
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Tamilik, probably = Tamralipti, 145.
Tamralipti = Tamilik or ? Satgaon, 143, 261.
Tamraparni, river, 333, 335.
T'ang, dynasty of China, 302, 304.
Tanjore, District, 165, 166: great temple at, 345.
Tarkā, pillar inscriptions from, 147, 148, 153.
Tkshaharkhā Muhammad the 'Stone Tower,' 198 a., 222.
Telephos, Indo-Greek king, 216.
'Ten Tribes,' country of, 305.
Tents, invention of, 287.
Terti, legendary queen, 205.
Thānsar = Sīhānvisvara, 282.
Thathā (Tatta), in Sind, 96.
Theodore, in Suwāt inscription, 212.
Theodotus, see Diokotus I, 196 a.
Theophilos, Indo-Greek king, 215.
Thōns, satrap of Gedrosia, 99 a.
Thomas, (1) of Jerusalem, 206 a.: (2) the Manichaeans, 206 a.: (3) Saint, 203-6.
Thracian troops of Alexander, 44, 91, 92 a.
Thāstanes = satrap Chabtānas, 189.
Tiberius, Roman emperor, 242: coins of, 337.
Tībet, Kambéjas of, 154: persecution of Buddhism in, 180 a.: relations of India with, 303-6: revival of Buddhism in, 319.
Tibetan traditions, 89, 41: defeat by Lalitāditya of Kashmir, 308.
Tālūra Kōt = Kapilavastu of Hiuen Tsang, 139 n.
Timber in ancient Indian buildings, 127.
Timmer, confluence of Jihlam and Chināb at, 84.
Tirabhukti = Tirhát, 312 a.
Tirauri, battle of, 311.
Tirhát, north of the Ganges, 302:
Tirahshakhā, a legendary queen of Asoka, 170.
Tissa, (1) king of Ceylon, 165: (2) Buddhist saints named, 168 a.
Titus, Roman emperor, 242.
Tivara, a son of Asoka, 170.
Tocharoi, tribe, 201 a.
Tokmak, in Mongolia, 305.
Tomarā, clan, 318.
Tomerōs, river, 99.
'Tong-sho-ka,' Turkish chief, 201.
Topos, inscribed pillar of Asoka brought from, 149 a.
Tommiā, Huns chief, 278, 279.
Tosali, city, 121, 144.
Tradition, value of, 4.
Trajan, Indian embassy to annexation of Mesopotamia, 224, 443.
Travancore, Rājās of, 341.
Travellers, Asoka's provisions for, 162: Harsha's institutions, 147-200.
Tripadīsimon, partition of, 149, 150, 195.
Trivāṭār, sculptures at, 339.
Truthfulness, duty of, 158.
Tshka, kingdom in Pañjāb, 583.
Tsaung, or Issyk-kūl lake, 216.
Tsung-ling, mountains, 222.
Tul language, 164, 333, 340.
Tungabhadrā, river, 323, 327, 330.
Turkī, in Mongolia, 304.
Turkī kings of Kābul, 308.
Turkemenā, Parthians resettled, 195.
Turks, destroyed Hun empire, 278: heirs of the Thalites, 308: on the Huns, 308.
Turshah, king, 275 a.
INDEX

Aaoka's Persian governor, 125.
Tutiscorin, Portuguese port, 336.
Tyrnaspes, satrap of the Paropamisudae, 48, 91.

Aukhalandapura = Ohind, q. v., 53 n.
Udandapura = Bihār town, 318.

Sadai, 43, 91.

Ukhafapura = Hind, q. v., 68 ft.

Udalriapura = Bihir town, 318.

Udaya, king, 31 n., 83, 88, 91.

Udayagiri, (1) hill in Orissa, 35 n., 176; (2) in Mālwa, inscription at, 281.

U-k'ong, Chinese pilgrim, 21.

Und = Ohind, q. v., 52 n.
Upagupta, teacher of Asoka, 139, 168: identical with Tissa, son of Moggali, 169 n.
Upendrav, Paramāra chief, 316.

Uppar, the ancient Chola capital, 164, 342.

Urasa = Hazara District, 52 n., 51, 147, 299 n.

Ushkar = Hushkapura, 287.

Uvadsa Dasāc, cited, 39 n.

Vāda Śri, Andhra king, 190.

Vākalika, nation, 254.

Vābillsa, Buddhist school, 234.

Vātāli = Basār and Bakhira, 24 n.: Lichchhavi clan at, 26, 41: conquered by Magadhā, 30: visited by Wang-hüen-t'se, 299.

Vāshnavas, religion, 163 n.

Valabhi, dynasty of, 272: Rāja of, 287, 294.

Valens, Roman emperor, 243.

Valerian, Roman emperor, 278.

Vanga = Bengal, 254.

Vaiṣṭi = Karūr, 340.

Vañadā, river, 177.

Vardhamana = Mahāvīra, q. v.

Vēśavī, mother of Ajātaśatr, 30 n.

Vasco da Gama bombarded Calicuit, 177.

Vānāhaka, = Vāsudeva Kushan, 238 n.

Vānāśabyputra, epithet of Andhra kings, 186 n.


Vāsumitra, (1) Buddhist leader, 234, 285 n.: (2) Sunga king, 177, 175, 180.

Vātāpi = Bādāmi, Chalukya capital, 324–7, 356.

Vāya Parāga, date of, 9, 10, 19, 25 n., 38.

Vellāla, caste, 357.

Vellōru (Southern), river, 341, 352, 354.

Vellōra = Elōra, q. v., 327 n.

Vēṣā, Pallava king of, 248, 350: Eastern Chalukya dynasty of, 324, 328, 346.

Vermin provided for, 163.

Vēsparas, Roman emperor, 242.

Vībhāsakṣaṭā, 234 n.

Vioerys of Maurya dynasty, 122, 144.

Vīdarbhā = Berār, 177.

Vīdaśā = Bhilsā, 177, 178.

Vījay, Andhra king, 190.

Vījayasuddha = Varmā, Pallava prince, 362.

Vījayāragar, army of, 118: kingdom of, 347.

Vījayasena, Rāja of Bengal, 319.

Vījayasukandha = Varmā, Pallava king, 352.

Vījaya, Kalaehurya king, 330.

Vījñānavārā, jurist, 330.

Vikrama, Chola king, 347, 357.

Vikramārika, Chalukya king, 839.

Vikramādiya-śarīra, of Bilhana, 15.

Vijñānakara I and II, Andhra kings, 186, 188–90, 848.

Vindhyā, mountains and tribes of, 6, 148: forests of, 234, 296.

Vīra, a recurring name in Pāṇḍya royal family, 288, 290.

Vīra-Ballāla, Hoysala king, 281.

Vīra-Dāva, sect, 280.

Vīrāsa, brother of Agnimitra’s queen, 175 a.

Vīra-varman, Pallava king, 288.

Virdhiyāra, era, 391.

Vīrāghaka, king, 81.

Vīrāśka, deity, 286.

Vīrāśkh, town, not Sāketa, 192.

Vīnasā-deva, Chauhān Rāja of Ajmir, 810.


Vīḥnagopāya = Chānaka, 86.

Vīḥnā Purāṇa, dat. of, 9, 10, 19.

Vīḥnavardhana, Chalukya, 284.

Vītarā, river, 52, 71.

Vītallīs, Roman emperor, 242.

Vologases III, Parthian king, 248.

Vosenees, Indo-Parthian king, 308, 216.

Vṛttiliṣa, confederacy, 24.

Vultures, exposure of the dead to, 185 n.

Vyāghra Māha, 248.

Vyāsh, river, 72 n.


Wayee fixed by authority, 120.

Wayiṣṭa = Hāya, the lost river, 86, 91.

Wayl = Vaḷāhī, q.e., 272 a.


Waw, Asoka foreswears, 138.

Ward, river, 177.

War-offices of Chandragupta Maurya, 119.

Water-rate, 124.

Watiśāk, town, 63 n., 74.

Weapons, Indian, 59.

Wei dynasty of China, 303 a.

Weight of coins, 228, 283, 271.

Weights and measures, 121.

Wei-shu, a Chinese work, 123 m.

Wells, dug by Asoka, 162.

Wema Kadphises = Kadphises of q., v., 221 a.

Wen-cheng, Chinese princess, 141.

West, and East, 2, 211.

Western Ghats, 234.

Western Satraps, history of.

Western Turks, 304.

White Huns, history of.

White Wās, history of.

Wight of cow, 225, 220, 27.

Wihl, Chinese prince, 123 n.

Wichina, punishment, 137.

Wright, History of Kālāpa, 307 n.

Writing, art of, 28, 127, 145.

Wu-sun, horde, 186, 218.

Wu-ti, Chinese emperor, 213.

Yandrames, king, 34, 35.

Xantippos, legendary dacoit, 297.

Xathrol, tribe, 91, 92.

Xerxes, Indian soldiers of, 32.

Yēśava, dynasty of Deva, 330–2.

Yajñī śri, Andhra king, 19.


Yāsin = Little Po-iu, 305, 306.

Yadodharman, Rāja of Central India, 266 a., 276, 277.
Yaşomati, queen of Prabhakarvardhana, 288 n.
Yaşovarman, king of Kanauj, 308.
Yandhāya, tribe, 250.
Yen-kao-ching = Kadphises II, q.e., 221 n., 235, 242.
Yi-ting = I-tsing, q.e., 21.
Yuan Chwang = Hiuen Tsang, q.e.
Yadhisthira, era of, 22 n.
Yunnam, recovered by China, 305.
Yusufi, country, 48, 50.
Zabulistan = Gharmi, 306.
Zarangot, nation, 92 n.
Zarisapa = Balkh, 195.
Zotlos, Indo-Greek king, 215.
Zoroastrian deities, 232 n., 298: alleged persecution, 298.